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Advisory Committee on Civil Rules
Washington, D.C.
April 18-19, 1996

rid I. Opening Remarks of Chairman. (Oral report.)
IL

II. Approval of Minutes of November 1995 meeting.

m. Review of Proposed Amendments Published for Public Comment.

A. Proposed Amendments to Rule 9(h), Pleading Special Matters-
Admiralty and Maritime Claims.

B. Proposed Amendments to Rule 26(c), Discovery - Protective Orders.

C. Proposed Amendments to Rule 47, Selecting Jurors - Examining
Jurors.

D. Proposed Amendments to Rule 48, Number of Jurors - Participation
in Verdict.

IV. Consideration of Draft Proposed Amendments to Rule 23 (Class Actions).

A. Comprehensive Redraft of Rule 23.

B. Alternative Factors in Comprehensive Redraft of Rule 23.

L 1. Eliminating "Necessary" Element in Rule 23(b)(3).

7 2. Reducing Role of "Probable Success."

l I3. Eliminating "Public Values" from Rule 23(b)(3).

4. Reducing Notice Complications.

5. Eliminating Settlement Classes.

L C. Minimum Redraft of Rule 23.
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D. Proposed Amendments to Rule 23(f) -Appellate Rules.

V. Consideration of Standing Committee's Draft Self-Study Plan. V
VI. Consideration of Admiralty Rules B. C, and E.

VII. Next Meeting.
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DRAFT MINUTES

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES

NOVEMBER 9 and 10, 1995

NOTE: THIS DRAFT HAS NOT BEEN REVIEWED BY THE COMMITTEE

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules met on November 9 and
10, 1995, at The University of Alabama School of Law. The meeting

a, was attended by all members of the Committee: Judge Patrick E.
Higginbotham, Chair, and Judge David S. Doty, Justice Christine M.
Durham, Francis H. Fox, Esq., Assistant Attorney General Frank W.

L, Hunger, Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq., Judge David F. Levi, Judge Paul V.
Niemeyer, Carol J. Hansen Posegate, Esq., Professor Thomas D. Rowe,
Jr., Judge Anthony J. Scirica, Judge C. Roger Vinson, and Phillip
A. Wittmann, Esq. Edward H. Cooper was present as reporter.
Former Committee Chair Chief Judge Sam C. Pointer Jr., and former
member John P. Frank, Esq., also attended. Judge Alicemarie H.
Stotler attended as Chair of the Standing Committee on Rules of

L Practice and Procedure; Professor Daniel R. Coquillette attended as
Reporter, and Sol Schreiber, Esq. attended as liaison member, of
that Committee. Judge Jane A. Restani attended as liaison
representative from the Bankruptcy Rules Advisory Committee. Peter
G. McCabe and John K. Rabiej, along with Karen Kremer, represented
the Administrative Office of the United States Courts. Thomas E.
Willging and Robert J. Niemic represented the Federal Judicial
Center. Professor Francis E. McGovern attended as an invited
speaker on experience with state-court class actions. Observers
included Frank Bainbridge, Esq., Sheila Birnbaum Esq., Robert S.
Campbell, Jr., Esq. (liaison, American College of Trial Lawyers),
Alfred W. Cortese, Jr., Esq., Robert Heim, Esq., Professor Deborah
R. Hensler, Robert Klein, Esq., Barry McNeil, Esq. (Chair-elect,
ABA Litigation Section), Professor Linda S. Mullenix, Fred Nisko,
Esq., Professor Carol M. Rice, Evan Schwab, Esq., Fred S. Souk,
Esq., Melvin Spaeth, Esq., and H. Thomas Wells Jr., Esq. (liaison,
ABA Litigation Section).

Judge Higginbotham opened the meeting by welcoming the
Committee and observers to Tuscaloosa and the Law School.

The Minutes of the April 20, 1995 meeting were approved.

L Judge Higginbotham reported on the September meeting of the
Judicial Conference of the United States. Shortly before the
meeting, the proposals to publish for comment revised jury voir
dire provisions in Criminal Rule 24(a) and Civil Rule 47(a) were

LI moved to the discussion calendar. It was proposed that the
Judicial Conference direct the Standing Committee that the
revisions not be published for comment. This proposal raised
concerns on at least two scores. The first concern is that it
would be a new and unfortunate precedent to bring the Judicial
Conference into the rulemaking process before the ordinary
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consideration of proposals that have worked through the full
processes of the Advisory Committees and Standing Committee. The 7
second concern is that ,such- interference could make ,,,,it more rn
difficult to persuade Congress that the Enabling Act process should LJ
be respected because it provides 'an orderly and designedly
deliberate process for considering rules changes. After spirited
-discussion, the Judicial Conference decided not to interfere with L
the proposed publications'. ;This action seems to reflect a judgment
about the need, to respect the regular, Enabling Act process, not
final. approval of the meritsof the Criminal Rule 24,(al)- and Civil
Rule 47(a) proposals. There seems ,tto have ,,been a, ,strong sense that
allowing public comment is particularly important with respect to
attorney participation in jury jvoir dire. The matter is of great
importance to the,,bar, and the barjifshouldlknow that ithas had full
opportunity Lto make its views known.

BBrief ,further ,discussiqn yaz given to the Civili Rule 47(a)
proposal. Iti was noted ,,that-thei' l'blic, comment period may propose
alternatives , that i will , improoeye ̀ inapothe initial proposal.u Jury
questionnairesareoften suggested6,ibult- ,must be controlled both to V
protect juror privacy and also to reduce the opportunities for
manipullation Iof psychologica.l profilesj or other jury selection
deviceg. New, York,- which ,,hasjlfllowedthe practice of selecting V
civil juries ,outside the presenceofa judge, ismoving toward a
system 4,of greater Fjudi~cial ir pvoxvmentw,that nonetheless is likely
to V room fbroLaFwyer6 pariipion. WAnd thoughtful attention
musit l~bllf j~dlirected~ll[,lto N~lthe ,r~ pthat .,-,,many jJudges 1who permit
substanitiallawyer Lpartncpatiojnder, present IRule 47(a) oppose
amendment of, them1i rulPeto requirAesl ?ts Lpractice. ,If possible, some
means must b found a adrs m ,underlying coocern, thaRt judges
are bee labl io c nrl~mzpruses o voir dire if they have
an uncondtll~ona llrlghtl~hto ldeny participation.,,, . 1

The report on pending legislation pointed out that it was
decided that,,,the ,"Contract With America" billsvwere moving so fast
in the House of Representatives'Arthat it would not be fruitful to p
attempt to voice Rules Committel concerns in the House. The
Subcommittee ,c aired i by Judge Scirica, including members Doty,
Rowe, Vinson, and Wittmann, has mpt with some success in working
with members of the Senate sta f Congress is working toward a
conference~report on-securities'egslation, although as of the
time of thizsmeeti-ng the Senate jhd not yet appointed conferees.
Some difficulties continue to, d'iide the House and Senate. The
chair, of .the, ,,SEC has stated lpJ ound reservations about the
legislation. TIt,, is still, too lrelyito guess- the prospects for
eventual passage. 'There areiL important substantive provisions in
the ,,bill, and ,the subcommitt6 has been At pains to state
repeatedly jhatlp substantivematterd are1 outside the-area of proper
Committ e concern. When substanV and, procedure are tied together
in the bill, as often happeni, this approach has necessarily
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constrained the subcommittee's freedom to make suggestions. And
there are many procedural provisions, dealing with pleading,
discovery, Civil Rule 11 sanctions, jury interrogatories, class
actions, and other matters. Some of the troubling procedural
provisions have been dropped, such as the proposals for steering
'committees or guardians ad litem in class actions. Other classL action innovations - and there are many - are limited to securities
actions, but seem to have reached a stage that is beyond further
modification. Pleading requirements have been moved to a
relatively "low stakes" table;_th6elmost recent version incorporates
Second Circuit standards for pleading with particularity. The Rule
11 provisions continue to be a challenge. The current version
requires the court to review the complaint, responsive pleadings,

L and dispositive motions, and make findings whether there has been
any violation of Rule 11. Any Rule 11 violation in the complaint
that is not de minimis presumptively requires an award of the full

L attorney fees incurred by the defendant, no matter how small a
portion of the fees was incurred by reason of the violation rather
than entirely proper portions of the complaint. These Rule 11
provisions have become a surrogate-for a more general fee-shifting
proposal, and the compromise seems untouchable during this session.
If the bill does not pass, this session, however, there may be anf opportunity for further consideration and improvement of these

L provisions.

Rule 23

Civil Rule 23 formed the central focus of the meeting. The
materials with the discussion draft suggested that four majorF proposals should be discussed first: (1) The new Rule 23(f)
provision for permissive interlocutory appeals; (2) that Rule
23(b)(3) be modified to require that a class action be "necessary"
for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy; (3)

L that Rule 23(b)(3) require consideration of the probable success of
the class claim on the merits, and of the significance of even

rl~ probable success; and (4) that Rule 23 be modified - most likely
with respect to (b)(3) classes ionly - to Hmake clear the
appropriateness of "settlement" classes. The meeting provided
opportunity for full discussion of each of these four proposals,
and tentative decisions were reached as to-the first three. No
time was available to discuss the more detailed changes that also
were proposed in the discussion draft. The discussion draft posed7 two separate issues with respect to these changes. The first issue
is whether it is wise to propose a number of significant changes in
tandem with a set of major changes. The choices to be made will
not be easy. If the Committee finds several aspects of Rule 23L that bear useful improvements, it seems undesirable to defer these
matters for a period that is likely to extend several years into
the future. On the other hand, consideration of even two or three
fundamental changes will continue to require careful attention and
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much hard work. If the Standing Committee, members of the bench
and bar, Judicial Conference, Supreme Court, and Congress are asked
to consider fundamental changes, there may be a risk that other K
significant changes will not receive the attention required to
ensure the bestpossible revisions. Thepsecond issue really is all 7
the other changes. None can be advanced without careful Committee
review.,, If it is decided that they should be considered on the Le
merits with an eye to determining which merit a recommendation for
publication, the Committee must review them to support appropriate
determinations.,

i Rule 23(f): Permissive Interlocutory Appeals

Draft Rule ,23(f) would provide for permissive interlocutory ge
appeali, frow a district court" order granting or denying class
certification. The draft is closely modeled on' the language of 28 7
U.S.C. § l292(,),, in an effort ,to invoke familiar concepts that L
will$ease' appliation of a new rule. It departs from S 1292(b),
however,, in,I, important jjjrespects. ,,First, it does not require
permission ito, appeal from the'dilstrict Ucourt, nor even an initial
request tole h istrict Qourt for ,pelmission. Second, it does' not
incorporateiliany of the Illimiting ,,1292(b) requirements that have
limited usolPfdfii[i 1292(bzin jiintheclass lbelrtification context - that
there be "a controlling question oflaw as to which there is
substantial ground for difference of'opinion and that an immediate
appeal from the order may',h materially advance the ultimate
termination of the litigation."' Although § 1292 (b) has provided a L
useful opportunity fprni;appea1l -with vrespect to various Rule 23
rulings, the draft isjinteended,' to make appeals more readily
available. The, opportunity"forA mor'e frequent review may be
particularly important i'fother substantial jchanges are made in
Rule 2 3. Particularlyl durinfig,1 th, early years of1any new Rule 23
provilsions, ,the, opportunity ,t'orappelhlate guidance by interlocutory
appeal, can bedinvaluabl_. rl[

'The ,ljllimilts, 'lbuirltll into I1 the draft were noted repeatedly
throughout the[ldiscussion. Application for permission to appeal
must hbe made ,ylwithin 10 days iof the order granting or denying
certificationmj District court proceedings are stayed only if a
stay is ordered by llthe district nudge)'ior the court of appeals - the f
stay,provision,,ris model 1ed ofr§1292(b) to ensure there is no
confusion of l lmeaning. T district-court-first analogy to
Appellate L Rul!e 8 (a) also was note2d repeatedly.' The Advisory
Committee Note to [Ithis pPovisio nshou Lbserve that ordinarily an
application lth~jstoay district court pr 5 eedings should be made first
to the district ,court. The qUet-ionJr1wa raised whether the rule
should provide a presi ptive stay of jdiscovery when a court of
appeals grants periissipn to 'appeal l1K fit was 'agreed that it is
better toiadh re to the genera]tprovisionsof the § 1292(b)' model;
such ,problems. seem, to be Vworked outIell in practice under §
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1292(b), and creation of a presumption might distort the stay
decision.

The first question addressed to the nature of the permissive
appeal was whether there shouldbean opportunity to appeal as of
right, even broader than the former "death-knell" theory that was
used by some courts to permit appeal when a denial of Lclass
certification seemed to, threaten, the practical termination of
litigation that could not be pursued to vindicate individual claims
alone. The discretionary opportunity provided by the draft was
thought to be illusory, It was observed that at least in some
circuits, certification for appeal under 5 1292(b) frequently fails
because the court of appeals denies permission to appeal;
eliminating the need for district-court certification does not
ensure that the court of appeals will grant permission.

The response to the fear that a discretionary system of
interlocutory appeal would prove illusory was the fear that a right
to appeal would lead to abuse. The Federal Judicial Center study
'confirms the belief that there are many "routine" class
certification decisions. Appeals in such cases are likely to do
little more than increase delay and expense. Yet there will be
strong temptations to appeal certification decisions; defendants

L will be particularly tempted to appeal orders that grant
certification. Perhaps worse, the right to appeal certification

V decisions might lead a party to contest a certification that
L otherwise would be accepted by stipulation. It is anticipated -

and the Advisory Committee Note would make clear - that permission
to appeal, although discretionary in the court of appeals, will
rarely be given.

It was further urged that the draft provides significantly
greater protection against improvident certification decisions than
§ 1292(b) now provides. Removing the power of the district court
to defeat any opportunity to appeal is a significant change. A
grant or denial of certification can "make or break" the
litigation, and the need for review at times will be greatest in
situations that are least- likely to lead to district-court
certification,. And the danger of delay is reduced not only by the
draft requirement that permission to appeal be sought within 10
days, but also by the prospect that the courts of appeals generally
will act quickly, likely within 30 days or so, in deciding whether
to grant permission.

An argument was advanced for restoring the requirement of
district court permission to appeal, drawing from the observation

L that a class certification decision may be provisional. When a
judge has reached a reasonably firm decision as to certification,
appellate review often will be welcome, particularly in cases that
present uncertain questions of law. There is little reason to fear
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that necessary appeals will be thwarted by district court
intransigence. And if the district judge has no voice in the
appeal decision, there will be a tendency to defer certification
rulings. These arguments were later renewed, with the added
suggestion that district-court discretion is particularly important
in cases that haveW,generated lengthy records on the certification
question.b., The district court's familiarity with the record will
support a better evaluation of the'value of appeal.' The6'response
was renewed also, this time ,with the added observations that n
certification for appeal, might be inappropriatelyidenied by a judge
bent on pursuing settlement>, following lai' grant "of' ,class
certification designed to6encourage" settlement or- that
certification for appeal might, ,be inappropriately denied by a jgudge
who ~has denied class certificati'on '>8lbecause 4of distaste for the
underlying claim.

Discussion returned to the fear that the draft rule would L
encourage too many efforts to appeal; it was suggested that appeals
would be attempted in the overwhelming majority of cases. It was
rejoined, however, that this prediction rested on experience with U
the most complex and,,contentious of class actions. More routine
actions are not' likely, to involve such persistent efforts. The
explicit invocation of court of appeals discretion,'moreover, is a
significant safeguard against feckless,' "attempts 'to appeal.
Although adding "in its discretion" to an openly permissive appeal
provision may seem redundant, it is valuable as an explicit
reaffirmation of the sweep of . appellate Ldiscretion. The phrase is L
lifted bodily from §S1292'(b)~i;),'4the Copmittee ,Note'should 'state that
the scope of appellate discretionis as , broad under proposed Rule
23(f) as it' is under § 12929(b). Invoking this familiar concept
should allay concerns about the risks of improvident and disruptive
appeal attempts. It, is expected, moreover, that ,most certification
decisions will depend heavily on ~lg, ,specifilc 1case circumstances.
There willibe little reason-,,0to grant ,!'aplpeal 'in such cases; the
major impetus for appeal ilwilcomle n cases ]pr esenting, unsettled
questions"of law.

Further discussion led teothe conclusion that the Committee
Note should discuss the possible importance of district court
contributions to the decision whether to permit interlocutory
appeal. District courts should be enouraged to'offer advice on
the desirability of appeal'-,at the'tie of making certification
decisions. The advice would not be a condition of appeal, but
would be more or less persuasive accor ing to the reasons offered
by the district court and the [extentt '(which certification turns
on case-specific facts developed at length in the district court.
District courts can be quite heflpiful iA #'lseparating the wheat from
the chaff" of intended appealst Distrcit c 4ourt advice may help'the
parties, as well as the court of ,app~lsh a cOgent statement of
reasons for refusing appeal may"' of tediscourage a party who

p!
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otherwise would attempt an appeal.

It also was asked whether an appeal provision could reasonably
be discussed before deciding whether to propose any other changes
in Rule 23. Until the Committee has concluded its deliberations on
Rule 23, it will not be possible to know what the Rule will be.
The scope of appeal, the nature of the issues that may be advanced,
and the frequency or infrequency of "routine" certification
decisions, all depend on the nature of the rule itself. It was
responded that the Committee -may -decide to urge only the appeal
amendment. But it was further agreed that a decisionto propose an
appeal provision may appropriately be revisited, at the behest of
any Committee member, at the conclusion of the Rule 23
deliberations.

"A motion to approve proposed Rule 23(f) passed, 11 for and 1
opposed as to particular (unspecified)'features of the draft.

CERTIFICATION "NECESSARY"

The discussion draft proposed that to, certify a Rule 23 (b) (3)
class, a district court must find that certification is "necessary"
for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy, not
merely superior to other available methods:

(3) the court finds * * * that a class action is
SuLper iU.L to other acvailable iethods necessary for
the fair and efficient adjudication of the
controversy. * * *

The background of this proposal was described as the great
level of interest and concern that have come to surround use of
Rule 23 to address mass torts,, and particularly dispersed mass
torts. The Committee has heard many views on this set of problems
through its activities focused on Rule,23. There has been a strong
sense that much of the difficulty has been due to the substantive
law, a difficulty beyond the reach of this Committee. There also
has been much concern that certification of a class can give
artifical strength to claims that individually lack any significant
merit. The greatest concern focuses on claims that, if valid,
would generate substantial individual damage awards. Although many
of the claims may be brought as individual actions, the defendants
would defeat most. If all are aggregated in a single action,
however, even a relatively small risk of losing on the merits must
be weighed by the defendants against the crushing liability that
would be imposed by a loss on the merits. This calculation may be
further affected by a fear that the sheer weight of the
responsibility of denying any recovery to all members of a class
may increase the prospect that the class willwin on an aggregate
claim that would be lost far more often if pursued in individual
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litigation. The result is a great pressure to settle. The
pressure to settle also may be enhanced by the transaction costs of
litigating individual claims - if a defendant can purchase "global
peace" by settlement, much of the settlement cost may be offset by
saving theexpense of individual litigations. -

'On the otherside of the equation is the familiar phenomenon
of class litigation ,to enforce, claims that are strong on the mer'its
but rthat ",would not, bear the ,expense' of, individual litigation. K
Consolidatioonhof actions in the same court under Civil Rule 42, 'and
aggregation of actions in different" courts under'28 U,.S.C. S§ 1404,
1406, and 14,07 is,nota particularly ef,,fective means'of addressing
this,, problem, even recognizing that ',`the efficiencies of
consolidated proceedings may make it possible to pursueclaims that L
would not bear the risks and expenses of separate adjudication.
Class actions, in, such tcircumstncesdo far`more than merely achieve
efficienqy. The proposalcis, nb design~d to deter ,consolidations,
but only to limit class certification to settings in which
individual litigationStisnot #a7 reaistic alternative. f

Changing this criterion of Rule 23(b) (3) certification from
superiority to necessity could emphasize the role of class actions
in addressing claims that do qnotbear the costs of individual
litigation. For such 'claimsi , cllass, ctrtification is necessary.
Certification is not necessary for claims that could reasonably be
pursued in individual actions. It mayte that a single event or
set of events will giveiriseto claimsl ,of both types because some U
victims suffer substantiall, ,tinjury,I iile many other victims suffer
only relatively minor injuries. ,

Such is the purpose of the proposal. It is limited to (b) (3)
classes. The questions the lCommitteie addressed began with the
central issues: is the 'chan-g'e desirable? What might it mean in
practice ,- is there force ,to the concern that "necessary" might
mean a lower threshold, not41,a higher threshold? Should the change
be broadened to include (b(1) or' (b) (2) classes?

r

The first response was that the proposal was a mere cosmetic
change that is not adequate to addreisslany of the real problems of
Rule 23.

The next response was thatiindeed the change seemed to lower
the standard, making it easier to achieve certification. The
annotations to the proposal say that ,the test of necessity is a
practical test, niot an absolute one; 'is ,this something that can
safely be left to the Committee ,Note', or should it somehow be
worked into the language of Uthe Rule? Another view of this
question was that there Lis no meaningful difference between
superiority and necessity; unless we can find and' express a
difference, we should not amend the language of the present rule.

L7U
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In any event, the concept of necessity is ambiguous.

And then the proposal was championed as a good thing. The
only way to effect change is to modify the language of the rule.
The problems indeed are clustered around (b)(3) and the "freeway"
effect it has in generating claims that, but for class

L certification, would not ever develop into litigation. If it were
possible to find the equivalent in formal drafting language, the
rule should caution against "willy-nilly" certification. The Note
should say this. A clear' and convincing preponderance of the
factors conducing to certification should be required.

The opposing view conceded that necessity implies a higher
standard than superiority, and argued that a higher standard is
undesirable. To find that a class action is superior is to find

U that it is a better means of proceeding. To change the standard is
L to require that a court deny certification even though a class

action would be better than - superior to - the realistically
C available alternative methods of proceeding. The change may seem

to be loading the rule too much in favor, of defendants. -The
perceived problems would be better addressed through the proposed
factors that look to the probability and social benefits of success
on the merits of the class claim.

Another concern about the necessity standard was expressed in
relation to employment discrimination claims. The statutory
amendments that have added damages remedies now bring these cases
into the ambit of (b) (3) classes. Class certification ! may be
necessary to ensure that all affected individuals recover damages;

L a rule that emphasizes necessity may lead to certification of a
class that will generate many practical problems, and that would
not be "superior" to other available methods that often would not
be invoked. This result may be a good thing, but we need to think
about the problem before deciding on a language change.

The concern about the ambiguous relationship between the
superiority and necessity standards led to the suggestion that the
rule retain the superiority requirement and add necessity as an
additional requirement. This should make it clear that the
standard is being ratcheted up. This proposal was in fact adopted
after much further discussion.

Attention then moved to the element of this requirement that
focuses on the "fair and efficient adjudication of the
controversy." It was observed that the meaning of this phrase
depends on the "controversy" that it refers to. If the controversy

L includes claims that grow out of a common fact setting but that
would not give rise to individual litigation, the concepts of
fairness and efficiency may diverge. A class action may beL superior and indeed necessary precisely because there is no viable
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alternative means of adjudication. It is more fair if the claim
deserves to be enforced. At the same time, class proceedings may
be "efficient" only in the sense that the, alternatives are so
inefficient as to be unavailable. For that matter, certification
also may not be "fair" in light of the prospect that an aggregation
of worthless small claims may gain leverage that forces settlement
to avoid,1,the, costs of class litigation,,and the risk of a mistaken
judgment on the merits. This discussion ,did not lead to any
proposal for amending any of the three terms involved. K

Another suggestion wasthat as ,a matter ofdrafting, factor
(C) should be reframed. "Desirability" somehow duplicates the
inquiryinto superiority or necessity; 'it would be better to refer
to the consequences of concentratilng thee litigation in the
particular forum. This suggestion was met, howeverr,, with the
concern that the longstanding;1 language kof Rule 23 should 11~1ibe changed
only when a change of 1meaning is intended,. Any substitute for
desirability must be explainedrin the Note as la styling -change, not
a change of meaning, and eve#nthen there would be a riskl,that the
Note would- be overlooked and sbme change of meaning r ead linto the
change of language. ,

These concerns provoked the observation that before addressing
matters of language, it is most important to determine what policy
should be embodied in the rule. Should',We maintain present policy,
or is it desirable tosuggest some change?,

One broad policy issue was, found in ,, the question whether
adoption ofaahigher standard forl (b)'(3), class certification would
be, or would,,-be perceived to be,, a pro-defendant choice. The
response was that the change cannot meaningfully be seen in that
light., The purpose of this change is rinot to address the classes
that aggregate numerous, small claims;,if anything is do be done
about such classes, it will be throughiiiother proposals. Instead,
it addresses the classes that include plaintiffs who have
substantial individual claims, and who could pursue individual
litigation. In the last few years,, defendants have often sought
certification of suchiclasses., The interests of the defendants,
often spurred by liability insurers, are to achieve a global
settlement that avoids1,the costs and uncertainties of individual
litigation. Making certification more -difficult in these -cases
could at least as easily be seen as a pro-plaintiff change. As an
additional complication, the ,initerests of the defendants may t
overlap with the interests of' some memberspof the plaintiff class
becausea class adjudication can effectsa more orderly and uniform
distribution of the assets available totlsathisfy the claims of all 7
plaintiffs. A carefully structured class disposition can ensure L
that all, persons injured by a common course of conduct share in the
judgment, not simply those who got the earlier, judgments. The
purpose is not so much to favor plaintiffs or defendants as to find L
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a procedure that most effectively recognizes the interests of all.

The Committee then was admonished that this proposal reflects
rulemaking at its worst. The Rules were, in the beginning,
relatively simple. People could understand them. They have become

V complex. The cognoscenti understand them still. But there are
L 800,000 lawyers who may need to understand them, and it is

counterproductive to continue along a course of trivial changes
that generate confusion far out of proportion to any incremental
benefit that might be achieved.

The policy issues were brought back into the discussion with
an illustration of a "single event" mass tort. An airplane crash
might generate 150 claims. Each claim could be tried separately.
A joint class proceeding may be more efficient, but is not
necessary. This is a real situation that causes real difficulty.
Individual actions in the federal courts can be consolidated
without difficulty, given the array of consolidation devices. The

K Note should comment on this alternative- to certification. This
change is important. This argument was met by the contrary view
that class certification is suitable for the single-event mass
disaster. And in return it was accepted that perhaps in some
single-event settings a class action is necessary because

L consolidation will not accomplish all the appropriate results.
Class certification, for example, might help address settings in
which individual state-court actions cannot be consolidated with a

L mass of federal actions.

A different perspective was opened by the observation that the
L proposed necessity standard seems calculated to underscore a

preference for individual litigation where individual litigation is
possible. It was answered that this is indeed the purpose, that
many lawyers believe there is too much emphasis on moving cases,
getting rid of them, even though individual actions would be
better. This is the policy that should be addressed before
language is chosen.

This policy was then underscored by referring to the decision
in Matter of Rhone-Poulenc Rorer Inc., 51 F.3d 1293 (7th Cir.
1995). It was suggested that the result in the Rhone-Poulenc case
is right, and that Rule 23(b)(3) should be amended to make it
easier to support similar results in future cases. We need to find
la way to make it easier to refuse certification. This view was

K echoed in the statement that the issue is whether Rule 23(b) (3)
should be amended to discourage class certification.

L The earlier suggestion was renewed by a motion that the
superiority language should be retained, and supplemented by adding
a requirement of necessity. There would be no change in the "fair
and efficient language," which refers to matters that depend
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heavily on the context of specific cases. This change may indeed
encourage certification of small-claims classes; whether there may
be offsetting changes that may discourage certification depends on
the additional proposals still to be discussed.

The virtues of thisproposal were urged to be twofold. The
existing body of, doctrine-,that elaborates the superiority By
requirementl'will be retained-, providing 4a familiar first step of
analysis. The additionalnecessitly requirement need be addressed
only if superiority is found. Necessity then will provide an i
additional and higher requirement that will require further
evaluation of, the same, factors, ,,that bore on the superiority
determination. i

Theobjection was made that it seems undesirable to require
this two-step process. The proposal seems to be that necessity is
a higher standard, that always embraces superiority, and always
requires something more. The finding of superiority will be
necessary in ,all cases, but never sufficient for certification.
Why not focus on necessity alone, explaining it, as well as can be, K
without retaining both requirements?

The motion to retain the superiority requirement and add a
necessity requirement passed by vote of 8' to 4. This portion of l
Rule (b),(3) would, read:

(3) the court finds * * * that a class action is ,
superior to other available methods and necessary
for the fair and efficient adjudication of the
controversy. * * *

F ,, ~~~~~~~~L
State Class Actions

Cl

Prof essor Frances McGovern then addressed the Committee on
current experience with class actions in state courts. He spoke
from extensive experience with state-court class actions, including
experience as a special master charged with facilitating L
coordination between state courts and the federal court supervising
the consolidated federal cases arising out of claims concerning m
silicone gel breast implants. He has worked extensively with the L
MTLC committee established by the Conference of Chief Justices.

There has been an explosion in state class actions. Many of
them involveclaims that are framed as "fraud" claims arising out Li
of the terms of various kinds of insurance and loan transactions.
The volume is remarkable. The procedures also are remarkable;
state judges achieve much greater uniformity of procedure than
federal-judges, largely by adhering closely to the recommendations
made in the Manual for Complex Litigation. There are some major
problems.
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Polybutelene pipe cases illustrate one type of state actions.
Chlorine attacks the pipe joints, causing them to leak. State law
governs, and individual claims ordinarily are too small to meet the
amount-in-controversy requirement for diversity jurisdiction. Some
individual claims have been tried to judgment. The defendants want
to settle. A Texas state judge refused to certify a nationwide

L class for a $750,000,000 settlement. A federal judge denied
jurisdiction of an attempted class action. The result was that
class actions were filed in three states. A California judge took
on the task of persuading judges from the other state to go to
California to work out a settlement. When that did not work, he
conducted a settlement conference that came very close to a
settlement. The lawyers have been "sent back" to the other state
courts to attempt to conclude the settlement of all actions in all
states. It may work.

For some time, class actions have provided the "end game"
after a number of individual actions have been tried to judgment,
establishing a framework of information that facilitates just and
reasonable settlement on a class basis. But recently some lawyers
are attempting to bypass this process, putting the class action "up
front" before there have been many individual adjudications.

State judges increasingly are turning down "sweetheart"
settlements that establish res judicata for the defendants in
return for deals that -benefit the class lawyers more than the
class.

State class actions have become very important. And federal
Rule 23 is very important to what the state courts do. Most states
follow Rule 23, although there are variations in the extent of its
adoption.

Deborah Hensler then stated that Rand is trying to put
together a project to get a good view on the frequency and
diversity of class actions. The methodology would be different
than that used by the Federal Judicial Center study, aiming at
generating complementary information. A survey of potential
plaintiffs would be an important element in the study. A series of
case studies, based on data collection from sources outside court
files, would be attempted as the basis for a systematic measure of
the costs and benefits of class actions for plaintiffs andK defendants. This is a very ambitious proposal, which will require
substantial independent funding. It may not be possible to mount
as ambitious a project as would be desirable. Although it takes a

C while to make sure that the cases studiedly are fairly
L representative, not "eccentric,"1 results could be available in time

to inform this Committee's ongoing consideration of Rule 23.

E PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSL
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Over the course of the past year, it has been urged that Rule
23 should incorporate a test, akin to preliminary injunction
analysis, that balances the probable outcome on the merits against V
the burdens imposed ,by class certification. The discussion draft
included this feature in two - 'perhaps redundant - ways, dealing
only with (b) (3)' classes:

(3) the court finds * * t that the probability of
success on the merits of the claim [by or against C
members of the class] warrants the burdens of
certificationand that a class action is superior

include: *L* * (E) the probable success on the
merits of the class claims. issues. or defenses.

Discussion began by framing the general issues: should any
consideration of the merits be required?> If'so, what should be the
means of- calibrating the strength of 'the claims to the
certification decision? Should the preliminary injunction analogy
be used, or does it suggest an unnecessarily elevated standard- of
success? How would this approach affect the relationship between
the certification decision and other proceedings - would it require
substantially increased opportunity for discovery on the merits,
delay the certification decision, create- difficulty for
certification oflsettlement classes, increase the occasions for
interlocutory appeal?,, Although the provision may seem;ia boon for
defendants, may it generate offsetting problems by elevating the L
stakes at an early stage of the litigation for fear that a
preliminary finding of probable spccess ,may !increase settlement
pressure and even affect a defendant's standing with the financial
community? SQ, in the end, is this 'an approach that may help
plaintiffs in cases that lead to a favorable preliminary appraisal
of the merits, and may harm plaintiffs when the preliminary
appraisal is unfavorable? Li

It was suggested that perhaps it would be more appropriate to C
rely on analogy to temporary restraining order practice rather than
preliminary injunction practice. The difficulty with preliminary
injunction procedure was thought 'to be that it may be akin to
trying the case before certification. Civil Rule' 65, indeed, U'
authorizes the court to combine the preliminary injunction hearing
with -trial'on the merits. A temporary restraining order often
issues only after a hearing, but the hearing is expedited and there r
is little or no discovery. The key is to find an abbreviated
procedure, a matter that invokes !the procedural distinctions
between temporary restraining orders and preliminary injunctions,
not any supposed difference in the standards for preliminary L
relief.

It was observed that with preliminary consideration of the H

5
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merits, lawyers inevitably will demand an opportunity for discovery
to support well-informed presentations on the merits. And, once
discovery is opened up, it will be difficult to limit its scope.
It will be difficult to resist this pressure, and it will be
difficult to keep the focus of discovery narrow. If the purpose is
to separate out claims that gain settlement power by certification

L despite scant prospect of success at trial on the merits, an
abbreviated procedure will not do the job. During the delay, it
may happen that some individual claims are tried; that is not
necessarily an undesirable thing.

The fear that a probable success requirement would impede
certification of classes for the purpose of settlement was stated
to be a real problem. It also was noted that defendants often push
for certification of a plaintiff class if they believe they have

¶ strong cases, and that the probable success requirement could prove
L adverse to defendants in this way as well.

Concern with the effects on settlement classes was met by the
suggestion that a probable success requirement could be viewed from
the perspective of settlement. If certification is made to support
future efforts to settle, the requirement means only that there is
a reasonable prospect that settlement will be achieved, since
settlement will count as ,success on the merits. If certification
is made to support a settlement already reached, the measurement of
success on the merits becomes one with the proceedings to determine
whether to approve the settlement. The defendant wants
certification, the plaintiff wants certification, and a probable
success element should not be a problem if the rule is properly
drafted.

The probable success factor was urged to be a good token of
the broader problems of class actions today. Some class actions
are very good, as shown by the wide array of opinions gathered by
the Committee's efforts to reach out to the bench and bar for
advice. Other class actions are simply means by which complaisant
plaintiffs' lawyers offer res judicata for sale at bargain rates to
intimidated defendants. The Federal Judicial Center study shows
that individual recoveries are small in most class actions.

L Account should be taken both of the prospects of meaningful
recovery for anyone, and whether there is enough real good in any
recovery to justify the burden of class proceedings. Although the
Rhone-Poulenc decision in the Seventh Circuit does not say so
expressly, it turns in part on an estimate of the probable merits
of the class claim, and also on the costs to the system even if the
class claim succeeds. The history of plaintiff failures at trialL generated a particular fear that a single class proceeding might
reach a wrong result. -Even if a right result should be achieved,
great difficulties would be encountered in further proceedings to
translate the class judgment into individual judgments. Other

L.
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cases involving minuscule individual recoveries, administered and
distributed at great cost, impose quitefdifferent burdens. "Fluid"
class recovery in such, cases involves elements of social policy K
that' should be beyond the reach of ,the Rules Enabling Act process.

It was asked whether success on the merits should bemeasured
by the representativeparties' claimsor'by the class claim. The LI
response was that it is the class claim,, that is important, but that
the plaintiffs,' individual claims,, may 'be strong evidence of the
strength of 'the class claim. The questionis how many class
members have claims sufficiently similar to the individual
representatives', claims to warrant ,certification. .

, This discussion led to more pointed suggestions as to the '
nature of the showing t ,,t might b6e lrequired., Rather than a
thorough, appraisal of, the merits,sl i iit wais',l, suggested that a "first V
look" might be suff'icientiiir or that Ithe effort should be only to L
ensure that the claims are hot "bogus."

The first, look. approach ,was resistedL ion the ground that the Li
certification, decision is verylimportanti. If the merits,.are to be
considered,, it should finoit ,be done on ithe basis of half-a-dozen
affidavits. If therepis 't'o'' ble discretionary consideration of the
merits, at te' certificatilorlstage, ilt should not be so open-ended.

Tghe "bogus" claim approach met the response that few cases
involve bogus,,claims. Most, contemporary criticism of Rule, 23
arises from dispersed mass-tort 'cases,7 and these cases do not
involve bogusclaims.;,

These observations returned the discussion to the opening
point. The class device should facilitate prosecution of strong _
claims, but 'should not be misused to ado strength to weak claims.
Many experienced lawyers say, that, despite the difficulties of
making a rigorous empirical ,demonstration, a significant share of
class actions involve coercive ,use of the class device to force
settlement of claims that have little chance of success on the
merits but that-promise,,overwhelming liability should the slender
prospect of success on the merits mature into'-reality. C

The quest for' alternative formulations led to additional L
suggestions looking to a "significant probability of success," or
"sufficient merit to warrant certification." These and other F7
formulas led to the suggestion that beforefurther drafting efforts
were made, the Committee should, determine, the general question
whether any considerationof~l ,,the merits might beappropriate.

A motion to add to thej(b)(3) certification some consideration
of the probable merits passed by 11 to 1. ,, LI

* * ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~li
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Robert Heim, an observer, then told the Committee that
although he had 'been an early proponent of the preliminary
injunction probability-of-success analogy, the Committee
discussions had persuaded him that this approach might impose an
undue burden on plaintiffs. The burden would be particularly
troubling if appraisal of the probable outcome were to be made
early in the litigation. Defendants too may have cause to fear
this approach, particularly as the preliminary appraisal might come
to influence such subsequent matters as settlement negotiations,
summary judgment, or even' attitudes at trial. It would be better
simply to adopt a low threshold that gives the court discretion to
look at the merits without embarking on an extended inquiry. This
result could be accomplished by adopting a new, element in the Rule
23(b) (3) calculus, requiring the court to find that the issues
presented by the facts and the law are not insubstantial [and have
been sufficiently well developed through 'prior judicial
experience].

Immediate response to this suggestion was that perhaps this
inquiry should be reduced from an element of the certification
decision to a mere place in the list of factors that bear on the
elements of certification - the most obvious fit would'be with the
determination that certification is superior and necessary for the
fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy. The question
is one of weeding out weak cases,,and a simple role as one factor
in the certification process will accomplish that task. It was
suggested that if this look at the merits should become only a
factor, a balancing element should be incorporated, so that ,a
greater prospect of success on the merits would be required when

E the burdens of certification are greater. Treating the inquiry as
a mere factor in the certification determinations was urged to
reduce the risk of untoward consequences. Indeed, it was urged
that as a mere factor, this inquiry could actually help plaintiffs

L win certification of classes on strong small claims, reducing the
concern that preliminary consideration of themerits may seem an
unfairly pro-defendant provision. (And it was' responded that
perhaps the bilateral impact of this approach is enhanced if it is
made an element of certification, not a mere factor.)+

Another response was that it is dangerous to require prior
judicial experience with the underlying claims. This element seems
to reflect concern with dispersed mass torts. There is no reason
to insist that there have been earlier litigation of related claims
before determining whether to certify claims that arise out of a
single transaction - securities fraud actions offer a common
example. It was responded that the concern really goes to theL newness of the kind of claim. Securities litigation often presents
issues of a kind made familiar by much earlier litigation that
arises out of distinct events but invokes common principles. So of
other kinds of class actions. But some 'class actions present
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issues that are new and unfamiliar; it takes time for the claims to
mature through individual adjudication before courts can safely
consider class litigation. Premature class certification can
create-many claims that otherwise "would not be."

The balancing approach reappeared, with the suggestion that a
,"not insubstantial" test standing alone would not have much effect. lob
Insubstantial ,claims should be dismissed without. regard to
attempted, class lcertification.. It also was' urged that "not _

insubstantial!' has adouble-negative ring that is not lwell-suited
to,,rule drafting. The effort to sortlout claims that [[can proceed
,as individual',claims but not, as ,clas claims also seems to
intrinsicallylinvolvp balancing., What is, sought is a sufficient L
prospect of success by,, the members of <,,:thel dclass to justify the
incremental costs, ,delays, risks, and settlement pressures that
flpw from certification.,, Whynot say this openly, recognizing that C
the adverse consequences of certification vary from case'to case, L
and allowing only relatively strong claims to support a
certification that imposes relatively onerous, jlburdens? -

The difficulty of making a cogent appraisal of the likely
outcome returned to':theldiscussion.1l A "determination" of prrobable
merits should not be required,,Ibut only a preliminary assessment.
But there is a danger that in many cases the, assessment will not in
fact, be preliminary. Any requirement in this dimension will put
real pressure on theIjuoge.- Findings ,,will be Imade. Discovery will
be,, had. The determination may be tied to, or sequenced 'with, L
summary judgment.

A separate question was raised about the risk that an adverse LI
ruling on the probable lIsuccess fadtori!might spur a plaintiff to
mount a second action. The same representative plaintiff might
allow the first action to meander along without certification, but
seek certification of the same class in tanother court with another
opportunity to'persuade, a different judge on the probable success
issue., It would be a nice question ,whether the first determination
should preclude relitigation by the same plaintiff, particularly if
there is no finalj,,judgment in the first action., And the problems
would become much more tangled if the same lawyers simply found a
different representative plaintiff to maintain a second action. 5
Certification and defeat of the class claim brings some measure of
finality. Denial of certification is less likely to do so. These
questions were ,met with the response that if there is a need to
make certification more difficult, the need ,should not be putaside
because of the prospect that a plaintiff who once fails to make-the
required showing may try a second tiie ito make the same required
showing.

Comparisons with present practice also were noted. -One
comparison is the [finding in the FederaliJudicial Center study that L

LEl,
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in a majority of the class actions studied, motions to dismiss or
for summary judgment were made before a ruling on certification.L Another was that evidentiary hearings now are required on only a
small fraction of class certifications, and that the hearings that
are had typically run from two hours to perhaps a single day.

L, Discussion of the probability-of -success factor resumed after
an overnight break. It was suggested at the beginning of the
morning session that it would be difficult to be achieve a final
formula, with confidence, at this meeting. There will be many
opportunities for review, aided by comment, before the present
discussion draft can be transformed into a new rule. The Committee
should seek to do the best it can for the moment, recognizing that
the time has not yet come to take a proposal to the Standing
Committee with a recommendation for publication and comment.
Instead, the draft that emerges from this meeting can be reported
to the Standing Committee as an information item at its January
meeting, seeking their views as support for further consideration
at the April meeting of Lthis Committee. If a proposal for

L publication can be reached at the April meeting, and is approved by
the Standing Committee in early summer, it would go out for public
comment at the same time as a proposal presented to the Standing
Committee in January.

Turning to the actual approach to be taken,lit was observed
that the "not insubstantial" claim approach involves a double

L negative in one sense, but it reflects a common recognition that
goes beyond the surface logic of words. Lawyers understand that
however precise a line we might imagine between "substantial" and
"insubstantial," there is a big difference between requiring that
a claim be substantial and requiring that a claim be not
insubstantial. Earlier discussion has shown many difficulties with
a balancing test. It seems more attractive to adopt a test that
allows a first look at the merits, but that often can be met
without a need for extensive discovery or formal hearings. The
test would be designed to screen out claims so weak on the merits
as to gain potential strength only by class certification. Even at
that, the certification decision will be a major event, just as it
often is now. If the rule requires only a finding that the claims
are not insubstantial, it will be far different from requiring that

M a means be found to weigh different measures of probable success on
the merits against different levels of certification-induced

fl burdens, risks, and pressures to settle. There even is a virtue in
the negative reference to "not insubstantial," moving away from the
dangers of early factfipding.

Initial discussion settled on a draft that incorporates the
"not insubstantial" requirement among the findings required for
certification of a (b)(3r) class, and that adds "on the merits" to

L make it clear that insubstantiality does not refer to the dollar
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amount of individual or aggregate claims. The draft would add this
element to (b) (3):

(3) the court finds * * * that the class claims.
issues, or defenses are not insubstantial on the
merits, * * *. The matters pertinent to the these
findings include-* * * (E) the probable success on Lo
the merits of the class claims, issues. or defenses
* I'* *,, l. I ,.i , .l

This approach was contrasted with the balancing approach that
dominated much of the earlier discussion. The balancing approach
continued to find support, 'particularly if the rule 'were to 7
identify explicitly the continuing concern that qertification ofa a
class can impose not only great expense but also a coercive
pressure to settle in face pf!a very small probability that a weak7
claim may result in liability'for large damages. This alternative L
was offered as, a proper matter for further discussion at future
meetings. Indeed, the Committee may wish to provide an alternative 7
discussion draft in its, informational report to the Standing
Committee. ,

This point of uncertainty was the occasion "for one of' the D
frequent observations anticipating the later discussion whether the
burdens of class proceedings may be so important as to justify
refusal to certify claims that are likely to succeed on the merits. 7
It was suggested that although this' question is conceptually V
distinct from the probability-of-success !question, it affords an
alternative approach to the concern that class proceedings may'at
times be much ado about too -little.,

These uncertainties also provoked one of several discussions
of the frustration that inheres in a process of surveying many K
possible changes, large and small, before finally determining what
path to take. The Committee has not finally determined whether to
propose any changes at all - the only commitment is to make
thorough use of the information that has been gathered. If changes L
are to be proposed, there is no determination whether there will be
only a few small changes, a major overhaul of the rule, or'a a
substantial set that includes some important changes and a number
of smaller improvements. The frustration, however, is a necessary
price to be paid for carefully reviewing each of many
possibilities, suspending judgment until all have-been considered. K

Returning to the probable-success issue, it'was moved that the
Committee present two alternatives to the Standing Committee for 7
information and advice. One alternative would be the "not
insubstantial on the merits" version set out at pages 19 to 20.
The second alternative would not for the moment refer expressly to
the effect of certification in creating pressure to settle, but
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would include an explicit balancing requirement and raise a higher
threshold than the "not insubstantial on the merits" version. This
alternative would read:

(3) the court finds * * * that the prospect of success
on the merits of the class claims, issues, or

L , defenses is sufficient to justify the costs and
burdens imposed by certification * * *. The
matters pertinent to the these findings include: *
* * (E) the probable success on the merits of the
class claims, issues, or defenses * * *

Retaining both versions for purposes of further discussion
will provide the opportunity for further consideration. They are
intended to be quite distinct.

The motion to present both alternatives passed 11 to 1.

Benefits and Costs of Class Victory

k- The next topic was a proposal, drawn from various state law
models, that a court have discretion to refuse certification of af (b) (3) class if the benefits gained by success on the merits would
not be sufficient to justify the costs of administering the class
action and distributing individual recoveries. This proposal is
distinct from the probability-of-success question because it can be

Lv applied by assuming that the class will prevail on the merits. In
pure form, it wouldbe administered by assuming that the class will
prevail and asking whether the victory will justify the costs

L entailed in reaching the merits and implementing the judgment.

The discussion draft shaped this issue by adding a new item to
the list of factors to1,be considered in determining whether a class

LS action is superior and necessary to the fair and efficient
adjudication of the controversy:

(F) the significance of the public and private values
of the probable relief to individual class members
in relation to the complexities of the issues and
the burdens of the litigation;

The first observation was that it is logically difficult to
fit this drafting form into the list of findings required in the
initial paragraph of (b) (3). It clearly does not bear on
predominance of commonissues, or probable success. It fits, if at
all, only with the determination whether a class action is superior
to other available methods and necessary for the fair and efficient
adjudication of the controversy. This factor is likely to be
relevant only when individual claims are too small to justify the
cost of nonclass adjudication, so that a class action is necessary

L
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if the controversy is to be adjudicated, and so that it is
difficult to deny that a class action is superior to alternatives
that will not lead to any adjudication of the controversy. There
may be a better drafting solution if this factor is to be adopted.

In support-of some such approach,,it was urged that this issue
is a, major ,,,m~atter. Although the Federal Judicial Center study
shows median individual recoveries in, ,.class actions across a range
from $300 to 1$5,00,, there are many 'illustrationsQof 'far smaller
recoveries. IThe "!twopdollar",,r individual r~ecovery is trivial, and Hi
is responsible more thankanything else,, for the "!bad&,name" of class
actions. The courts are asked to shoulder a considerable burden,
to conscientiously administer cases that mean little or nothing to
individual class members but enrich class counsel. Li

Of course the contrary argument will be made that what is C
important is not the perhaps trivial individual recovery but L
enforcement of the social policies embodied in the legal rules that
support the recovery. , The malefactors must' not be allowed to
retain their ill-gotten gains because they have managed to profit V
from small wrongs inflicted on many people, and because public
enforcement resources are not adequate to the, task assumed by the
class-action'bar. But courts must pay the price of administering
this form of justice, and .the, price is paid at the expense of
litigants who present individually important claims that also rest
on important social policies.. The question whether to devise means
to punish all wrongdoers is 'a question of political and social L
policy that should beAleft ~to other agencies l'of government. They
should find the means to reach" ,a proper level hof enforcement, not
civil rules adopted-through the Rules Enabling Act process. L

The median individual recovery figures of the Federal Judicial
Center study were again advanced to show that although the typical
figures are far below the level needed. to support individual
litigation, the figures are not trivial. Across the four districts
in the study, median individual recoveries ranged from $315 to
$528.

It was proposed that tall of these concerns might better be
addressed by a more thorough revision ,of factors (D), (E), and (F)
in the Rule 23(b) calculus:

(D) the likely difficulties, expenses, and burdens if
the controversy is resolved by class adjudication L
rather than by separate individual actions;'

(E) the likely benefits to individual class members if K
the controversy is resolved by class adjudication
rather than by separate individual actions; and

"" ' L~~~
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(F) the public interest, if any, in having the
controversy resolved by class adjudication rather

* than by separate individual actions

(F) {alternative} whether the predominant motivation for
class certification is counsel's interest in fees
rather than the benefits sought for class members

E It was agreed that if there is to be a factor F, and if it is
to have the force suggested, its structure and placement are
important. Various committee members had attempted to combine
factors (E) and (F) of the draft version, and encountered
difficulty. These efforts commonly wound up in the direction of
asking whether the probable relief to individual class members is
sufficient to justify the costs and burdens of class litigation, or
more simply whether the probable relief is worth the effort. One

L difficulty arises from the meaning of the relatively neutral but
open-ended reference in the draft to the "significance" of the
public and private values of class relief. Identification of
public and private values, and particularly of "public values,"
involves a wide-bpen element of discretion that may be too broad.

Turning to the cost and effort dimension, the Committee asked
L for a review of the attorney, fee awards found in the Federal

Judicial Center study. The response was that median gross monetary
recoveries ranged in the four different courts from $2,000,000 to
$5,000,000; attorney fees ranged from 20% to 40% of class
recoveries, and the higher percentages ordinarily were associated
with smaller gross recoveries.

L Attention then focused on the issue that many believed to lie
at the core of the F-factor issue. There are significant problems
in administering class actions that yield only trivial individual

Age, recoveries - the "$2 recovery" became the symbol of this
phenomenon. But there is a deterrence value in enforcing existing
social policy as captured in current law. The F factor seeks to

L. incorporate this value by focusing on the public value of the
probable relief, but may not capture the importance of deterrence
and forcing disgorgement of ill-gotten gains. The very elasticity
of the public value concept, indeed, virtually ensures that very
good judges will reach different results in cases that seem
indistinguishable. A focus solely on the insignificance of private
relief, however, leaves out the deterrence function.

The need to pursue deterrence through privately instituted
class litigation was challenged. Congress can, if it wishes,

L create a bounty system to encourage private enforcement of public
values. Qui tam actions embody precisely such a system. The
question is whether Rule 23 should continue to play a comparable

7 role. This function has been absorbed by Rule 23(b)(3) over many

L.
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years in which it was adapted to functions that never were
anticipated by its authors. There was noilimperative command that
the rule be adopted. There was none that itibe adapted as it has
been. It should be possible to reexamine the question whether it
must continue to function as an incentive to lawyers who at best
can pursue the public interest only'by means of the inefficient,
costly, andpressure-ridden device of.artificially ,aggregating vast
numbers of individually trivial claims. Why not cut back on this
outgrowth, , leaving it 'to Congress to devise better' means of
enforcement Pin the publicinterest !wherebetter lmeans 'really are i
desirable? IEven lheclass action ,represents 'I litigations with
parties. eItbegan lifesimply as a procedural device to facilitate
effectivedeterminataion of individual claims. It becomes quite a
different, procedurail device - and pierhapsmo-real substantive tool
than a procedural device, when! it, 'i5,abusedby fee6-inspired
lawyers !'in the,! nameri', of' ,social -,policy.* ,,T,It il s brought on behalf of C
the constituentF, members of the lclass, ,i andit is tihey who areibound Ell
by the judgmentl r lt cannot be brpughtwithoutde*ining a Lc1ass of
real ',peopl(,f lerg-ll egalentities. I Why,, otllo focussolely In the
b nefits to1 'theIJclas s members, ,as parti'es? If here is meaningful I
individual relef, class litigation makes sense. i Lawers whoibring
such class actions will be rewarded, And the public interest is
servedi,.Butv'there are actions in which individual benefits are
trivial or nonexistent. WVhy shoulda cIsshactioFllbethe means of
enforcing public values in such settings?

Quite apart from ithe direct costs of achieving public
enforcement 'ij by atggregating lrivial individual claims, it was
observed that this device has contrib1taed ito a public sense of
cynicism about courts, lawyers, and the law. Li

A firsti rejoinder was that the image of the $2 recovery is
misleading. ,There are-lfew such cases. 'What of a case with 20,000
claimants with $25 individual recoveries: is $500,000 too trivial
to ignore? , How will 1a judge decide whether $25, or $200, is
important enough - whether the calculat iohalso includes public
values, or is limited to privatelvalues?

A second part of the response was that whatever may have been
intended wheni the 1966 amendments were adopted, the social-
enforcement function has become part of Rule 23. It is, in a real
sense, wovenldinto the fabric of sociall justice., The idea is to
deter the condu t, in a manner somewhat -analogous to punitive r
damages. If the costs of administering individual remedies are L
untoward, the answer may lie in substituted relief in the models
often characterized as "fluid" or ''cy prles" recovery.

Sheila Birnbaum was then asked to address the committee. She
began by noting that many practitioners are exposed to class
actions across Fthe full national scene.i They are proliferating. L

L
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One new field of growing activity involves state-law attacks on the
drafting failures of insurance policies, loan forms, and the like,
framed as fraud claims but in fact involving highly technical
matters. There are no statistics, but actions like this are
common. And they enforce no meaningful social policies at all.

E Anticipating the later discussion, she also addressed the use of
settlement classes. They often are proper; disagreement with the
result in one or another prominent case should not disguise the
importance of settlement as a means of resolving problems that
otherwise may be intractable. Choice-of-law problems provide one
illustration of the reasons that may support use of a settlement
class where a litigation class would not be possible. It is not
clear that the' Rule 23 draft does enough to support settlement
classes.

Further doubts were expressed about allowing courts to turn a
L certification decision on assessment of the public values to be

served by a class victory. Rule 23 is what it has become. It is
troubling. But the fact is that public enforcement agencies simply
do not have the resources to achieve comprehensive enforcement of
all our public laws against all significant violations. Rule 23
enforcement has become a major feature of the enforcement system,
and only political judgments can justify substantial alteration.

LI In addressing securities class actions, for example, pending
legislation seeks simply to address specific perceived abuses, not
to retrench the central role of class actions in vindicating
individually small claims for violations that, in the aggregate,
have inflicted sufficient total injury to repay the private costs
of class-action enforcement. These problems are too much political
to be addressed through the Enabling Act process. Congress is the
agency to correct them.

These doubts were repeated in a different voice. Discretion
i, needs anchors, it needs guidelines. Members of the Committee have

expressed quite different views as to the proper interpretation of
the draft (F) factor. It will be very difficult for districtL judges to administer, and the difficulty will generate costly
uncertainty. This approach almost invites the troubling response
that class actions are being trimmed to the "just-the-right-size"7 formula: if the problems are too small, or too large, Rule 23

L assistance will be denied. When suit is filed, the parties and
_~ lawyers do not agree that it is a "$2" case. If attorney fees are

the problem, the Committee should address that problem directly.

Another problem was seen in the feature of the draft i-
limits consideration of the burdens of certification
classes. Various illustrations offered in the Committee,
have included (b) (2) classes in which injunctive or 6
relief seemed to offer trivial benefits to individ 7

L members. And in any event, it does not seem pract\

' /
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separate consideration of the probability of success from the
importance of success. As with the approach sketched on page 22, 77
it would be better to restructure factors (D),,, (E), and (F)
together. It also might be better to incorporate a direct J
reference to casesin which attorneyfees seem to be the motivating
factor behind the litigation.

The suggested direct.,focuson attorney-fee motivation spurred
the observation that the' private attorney general aspect of class
actions is not, of itself untoward. It is ,accepted' in actions,,that
yield ,,significant benefits to ,individual, class members. The
question is whether it should be accepted in actions that do not
yield significant individual benefits. Private enforcement can be i,
wise, the question is whether it is desirable absent significant LJ

individual benefits. The antitrust laws, for example, encourage
private enforcement by treble damages and attorney-fee awards, but I
provide theseencouragements only topeople who can prove antitrust L
injury.

So, it wasisuggested, the-draft F factor may be too general. K
How might it ,be narrowed, reducing concerns about open-ended
discretion andavoiding even the appearance of trespass on areas of
social-political ,,lpolicy?, l'lWould itlhelp toseek something simpler
than ,,a factor that be ars on the also discretionary (b)(3)
determination whether a plass action is superior and necessary?
The questions areiirst ffr, what is the proper role~lof the committee
in reconsidering the ways in which Rule 23(b)(3),, hasevolvediover L
threefdecades of judicia l ipterpretation?, Second, what direction
shouldbe taken? 2lnd, third, what language will best effect the
intended changes? I , L

One approach would be to attempt to distinguish between the
deterrence that arises from a meaningfully compensatory remedy and
the deterrence that arises from the in 1terrorem function of Li
aggregating trivial claims. Not, all deterrence ,is desirable,
particularly if, it arises -from the disproportionate burdens and C.
risks of pursuing judgment on the merits. Focus on the public L
interest may legitimately recognize that there ,may be no public
interest in a particular proposed means of enforcement - the rule
even could be drafted to focus on "the public interest, if any * *
*.," Thisleaves substantivelconcerns to substantive law, not the
mode of relief. This approach, however, does not directly address
the difficulty of understanding just what public values are 7i
involved in any particular proposed class action. It must be
remembered that all, of this discussion addresses a situation in
which there is a strong claim on the merits but small individual
damages. Whatis,,the public-interest thenc LJ

The difficulty of the values concept was finally addressed by
a proposal that the factor be redrafted in terms of public interest

X
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and private benefit. On motion, the Committee cast 11 votes, with
no dissent, to adopt the following language as a working draft:

(F) whether the public interest in - and the private
benefits of - the probable relief to individual
class members justify the burdens of the
litigation;

The Committee Note to this factor would explain that the
burdens of litigation include not only the costs of class
litigation and the complexity of the issues, but also the in
terrorem effect of certification.

Settlement Classes

Discussion of settlement classes began with the reminder that
L this topic has come in for renewed attention in conjunction with

dispersed mass tort actions. In re General Motors Corp. Pick-up
Truck Fuel Tank Litigation, 55 F.3d 768 (3d Cir. 1995) has surveyed

L the terrain. Two asbestos cases are approaching appellate
arguments in the Third and Fifth Circuit. The issues are open for
debate and the law is in flux. The first question is whether the
Committee should attempt to deal with these issues while the
litigation cauldron is boiling. This question does not imply that
the Committee should not consider the problem; to the contrary, the
Committee already has begun the process, and should make a

L deliberate decision whether anything useful can yet be done. But
it may be the course of wisdom to decide that the time for action
is not ripe. The risks of defendant-created plaintiff classes are
not new. But the risks are much affected by the way in which the
class is structured. An opt-out class isiless threatening; consent
is very important. An opportunityiito opt-out knowing the actual
terms of a proposed settlement can be particularly useful to ensure
individual fairness. Other questions include the basic question
whether it makes sense to certify a class for settlement purposes
when the same class would not - and often could not - be certified
for litigation, and whether it is proper to permit a class that is
first proposed for certification at the same time as a proposed
,settlement is presented for approval. Settlements that seek to
include "futures" claimants who do not yet have enforceable claims
present quite different issues. Great savings in transaction costs
can be achieved by means of settlement classes. And they may
facilitate claims administration structures that achieve a measureL of equality in the treatment of different claimants that could not
be achieved by any other means. "

The questions are large. The drafting chore may not be
difficult once the questions are answered. But finding the answers
remains difficult. The Committee has elected not to press forwardK with the draft that would have collapsed the categorical

L-
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L.
distinctions between (b)(1), (b)(2), and (b)(3) classes,
recognizing the spe~cial, origins and legitimacy of (b)(1) and (b) (2)
classes and the risk of losing this history. Is the tie to
litigation equally important to the legitimacy of class
certification, or can the real-worldimportance of settlement be
recognized in the text of the Rule? Notice and adequate
representation will remain crucial. The opportunity to opt out,
perhaps at the time of settlement as well as at the time of
certification, may remain equally important.,

The gravity of these questions led to the suggestion that
perhaps settlement classes should not be treated simply'as a factor
subsumed in the (b)(3) certification process, but should become a I7
new and separate Rule 23.3. ,iThe rejoinder was that any new rule
would have to duplicate many provisions of Rule-23; there should be
a way to make settlement tclassels a separatepart of Rule 23.

It was urged thatthe decision whetherto act now should not
turn on anticipation of, the guidance to, Lbe provided by pending
cases., These cases willbe controlled by the current language and
structure of Rule 23, and by ! the lspecific settlement events in
those cases. The first issue, is whether' the rule should address
settlement classesas a separate phenomenon;'the mechanics should
be, deferred until that decisiont is made. ,The question is whether L
it is proper, to view the requirements for certification differently
when certification is sought solely for ipurposeslof settlement, not 7
for litigation. The Rule or the Note can emphasize the distinctive LJ
importance of notice andl adequacy of representationiin settlement
classes. e

One ground for resisting settlement classes is the danger of
sloppy thinking about the class definition. Another danger is
presented by cases in which thesettlement is worked out before the
request for certification. Two parties negotiate a prepackaged
complaint, certification,,and settlement, and then present it for
approval by a process that lackss any of ,the safeguards provided by
a true adversary proceeding. ,Itp is not really clear whether there K
is an Article III case or controversy in'this setting'. There is
some force to the view that the, court i's simply being asked to
peddle res judicata through the group of plaintiffs' lawyers who K
made the lowest and most attractive bid toethe defendants. How can
a court ensure that there was genuine adversariness in negotiating
the settlement? And how can it ensure 'that there was no
disqualifying conflict of interests among different people who are
lumped together in a single supposed' class? There is a great
practical value in settlement classes, but also a great strain on
the system. How can adequate-representation of class members be
ensured, and by whom? LPerhaps the 'impending Third and'Fifth
Circuit decisions will provide helpful guidance.
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From a somewhat different perspective, it was urged that there
should not be any need to amend Rule 23 to support settlement class
certifications. All of the requirements for certification must be
met. But the question whether the requirements have been met can
be addressed from the perspective of settlement, not the problems

7 of adjudication. The Third Circuit General Motors Pickup decision
can be read to reject this view, and to insist that certification
is permissible only if the Rule 23 requirements would be met for
purposes of litigation. If the opinion is read that way and is

L followed, then Rule 23 should be amended to restore the meaning
that should be found in its present text. The purpose of
certifying a settlement class is to provide benefits for class

L. members - present claimants - and to reduce the risks and
transaction costs for all parties. The court has an important role
to play by administering settlement through Rule 23; without this
judicial supervision, defendants in the dispersed mass tort cases

L may attempt to establish nonjudicial i claims-administration
procedures that settle individual claims by means that do not
inform claimants as well, and that do not protect individual
interests as well. Most settlements in these cases occur after
there have been individual judgments in individual actions; the
terms of settlement are informed by the results of actual
adjudications, and the exercise of judicial review is similarly

L ~informed. C,

7 This defense of settlement classes focused attention on Rule
23(e). It was observed that it is difficult enough to provide
effective judicial review of settlements reached in actions
certified for class adjudication, in substantial part because the
parties cease to be adversaries when they join in lseeking approval
of a settlement, and suggested that these problems may be
exacerbated with settlement classes. The fairness hearing, urged
by some as adequate protection, does not do the job. The best
lawyers and best judges can work together to fashion a fair
settlement, present the alternatives effectively, and accomplish an
effective review. But not all can get it right. Once a settlement

L is proposed, moreover, other class-action lawyers can undertake a
campaign to encourage'opt-outs, promising to get a better deal.

The case-or-controversy theme returned to the discussion, with
the statement that it is essential that there be a bona fide
dispute between real parties. There is no authority in the
Enabling Act or Constitution to provide for settings that do not
involve a valid dispute presented for actual decision. A
settlement class divorced from a litigation class is illegitimate.

C Courts may be doing it, but it should be off-limits.

This view of the "real dispute" issue was met by the
observation that many cases come to court this way. At the veryE least, there are nonclass individual actions pending, ordinarily

Lt
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many of them. Some of the individual actions may be consolidated
by nonclass means. A settlement class is sought because everyone 7
involved wants a global resolution, and for good reason. The Li
proposed,,settlement reflectsmany antecedent real disputes. It
should be enough that the settlement class meets Rule 23
requirements as applied to settlement, notlitigation. And there P
are objectors -,there is always someone who comes forward to LJ
challenge the settlement.Li-Some settlement classes involve large
-claims, some involve, small claims. Settlement classes will 7
Continue to occur unless ,,,the Committee acts to prohibit the use 11 of
Rule,23 in dispersed mass torts.,,,, The'settlement terminates claims
that were real cases or controver~sies;i,,it simply moyves them linto a
class context.

,The case-'or-cpttroversy discuss'ion lled to the ,question whether
a settlement class can be used to le'xpand jurisdiction, reaching
people ,who could not be forced into a~nadjudicated Iclass. ,t, It was
suggested that 'forcett is,,not proper, nor even an opt-out approach,
but;,that an opt-in class'should be proper.

The praises ,of' settlement classes were then sung by reference
to the silicone Jgel breast'impilanti, cases. -They could not be tried
as a class. Choice-of-law problemn would be insurmountable. In
addition, differences in the facts relevant to different defendants Ll
would defeat a single action against all defendants. The critical
thing is to get understandable noticdp o plaintiffs who demonstrate
understanding by making informed choices. There are now thousands
of individual actions outside the tlclass, and thousands morelf' lare
being filed every month. ',Asbestos~ litigation may provide even more
persuasive, > ustifications. There are large numberls ofiplaintiffs L
with clearly "real'! claims.li Manageability is very different for
settlement ,,thahn f or litigation~l 1 Ifindividuals consent, the
settlement class should be appropriate.

Robert' Heim observed that-it issjeasy to be distracted, by the
common concern for the settlement class action that first comes to
court as a prepackaged complaint, certification-by-consent, and
settlement., The fear ofjcollusiion,, is genuine, and it is fair to
worry whether courts can provide effective protection in the
process ofI reviewing then settlement., But defendants who face L
massive litigation want to resolve the many problems that arise
from dispersed actions. It should not'becontrolling whether the
negotiations occur before or afteerthe 'comprehensive class action 7
is filed. ,The courtcan gain,,help in reviewing the settlement by
making surethat effective notice is provided to class members. In
addition, there is a whole new group !of class-action lawyers who
represent objectors, providing the adversary elements that
otherwise would be missing. Beyond that, it would be desirable to
appoint a guardiajn ad-litem to provide independent'representation
for the class; if it is congenial to achieve this function by '

Ln
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relying on the "master" label, that should be helpful.

F The view was repeated that even prepackaged settlements come
to court as the fruit of much earlier litigation.

It also was suggested that more thought should be given to
adding to Rule 23(e) more detailed guidance on the process for
reviewing and approving proposed settlements. The Manual for
Complex Litigation provides guidance now. But perhaps Rule 23(e)
should be elaborated along the lines recently developed by Judge
Schwarzer.

The focus of the settlement discussion on dispersed mass torts
led to the question whether Rule 23 should be used to make it
easier to resolve these problems. The easier it is to resolve
claims, the more claims there will be, and the more mass-tort class
actions.

may The prospect that ready access to settlement-class litigation
may, increase the volume of litigation was discounted by the
observation that at least in asbestos litigation, the focus on the
detailed manageability of class litigation blinks the reality that
the alternative is no more individual than a class action. There

L are lawyers with hundreds or even thousands of clients, whose
relationship with their clients is no more real than the
relationship between class lawyers and nonrepresentative class

L members. And they too are said to be settling cases in batches, by
group settlements that focus on a total sum that, as a practical
matter, is allocated among clients by the lawyer who represents
them.

The settlement-class topic was left unresolved. The Committee
is anxious to hear specific proposals that go beyond the tentative
beginnings in the discussion draft. The topic will remain on the
agenda for the April, 1996 meeting.

L Federal Judicial Center Study

The Federal Judicial Center study of class actions was
referred to throughout the class-action discussion. Committee
members had the nearly-final version of the report that was
prepared for this meeting. A brief summary of the report was
provided by Thomas Willging, and as to the appeal portion by Robert

L Niemic. The study, conducted in four districts, examined all
actions that involved a class allegation and that were terminated
between July 1, 1992 and June 30, 1994. The districts, chosen for

L believed high levels of class action activity and geographic
dispersion, were the Northern District of California, the Northern

7 District of Illinois, the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, and the
i Southern District of Florida. The total number of cases with class
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allegations was 418. The data are representative only for those
courts over the study period.

The first summary observation was that the study shows that
class actions are commonly necessary means of enforcing the claims
that iheyJ,,involve. Amongthe four districts in the study, the
highest individual recovery figures, was $5,331, an amount too small L
to support individual, litigation. ,,(By way of contrast, a study of
litigation in the 75 largest counties by the National Center for
State',,,Courts showed, average recoveries of $52,000 in personal
injury actions', and $57,000 in fraud actions.)

The next observation was that despite the modest amount of K
individual recoveries, the aggregate recoveries showed that class
litigation is an effective deterrent instrument. After deducting
attorney fees, the median net, settlements in certified Rule
23(b)(3) class actions ranged from $800,000 to $2,800,000 in the
four courts; the median class sizes ranged from 3,000 to 15,000.

The entire study included 13 certified (b) (2) classes with no L
net monetary distribution. Some had nonmonetary distributions such
as rebate coupons that could notbe valued by the study. It seems
likely that if the court had been able to foresee the results in
the cases that did not involve significant injunctive relief, the LJ
classes would not have been certified.

It is not possible to use the study to predict what effects LJ
would, follow from a requirement that the certification decision
consider the probable outcome on the merits. The presentsystem
strongly discourages any consideration of the merits. But the L
study does show that through motions to dismiss or for summary
judgment, judges, commonly do look at the merits before
certification. A majority of the cases in all districts had a C
ruling on dismissal before or at the same time as the certification
ruling, and many had summary judgment rulings.

The study found 28 cases, 18% of the total certified classes, L
that involved simultaneous certification and settlement. A
substantial share of the classes were certified for settlement
only.

The class actions endured far longer than average litigation
in the same courts..

Turning to appeals, 15% to 34% of the study cases had at least
one appeal. There was a higher rate of appeal in the cases that 1
were not certified as class. actions than in the certified cases. L
There was a dramatically increased rate of appeal in the cases that
went to trial - appeals on trial-related issues were taken, in 12
of these 18 cases, a very high rate for civil actions. The appeals L

LT
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led to affirmance in about 50% of the cases, to reversal and remand
in about 15%, and to dismissal of the appeals in the remainder.

Few appeals dealt with class certification issues. The study
cases involved one § 1292(a)(1) appeal., The only attempt to winK mandamus review involved an attempt to remove the trial judge.

DISCOVERY

Robert Campbell, representing the Federal Rules Committee of
the American College of Trial Lawyers, reportedon the Committee's
informal review of the scope of discovery under Civil Rule
26(b)(1). The Committee studied alternative possibilities in

LJ detail. The rule now permits discovery of "any matter * * *
relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action." It
also permits discovery of information "reasonably calculated to
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence." The committee
includes a wide variety of plaintiff- and defendant-lawyers, and

- they achieved a strong consensus that the expense, time, and
difficulties parties encounter in litigation are caught up in Rule
26(b) (1). A distinguished federal judge has estimated that 95% of
all discovery is irrelevant and never used. That figure may be a
bit high, but it is in the right neighborhood. This is the core of
the discovery problem. They urge the Committee to consider both of
these sweeping elements of discovery. Their committee was

F unanimous in making this recommendation, an unusual event.

The Committee agreed to include this topic on the agenda for
the April meeting. Deep concerns with discovery were voiced at the
Southwestern Legal Foundation conference on procedure attended by
many Committee members in March, 1995, and it is appropriate for
the Committee to review these problems, as part of the continuing
duty to study the rules. The Committee should not simply put the

L, topic aside because the same concerns have been expressed for many
years without leading to any direct response. IMany efforts have
been made to cabin the occasional excesses of discovery. If they
have not done the job, it must be considered whether the time has
come to reconsider the central issues. The purpose of the
suggestion is large. The inquiry must not be undertaken lightly.

Standing Committee Self-Study Draft

Professor Coquillette, as Reporter of the Standing Committee,
addressed the Committee on the draft self-study report prepared for
the Standing Committee. The draft is tentative; it has not yet
been approved and does not reflect considered Standing CommitteeL views. The Standing Committee is anxious to have the draft
reviewed by members of all of the AdvisoryCommittees. Some of the
recommendations are very important to the future of the rulemaking

L process.
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Discussion began with the composition of the Advisory
Committees and the Standing Committee. The Standing Committee is
important not only to coordinate the several advisory committees,
but also to provide deliberate "review of their recommendations.
The history of the relationships has been one that expands the role
of the advisory, committee chairs. Some earlier' chairs iof the
Standing Committee did not, ask the advisory committee chairs to K
attend the full Standing Committee meeting. Now it is routine to
have the advisory committee chairs attend the full meeting. They
have become valuable6` participants. 'Their role would be ehhanced by K
making them 'voting- members of',,the Stah-nding Committee. As a
practical matter, the advisory committee chairs now do most of the
work that ,would be entailed byll'full membership on the Standing K
Committee,,, participating actively in, discussion'bof recommendations
made by all,, of the advisory 'committees., AThs j chang can
effected without significant idis'locatibn;: the&4d Standing Cnmitt'ee
can simply be enlarged ,,to inchdlude`the Aidvisory 'lcommittee hairs.
There is no nedl foriIlgisllation' .

The Committee unanimously adopted a resolutions supporting . K
Standing Committee membershlip ,'for >advisory committee chairs.

Ot*ier Rul-es K
4 0 Al ' . , . I i,{ ,,tI i ' j ' ' ' ' ' t '1i I

Admiralty Rule B had been onb the agenda for this meeting. The
need to integrate Rule BJ withy lkthe 1993 amendments of Rule 4,
however, presents challenging questions. Discussion of the L
necessary changes was put off1' to ' the next meeting to' allow more
thorough preparation. [ K

A proposal that the rules require use of recycled paper and
double-sided cop'ying'for' all papers filed in district! courts was
held for continuing study. '

Li
Two proposals that had been made to the'Committee were put

aside as outside the !Coxmittbe's 'role. One was creation of a 7
privilege against discovery of, police internal investigation L
reports. This proposal Iwas ifound 6better suited 'to the Evidence
Rules Advisory' Committee. 1The other proposal was adoption of a
requirement that successful defendants recover attorney fees in L
actions under 4I2 U.S.C ,Fl$ 19831 or the Americans with Disabilities
Act; if the unsuccessful plaintiff is unable to pay the award,
payment by the plaintiff's lawyer should be ordered. This proposal
was found to involve 1'"matters of substantive law suitable to
Congress, not the Rules'Enablihg Act process.

Several other significant proposals were deferred for future
consideration. Although many of them involve potentially useful
improvements of the: Civil' Rulesl, the' Committee does not have
sufficient time to devote appropriate attention to every such j
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proposal when the proposal is first advanced. Perhaps more
important than Committee time constraints are the limits on the
capacity of the full Enabling Act process. It is not only this
Committee, but also the Standing Committee, members of the bench
and bar, the Judicial Conference of the United States, the Supreme
Court, and Congress that must lavish searching scrutiny on proposed

L rules. The Committee has proposed a continuing series of important
rules changes, and must husband the resources of the process to
ensure full evaluation of the most important proposals.

The Copyright Rules present a special problem because it seems
that few lawyers have the experience needed to help the Committee
determine what (if anything) should be done beyond amending
Copyright Rule 1 to reflect that the 1909 Copyright Act has been
superseded by the 1976 Copyright Act. Advice is being sought.

L Next Meeting

It was tentatively decided that the next Committee meeting
L would be held on April 18 and 19, 1996.

With thanks to the several observers who participated
helpfully in the meeting, and to the Administrative Office staff
for its unfailing strong support, the meeting adjourned at 4:40
p.m. on November 10.

Respectfully submitted,

Edward H. Cooper, Reporter
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U Rule 9(h)

Little public comment has been addressed to the proposed Rule
9(h) amendment. No reason has been provided to reconsider the
initial proposal.

The proposal as published, together with the Note, should
LX provide an adequate reminder of the proposed amendment and the

underlying reasons.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE
FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE*

Rule 9. Pleading Special Matters

1 01() Admiralty and Maritime Claims. A pleading

2 or count setting forth a claim for relief within the

3 admiralty and maritime jurisdiction that is also

4 within the jurisdiction of the district court on some

5 other ground may contain a statement identifying the

6 claim as an admiralty or maritime claim for the

7 purposes of Rules 14(c), 38(e), 82, and the

8 Supplemental Rules for Certain Admiralty and

9 Maritime Claims. If the claim is cognizable only in

10 admiralty, it is an admiralty or maritime claim for

11 those purposes whether so identified or not. The

12 amendment of a pleading to add or withdraw an

*New matter is underlined; matter to be omitted is lined through.
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13 identifying statement is governed by the principles of

14 Rule 15. The refereeiitle 28,U...

15 1292(a)(3), to admiralty cases shall be construed to

16 mean admiralty and maritime claims within the

17 Mearing Wf th ivisio±n (h) A case that includes

18 an admiralty or maritime claim within this

19 subdivision is an admiralty case within 28 U.S.C. § L

20 1292(a)(3).

COMMITTEE NOTE

Section 1292(a)(3) of the Judicial Code provides for L
appeal from "iinterlocutory decrees of ... district courts ...
determining the rights and liabilities of the parties to Ol
admiralty cases in which appeals from final decrees are
allowed." L

Rule 9(h) was added in 1966 with the unification of
civil and admiralty procedure. Civil Rule 73(h) was V
amended at the same time to provide that the § 1292(a)(3)
reference "to admiralty cases shall be construed to mean
admiralty and maritime claims within the meaning of Rule if
9(h)." This provision was transferred to Rule 9(h) when the
Appellate Rules were adopted.

Li

l
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A single case can include both admiralty or maritime
claims and nonadmiralty claims or parties. This
combination reveals an ambiguity in the statement in
present Rule 9(h) that an admiralty "claim" is an admiralty

Lu "case." An order "determining the rights and liabilities of
the parties" within the meaning of § 1292(a)(3) may resolve
only a nonadmiralty claim, or may simultaneously resolve
interdependent admiralty and nonadmiralty claims. Can
appeal be taken as to the nonadmiralty matter, because it
is part of a case that includes an admiralty claim, or is
appeal limited to the admiralty claim?

The courts of appeals have not achieved full
uniformity in applying the § 1292(a)(3) requirement that an
order "determin[eI the rights and liabilities of the parties."

LI1 It is common to assert that the statute should be construed
narrowly, under the general policy that exceptions to the
final judgment rule should be construed narrowly. This
policy would suggest that the ambiguity should be resolved
by limiting the interldcutory appeal right to orders that
determine the rights and liabilities of the parties to an
admiralty claim.

A broader view is chosen by this amendment for two
reasons. The statute applies to admiralty "cases," and may
itself provide, for appeal from an order that disposes of a
nonadmiralty claim that is joined in a single case with an
admiralty claim. Although a rule of court may help to
clarify and implement a statutory grant of jurisdiction, the
line is not always clear between permissible implementation
and impermissible withdrawal of jurisdiction. In addition,
so long as an order truly disposes of the rights and liabilities
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of the parties within the meaning of § 1292(a)(3), it may
prove important to permit appeal as to the nonadmiralty
claim. Disposition of the nonadmiralty claim, for example,
may make it unnecessary to consider the, admiralty claim
and have the ,same effect on the case and parties as
disposition of the admiralty claim. Or the admiralty and
nonadmiralty claims may be interdependent. An r
illustration is providedby Roco Carriers, Ltd. v. MIV U
Nurnberg Express, 899 F.2d 1292 (2d Cir. 1990). Claims for
losses of ocean, shipments were made against two
defendants, one subject to admiralty jurisdiction and the
other not. Summaryjudgment was granted in favor of the
admiralty defendant and against the nonadmiralty
defendant. The nonadiiralty defendant's appeal was
accepted, with the explanation that the determination of its V
liability was "integrallyliniked with the determination of
non-liability" of the a dmiralty defendant, and that section
1292(a)(3) is not limited to admiralty claims; instead, it §1
refers to admiraltycases.", $899, lF.2dl, at, 1297. The
advantages of perWitting appeal lby the nonadmiralty 7
defendant would be particilarly clear if the plaintiff had
appealed the summary judgment in favor of thef admiralty
defendant.

It must be emphasized that this amendment does not
rest on any particular assumptions as to the meaning of the
§ 1292(a)(3) provision that limits interlocutory appeal to l
orders that determine the rights and liabilities of the
parties. It simply reflects the conclusion that so long as the
case involves an admiralty claim and an order otherwise
meets statutory requirements, the opportunity to appeal
should not turn on the circumstance that the order does -

L
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or does not - dispose of an admiralty claim. No attempt is
made to invoke the authority conferred by 28 U.S.C. §
1292(e) to provide by rule for appeal of an interlocutory
decision that is not otherwise provided for by other
subsections of § 1292.
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Rule 26(c)

The recent history of the proposal to amend Rule 26(c) is
described in the attached Reporter's Note, which is taken almost
verbatim from the agenda materials for the April, 1995 Advisory
Committee meeting. The Advisory Committee recommended, and the
Standing Committee approved, publication for comment of the version
that the Judicial Conference sent back for further consideration in
March, 1995.

The 1995-1996 period for public comment produced a substantial
body of comments. A summary of the comments will be provided by
the time of the meeting. Two aspects of the proposal drew greatest
comment: the provision that recognizes the widespread practice of
entering protective orders on stipulation of the parties, and the
provision that specifically enumerates reliance on a protective
order as one factor to be considered'on a motion to dissolve or
modify the order.

The concern with stipulated protective orders continues to be
the familiar concern that protection should be provided only on a
judicial finding of good cause. Attorneys who represent plaintiffs
frequently assert that duty to their clients 'requires them to
stipulate to protective orders that unjustifiably interfere with
access to information that does not warrant protection. Consent
does not show that there is no need for concern. The responding
concern is that courts should not - and effectively cannot - force
parties to litigate a dispute when there is no dispute. If the
parties agree that a protective order is proper, they should no
more be forced to proceed by contested motion than they are forced
to contest any other discovery issue or other matter. Stipulated
orders may serve the interests of the parties and the court in very
important ways.

One compromise of the stipulated order question would be to
modify the proposed language slightly to make it clear that good
cause is required for a stipulated order as well as a contested
order. The relevant words would be: "for good cause shown by
motion or by stipulation." The requirement that the parties
articulate the reasons for protection would help the parties to
frame a more precise order, and help the court in deciding whether
to accept the stipulation. The articulated reasons also would help
in passing on a motion to modify or dissolve the order. Although
there is a manifest risk that in most cases the stipulation of good
cause would become a mere routine addition made without thought,
little harm would be done.

The need to consider reliance in passing on a motion to modify
or dissolve a protective order has been defended forcefully in the
public comments. One illustration, somewhat simplified, was
provided at the Atlanta hearing. The plaintiff, injured by a Style
6 Widget designed by the defendant, demands discovery of all design
information bearing on Widget Styles 1 through 10. There is a good
chance that should the matter be forced on the court, discovery
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would be limited to Style 6, or perhaps Style 6 and one or two
others., Rather than litigate the issue, the defendant agrees to 6
provide all the information to the plaintiff subject to a
protective order. If reliance on~ the protective order is not
protected, the defendant may',be forced to litigate discoverability
in auber ocotyad elying ways. To the extent ta l
dscovery is denied as to Widgept'Models 1 to"'5 and 7 to.10, full

protection is achieved. The same protection should be held
available on motion to modify a protective order - whether entered
On st ipultio or aLtrcnes hths prompt-ed production of
information that the court would not have ordered produced at all
absenit'a prot"ective or'der.

Although the publich comments provide valuable' additional
information, they'do not r'aise new questions. The doubts, expressed
in the `comments lAre f am'iliar, " and were 'considerpd carefull'yl in
working out the 1994 draft after the first period of public comment
on a slightly different draft published in 1993. ~The 1994 ~draft
expressed' I the"" Committee' s accommodation' of the same competing
interests. eof tpltdoer wagain n reltand mpor, anc~ o stpledoer was, consideredItl' iafrom the' Judicia Cofrec,,an as pr fhe
1995 'decision t~o, pu'blifshthe 199 drf or comm rt.

These- is)efcsateto aglain on ~the continuing question
whether>th'~ 'is ~a nee dtp" amend 'Rule 26 (c ,: 1" Th publc cfi1e

did not' Proiean new sense , t~hat there isa pcial" need f4or
amendmet Th.spo-t was firs't undertae o xplore concerns
raised by1Cn~sina dons"ideratin opetiv order
le6gislaion 1 o oad~sls Pidejenden't Avsr oinLttee con erns

with te 'opr~tip~ ~ofR~te 6(c)%!, The Cd4~~h~ otnaly
viewed'tepop~d rul 1 an e~pressi~,n rda~ra no ihe
better -an comn lhuhnot universal -pent ratice. 7
Ongoing commnsseem 0o Prydkn peta add itio Alnecdojal L
infiormation. lab;i odash~a-l q'jue's ionb1d prc ehp hre
is, no need to, 1pru h propose, 1amendnntMrte 1

~~~~~~~~~~~[K~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



Reporter's Note: Rule 26(c)

LS The Standing Committee adopted the Advisory Committee' s
recommendation to amend Rule 26(c) and sent it to the Judicial
Conference with a recommendation that it be transmitted to the
Supreme Court in March, for submission to Congress by the end of
April. The Judicial Conference first voted to strike the language
in Rule 26(c)(1) that expressly confirmed the practice of
stipulated protective orders, and then voted to recommit the
proposal to the Advisory Committee. It is not clear at the moment
whether this sequence of actions implies a determination that Rule
26(c) should not refer to stipulated protective orders. A more
formal statement may be provided. The question for the Committee
is what - if anything - should be done to revise Rule 26(c)
further. If anything is to be done, a subsidiary question will be
whether the eventual proposal should be published for an additional
period of public comment. Among the many possible approaches, the
following are the most obvious:

Do Nothing

r" The Rule 26(c) proposal published in October, 1993, emerged
from a Committee that was uncertain whether there was any need to
revise the rule. The Committee Note published with the proposal
referred to the Report of the Federal Courts Study Committee and to
articles by Professors Marcus and Miller, all of which concluded

is that lower courts ares doing a good job both in determining the
extent to which protection is appropriate and in reconsidering the
need for protection when a motion is made to modify'or dissolve a
protective order. They find no support for the frequent claim that
protective orders conceal information necessary to protect the
public health and welfare. Congress, however, had 'taken an
increasingly active interest in this question. From the beginning,

'2 the Committee proposal has reflected respect for the concerns
expressed in Congress. The respect due Congress arises in part
from the prospect that Congress may have access to information thatL does not come to the Committee's attention in the ordinary course
of Committee work. Respect also flows from the role of Congress as
the source of the Committee's Enabling Act authority and as the
final actor when the Supreme Court transmits -p'roposed rules to
Congress. The spirit underlying the proposal is that it is good
for the Committee to bring the strengths of the& Enabling Act
process to bear in a cooperative endeavor that implements
congressional concerns in the best way possible.

It is not too late to reconsider the question whether there is
any real need to amend Rule 26(c). The information provided by
public comments on the proposed rule, and the record compiled in
legislative hearings last year, can be considered to supplement the
information available to the Committee -when it drafted the 1993
proposal. If these events did not produce persuasive evidence of
the need for revision, it may ibe proper to defer further action
until a stronger case for revision can be made.
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Revise the Stipulation Provision

Another possible approach would be to revise the stipulation
language that was in the proposal approved by the Standing
Committee and recommended to the Judicial Conference., There was no
reference to 'stipulated protective orders',in the version of Rule
26(c) that was published in 1993. The reference was added as part
and parcel of'the elaborations' that were made' during the lengthy
discussion of Rule 26(c) at theOctober ,1994 ,meetingof, this
Committee.' The proposed Rule 26'(c)(l) read, in par~t: "the court,*
* * may, for good' cause shown or on-stinulation of the Darties',
make any order that 'justice requires* . This reference was
added to the text o'fithe rule' for a varietyiof reasons. In,part,
it was meant to make'doubl~y" sure of, the proposition stated in the
Committee 'Note published'in 1993- "Protectiyet orders enteredby
agreement of`the pArties` also, an. serve the important need to
facilitate discovery witho'up r'equ~iring ,,repe'ated court rulings."1 In
addition',ei wa's ti~ed to the'newly added, provision of ~proped Rule
26(c)(3)(B)(iv), requiring that on motion to modify or dissolve a
protective order the court consider, ,"the reasons for entering the
order, and any new inform 'tion 1that bears on the, order." As
observed in the Committ enformation
bearin~g oln'thhe need for p-ecini ~ioesnenwtthe ~,court
when the toriginal order 1w-senteredion stipulation.

'Nothing in the'propoalwold have6 r qird a court'to ~enter -
a Pr~~tec te q order mere i ecaus P1ore pres stipulahat t6 it.

' ' ireu"rej to prteltt l ll 1', 1' Il >Il , I L I Il 1 L 0~ LJi,+

The RI' only t .h c.rt , i r m |* make an jrder
thatui r.s ng a tipbulatlo nste court may

protecive de,,z [~ayj~de ;hav 1an ,aanag 0'an ,focit the t

conside [ .any11 1,~,~ 11 [d ' I i *ifikcatifud,, byhy parties and mayn ratuteadditionia]I justification(u s routinely require anCn
explanation. if it, seemsi lI r!Jesto g hedpro s wto R. ,f26(c)
ceaniose thes Cmtapproach, cocud afteve morel ly in t he
thoft. df ult.t t wo1st backward the

anyrthin to Rul 2 , Klhtmgt, cs ob ntepwro h

way for good catis6 hw b"'" moti~on or erm by tstuain
ofLthe parties te makeo sp an I order" wh'i ,e that prpouasti
Lrequires to protectt~ I 1L, ,, I

submittednt the good cause be shown d by a stipulation iefor a
prot nh h lsye order mayt ndeed hare an ,advantage pbin cforcng the L)
parties totikcrflyabout"'their needs and the, shapingiolf the
proposed orde~r. [ I,

Resudbmit Without Change

Another alternative, 1is to resubmit the proposal without
change. The Committee has concluddafer carefullthought but
without difficulty,,that ,it would ~b otly step backward to do
anything to Rule 26(c), ~atigicstdubt on the power of the
parties to'stipulate to efciiejroetv orders. The, proposal
submitted to the Judicial Cofrnerfetdi careful deliberation
based on thoughtful stuid oth itrature, public comments, the
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interests of Congress, and the collective experience of the
Committee. Many alternative formulations were considered and
eventually blended into the final proposal. Although improvements
are welcome at any hour, however late, the justification for any
change must be apparent or must be clearly articulated. The
justification for change has not yet been made to appear.

An alternative to a straight-ahead resubmission without change
would be to publish the proposal for comment. Although the
proposal was initially submitted to the Judicial Conference without
republication, there might be some advantage in republication with
a specific request for comment on the matters that were added to
the version published in 1993.

Other Concerns

The importance of party control over discovery procedure was
emphasized by two aspects of the 1993 discovery amendments. The
more important is Rule 26(f). The proposals published in 1991
would have abrogated the discovery conference provision of former
Rule 26(f). The Committee Note published with that proposal
observed: "The special 'discovery conference' envisioned by the
1980 amendment has not proved to be an effective device to prevent
discovery abuses." The meeting of the parties provided by the 1993
version of Rule 26(f) was resurrected as part of the decision to
revise and adhere to the initial disclosure requirements set out in
new Rule 26(a). The Committee believed that a meeting of the
parties to develop a discovery plan can go a long way toward
reducing strategic behavior and misbehavior. The plan developed by
the parties is to include proposals concerning: "(3) what changes
should be made in the limitations on discovery imposed under these
rules or by local rule, and what other limitations should be
imposed * * *."

This proposal for limitations on discovery and "other
limitations" echoes the provisions of Rule 29, which also was
amended in 1993. Rule 29 provides in part: "Unless otherwise
directed by the court, the parties may by written stipulation * *
* (2) modify other procedures governing or limitations placed upon
discovery * * *." The Committee Note with the 1993 amendments
stated: "This rule is revised to give greater opportunity for
litigants to agree upon modifications to the procedures governing
discovery or to limitations upon discovery. Counsel are encouraged
to agree on less expensive and time-consuming methods to obtain
information, as through voluntary exchange of documents, use of
interviews in lieu of depositions, etc."

These provisions for party proposals or stipulations imposing
"limitations" on discovery lend considerable weight to the routine
use of stipulated protective orders. Rule 29, for example, clearly
contemplates exchanges of information by means that are completely
outside the formal discovery process. The lesser step of
stipulating to protective orders that govern discovery and that are
subject to initial review and later modification or dissolution by
the court should be less troubling to those who seek to increase
the opportunities for later access.
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Stipulated protective orders are noted in the Manual for
Complex Litigation 3d, § 21.432. In addition, it is suggested that
as with other discovery matters, a party seeking a protection order
must first make a good faith effort to resolve the matter without
court action, andrthat protective orders should be addressed in the
proposed discovery plan. The Manual notes that an order entered by
consent is subject to modification. Among the issues to be
considered when application is made to dissolve or modify any
protective order -,are reliance on the order, and whether "the
disclosing party [was] unqualified obligated to produce" the
discovery material.

The Federal Judicial Center Study of protective order
practice, made available to the Committee in nonfinal form at the
October, 1994, meeting, provided albeit in preliminary form, soon
to be made final - a hard, real-world look at actual protective
order practice. This information bears directly, in many ways, on
the argument that specific court findings should be required to
support any protective order that limits or bars disclosure of
discovery materials. Protective order activity occurs in about 5%
of all cases;! the figure would be higher as a percentage of cases
in which there is any discovery activity. Stipulated protective
orders account for about 25% of the total. Most protective orders
result from a motion, but nearly half the motions do not provoke
any response. Approximately 40%tl of Fithe motions were granted in
whole or in part; 2 of some 200 stipulated ordersiwere rejected by
the court on the record. The protective orders involved a variety
of topics, but many involved limits on disclosure, and a
significant number required return or destruction of discovered
materials. The nature of the suits in which protective orders
restricted access to discovery materials varied widely. Civil
rights actions involved the greatest ilnumber, followed by contract
actions. "Other statutes" and "property rights" litigation came
next. Personal injury actions accounted for 8% or 9% of the orders
restricting access. Provisions for vacating the order, or actual
dissolution or modification, occurred! in very small percentages of
the cases with protective orders.

This information suggests, that protective orders limit public
access to information of genuine public interest only in a small
minority of cases. Civil rights actions are likely to involve
intensely personal information. Contract and property rights
litigation is likely to involve matters that do not affect the
world at large. "Other statutes" may involve a wide variety of
matters, some of them involving genuine public interests. Personal
injury actions often involve unique events.

The final version of the Federal Judicial Center study will
make the information more precise, and may reveal some new details.
The broad picture, however, seems clear. Protective orders serve
a variety of purposes, and are entered in many types of litigation.
Here, as with all other discovery matters, it is common to rely on
party management of the discovery process.

Return or Destroy Agreements
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One question not yet addressed by the Committee is the
frequent use of agreements that discovery materials will be
destroyed or returned to the party who produced them. These
provisions build on the widespread adoption of rules that forestall
routine filing of discovery materials. Return or destruction, when
performed, provides an effective assurance of confidentiality. At
the same time, return or destruction may force costly recreation of
the discovery process in related litigation. It may be possible to
regulate these agreements; the attached Rule 5(d) draft illustrates
one possible approach.

The Rule 5(d) draft responds to one of the suggestions in the
1L comments in response to the 1993 publication of a draft Rule 26(c).

It includes an obviously arbitrary five-year retention period; some
other period might prove a better compromise. It does not include
any provision that the discovery materials must be retained in the
same order in which they were produced. Although there would be a
real advantage in this requirement, it almost inevitably would

F require maintaining a separate and duplicate set of files. Since
this provision would complement the rules on filing discovery
materials, it seems well within the reach of the Enabling Act.
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FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

Rule 26. General Provisions Governing Discovery;
Duty of Disclosure

1 (c)(l) Protective Orders. Upon On motion by a

2 party or by the person from whom discovery is

3 sought, accompanied by a certification that the

4 movant has in good faith conferred or attempted to

5 confer with other affected parties in an effort to

6 resolve the dispute without court action, and for good

E 7 eausetshown, the court in whieh where the action is

8 pendingor - and alternatively, on matters relating

9 to a deposition, also the court in the district where

10 the deposition is-t~ will be taken = may for good

11 cause shown or on stipulation of the parties, make

12 any order which that justice requires to protect a

13 party or person from annoyance, embarrassment,
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14 oppression, or undue burden or expense, including

15 one or more of the following:

16 (IA) that precluding the disclosure or ¼

17 discovery not be had,

18 (2g) that specifving conditions, including

19 time and place, for the disclosure or

20 discovery may be had only on specified

21 terms and conditions, including a

22 designation of time or :laee;

23 (3C) that the disove y may be had only by

24 prescribing a discovery method if

25 diseovery other than that selected by

26 the party seeking discovery;

27 (4p) that excluding certain matters not be

28 inquired into, or that limiting the scope

29 of the disclosure or discovery be limited

,
C
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30 to certain matters;

31 (SEW) designating the persons who may be

is 32 present while *hat the discovery is be

33 conducted with no one present except

34 pesoens &dsigated by the eout;

35 (6F) that a deposition, after being sealed,

36 directing that a sealed deposition be

37 opened only by- order of-the upon court

38 order;

39 (LO ordering that a trade secret or other

40 confidential research, development, or

41 commercial information not be revealed

42 or be revealed only in a designated way;

L 43 or

44 (811) directing that the parties

45 simultaneously file specified documents
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46 or information enclosed in sealed

47 envelopes, to be opened as directed by

48 the court directs. V
49 (2) If the a motion for a protective order is wholly or

50 partlv denied in whlae or in part, the court may, on

51 such iust terms and conditions as are just, order that L
52 any party or other person provide or permit discovery

53 or disclosure. The provisions of Rule 37(a)(4)

54 applyies to the award of expenses incurred in relation

55 to the motion.

56 ( (A) The court may modify or dissolve a

57 protective order on motion made by a party, a

58 person bound by they order, or a person who

59 has been allowed to intervene to seek

60 modification or dissolution.

61 (B)In ruling on a motion to dissolve or modifC
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r 62 a protective order, the court must consider.

63 among other matters, the following:

64 (i) the extent of reliance on the

f 65 order;

66 (ii) the public and private interests

67 affected by the order. including

68 any risk to public health or

69 safety:

70 (iii) the movant's consent to submit to

L 71 the terms of the order:

72 (iv) the reasons for entering the

73 order., and any new information

74 that bears on the order: and

L 75 (at) the burden that the order

76 imposes on persons seeking

77 information relevant to other

LI
EU
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78 litigation.

COMMITTEE NOTE

Subdivisions (1) and (2) are revised to conform to the
style conventions adopted for simplifying the present rules.
No change in meaning is intended by these style changes.

Subdivision (1) also is amended to confirm the '
common practice of entering a protective order on C

stipulation of the parties. Stipulated orders can provide a
valuable means of facilitating discovery without frequent
requests for action by the court, particularly in actions that
involve intensive discovery. If a stipulated protective order
thwarts important interests, relief may be sought by a
motion to modify or dissolve the order under subdivision (3).
Subdivision (1), as all of Rule 26(c), deals only with
discovery protective orders. It does not address any other r
form of order that limits access to court proceedings or L
materials submitted to a court.

Subdivision (3) is added to the rule to dispel any (,
doubt whether the power to enter a protective order includes
power to modify or vacate the order. The power is made
explicit, and includes orders entered by stipulation of the ,1
parties as well as orders entered after adversary contest.
The power to modify or dissolve should be exercised after
careful consideration of the conflicting policies that shape
protective orders. Protective orders serve vitally important
interests by ensuring that privacy is invaded by discovery l
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only to the extent required by the needs of litigation.
Protective orders entered by agreement of the parties also
can serve the important need to facilitate discovery without
requiring repeated court rulings. A blanket protective order
may encourage the exchange of information that a court
would not order produced, or would order produced only
under a protective order. Parties who rely on protective
orders in these circumstances should not risk automatic
disclosure simply because the material was once produced
in discovery and someone else might want it.

Modification of a protective order may be sought to
increase the level of protection afforded as well as to reduce
it. Among the grounds for increasing protection might be
violation of the order, enhanced appreciation of the extent
to which discovery threatens important interests in privacy,
or the need of a nonparty to protect interests that the
parties have not adequately protected.

Modification or dissolution of a protective order does
not, without more, ensure access to the once-protected
information. If discovery responses have been filed with the
court, access follows from a change of the protective order
that permits access. If discovery responses remain in the
possession of the parties, however, the absence of a
protective order does not without more require that any

L party share the information with others.

Despite the important interests served by protective
orders, concern has been expressed that protective orders
can thwart other interests that also are important. Two
interests have drawn special attention. One is the interest
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in public access to information that involves matters of
public concern. Information about the conduct of
government officials is frequently used to illustrate an area
of public concern. The most commonly offered example
focuses on information about dangerous products or
situations that have caused injury and may continue to
cause injury until the information is widely disseminated. C

The other interest involves the efficient conduct of related
litigation, protecting adversaries of a common party from
the need to engage in costly duplication of discovery efforts.

The first sentence of subparagraph (A) recognizes
that a motion to modify or dissolve a protective order may V
be made by a party, a person bound by the order, or a
person allowed, to intervene for this purpose. A motion to
intervene for this purpose need not meet the technical
requirements iof Rule 24. It is enough to show that the
applicant has a sufficient interest to justify consideration of r
the motion. These provisions are supported by the practice
that has developed throuigh a long line of decisions.

Subparagraph (B) lists some of the matters that must
be considered on a motion to dissolve or modify a protective
order. The list is not all-inclusive; the factors that may
enter the decision are too varied even to be foreseen.

The most important form of reliance on a protective
order is the production of information that the court would
not have ordered produced without the protective order.
Often this reliancej will take the form' of producing
information undero la blanket protective order without
raising the objection that the information is not subject to'-

F ,
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disclosure or discovery. The information may be protected
by privilege or work-product doctrine, the outer limits of
Rule 26(b)(1), or other rules. Reliance also may take other
forms, including the court's own reliance on a protective
order less sweeping than an order that flatly prohibits
discovery. If the court would not have ordered discovery
over proper objection, it should not later defeat protection of
information that need not have been produced at all.
Reliance also deserves consideration in other settings, but
a finding that information is properly discoverable directs
attention to the question of the terms - if any - on which
protection should continue.

The public and private interests affected by a
protective order include all of the myriad interests that
weigh both for and against discovery. The question whether
to modify or dissolve a protective order is, apart from the
question of reliance, much the same as the initial
determination whether there is good cause to enter the
order. An almost infinite variety of interests must be
weighed. The public and private interests in defeating
protection may be great ornsmall, as may be the interests in
preserving protection. Special attention must be paid to a
claim that protection creates a risk to public health or
safety. If a protective order actually thwarts publication of
information that might help protect against injury to person
or property, only the most compelling reasons, if any, could
justify protection. Claims of commercial disadvantage
should be examined with particular care, and mere
commercial embarrassment deserves little concern. On the
other hand, it is, proper to demand a realistic showing that
there is a need for disclosure of protected information.
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Often there is full opportunity to publicize a risk without
access to protected discovery information. Paradoxically,
the cases that pose the most realistic public risk also may be
the cases that involve the greatest interests in privacy, such
as a yet-to-be-proved claim that a party is infected with a
communicable disease.

Consent to submit to the terms of a protective order,
may provide strong reason to modify the order. Submission'
to the terms of the order should include submission to the
jurisdiction of the court to enforce the order. This factor will
often overlap the fifth enumerated factor that considers the
interests of persons seeking information relevant to other L

litigation. Submission to the protective order, however, does
not establish an automatic right to modification. It mayibe
better to leave to theicourt entertaining rielated litigation
the question whether information isidiscoverable at all, the
balance between the needs fordihscovery and for privacy,
and, the ters of prtection that may reconcile these
competing needs. These issues ioften are highly case-
specific, and the court that entered ,the protective order may 0

not be in a good position to addressthem.

Submission to the protective order and the court's
enforcement jurisdiction also! may justify disclosure to a
state orfederal agency. ,A public agency that has regulatory
or enfotcement jurisdiuction often can compel production of '
the protected information by other means. The test of
modification, however, does not cturn on al determination.
whether the agency could compel production. Rather than
provoke satellite j litigation of this question, protection is
provided lby requiring the agency to submit to the protective

L.
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order and the court's enforcement jurisdiction. If there is
substantial doubt whether the agency's submission is
binding, the court may deny disclosure. One obvious source
of doubt would be a freedom of information act that does not
clearly exempt information uncovered by this process.

F The role of the court in considering the reasons for
entering the protective order is affected by the distinction
between contested and stipulated orders. If the order was
entered on stipulation of the parties, the motion to modify
or dissolve requires the court to consider the reasons for
protection for the first time. All of the information that
bears on -the order is new to the court and must be
considered. If the order was entered after argument,
however, the court may justifiably focus attention on
information that was not considered in entering the order
initially.

r
A protective order does not of itself defeat discovery

of the protected information by independent discovery
demands made in independent litigation on the person who
produced the information. The question of protection must
be resolved independently in each action. At the same time,
it may be more efficient to reap the fruits -of discovery
already under way or completed without undertaking
duplicating discovery. The closer the factual relationships
between separate actions or potential actions, the greater
the reasons for modifying a protective order to allow
disclosure by the most efficient means.

Assessment of the need for disclosure in support of
related litigation may require joint action by two courts.

L
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The court that entered the protective order can determine V
most easily the circumstances that justified the order and
the extent of justifiable reliance on the order. The court
where related litigation is pending can determine most
easily the importance of the information in that litigation,
and often can determine most accurately the balance
between the interest in disclosure and Lthe interest in
nondisclosure or further protection. The rule does not E
attempt, to prescribe procedures for cooperative action.

Special questions arise from the prospect of multiple
related actions brought at different times, and in different
courts. Great inefficiencies can be avoided by establishing
means of sharing information. Informal means are
frequently foundbycounsellandlloccasional efforts are made
at,1 establishing more, foralf ,means even, outside the U
framework of consolidated proceedilngs. There is not yet
sufficient experience to support adoption of formal rules 7
establishing -and regulating [the fterms of access to -

litigation support uibrarnes l document depositories,
depositions takenpponcebfor mant actions, or similar devices.
To the extent that consolidao devices may not prove
equal to thejtask, however, these qustions will deserve
attention in the future. I

Rule 26(c)(3) 'applieso,,ly to the dissolution or v
modification of protective order centered by the court under
subdivision (c)(1). It does not' govern orders that control
access to material submitted to 'the ,court by motion, at a C

hearing, at trial, or otherwise. It does not address private
agreements entered into by litigants that are not submitted
to the court for its approvl. [N idoes Rule 26(c)(3) apply-to

E?~ J
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motions seeking to vacate or modify final judgments that
occasionally contain restrictions on the disclosure of
specified information. Rules 59 and 60 govern such
motions.

Li
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Rule 47(a)

Attorney participation in jury voir dire examination has
provoked a near avalanche of comment. A summary will be provided
by the time of the meeting.

There were few surprises in the public comments, although many
interesting anecdotes were provided. Federal judges are almost
unanimously opposed to the proposal, although a small number
supported it. Perhaps the most forceful argument was advanced by
many judges who now regularly permit direct attorney participation
in voir-dire examination. The system works well now, they say,
because of the unconditional right to terminate attorney
examination at any time, or to deny any right to begin the process
in litigation involving a lawyer who has misbehaved in the past.
No matter how earnestly the Advisory Committee may seek to expand
on the discretionary power to impose reasonable limits and to
terminate examination, creation of a right to participate will
undermine effective judicial control. Some of the objecting judges
have had experience with attorney participation as state court
judges, and a very few have abandoned it after experimentation in
federal court. The fears that lawyers will seek to use voir dire
as a means of selecting a partial jury, not an impartial jury, are
the fears that have been considered throughout the process of
considering this proposal.

If comments from federal judges continued in the vein that had
been well opened by the time the Committee recommended publication
of the proposal, comments from practicing lawyers pulsed in the
arteries that were predicted. Judges simply are not in a position
to elicit all important information from prospective jurors.
Lawyers, who are more familiar with the litigation than the judge,
can in very brief periods of questioning elicit crucial information
needed to support challenges for cause and peremptory challenges.
Judges can readily control any impulse toward excessive advocacy.
There are no significant problems in courts that now permit
attorney participation. There will be no significant problems in
courts that, forced by an amended rule, come to permit attorney
participation for the first time.

These concerns have been considered by the Committee. They
deserve careful continuing consideration. The first and vital
question is whether so many federal judges, with such great
collective experience, are simply starting at shadows. There is a
deep difference of perception between bench and bar on these
issues. It may be that the wise approach is to pursue other means
of educating judges in the perceptions of the bar and the
advantages of permitting direct attorney participation in voir
dire.

Drafting questions remain if the amendment is to be pursued
further, now or in the future. The Advisory Committee has not
considered the specific drafting issues presented by the published
proposal. The proposal was redrafted at the July, 1995 meeting of
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the Standing Committee to eliminate drafting differences between
proposed Criminal Rule 24(a) and Civil Rule 47(a). The attached
notes suggest a revised draft. The revised draft has been
submitted to the Criminal Rules Advisory Committee, which meets the
week after this Committee.

J

, .~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~.
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Rule 47. Selecting Seleetion-ef Jurors

(a) Examination-of Examining Jurors.

(1) The court may shall pernit the-partres& or

teoe~t-hefetir4tavtsemei' of- examine prospective jurors

Or-may-itselfffene-teeanae.

(2) The court shall also permit the parties to orally examine

the prospective jurors. The court may in its discretion:

(A) impose reasonable limits of time, manner. and

subject matter on examination by the parties, and

(B) terminate examination by a person who violates

those limits, or for other good cause.

NOTE

(1) "Voir dire" was added as part of the compromise drafting
process. It requires a lot of additional and unnecessary words.
"Voir dire" has not been in Criminal Rule 24 or Civil Rule 47 for
so long that I do not think we need it now.

(2) "But" is not needed to introduce the second sentence if we
go to the numbered paragraphs format.

(3) The reason I went to the numbered paragraphs was to solve
the problems that arise from the present position of "as the court
determines in its discretion." This drafting occurred at the very
last minute of discussion in the standing committee, when Joe
Spaniol persuaded Bryan Garner to invoke the rule of the immediate
antecedent. It leaves two problems. First, some readers may
ignore the immediate antecedent and conclude that the court has
discretion to deny oral examination by the parties. Second, there
is no express statement that the court' s discretion extends to
termination of examination by a party. I think both problems are
resolved by this structure.
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Rule 47. Selecting Seleetion-of Jurors

1 (a) Examination-of Examining Jurors. The

2 court may shall permit the parties or their

3 atorn'eys- t conduct the voir dire examination

4 of prospective jurors or may itself eoeduct the

5 exan-Anation. But the court shall also permit

6 the parties to orally examine the prospective

7 Jurors to supplement the court's examination

8 within reasonable limits of time, manner and

9 subject matter, as the court determines in its

10 discretion. The court may terminate

11 examination by a person who violates those

12 limits, or for other good cause. In the later

13 event, the eourt sll -e m i-t- the parties o

14 their atenkeys to s u p pt e a
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15 by sueh further inquiry as it deems proper or

16 shall itself stibrit to the prospective jurors

17 sueh additional questions of the parties or

18 their attorneys as it deems proper.

19

COMMITTEE NOTE

Rule 47(a) in its original and present form permits V
the court to exclude the parties from direct examination of
prospective jurors. Although a recent survey shows that a
majority of district judges permit party participation, the L,

power to exclude is often exercised. See Shapard &
Johnson, Survey Concerning Voir Dire (Federal Judicial (
Center 1994). Courts that exclude the parties from direct
examination express two concerns. One is that direct
participation by the parties extends the time required to
select a jury. The second is that counsel frequently seek to
use voir dire not as a means of securing an impartial jury m7

but as the first stage of adversary strategy, attempting to L
establish rapport with prospective jurors and influence their
views of the case. C

The concerns that led many courts to undertake all
direct examination of prospective jurors have earned
deference by long tradition and widespread adherence. At
the same time, the number of federal judges that permit
party participation has grown considerably in recent years.

L
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The Federal Judicial Center survey shows that the total
L time devoted to jury selection is virtually the same

regardless of the choice made in allocating responsibility
between court and counsel. It also shows that judges who
permit party participation have found little difficulty in
controlling potential misuses of voir dire. This experience

V demonstrates that the problems that have been perceived in
L some state-court systems of party participation can be

avoided by making clear the discretionary power of the
district court to control the behavior of the party or counsel.
The ability to enable party participation at low cost is of
itself strong reason to permit party participation. The
parties are thoroughly familiar with the case by the start of
trial. ,They are in the best position to know the juror
information that bears on challenges for cause and

L. # peremptory challenges, avid to elicit it by jury questioning.
In addition, the opportunity to participate provides an
appearance and reassurance of fairness that has value in
itself.

The strong direct case for pernitting party
U participation is, further supported by the emergence of

constitutional limits that circumscribe the use of
L1 peremptory challenges in both civil and criminal cases. The

controlling decisions begin with Batson v. Kentucky, 476
U.S. 79 (1986) and continue through J.E.B. v. Alabama ex

*. rel. T.B., 114 S.Ct. 1419 (1994). See also Purkett v. Elem,
115 S.Ct. 1769 (1995). Prospective jurors "have the right

C not to be excluded summarily because of discriminatory and
stereotypical presumptionsthat reflect and reinforce
patterns of historical discrimination." J.E.B.i, 114 S.Ct. at
1428. These limits enhance theiimportance of searching
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voir dire examination to preserve the value of peremptory
challenges and, buttress the role of challenges for cause.
When a peremptory challenge against a member of a
protected group is attacked, it can be difficult to distinguish
between group stereotypes and, intuitive reactions to
individual, members of the, group as individuals. A
stereotype-free explanation can-be advanced with more force 7
as the level of direct information provided by voir dire
increases. As peremptory ' challenges become less
peremptory, moreover, it is increasingly important to ensure
that voir dire examination be as effective as possible Tin
supporting challenges for cause.

:'
Fair opportunities to exercise peremptory and for-

cause challenges in this inew setting require the assurance p
that the parties can supplement the cou rt's examination of
prospective jurors by direct questioning. The importance of,
party participation in voir dire has been stressed ,by trial
lawyers for many years. They believe that just as discovery tr

and other aspects of pretrial preparation and trial, voir dire
is better accomplished through theadversary process. The K
lawyers know the case betterthan the judge can, and are
better able to frame, questions that will support -challenges
for cause- or informed use of peremptory challenges. Many
also believe that prospective jurors are intimidated by
judges, and are morei likely ,itoi admit potential bias or C

prejudgment under questions by the ,partie's. 'A

Party examination needl)"not mean :prolonged voir K
dire, nor subtle or brazen efforts toargue the case before L
trial. The court can undertake the initial examination of
prospective jurors, restricting the parties to supplemental F

l
I I
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questioning controlled by direct time limits. Effective
control can be exercised by the court in setting reasonable
limits on the manner and subject-matter of the
examination. Lawyers will not be allowed to advance
arguments in the guise of questions, to seek committed
responses to hypothetical descriptions of the case, to assert
propositions of law, to intimidate or ingratiate, or otherwise
to turn the opportunity to seek information about
prospective jurors into improper adversary strategies. The
district court has ample power to control the time, manner,
and subject matter of party examination. The process of
determining the limits continues throughout the course of

L each party's examination, and includes the power to
terminate U further examination by a person that has
misused or abused the right of examination. Among other
grounds, termination may be warranted not only by conduct
that may impair the trial jury's impartiality but also by
questioning that is repetitious, confusing, or prolonged, or

L that tiheatens inapprop'nate invasion of the prospective
jurors' privacy. The I determination to set limits L or to

L terminate examinationwis colifided to the broad discretion of
the district court. Only a clear abuse of this discretion-
usually in conjun ction with a clearly inadequate

it, examination by th& court'- could justify reversal of an
otherwise proper jury verdict.

L The voir dire process can be further enhanced by use
of jury questionnaires to elicit routine information before
voir dire begins. Questionnaires can save much time, andL- may improve in many ways the development of important
information about prospective jurors. Potential jurors are
protected against the embarrassment of public examination.

L

L
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A prospective juror may, be more willing to reveal
potentially embarrassing information in responding to a
questionnaire than in answering a question in open court.
Written answers to a questionnaire also may avoid the risk
that, answers given in the presence of other prospective
jurors may contaminate a large group.

Questionnaires are not requiredby Rule 47(a), but
should be seriously considered. At the same time, it is
important to guard against the temptation to extend
questionnaires beyond the limits 1 needed to support
challenges for cause and fair use of peremptory challenges.,
Just as voir dire examination, questionnaires can be used in JL
an attempt to select a favorable jury,, not an impartial one.
Prospective jurors must be protected against unwarranted
invasions of privacy; the duty ofljury service does noti
support casual inquiry-into such matters [,as religious
preferences, political views, or reading, recreatioal, and
television habits. Indeed the list o6Utopics that might be of
interest to a party bent pnjlmanipu lghe seecto , I
favorable jury through the use of sophisticated social-'science
profiles and personality evaluations virtually endless.
Selection of an impartial jury reqmressuppression of such
inquiries, not encouragement c s guidemust be
the needs of impartiality, not party advantage.

L

L,



Rule 48

Public comments on the twelve-person jury proposal haveL provided no surprises. Opposing comments have not pointed to
intrinsic disadvantages of twelve-member juries, apart from
occasional reference to the fear that twelve jurors are more likely
than six to deliberate to impasse. This fear is not borne out by
statistical evidence or the balance of anecdotal evidence.
Opposition rests more on collateral concerns that twelve-person
juries will take more time, from selection through final verdict;
increase costs; add further impositions on citizens reluctant to
serve; and create difficulties with courtroom architecture.

Support for twelve-person juries reflects the considerations
that led the Advisory Committee to recommend the amendment.
Twelve-person juries give more of everything we want from a jury.
It is incontestable that a twelve-person jury increases
dramatically the prospects that any given jury will include
representatives of minority groups. The other deliberating
advantages of twelve-person juries are supported by such scant
empirical evidence as exists and by a growing body of persuasive
social science.

The chief remaining task may be that of framing a succinct
statement that supplements the Committee Note as a means of
introducing this proposal to the remaining steps in the Enabling
Act process.

LoL
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Rule 48. Number of Jurors - Participation in
Verdict

1 The court shall seat a jury of not fewer than

L 2 six and not more than twelve members. and-aAll

3 jurors shall participate in the verdict unless excused

4 from service by the coilrt jpursuant to under Rule

5 47(c). Unless the parties otherwise stipulate

6 otherwise, (1) the verdict shall be unanimous and (2)

7 no verdict shall may be taken from a jury redueed in

8 size to of fewer than six members.

COMMITTEE NOTE

Rule 48 was amended in 1991 to reflect the
conclusion that it had been "rendered obsolete by the
adoption in many districts of local rules establishing six as
the standard size for a civil jury." Six-person jury local

L rules were upheld by the Supreme Court in Colgrove v.

L

l
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Battin, 413 U.S. 149 (1973). The Court concluded that the
Seventh Amendment permits six-person juries, and that the ( i
local rules were not inconsistent with Rule 48 as it then
stood.

Rule 48 is now amended to restore the core of the
twelve- member body that has constituted the definition of 7
a civil jury for centuries. Local rules setting smaller jury LJ
sizes are invalid because inconsistent with Rule 48.

The rulings that the Seventh Amendment permits
six-member juries, and that former Rule 48 permitted local
rules establishing six-member juries, do not speak to the
question whether six-member juries are desirable. Much
has been learned since 1973 about the advantages of twelve-
member juries. Twelve-member juries substantially
increase the representative quality of most juries, greatly
improving the probability that most junies will include
members of minority groups. The sociological and
psychological dynamics ofjury deliberation also are strongly
influenced by jury size. Members of a twelve-person jury
are less easily dominated by an aggressive juror, better able
to recall the evidence, more likely to rise above the biases
and prejudices of individual members, and enriched by a
broader base of community experience. The wisdom
enshrined in the twelve-member tradition is increasingly
demonstrated by contemporary social science. L

Although the core of the twelve-member jury is
restored, the other effects of the 1991 amendments remain
unchanged. Alternate jurors are not provided. The jury
includes twelve members at the beginning of trial but may I

L

EJ,
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be reduced to fewer members if some are excused under
L Rule 47(c). A jury may be reduced to fewer than six

members, however, only if the parties stipulate to a lower[ number before the verdict is returned.

Careful management of jury arrays can help reduce
the incremental costs associated with the return to twelve-L member juries.

Sylistic changes have been made.

L
L

F

L
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RULE 23: Reporter's Note on The Issues

Several draft versions of Rule 23 follow this introductory
note. The most important are the first and last. First is the
March, 1996 edition of the comprehensive changes that have evolved
over the past several years. Last is a "minimum changes" version
that makes very few changes. This version incorporates the
repeatedly confirmed provision for permissive interlocutory
appeals, and diluted versions of three (b)(3) items adopted in
November. These three include the finding that a (b)(3) class is
"necessary," here reduced to consideration of the "need" for
certification as one factor in the certification process; the need
for a preliminary showing on the merits, here reduced to
consideration in appraising the importance of "probable relief" to
individual class members; and the need to balance the expected
costs and benefits of certification, here revised to delete direct
consideration of the public interest. The minimum changes version
deletes any reference to settlement classes.

A draft Committee Note is attached to the comprehensive rule
draft. It attempts to capture the essence of the Committee' s views
on matters that have been discussed by the Committee, recognizing
that further discussion is likely to require significant changes.
The draft Note also discusses the many features of the draft rule
that have not been explored by the Committee. These portions of
the Note are designed to provide a foundation for consideration of
any of these features that may come to engage Committee attention.

Several other versions lie between the comprehensive version
and the minimum changes versions. Each incorporates a single
significant change in the comprehensive version. Each is
introduced by a note that identifies the change. The note should
provide sufficient guidance; if the text of the rule is consulted
at all, it should be to see the context of the modified language or
the deletion.

The best course is to begin discussion with the major topics
that were explored in depth at the November meeting. The results
of the November deliberations are included in the comprehensive
draft, including the alternative versions for subdivision (b)(3)
item (iii). The draft Committee Note reflects the November
deliberations.

Substantially identical versions of the draft rule and draft
Note were presented to the Standing Committee in January as an
information item. Reactions of Standing Committee members, and
continuing reactions from the bar, have provided grounds for
further review of the major proposed changes that emerged from the
November meeting. Some of these changes are marked in the
comprehensive draft. Others are set out in the versions that
follow the comprehensive draft.

As in November, the draft continues to include many changes
that are less important than the changes summarized above. Most of
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L
these changes have carried forward from the draft that was prepared
and tentatively approved by the Committee during Judge Pointer' s
term as chair. Many of the changes have carried forward without
change., They have not yet been reconsidered as part of, the
comprehensive review of,, Rule, 23, however, and it does not seem
appropriate torecommendl ,,any of them for publication, without fresh
consideration. COne important reason" for further, ilconsideration
springs from the many changesi that have, nbenmadejin the earlier
draft. The earlier ,draft4 incorporated a new subdivision (a)(5)
that required ,a findingj of superiority for,, ,any class action, and i
dissolved thel, walls ,that ,-,separate ((b)(l) (!b,)(2),, and J(,b)i(3)
classes., It allso,,[ pro posed significant changes in op tout practice.
The trialicourt, w Jsivep dispcretion-to permit classnembers to opt L-
out of r a (b)(l), oti~ )(2) ,cla s, anda`, also was 1 iven discretionf, to
deny any-opportunit 'to, opt out ,of a (b) (3h)class ese changes
provided Qone jof the !reasons for, lthe&,substantil cages thjat'li were
proposed for the subdivision (,c) qinoice'ijpyo visns. Another
important reason for further consideration pri ngs from the
extensive ,advicethat, has been gathered b omnltteel meetings
conferiences llIjjand jmptosia, letters lfrrnembers0fpt the balnd
organized bar groups , t and, the Federl Jiil ud7ia1 Centar(N1 1st+dy.

Tese p,,roposed Ichanges are ,sukp ted by exjplaatorystatements L
in the;, jdrsiaf~qt jFCommittee Note- .l~h TheNotel isl aqO Ora O l~e 'cloth,
for want=ofany Cofmmittee-, dis ssion., The p o o ifie'draft is
toilpmna e, te changes f or n ~ 4 t preempt

discussion.

Before, ,evaluating the merits of any of Sthese other proposed
amendments, it is appropriate to determine whether, the time has
come towpropose this many changes in Rule 23. The, major changes
carried; forward from the November meeting, will ,command, close
scruti4ny in all the remaining stages of the, Enabling Act process.
It is important that they be appraised carefully and in depth.
Simultaneous pursuit of many changes creates a risk of dividing
attention and weakening the consideration devoted, ,to any one
change however signif icant.' L

[A~y ordering of the other proposed Pchanges must be quite
rough. Importance is only one element of priority, and indeed may L
be two-edged. Changes of greater importance require greater L
knowledge and greater confidence. Minor changes, on the other
hand;,1may not be worth, the fuss., The following list includes more
important matters in the-first group,, gradually shading off into L
matters of Iless importance.

Subdivision (c) presents two significant questions, Li
Drafti subdivision (c)(1) eliminates the present requirement

that a certification ruling be made "[a]s soon as practicable after
the commencement of an action brought as a class action." The FJC LJ
study suggests that, this requirement is observed only in a very
general ways,,, as if a determination must be made, "when" practicable. L

UL
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Of itself, this suggests that there may not be much reason for
F change. But some concern was expressed in the Standing Committee

discussion about undue pressure to make a speedy determination.
And some elements of the proposed changes may support elimination
of the requirement. Elimination would be strongly supported by
adoption of a requirement that the merits be considered in passing
on a (b)(3) certification question. It would be supported, though
without as much force, by adoption of the proposed (d)(l) provision
confirming the practice of precertification rulings on motions to
dismiss or for summary judgment.

Subdivision (c) also changes the provisions for notice. In
one way or another, the drafts have from the beginning made two
changes in notice. An explicit requirement of notice in (b)(l) and
(b)(2) actions has been added. The requirement of notifying every

F identifiable member of a. huge small-claims class has been softened.
L. Civil Rights plaintiffs have been afraid that an explicit notice

requirement for (b)(2) classes will be used to hamstring important
litigation. There has been less comment, but the changes for

A/ small-claims (b)(3) classes are likely to be welcomed by plaintiffs
and feared by defendants. i Many academics have thought that
improvement of the notice provisions is long overdue. The decision
whether to respond to these concerns may, depend in parti on the
cogency of the draft provisions. If the draft is not at least
substantially sound, it may 1;be difficult to make sufficient

F improvements to, warrant further consideration.

The new opt-in class provided by subdivision (b)(4) also
raises important questions. If changes are adopted to discourage
use of (b)(3) opt-out classes for claims that can readily support
individual litigation, it may be useful to provide a new form of
permissive joinder. An!opt-in class would resemble present class

C actions only byproviding a familiar framework for delegating
substantial elements of control to common counsel, supervised to
some extent by representative class members. As compared to more
traditional class actions, the terms of inviting joinder could
dissolve such difficult questions as choice of law or even the
means for determining individual injury and damages. The most
likely fears are that the availability of an opt-in class may
further reduce the inclination to face difficult (b)(3)

Li certification choices. Opt-in classes do not promise an effective
means of achieving "global peace" by settlement on a comprehensive
basis.

The desire to protect the opportunity to litigate substantial
individual claims on an individual basis also suggests the draft
(b)(5) provision that requires separate (b)(3) certification andL the opportunity to opt out if individual damages claims are added
to a (b)(2) class. In some ways, indeed, it makes sense to package
together the proposed emphasis on the "need" for (b)(3) class
litigation, the alternative of opt-in classes for those who prefer
aggregation on some partial basis, and the right to opt-out of any
class determination of damages.

IF
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There is one omission in the draft that deserves renewed
comment. Whatever is made of the oblique reference to settlement
classes in draft (b)(3) factor (H), we never have generated a draft
to enumerate the concerns that might be addressed in reviewing a
proposed settlement for subdivision (e) approval. .Initial efforts
were ,abandoned as not promising. ,Perhaps more should be done in
this direction..

Other proposed changes are less central. They, can be put
aside with no more regret than may be, toccasioned by reflecting ,on
the capacity of the Enabling Act process to consider multiple
changes,;, at. one time.: The repeated: ,emphasis on the opportunity to
frame ,issues iclasses' wa's jg in, part , designed to ,give modest
encouragement to, mass-tort ,aiaggregation. k The "fiduciary ,duty"
material ,in (aa) (4) has.tI Pet much ,doubt, because it is so general.
The (d) (L) provision "Ifor precertification. determination of motions
to dismiss orfor sum]mary judgment,, iwas ,designed toroverrule 4th and Li
7th Circuit decisions.'iii 4The,,FJC st'udy jshows',. that lat least N. D.1Ill.
has blithely ignored heii7th Circuit rule, and a recent 7th.Circu~it
decision seems to permit precertification rulings after all. The _

(e) (1) provision requiing icoug approval,, of any dismissal,
compromise, or deletion f lof lass li,~lissues beforei, ,,a certification 7'

determinatio n ,seemsnlood idea, q jt it ,may not be necessary The
(e)(3,) proylsion oforr'l magistrat judge or special-master L

consideration of sebe1ementpiroposals is .dventuroius 5atbest; it
has been carried forwd t prese the highvwater mark of a r7

proposal that may never have been intended to go so far. L
If the l~Committebe! is tol 1 go beyond the matters considered in

November, in short,,the mostsign ificant'phanges are, those that
delete the "as soon 1as practicableJ IIrequirement; modify notice
requirements; ,estabIshopt-inclasses, and provide a right to opt
out of, damages determipiiations incidenj: to a (b)`(2)j class. Most of
these,.changesare eloseLy related toan increased emphasis on the
desirability of~ Tqvidualjl, litjigation to resolve individually
substantial ridamage s alaims. 11None of these changes may merit
adoption, but they*s~eem to head t list of items next in order of
priority'. " "'li ",,|g,',,

.. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~F,,
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Rule 23. Class Actions (February, 1996 draft)

1

2 (a) Prerequisites. One or more members of a class may sue or be

3 sued as representative parties on behalf of all only if. - with
4 respect to the claims, defenses, or issues certified for class

C 5 action treatment -

6 (1) the c±ass is members are so numerous that joinder of all

7 members is impracticablej

8 (2) there are questions of law or fact common to the class-,7

9 (3) the claims or defeass of the represenlative parties are

10 typical of tile claims U defenses the representative

ILI' 11 parties' positions typify those of the class57 and

12 (4) the representative parties and their attorneys will fairly

13 and adequately discharge the fiduciary duty to protect

14 the interests of the all persons while members of the

L 15 class

16 Sity.

17 (b) Cliass Actions Maintainable When Class Actions Nay be Certified.

s18 An action may be maintained certified as a class action if the

19 prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, and in

20 addition:

21 (1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against

22 individual members of the class would create a risk of

23 (A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect

L 24 to individual members of the class which that would

25 establish incompatible standards of conduct for the

26 party opposing the class, or

27 (B) adjudications with respect to individual members of

28 the class which that would as a practical matter be

29 dispositive of the interests of the other members

LA



30 not parties to the adjudications or substantially impair or impede

31 their ability to protect their interests; or

32 (2) ti prt thle css has acted a. refused to act

33 oil gToundIs gen~eTally Mpplicable bo the claMS, there-by

34 making i t-finalinjunctive or declaratory relief

35 or correspo ndin9 declg may be appropriate

36 with respect to the class as a whole; or

37 (3) the court finds (i)I that the questions of law or fact

38 common to the certified class m of the s

39 predominate over any- individual questions ffecting city

4 0 i n d i v i d u a l members included in the class action, .(ij)
41 that a class action is superior to other available

42 methods Ad ncssary for the fair and efficient

43 .djdicaUtion disposition of the controversy, and - if -

44 such a fainding is requested by a party opposing

45 certification of a class (iii) that {the class claims,
46 issues, or defenses are not insubstantial on the merits} i
47 ralternative:] the prospect of success on the merits of
48 the class claims, issues, or defenses is sufficient to r
49 justify the costs and burdens imposed by certification}.

50 The matters pertinent to the these findings include:

51 (A) the need 'for class certification to accomplish

52 effective enforcement of individual claims;

53 (B) the teet -Of llftIC. Of the i~ft idiV.dtM3i±l

54 C-Ulltl CVliILJLg t~he pi out t12iall 01. clef ense -Crf I
55 practical ability of individual class members to
56 pursue their claims without class certification and
57 their interests in maintaining or defending L
58 separate actions; d

59 (C) the extent- and nature., and maturity of any related
60 litigation c-ancerlning the cantL v cilsy lrea-dy
61 bymmenced by I1 a involving class members of

2



62 the class;

63 (D) the desirability or undesirability of concentrating

64 the litigation Of the claims in the particular

65 forum;

66 (E) the likely difficulties likely t o be encounteyed Il

67 thqe mantytent: of in managing a class action that

68 will be avoided or significantly reduced if the

69 controversy .is',,adjudicated by other available

70 means;

L 71 (F) the probable success on the merits of the class

72 claims, issues, or defenses;

73 (G) whether the public interest in - and the private

r 74 benefits of - the probable relief to individual

75 class members justify the burdens of the

76 litigation; and

77 (H) the opportunity to settle on a class basis claims

78 that could not be litigated on a class basis or

79 could not be litigated by [or against?] a class as

80 comprehensive as the settlement class; or

L. 81 (4) the court finds that permissive joinder should be

82 accomplished by allowing putative members to elect to be

83 included in a class. The matters pertinent to this

84 finding will ordinarily include:

'Li 85 (A) the nature of the controversy and the relief sought;

86 (B) the extent and nature of the members' injuries or

87 liability;

s88 () potential conflicts of interest among members;

89 {D) the interest of the party opposing the class in

L. 90 g securing a final and consistent resolution of the

3
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91 matters in controversy; and

92 (E) the inefficiency or impracticality of separate 11

93 actions to resolve the controversy; or

94 (5) the court finds that a class certified under subdivision

95 (b)(2) should be joined with claims for individual-

96 damages that are certified as a class action under L

97 subdivision (b)(3) or (b)(4).

98 (c) Determination by Order Whether Class Action to Be Maintained

99 Certified; Notice and Membership in Class; Judgment; Act-ons

100 eonducted Parti d y as Cltas.. tions multiple Classes and

101 Subclasses.

102 (1) As soon1 as pra~titable ............... ter the COMImIenment of all aCtion ll

103 brought as a class actionz, the eciarb shal deter-mine by

104 order whether it is to be so aintained. An order under t

105 this subdivision may be conditional, and may be altered

106 Oe befo tr he decisons on the mer is. When

107 persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class,

108 the court shall determine by order whether and with -

109 respect to what claims, defenses, or issues the action X

110 should M*ill be certified as a class action.

111 (A) An order certifying a class action must describe the

112 class. When a class is certified under subdivision

113 (b) (3). the order must state when and how

114 [putative] members (i) may elect to be excluded 7

115 from the class, and (ii) if the class is certified

116 only for settlement, may elect to be excluded from

117- any settlement approved by the court under

118 subdivision (e). When a class is certified under

119 subdivision (b)(4). the order must state when, how.

120 and under what conditions [putative] members may

121 elect to be included in the class; the conditions

122 of inclusion may include a requirement that class

4 1



123 members bear a fair share of litigation expenses

124 incurred by the representative parties.

125 anj An order under this subdivision may be [is]

126 conditional, and may be altered or amended before

127 the decision on the meriUts final judgment.

128 (2) (A) When ordering certification of a class action under

129 this rule, the court shall direct that appropriate

130 notice be given to the class. The notice must

131 concisely and clearly describe the nature of the

132 action, the claims, issues, or defenses with

133 respect to which the class has been certified, the

r 134 rightI to elect to be excluded from a class
A} 135 certified under subdivision (b)(3), the right to

136 elect to be included in a class certified under

137 subdivision (b)(4), and the potential consequences

138 of class membership. rThe court may order a

139 defendant to advance the expense of
140 notifying a plaintiff class if, under subdivision

g 141 (b) (3) (E), the court finds a strong probability

X 142 that the class 'will win on the merits.]

143 (i) In any class action certified under subdivision

144 (b)(1) or (2), the court shall direct a means

S 145 of notice calculated to reach a sufficient

146 number of class members to provide effective

147 opportunity for challenges to the class
148 certification or representation and for

149 supervision of class representatives and class

150 counsel by other class members.

151 {ii} In any class action maintained certified under

bJ 152 subdivision (b)(3), the court shall direct to
153 the members of the class the best notice

154 practicable under the circumstances, including

5
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155 individual notice to all members who can be

156 identified through reasonable effortb but C

157 individual notice may be limited to a sampling

158 of class members if the cost of individual C

159 notice iis excessive in relation to the

160 generally small" value of individual members'

161 claims.? The notice s1all advise each member

162 that (A) th x ±il clude the member

163 from 1lse t ls L.L Cthe memberCDCL so requests by a

164 spcL ie ------- ( th judgmellb whzether

1 65 f a v a tb l .;L ne, w ill Znlude J 11 mtemlthbes WhotJ

166 do nt l , andi (C) any member

167 who does not, requiest exclusion may, if the

168 member desires,, enter ,an appearance through

169 counsel.

170 (iii) In any class'' action certified under

171 subdivision (b) (4) the court shall direct a

172 means of notice calculated to accomplish the

173 purposes of certification.

174 (3) Whether or not favorable to the class,

175 JAL The judgment in an action m bntained certified as a C

176 class action under subdivision (b) (1) or t(b)- (2)7-

177 whether, O. no:t favoeLle to tie class, shall

178 includeand describe those whom the court finds to U
179 be members of the class-.]

180 £BL The judgment in an action maintained certified as a

181 class action under subdivision (b)(3), whether or

182 ' nt faararble to the c shall include and

183 specify or describe those to whom the notice

184 provided in subdivision (c)(2)(A)(ii) was directed,

185 and who have not requested exclusion, and whom the

186 court finds to be members of the class.-; and

6
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187 IC) The judgment in an action certified as a class
.r 188 action under subdivision (b) (4) shall include all

189 those who elected to be included in the class and
C4 190 who were not earlier dismissed from the class.

191 (4) When appropriate (A) An action may be brought-ox
192 _tain±id certified as a class action -

193 (A) with respect to particular claims, defenses, or
194 issues; or,"

195 (B) - ----- may be divided ntoa subclasses and ecMjh

L 196 suibelass Ic e trcated as a class, and thevpoisions ,f
197 this rule siall then be Acntrued and a ppi.ed

198 accord±ng±y by or against multiple classes or
199 subclasses, which need not satisfy the requirement
200 of subdivision (a)(1).

201 (d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions. In the Condt ~,of act~ins
202 to whidh this rul~e applies,, the court may make pppriate

203 orders-

204 (1) Before determining whether to certify a class the court
205 may decide a motion made by any party under Rules 12 or
206 56 if the court concludes that decision will promote the
207 fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy andr 208 will not cause undue delay.

209 (2) As a class action progresses, the court may make orders
210 that:

211 JAL t(i determine~ing the course of proceedings or
212 prescribi~ng measures to prevent undue repetition
213 or complication in the presentlngat±on-oof evidence

f 214 or argument;

215 an (-2) requir+ng, fur the prot~etion of to protect theL 216 members of the class or otherwise for the fair

7



217 conduct of the action, that notice be directed to

218 some or all of the members of:

219 (i) refusal to certify a class;

220 {ii) any step in the actions-- , Or-of

221 Xiii) the proposed extent of the judgments 7 or of

222 (iv) the members' opportunity of thie mmbers to

223 signify whether they consider the

224 representation fair and adequate, to intervene

225 and present claims or defenses, or to

226 otherwise come into the action, or to be

227 excluded from or included in the class;

228 ILC L tjt imposg+ng^ conditions on the representative

229 parties, class members, or on intervenors;

230 (D) (4) requirging that the pleadings be amended to

231 eliminate thererom allegations as to about

232 representation of absent persons, and that the

233 action proceed accordingly;

234 I(E -(-5) dealing with similar procedural matters.

235 (3) The rLderls An order under subdivision (d) (2) may be

236 combined with an order under Rule 167 and may be altered

237 or amended aD may bL d iLafblB fLrom teo times.

238 (e) Dismissal or and Compromise.

239 (1) Before a certification determination is made under

240 subdivision (c).(l) in an action in which persons sue [or

241 are sued] as representatives of a class, court approval

242 is required for any dismissal, compromise, or amendment

243 to delete class issues.

244 (2) An class action certified as a class action shall not be

8



245 dismissed or compromised without the approval of the

246 court, and notice of the a proposed dismissal or
247 compromise shall be given to all members of the class in
248 such manner as the court directs.

249 (3) A proposal to dismiss or compromise an action certified as
250 a class action may be referred to a magistrate judge or

251 a person specially appointed for an independent

252 investigation and report to the court on the fairness of
253 the proposed dismissal or compromise. The expenses of

254 the investigation and report and the fees of a person
255 specially appointed shall be paid by the parties as

256 directed by the court.

257 (f) Appeals. A court of appeals may in its discretion permit an
258 appeal from an order of a district court granting or denying
259 i, class action certification under this rule if

260 application is made to it within ten days after entry of the
261 order. An appeal does not stay proceedings in the district

262 court unless the district judge or the court of appeals so
263 orders.

9
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Tentative Draft Rule 23 Note
page -1-

L 1 DRAFT ADVISORY COMMITTEE NOTE

2 March, 1996

Lo 3 Class action practice has flourished and matured under Rule 23
-4 as it was amended in 1966. Subdivision (b)(1) continues to provide
5 a familiar anchor that secures the earlier and once-central roles
6 of class actions. Subdivision (b) (2) has cemented the role of
7 class actions in enforcing a wide array of civil rights claims, and
8 subdivision (b) (3) classes have become one of the central means of

C 9 protecting public interests through enforcement of large numbers of
L 10 small claims that would not support individual litigation. The

11 experience of more than three decades has shown the wisdom of those
12 who crafted the 1966 rule, in matters both foreseen and unforeseen.L 13 Inevitably, this experience also has shown ways in which Rule 23
14 can be improved. These amendments will effect modest expansions in
15 the availability of class actions in, some settings, and modest
16 restrictions in others. A new "opt-in" class category is created
17 by subdivision (b) (4). Settlement problems are addressed, both by
18 confirming the propriety of "settlement classes" and by
19 strengthening the procedures for reviewing proposed settlements.
20 Changes are made in a number of ancillary procedures, including the
21 notice requirements. Many of these changes will bear on the use of
22 class actions as one of the tools available to accomplish
23 aggregation of tort claims. _, The Advisory Committee debated
24 extensively the question whether more adventurous changes should be
25 made to address the problems of managing mass tort litigation,
26 particularly the problems that arise! when a common course of

,L.' 27 conduct causes injuries that are dispersed in time and space. At
28 the end, the Committee concluded that it is too early to anticipate
29 the 'lessons that will be learned from t continuing and rapid

L 30 development of practice in this area.'

31 Stylistic changes also have been made.

32 At the request of the Advisory Committee, the Federal Judicial
33 Center undertook an empirical study designed to illuminate the
34 general use of class actions not only in settings that capture
35 general attention but also in more routine settings. The study is

L 36 published as T.E. Willging, L.L. 'Hooperand R.J. Wiemic, An
37 Empirical Study.of Class Actions in Four Federal District Courts:
38 Final Report to the Advisory Cmittee on Civil Rules, (1996). The
39 study provided much useful information that has helped shape these
40 amendments.

41 Subdivision (a). Subdivision (a) is amended to emphasize the
42 opportunity to certify a class that addresses only specific claims,
43 defenses, or issues, an opportunity that exists under the current
44 rule. TheI change, in conjunction with parallel changes in
45 subdivision (b)(3) and elsewhere in the rule, may make it easier to

L- 46 address mass tort problems through the class action device. one or
47 two common issues may be certified for common disposition, leaving
48 individual questions for individual litigation or'for aggregation
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49 on some other basis - including aggregation by certification of
50 different, and probably smaller, classes.

51 'Paragraph (4), is amended to emphasize the fiduciary
52 responsibilities of counsel and representative parties. The new
53 language is intended only to provide a forceful reminder to court, C
54 counsel, and representative-parties that attorneys who undertake to
55 represent a class owe duties of professional responsibility to the
56 entire class and all members of the class. It does not answer any
57 specific question. "

58 Subdivision (b). Subdivision (b) (2) is amended to make it
59 clear, that It a defendant class Imay bei certified in an action for
60, injunctive or declaratory relief against the class. Several courts
61 havei, resolved, the, ambiguity ,Iin ,.Ithe 1966 language by permitting
62 certification of 6derfendant classes.'', Defendant classes can be
63 useful, buti particular care, mustbe taken to ensure that the F

64 def endantsql chosen to represent' the class do not have significant i
65 conflicts ,of interest with other classF,.members and actually provide
66 adequate; rep reation.- Ii'4Care allso must be taken to ensure that
67 tthe esponibilities ,,of adequately representing ,a class do not U
68 unfairLy increase the expensteli andother burdens placed on the class
69 representatives,8,and do not coercel or impede settlement' by class
70 ,representatyives Ias ,AI~l, individual ;piarties,, rather ilthan as class
71 repre~sentatives.i I,

72 Subdai, 4on ,(b) (3) has been amended in several respects. Some
73 ,odthe cha esI, are designed toi, rpdef ine the role of class K
74 Al judica~tiEp'n in ,ways' that~ sharpen the1 'distinction between the

75 aggegatioKof ipd~vidual~ claims tha I''ould support. individual
76 adjudicajibn and te aggregation of ind#ividual claims that wouldF
77 not support individual adjudication. Current attempts to adapt
78 Rule 23 to address ,ithe problems that arise 'lfrom torts that injure
79 many people are reflected in part in some of these changes, but r
80 these attempts ihave not mat ured to a point that would, support
81 comprehen4 1 e rulemakIng. When'Rule 23 was substantially revised
82 In1 1966, 1,theK cvsr omite Nt stated: "'A mass
83 Aidcident'resu ~ng in injur e Qnmeospro s i oridinarily
84 not appropriat for, a, class aciybclieOf the, likel ihooda that
85 Signiiat etoynt iiro aae u of liability and

8~~~~~~~~~7 nd ,876 i diffeetwy. I h'e~ ~ fcigthe individuals
81~~~~~~~FF ~ in~lsace nato conducted

88 nominally as a class action would degenerate in practice into
89 multiple .liawsuits[lbseprately ,tried." Al hough it ,,is clear that
90 developing exper en ,lhas sipere h ugstion, the lessons
91 of experieno ar iot yets clreal sor etailedm mass tort
92 prpvili~ins either in Rle thl92 1 ~ F RuF. ~ l!or nwu xeaed Frule.~
93 Te irbailt thtaF FFim pupprt individual L
94 litigtn dppsb th bn th rbn1iyofae recovery and the

95 probal FZ o iih fcvr sngh' wo. One of tems
F I~FF~ Ii F I~ ~ I I I Ii
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96 important roles of certification under subdivision (b) (3) has been
97 to facilitate the enforcement of valid claims for small amounts.
98 The median recovery figures reported by the Federal Judicial Center
99 study all were far below the level that would be required to

C 100 support individual litigation, unless perhaps in a small claims
e 101 court. This vital core, however, may branch into more troubling
102 settings. The mass tort cases frequently sweep into a class many
103 members whose individual claims would easily support individual
104 litigation, controlled by the class 'member. Individual" class

L 105 members may be seriously harmed by the loss of control.", Class'
106 certification may be desired by defendants more than most plaintiff

e 107 class members in such cases, and denial of certification or, careful,L 108 definition of the class may be essential to protect many
109 plaintiffs. As'one example, a defective product may have inflicted
110 small property value losses on millions' of consumers, reflecting a111 small risk of serious injury, and also have caused serious personal
112 injuries to a relatively small number of ' consumers. Class
113 certification may be appropriate as to, the property damage claims,
114 but not ,as to the personal injury claims.

W- 115 In another direction, class certification may 'be sought as to
116 individual claims that iwoud not support 'individual litigation

5 117 because of 'a dim prospect of prevailing on the merits.
118 Certification in such a "ncase may impose undue pressure, on the
119 defendant tolsettle. Settlement pressure arises in part from the
1201 expense lof 'defending class litigation. More important, settlement
121 pressure reflects the fact 1that often there, is at least a, small
122 risk of losing against L a very weak claim,. A claim that might
123 prevail in one of every ten ortwenty individual actions gathers
124 compelling force - a substantial settlement ,value when, th'e small
125 probabilitYl ofdef eat is multiplied ,by the ,am'ountr' of liability to
26 the entir, class.'

127 Individual litigation may 'play quite, ,a different 'role with
TV' 128 respect to class certification. tExploratiohnof mass tort questions

129 time and again led experienrced'lawyers to offer, the, advice that it
C~ 130 is better I to' defer class litigation 'until there has beenL 131, substantial experience with actual ' trials and decisions in

132 individual actionsil1 l The need to wait until a! class of claims has
C 133 become "mature"',dsees to apply peculiarly to claims that at least

134 involve highly uncertain facts that may c ome to be l better
135 understood overi tim New ,and-developing law may make the fact
136 uncertainty evenmore, daunting. A claim hat a widely used medical
137 device has causedl seriousside effects, for example, may not be
13,8 fully understood :olor many years after the first injuries are
139 claimed. Pre-matlurity class certification runs the risk of
140 mistaken decision, whether for or against' the class. This risk may
141 be translated into settlement terms thatreftlect the uncertainty by
142 exacting far too much from the defendant', or according 'far too
143 little to the plaintiffs.

LiV
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144 Item numbers have been added to emphasize the individual
145, importance of each of the three requirements enumerated in the
146 first paragraph of subdivision (b)(3).

147 Item (i) has been amended to reflect the other changes that
148' emphasize the availability of issues classes. The predominance of
149 law "or fact questions, common to the class is measured',only in
150 relation to individual questions that also are to be, resolved in
151 the ,class' action. Individual questions that are,, left for
152 resolution outside the class action arenot included:.inmeas~uring F
15:3f predominance. 'One frequently'discussed example is, provided by,
154 certification of issues of design'defect and general causation as
155 the only matters to be ,.resolved on a class basis;, leaving
156, individual issues of, comparative ,fault, specific,,causation, and'
157 damages for resolution ,in other proceedings.

158 1 I Item L'I(iiu)''1̀Iin the finding's, required for class certification has
159 been amended I [,by adding the requirement that a l(b) (3)1, class be
160 necessary for the fair and efficient: [adjudication] rij'lof the
161 controversy. The requi-ement that'a - la' s be superior to other,
162 available methods is ret ined, and the superiority ifinding - made
163 under the'LfaMiliar'factor s deeop~dy, biretlaw, l~,as' well as the
164 net factors (E), rebeal the f irst t'tep incaking
165 tPwlaefinhe "inding that' a cls act. It is no longer
166 suffiocientfihowev fioses itoWFidta class action is in some sense,
167 s-uperior to other meh~~of, 'duiaing] "1the-4contro1 k It
168 also mustc be fon a A [ f icatiox L is ne essary.
169 N6cessity' "Iis m t e a'irsct cath Flle

176 necqssitt encourag careful,

181~l of I~l 1rl-1 lmei U ml ! i u l I 1,

171 recons'ie o, t , ; I ,pe, Ing VI r
172 dpitiing rik tyand nit fin gse knew word ' o the
173 "superior. ~hi~~iy~dsproiyae~oeIr~iiedd
174 to force careful reappraisal ofte6ins~fc1s'ajdcto
17~5 as wl as, eifficiency, concerns. ,eti~iainriaiyshouldw CL~~~~~~~~~~~

177 would~ be bettler', ~servpd , us~4gxdi~d~ cin.~ casis
178, action is~ not jneceggary~frtemIvni i wul be m
179 ef ficient ii the'~seflse latjLt i~tj ' rsources,
180 arjm11i t ,sense'I that, i~!ahee rynfr eatmen't
181 of, all;jclaimanrs Nor stud~cer i.i~'e g~td hna wea

1 82 clailm on the merip s ,h ractdi v Le epte~n~vduallji4
183 signif icant aagsclis only rnrates21
184 greatpres etostnSuc ~crcmtne,~p~tfcton mA~ 7
188 beer b4 lt on faicien
18 6 bitj no escay
187 [ade tol,~! n' Jficihet
189 bohPue~~~ d ieear r strngon the
190 ajP ~ain p me~oit 1~. iyiaul

191 Superiority qndn necessity take olilazthrineson when
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192 there is a significant risk that the insurance and assets of the
193 defendants may not be sufficient to fully satisfy all claims
194 growing out of a common course of events. Even though many
195 individual plaintiffs would be better served by racing to secure
196 and enforce the earlier judgments that exhaust the availableL 197 assets, fairness may require aggregation in a way that marshals the
198 assets for equitable distribution. Bankruptcy proceedings may
199 prove a superior alternative, but the certification decision must
200 make a conscious choice about the 'best method of addressing theL 201 apparent problem.

202 Item (iii) has been added to the findings required for class
203 certification, and is supplemented by the addition of new factor
204 (E) 4) to the list of factors considered in making the findings
205 required for certification. It addresses the concern that class

fr 206 certification may create an artificial and coercive settlement
L 207 value' by aggregating weak claims. It also recognizes the prospect

208 that certification is likely to increase the stakes substantially',
209 and thereby increase the costs of the litigation. These concerns
210 justify preliminary consideration of the 'probable merits of the
211 class claims,- issues, or defenses at the certification stage if
212 requested by a party opposing certification. If the parties prefer

C 213 to address the certification determination without reference to the
214 merits, however, the court should not impose on them the potential
215 burdens ,-and consequences entailed by even' a 'preliminary
216 consideration of the merits.

217 {Version 1 } Taken to its full extent, these concerns might lead to
218 a requirement that thefcourt balance the probable outcome on the
219 merits against' the cost'and burdens of class litigation, including
220 the prospect that settlement may be forced by the small risk of a
221 large class recovery. ,A balancing test was rejected, however,
222 because of its ancillar'y'consequences. It would be difficult to
223 resist demands for discovery to assist in demonstrating the
224 probable outcome. The certification hearing and determination-,
225 already events ' of major significance, could' easily become
226 overpowering events in the coursepof the litigation. 'Findings as

L 227 to probable outcome would affect settlement'terms, and could easily
228 affect, the strategic posture of the case for purposes of summary
229 judgment and even trial. Probable success findings could have
230 collateral effects as well, affecting a party's standing in the
231 financial community or inflicting other harms. And a probable
232 success balancing approach must inevitably add considerable delay
233 to the 'certification process.

234 The "first look" approach adopted by item (iii) is calculated
235 to avoid the costs associated with balancing the probable outcome
236 and costs of class litigation. The court is required only to find

v- 237 that the class claims, issues, or defenses "are not insubstantial
238 on the merits." This phrase is chosen in the belief that there isfJ 239 a wide - although curious - gap between the higher possible
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240 requirement that the claims be substantial and the chosen
241 requirement that they be not insubstantial. The finding is
242 addressed to the strength of the claims "on the merits," not to the 12

243 dollar amount or other values that may be involved . The purpose is
244 to weed out claims that can be shown to be weak'by a curtailed
245 procedure that does not require lengthy discovery or other t
246 prolonged proceedings. Often this determination will be supported
247 by precertification motions to dismiss or for summary judgment.
248 Even when it is not possible to resolve the class claims, issues,
249 or defenses on motion, it may be possible to conclude that the
250 claims, issues, or defenses are too weak to justify the costs of
251 certification.

252 {Version 2}1 These risks can be justified only by" a 1preliminary L
253 finding thati the prospect of classS success is sufficient to justify
254 themr The prospect off success need not be a probability1 of 0.50 or 7
255 more. What is required is that ,the probability be sufficient in
256 relation to [the predictable costs and burdens, including settlement
257 pressures, entailed by certification. iThe finding ris not an 'actual
258 determination of the lmeritsiand .pains 'must be takehn' tocontrol the L
259 propedures psed lto support thefindinig. , Some measure_'of controlled
260 discovery;,,i may 1i be'l11Ipermritted, but, ,111tlthe procedure !s5houldb be as
261 exp~edittious faidM inexpens ive as'possible. At times dit_ may be wise
262 .o l integrate 11 thecertifipation procedure with dproceedings o6n- L
263 preertificatilon moion= to .ismiss tor for summary jud 1ent. 'A
264 realistic view must be taken of' 4thejl, !burdens of certification -

265 bloated abstract assertions about the crippling costs of class
266 itigation or tttiemAi effects[1 Of cer~ification
267 deserve little t. t end" t f' td e proces, a b[ Iahoe museO t~t1
268 be aIstruck btwenr theea rent ht cla ion
269 theb meri dves oof clmsk rdens iatiof L
279 negothis balans thal ba caae-siec'If ando ust wisnel

270 ''[ p[<j'us be inte loE Eindibs + oarge

271 *e asute on _~ icetib& t&dsritjudgej.

272 The Iprospect-of-6uccess ISindtg readily I jmade if
273 certif icatiohi 1lis squoh, f of pOursuings isettlement
274~ noj. itiga#tJ'Oh. I If pbrtificati al settlgment, class is
275 appropriate uinder the sthadardsH dstsed [ihfcol()f~ aM
276 subdivisionw~j(e)] belpws ~the'l~J pdscyfs.4cs rlie to
277 likelihood. ofk Ireaching a 1~'6Iettlmn ia willI be ppvdbyth
278 court, and, the~ burdens Iof J~~nfcto r ~~y te~res o
279 negotiations that the [part~esca'badnwethywi.

280 ~~~~~~~~~~Care ms'6tknto [nOF are
281 notdistorted by the preli in ol f n

282 success. , I'_f ,a, Sufficienth po ec is fod to justify~
283 certif icatipn,; su~bsequent, prt 4~a~ ial prc6ins huld be,
284 resolved i,,itbout Fr afj~ inig l Thel same
285 caution mrUst jbe obseyd~ ~4sq.e~tp~ ~nso nividual'
286 claims if certificatinifdne. lV

ji~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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287 {{These paragraphs follow either Version 1 or Version 2.}}
288 It may happen that different parties appear, seeking to

go 289 represent the same class or overlapping classes. Or it may happen
290 that parties appear to request certification of a class for
291 purposes of a settlement that has been partly worked out, but not
292 yet completed. These and still other situations will complicate
293 the task of integrating the preliminary appraisal of the merits
294 with the other proceedings required to determine the class-
295 certification question. No single solution commends itself. These

> 296 complications must be worked out according to the circumstances of
297 each case.,

298 One court's refusal to certify for want of a sufficient
299 prospect of class success is not binding by way of res judicata if
300 another would-be representative appears to seek class certification
301 in the same court or some other court. The refusal to recognize a
302 class defeats preclusion through the theories that bind class
303 members. Even participation of the -same lawyers ordinarily is not
304 sufficient to extend preclusion to a new party. The first
305 determination is nonetheless entitled to substantial respect, and
306 a significantly stronger showing may properly be required to escape
307 the precedential effect of the initial refusal to certify.

308 ae tt.
309 nr ptiiority, ` or e310 nee.i r ureSnttata laSSio.IV fr h
311 tair an efiin 'ipstono h onryrJTh it
312 10Wr htb~rcrxtefn~qwehr .cin e pro
313 to thrtefran 

j

314 ft. jl

315 Fatr ~ d'ded toMu.o h.~tp ~ehr316 ..e.tifiaini edd oxcopi; efcieeeto317 In dividia`l`._: hie.. o lajcrifoterg`a oia
318 c. oncep t.'T~~~tri neddt neso h ~p~ e
319 11h. fdii o .n el d6vral fira.:eff:iy
320 cetfia1.j foM jx n fMf.t ,jdiain
321 ofMMeosndvdAalcam .a r tri c h :I ~

323 .utfc t~~fr(~ 3 ........ tion Met.atonodnr

325 acia Ei~int:T vto"udb etr redb uai4id-vda
326 acin.Acasato snt ~ frte.0 vni i...327 .6' fiin . h th..e .. ht.t...~metee ltqai
328 r ireadashr fai oth xetta &iy ~ie~
329 Uoerito .tt 'aleaiats . sdl eLiiatn330 9Z.-anted Sh a... .ea .la..o th .e.it.....a.t....a.e
331 hthr rn ot th,.are ~ id 1 sinf~~d~~~~ais
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334 Ei't~oamji ti. oi Lr

338 a~~ets ~ ~tb~~' d~nd,~nts ~ Miay'S bt ,be ~
3396 ~ ~wi~ u co6z .o Ve:o 'ynth~

34 iivd~l~l~ht~f~ &&&~13 ,etersvr)i~teseii'
341 ana ~~~~ the' ~~~Iiez~~~ ''~~'~ that ~~~r~au~~1 the' ~.. ........

E, - 'Aie Uu~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, C... UM

348 b~~~stwM the -af a -dtssig tb.e "'pbben .. ......
334 Ye nte rblm rsne boercn classato

352 en.cmn. Atxcaet fo. xmpe.ayhv.tu.d. ra

3554m1neiit iei h fuue Cls cinstteetmc
356 more.. than... aduiatos ca.e.tutue.i.astatpoid.o

357 prcsigj.diiulcam asMtECijrisdv~pi th
358 future. Class~~~~~~.. disosiio ma beth.ony.ossble..... o

359 resolving ..e."utrs.lim.Tees~ui et~ise
36 t~no~no bel~ ~~ ~u~ c&se~~kben~ifrd~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'

364 10~~il~'e.~n&'"~~,nd~s~dv ~n~4l.iigay -

366 diffi4&zg il ... in4tib4

367 Egg"ualy~f~l,'a ot&~ h a ~ ~ t~~

36849 e -Yet~ another t h problm, pesete b isome recent class-ati n

371 rotye matu'~rosedotepit th.ate~it would3perm to' prse.-nividual
372 f orcemeit.~~ toxicqagent, f example, may have 7touced brad

375 rs~omeindefinite .imfe i teh future.rlas acion? settlementse muc
356 ~Or than 'beud atios, anb spi.trucy......ayj~thztgIpcvl or

378 future.it C ,ossindivdualtclas mem bertopsu t he ol psib le p.imathrougf
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382 aggregation on some other basis, including certification of a
383 differently defined class that is not individually controlled by
384 all parties.

385 Factor meGl has been amended in several
386 respects. Other litigation can be considered so long as it is
387 "related" and involves class members; there is no need to determine
388 whether the other litigation somehow concerns the same controversy.
389 The focus on other litigation "already commenced" is deleted,
390 permitting consideration of litigation without regard to the time
391 of filing in relation to the time of filing the class action. The

3920o6 dficulrties ofanagin auhr clas actonsi aion perpetive. Ifotthr.

393 related.. . i...... n oe i.nso . ....rit ... efet

340 meens tof aviddintierng woutd cethe gr es freaedifcltied lthganclas

395 aldjudicationforathe judicial tysiam as: awholea -hr. icuingstate
396 laswl ais e.dera ourtsp-.ertificeten . houeld not be efa.

3971 e 1by t the difcutes of mauagingt class acion. ~ ~pr

~~~~~~~~~ z

399 th rFautor (E) idiidalee liiatien beo tubdvison (erq 3) tol

r 400 acomdlcamint nayddeeionropr nwte. (ii) Cln.udit ition of the

*403 dee~osttsithyt elemge hsnot t tdvoe iaremuh tii)o
404 sTpeortl onfithde ii oroaba su class oftecasis. camiseo

415 defenses is ~~disuse wit ths itms A

405 Faco R, our~ actor (t) Ad has been adeded to setiiso th(3 o fec
417406 difiutieshofn managn ahseo class actions in perpetie.atf otheria

409 means ofadui caton would createhgreaer difficumltis tha eclssa

408 [adjudication] for the judicialrsystma at wholet -h icludin sttoen
409 aswelassfdrlcut certification ithpulc rshould- anot bhe defeated
410 byetefdiffclte of. managing als classd action.f tebudnso
411 FclasltgtiornE)has benadddtor isubdivstionc (b)m (3) eautiono
4125 compementbeoucmeo the additio ofle new b item (ii) andth adionfte

414 Th e rloftepoalsucsoftelss camiseo
415 deessiMicse ithtoeies

L 416 factor (F) (.Z) thas bextenmded ito subdivso3 emto deffecto
417 acetrenfchtient ivnn the useupto ofth class aciostoagrgteo trivild

420 cerdtaithiy the..... .. te m t.s....... f t fr d fi

421 [adjudication]of the controv-ersy. It prmit thVouttodn422 clsWetfcto ftepbi neeti n h rvt
439 benefts of-poal casrle o o utftebreso424 class litigation. This factor is distinct from the evaluation of~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~K425 the prbal oucm o h mrt cle frb ie i n

426 fato () F) A te xtem, t oud eritdeiato427 certificat~&io evno hasmto that .h. laspsiin.ol
428 certaily prevai ontemeis
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429 Administration of factor (F) aG requires care and
430 sensitivity. Subdivision (b) (3) class actions have become an
431 important private means for supplementing public enforcement of the $-
432 law. Legislation often provides explicit incentives for
433 enforcement by private attorneys-general (including qui tam r
434 provisions), attorney-,fee recovery, minimum statutory penalties,
435 and treble damages. Class actions that aggregate ''many small
436 individual claims and award "common-fund" attorney fees serve the
437 same function. Class 'recoveries serve the important functions of ,
438 depriving,, wrongdoers of'the fruitsof itheir wrongs, and deterring
439 'other potential wrongdoers. There is little reason to believe that
440 ,sIt~he Committee that 'proposed the 1966 amendmets alnticlpatea¶
441' anything like the enforcement role, thatt Rule 2 3 has assumed, but
442 ithere is' equa'lly littl1e reason to be concerned aboLutt that belief,.
443 What ,counts, is the valuel of the elnforcement device that, courts,FI,
444' aided by active class-action, lawyers, have, forged ,llout of Rule
445 3 (b)(3). IIn most settings, the valuedof this device is clear.

44i6 oie value of cla ss-action, enforcement of lpl lues
447 i~oeeis not alascer .It caltbefrote L23
448 roes not a idithorize ~actions ',to' e'nfo'rce, -the Pulcitrs o ehalf
449 , te ublic interestt. =Rule 23' depends on i of a
450 -clpasso f 'realporle ge entities some of w [

451 as actualI representative ?Ilpartie. Rule~ 2 dos[t eliciti,'
452 authorize substituted relinf thaidgi tosto the p 1 i at large, or
453 to l fdrtit or Party-selt ca o of 'the oulc inte est.
454 Adop tion''i, of "a, provision foflwid" o "c# re class acton r

455 ~~woul d sI'verely test4 [F f'
45, paridu- arlIy lkf usedto efrc stuor ri1 Lhtont
457 provine for, s asch relielf. Stiog jusification o
4576 The Pros~eatof signifi}betwen class assimbers admhires458 action is the, cont' n lassrssy
459 adversaries , and the ,fina jug~t~s entered, forrlIpr aint the
460 class. it is qclass mrnes~h ea the be~nefit icoy anp
461 are ,bound b y, the r 4uicaefcts of, victoryor~ efat If

462 t~~here, is,, Lno prsej f~aig l ~, ass reiffl iFaction

463 nominally framed aa ls acin~bcomes Fin fact ia na jdaction
464 for public enforcemen ma tie ythe class attprneys without
465 staitutory autroiainF ~dw sport i in th orginal purposes
46 of class ilitigattoini., ~t~Fpy p pidce o ii~ hs

467 cl1,Ass actionis., And te~udnmKh ourt isdslcdonto
468 otherlitligaftts' ijwho jb, ~
469 e foce impor,, tpbIWF ~ ~ ls h
470 pie of classfremn efrs. p
471 litigatiobnthouh hicry ni i
472 ot ~per dhe~F~a~nFF d~~oFI~i~d capi
473 genrt re6 4F-FI h~eri h&~. 1 tl or

474 Act ttovniahlaerZpl~irJ~nIe[
475 stLtniepre~d ~~iF~ytecas

476 The prospec ofsgiiatgbnfi oca~1nmesFcombines

L
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477 with the public values of enforcing legal norms to justify the
478 costs, burdens, and coercive effects of class actions that
479 otherwise satisfy Rule 23 requirements. If probable individual
480 relief is so slight as to be essentially trivial or meaningless,
481 however, the core justification of class enforcement fails. Only
482 public values can justify class certification. Public values do
483 not always provide sufficient justification. An assessment of
484 public values can properly include reconsideration of the probable
485 outcome on the merits made for purposes of item (ii) and factor
486 (E). If the prospect of success on the merits is slight and the
487 value of any individual recovery is insignificant, certification
488 can be denied with little difficulty. But even a strong prospect
489 of success on the merits may not be sufficient to justify
490 certification. It is no disrespect to the vital social policies
491 embodied in much modern regulatory legislation to recognize that
492 the effort to control highly complex private behavior can outlaw
493 much behavior that involves merely trivial or technical violations.
494 Some "wrongdoing" represents nothing worse than a wrong guess about
495 the uncertain requirements of ambiguous law,' yielding "gains" that
496 could have been won by slightly different conduct of no greater
497 social value. Disgorgement and deterrence in such circumstances
498 may be unfair, and indeed may thwart important public interests by
499 discouraging desirable behavior in arleas of legal indeterminacy.

500 Factor (G) X is added to resolve some,' but by no means all,
501 of the questions that thave grown up around the use of 'settlement
502 classes." Factor (G) u bears only on (b) (3) classes. Among the
503 many questions that it does not touch is the question whether it is
504 appropriatelto rely on subdivision (b) (1) to certify a mandatory
505 non-opt-out class' when present and prospective tort claims are
506 likely to exceed the "'limited' fund"' of a defendant's assets and
507 insurance coverage. This possible use of' subdivision (b) (1)
508 presents difficult issues that",cannot yet be resolved by a, new rule
509 provision. Subdivisions (c)(1l)(A)(2) and (e) also bear on510 settlement classes.

511 A settlement class may be described as any class that is
512 certified only for purposes of settling the claims of class members
513 on a class-wide basis, not for litigation of their claims. The
514 certification may be made before settlement efforts have even
515 begun, as settlement efforts proceed, br after a proposed
516 settlement has been reached.

517 Factor (G) Ad makes it clear that a class may be certified
518 for purposes of settlement even though the court would not certify
519 the same class, or might not certify any class, for litigation. At
520 the same time, a (b)(3) settlement class continues to be controlled
521 by the prerequisites of subdivision (a) and all of the requirements
522 of subdivision (b) (3);. The only dtifference from certification for
523 litigation purposes is that application of these Rule 23
524 requirements is affected by the differences between settlement and
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525 litigation. Choice-of-law difficulties, for example, may force
526 certification of many subclasses, or even defeat any class
527 certification, if claims are to be litigated. Settlement can be,
528- reached, however, on terms that surmount such difficulties. Many
529 other elements are affected as well. A single court may be able to,
530 manage settlement when litigation would require resort to many
531 courts. And, perhaps most important, settlement may prove far
532, superior to litigation in ,Idevising comprehensive solutions to
533 large-scale problems that defy ready disposition, by "Itraditional
534 adversary litigation. Important and even, vitally important S
535 benefits may be provided for those who, knowing of the class
536 settlement and the opportunity tto, opt out' prefer to participate in
537 the class judgment and avoid the costs of individual litigation. L

538 ~For, all" the potential benef its, settlement po1sse
538, special kirsks The cout' IRule 23e) to aigao pos

546 approve a clss settl t commonly su n infonal11 I I' , q .d , ''I I , ,. 9 2 'Il~' A, , ' '. ,, ,I1 L N1M 1. ,
541 diffi culties that'arise whenrtbe amajor adversaries joyin forces asp,
542 propneantsIorf their settleme'nt gr'eene. Objec ors f equently
543t appear t6 ~educe these difficu.ti~es, but it may bedi ficult for

5456 challege n required fcor a 4~ly-J;forme545 dhalipge~141 ' hiereas'surance~ pr''Ovided by opf f cial adju i6cation is,
546 muissilng. ThsedffqultXie~s ̀,my, seem especially' tr~oubling lif th~
547 class,~[woudnthaebe crilied for litigation, particular!ly if F
548 the actioi l appears to have ibeen shaped[,IjbyI a settlement agreement
549 worked outl1 even before the action was file'd." A
550 Th &e~optn f~cdp rcnciled "by recognizingth
551 legitim~a "~" se 1 YMI ttleme~nt class~e 'Wi increasing the prptections
552 affordeI tm er9 Sb iVision () )requ s that
553' if th l~swscrified On]Jy'for ~setlmnclass members be
554 all'owed Sot K'iut of a nysettl~ement after the terms Xof the,
555, se by t c ourt. o ertajpact
556 of u seth Ta'al peace
557 may r'pn refu in to ser~ rb rt~gtestlmnt so
558 that one or more parties may withdraw from 'thesettlement after the
559 opt-out~ period. The opportun'ity to opt outE of the settlement
560 creates spei~La1 problems when the l cllass includes "futures"
561 claimants ,wiio do not yet know of the injurires thatrj'will one day
562 bring tBiemriInog t e class. As to such claimantsi, the lrightito opt
563 out creatd4tly subdivision (c)r(1)(A)(i), Imust rbe 4eld open until
564 the injury has matured and for a reasonable period&!I'after actual
565 notice of the class settlement.

566 JI~he 3'lOrig t 1to opt out1 of a settlement class is meaningless
567 unless the r is actual notice. Actual Il~notice in turn means more
568 than expotsu I some H official pronouncement, even if it is
569 directly d o an individual class' member by name. The
570 noti ceceied and also must be cast in a form
571 that ppnj e ningful information too a perion lof ordinary
572 understandilngil A lclass' member is bound by the judgment in a

C
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573 settlement-class action only after receiving actual notice and af 574 reasonable opportunity to opt out of the judgment.

575 Although notice and the right to opt out provide the central
576 means of protecting settlement class members, the court must take
577 particular care in applying some of Rule 23's requirements.
578 Definition of the class must be approached with care, lest the
579 attractions of, settlement lead too easily to an over-broad
580 definition. Particular care should be taken to ensure that there
581 are no disabling conflicts of interests among people who are urged
582 to form a single class.' If the case presents facts or law that are
583 unsettled and that are likely to be litigated in individual

r 584 actions, it may be better to postpone any class certification until
585 experience with individual actions yields sufficient information to
586 support a wise settlement and effective review of the settlement.

587 When a (b)(3) settlement class seems premature, the same goals
588 may be served in part by forming an opt-in settlementclassunder
589 subdivision (b)(4). An opt-in class will bind only those'whose
590 actualparticipation guarantees, actual notice and voluntary choice.
591 The major difference, indeed, is that the opt-in class provides
592 clear assurance,of the same goals sought by requiring actual notice
593 and a right to opt out of a (b),(3) 'settlement-class judgment.
594 Other virtues of opt-in classes are discussed separately with
595 subdivision (b),(4).

Cl 596 Subdivision (b)(4')' creates a new power to certify an opt-in
597 class., The opt-in class is identified as a means of permissive
598 joinder. Joinder under Rule 23" may ~prove attractive for a variety
599 of reasons. Certification of an'opt-in class may provide a ready
600 means of focusing joinder that avoids the, difficulties of more
601 diffuse aggregation devices. Reliance on the familiar incidents of
602 Rule 23 can provide a4,framework for managing the action that need
603 not be reinvented with each new attempt to join many parties.

604 Opt-in classes may be a particularly attractive means for
605 joining goups of defendants. ' There is less need to worry about
606 adequate representation of class members who have opted in, and

or607 there are far more effective means of reducing the burdens imposed
608 on the representative defendants.

609 Opt-in classes also may provide an attractive means of
610 addressing dispersed mass torts. The class can be defined to
611 resolve problems that'lcould not be readily resolved without the

r 612 consent that is established by opting in and accepting theL. 613 definition. The law chosen to govern the dispute can be stated,
614 terms for compensating counsel announced, procedures, established

pa- 615 for resolving individual questions in the class action or by other
616 means, and so on. Questions of power over absent parties,

L- 617 analogous to personal jurisdiction questions, are avoided. Claims
618 disposition procedures can be established , that facilitate

f-I 619 settlement. Perhaps imost important, an opt-in class provides a
L
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620 means more effective than the now familiar opt-out class to sort
621 out those who prefer to pursue their claims in individual
622 litigation. Subdivision (b)(4) thus complements subdivision r
623' (b)(3), providing an alternative means of addressing dispersed mass
624 i' torts." Although a court should always consider the alternative of
625 certification under (b) (3) in determining whether ,to ,certify a _ i
626 class under (b) (4), certification under (b) (4) is proper even in
627 circumstances that also would support certification under (b)(3).
628 The same is true as to certification under subdivision (b)(2),
629 although there are not likely to be many circumstances that support
630 an opt-in class for injunctive or declaratory relief. If
631' certification is proper 'under subdivision (b),(1), on the other
632 hand, reliance should be placed' on (b)(1), not,' (b) (4).

633 ,, The matters specified in, factors (A) through (E)' bear on the
634 choice between certifying an opt-in class, certifying an opt-out or
635 r~imandatory 'clasd, and 'a llowing, the un erlying, disutes to be
636 resoired' ou~tside'IRu~le 2'3.i`

637 Falp tors (A) and (B) , looking ,!to the nat'ure of thecontroversy, '
638 the relief sought, and the extentu;'and ,nature of the members'
639 4injuries orJJliaility, ,te§mphasize closely related considerations.
640 A' common courseqlpof condtctt,, lf or example, may inflict minor injury
641 on, many ,yictims iand severe injury on afew. f 'An opt-out class makes
642 sense for those who suffered minor injury; an opt-in,,class, managed
643 in conjunction with the opt-out class, may best', protect the
644 interests of thosewhosufered severe i nj ury. As another, exampe le
645 an opt-in cIls maqmk mr sense 'than 'an ~opt-out class when
646 damages are demanded against aW ¶efendant class.

Facto L ~ C) 'Ii'| ,0hia r mi ha *1-
647 , Factor,,(C)D isa reminder that potential conflicts of interest P
648 among class ,lembers ,i,,can Lcutr~llbotl ways. ', An opt-in 'class may
649 withstand I,'somewhatrilgreater tpotential conflicts than classes
650 certified under otheri7jsubdiviLsions because, the members all have
651 elected to join the action. This factor may push toward reliance
652 on an lbpt-in lclassl rather than attempts to combine subclasses of
653 apparentlyllr~9ngrue •hterest ini o a single class action.
654 Substantial 4conflictsaHiowever, mayl makeI theFclass unwieldy or V
655 unorkable. F~

656 Factor (D) emphasizes the need to consider the interest of the
657 party opposing the class in': securing FIa, final' and consistent:
658 resolution of 'the matters in, 'controyersy. In compelling
659 circumstances, this interest justifies certification of al(b)(1)(A)
660 class. It also may bear on certification ofl a (b)(2) class. In
661 less compelling'fcircumstances,'li- t'may justify certification of an
662 opt-out class under (b)(3J), ir rcuaint a settlement class. Resort
663 to a (b) (4) opt-in class shoilq be had only after canvassing the
664 'suitability 6df certftication j der these other subdivisions.

665 Factor (E), looking to the inefficiency or impracticality of
666 resolving, the controversy' by shparate' actionsj, looks in part to the

L
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667 interests of our several judicial systems in bringing together
668 closely related disputes. These interests are served by an opt-in
669 class, however, only to the extent that individual litigants
670 voluntarily take advantage of the invitation to join together. Aj 671 (b) (4) class is a new permissive-joinder device that takes
672 advantage of developed class-action procedures, not a means of
673 serving judicial interests in efficiency by expanding mandatory
674 joinder rules.

675 Paragraph 5 addresses class actions that seek to combine
676 individual damages recoveries with class-based declaratory or
677 injunctive relief. It requires that damages claims be certified
678 under (b) (3) or (b)(4). Individual damages claims should be
679 included in a mandatory class only if certification is appropriate
680 under (b)(1). Proper certification under (b)(2) for declaratory or

r- 681 injunctive relief does not ensure the appropriateness of class
682 treatment for damages claims. That question must be, addressed
683 separately.

684 Subdivision (c). The requirement that the court determine
685 whether to certify a class "as soon as practicable after
686 commencement of an action" is deleted. The notice provisions are
687 substantially revised. Notice now is explicitly required in (b)(1)
688 and (b)(2) classes; notice in (b)(3) classes need not be directed
689 to all identifiable members of the class if the costis excessive
690 in relation to the generally small value ,of individual claims; and

C 691 notices in (b) (4) class is designed to accomplish the purpose of
692 inviting joinder. Other changes are made as well.

693 The Federal Judicial Center study showed many cases in which
694 it was'doubtful whether determination of the class-action question

L 695 was madelas soon as practicable after commencement of the action.
696 This result occurred even in districts with local rules requiring
697 determination within a specified period. The appearance may
698 suggest only that practicability itself is a pragmatic concept,
699 permitting consideration of all the factors that may support
700 deferral of the certification decision. If the rule is applied to
701 require determination "when" practicable, it does no harm. The
702 requirement is deleted, however;,; to support implementation of other

712 maturity, indeedthere may be positiveraosfo eern te

703 changes in Rule2.ndingntre in 23heprelte it
704 in action""Fi,

706 an~d pri¶~t~ b~fit~ ~ii~ti. ... e.b. ............... l.t.. tist707 an Te- se n." t-sinla -difre tbu W~tb ~6uhfe Wu~',P.
t %EVEN.......... ........ . . ... ....~~~~~~~~~~... .. ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .~' 709 pr- tiPrto bto odsi~ r~rs ~ Ud~etZn~

F 711 T te'rtfatocirdnj I~ reae iigtoosaprahn

U 7121 auiy neeteemyb positve r asonsfor deferringche

713 class'determination pending developme~nts in the related litigation.
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714 Subdivision (c) (1) (A) requires that the order certifying a
715 (b) (3) class, not the notice alone, state when and' how class
716 members can opt out. It does not address the' questions that may, t,
717 arise when settlement occurs after expiration of the initial period
718,_ for requesting exclusion, or when the class includes members who,
719 ibecause not yet injured at the time of certification or :settlement, El
720 do not become aware of their membership in the- class until the
721 action has been settled. The court has power to condition approval
722 of a settlement on adoptiopnof terms that permit class members to V
723 opt out of the settlements. This power shouldbe exercised with
724 restraint, however, because the parties, must be allowed to, decline
725 the condition and the prospect, of extensiveexclusions,'may easily ,
726 defeat any settlement.

727 lIThe order, certifying 'a (b)(4) opt-in class may state
728 conditions 1;thatm,,,zust .be 4accepted 'by thosed who opt to " LJoin the 7
729 class.,/ The conditions may lcontrol not only procedures for-managing Lt
730 the action but also such matters as the law chosen tob govern
731 decision. The power to requirle contribution by class members to
732 litigation expenses is'3ndoted separately to empahsizel thisfeature I
733 of opt-in classes, a matter that mayy be, particularly imporant when
734 - a defendant class is certified' under (b)jli4).

735 Subparagraph (B) ,permits alteration or, amendment of l'an order K
736 granting or denying lclassi certification at any time before final
737 judgment. Thisl'change avoids any possible ambiguity in the earlier
738 reference to! "the decisibon llon -,the merits.a" Foll wing 'a
739 determination of jljabiixjty, forq example, proceedings to define the
740 remedy may demonstrateithp need to amend the class definition or
741. subdivide the clads's', The definiition of f inal judgmn should
742 have e same f'leibi 'tY th!t it h5s, in defining. appeability,- L]

73 partiual taedi743 ~~~in' [Pro t r institutiohnal refo6rm~ l4igation,
744 Proceitdings t6o enforce a comple decree mayI generate,~ several'
745 occasionhs Afdrj finaj[)udgment apand likewise may den nstrate
746 the ned 'to, adjust the Lass ef ntign.'

747 Subdivision (c) (2)' amends Fthe requirements for notice of a
748 deteirmination to certify a classllaction. IPnall cases, the order'
749 must be both concise, Iand clear. Clarity sho ld have pride of
750 place rs members will not
751 bothe Lrea e acat Iis. too lorFig. The i
752 requtermning whether ad certit cabn3be a mj usted It reflect LC753 the'co f flJJssemesf but in, most cssthe'

754~ ntce houj 1 beuostqntr ht1an fordinary pesncan
755 nderstn. I di;c1P oxr f ieEr~h ei'ect excu o from a V
756 (b 3 lp 0ul~n d 1 h,()'1 ()rgt~ lc#Jcusidln

757 from, an stdeent~inj ai.ocrifedorpuoses of
758 s~ttleen.I I

75~~~~Te"~ 'e~r proyisions tha r~ P Cons de ~on 1o eits in

760 etermining wheither toertlif a(b(3 cls may show a strong _
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761 probability that a plaintiff class will win on the merits. In such
762 circumstances, subdivision (c) (2) (A) authorizes the court to order

<; 763 that a defendant advance part or all of the expense of notifying
764 the class.

765 Item (i) adopts a functional' notice requirement for (b) (1) and
766 (b) (2) class actions.' I Notice should be directed to all
767 identifiable members of the class in circumstances that support
768 individual notice without substantial burden. If a party addresses
769 regular, communications to class members for other purposes, for
770 example, it may be easy to include the class notice with a routine
771 mailing. If substantial burdens would be imposed by an effort toL 772 reach all class members, however, the means, of notice can be
773 adjusted so long as notice is calculated to reach a sufficient
774 number of class members to ensure the opportunity to protect class

fr 775 interests in the ,,questions of certification and adequate
776 representation. The notice requirement is less exacting than the
777 notice requirement for (b) (3) actions because there is no right to
778 opt out of a (b) (1) or (b) (2) class. If a (b) (3) class is
779 certified in conjunction with a (b) (2) action according to the

L 780 requirements of subdivision (b) (5), the notice -requirements for a
781 (b)'(3) action must be satisfied as to the (b) (3) class.
782 Item (ii) continues the provisions for notice in a (b) (3)
783 class action. ' The provisions for notice of the right to be
784 excluded and, of the potential consequences of, iclass membership are
785 shifted to the body of,, subparagraph (A). A new provision is added,786 allowing notice to be limited to la sampling of class members if the
787 cost of notice to all members is excessive in relation to the
788 generally small value of individual' claims. qThe sample should be
789 designed to ensure, adequate lopportunity for'J11supervision of class
790 representatives and class, counsel.

791 Item (iii) provides a flexible, ntice system for (b)(4)
792 classes. Notice should bel adapted, to the ,ipurpo'se of inviting
'793 participation, and, it, some circumstane s may. .be addressed to794, lawyers conducting related litigation. ,,Altiogh We court'need not
795i worry about the effedts cf the judgment on nonparties, it should
796 direct a reasonable e fort to makekthe opportunity to participate
797 'practically iavailal.

798 Su:bdiv sion (c) (3) includes a new. subparagraph (C), that
799 specifies the judgment in an opt-in class certified
800 under ne w subdivision (b) (4).

0; 801 Su division .(c )(4) is amended to povide that the "nuumerosity"
802 requirement of subdivision (a) (1), need not be satisfied as to each
803 of multliple classes or subclasses. The court is free to choose
804 between[ the advantages of ismall subclasses and the advantages ofL. 805 requiring individual joinder of a small number of people who have
806 distinctive interests.

L ' 1'
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807 Subdivision (d),. Only modest changes, generally stylistic, are
808, made in subdivision (d).

809 Paragraph (1) is new. It confirms the general practice found
810 by the Federal Judicial Center: courts frequently rule on motions
811 under-Rules, 12 and 56 before determining whether to certify a
812 class. Some courts have feared that this practice might violate
813 the former requirement that a class determination be madeias soon'
814 as practicable after the action, is filed. Elimination iof that
815 -requirement should banish any, doubt, but this paragraph isadded to
816 remind courts and parties of this helpful practice'.

817 Paragraph'- (2) is, adjusted to include notice of matters
818 affecting opit-in" classes, and 'to confirm the potentially useful
819 -practice dofproviding notice 'of refusal'to certify a class.

820 Subdivision, e) .,-,.1Paragraphs '(1) and (3) are new.

821 Paragraph, , (1) .requires court Fapproval ,,of any .,dismissal,
822 compromise, or 1deletion, iof class issues attempeed'before a class
823 certificationri-eterminati` n is made in an action broughtas, a class
824 action. FF This ,provision is designed lto ,pr'otect ,theLinterests of
825 nonrepresentative class members who y have reli edon the'pending
826 action .and the proposed representation.

83,1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A p a . ... .....

827 tp F

8284 ind fpend- 'inf h natlsut the, . w utiry ap p
829 inli. t I the soeret i whe' cuppourt of'appe- No onther 4-aItype o1

831 for ;rtj ect~ the. ~s~tl'ement~ Thformat~n ~y'~'pro~ided' th~rnig.

8350 n u'a~<"Ag~rt ug ~ permtipdal pond
83~ by the i~t~t& t~p i,indV,*:% hd;;Et Thvr,. ....

839 ac~::qiirinq and"10 hsg'e uaon.}' h p rit p 'tdQb
F 841 most cases be .i~4i~ ri irt. 'T

~~,bjetta~~ ' that the" ti'i56 ~su ~
843 innaintqe`~ae ,oe Aet! le-iuiit.QDieto 'l h844 iu~ewil ~ue ha thF der.vst~ f~~o n~# b

849 This interlocutory appeal'In provision is-n M-85 aopedunerth ~~wr onere b 2 U~.C.S 29(e. ppa
851 fo3node6rnigo dnigcas etifctinisprmte
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853 Rule 23 order is covered by this provision. It is designed on the
854 model of § 1292(b), relying in many ways on the jurisprudence that
855 has developed around § 1292(b) to reduce the potential costs of
856 interlocutory appeals. .he pr..edurett ..apply to t .i it
857 rt
858 ~p~ oarqetfrPrsso oapa ne he~At
859 the same time, subdivision (f) departs from S 1292(b) in two
860 significant ways. It does not require that the district court
861 certify the certification ruling for appeal, although the district
862 court often can assist the parties and court of appeals by offering
863 advice on the desirability of appeal. And it does not include the
864 potentially limiting requirements of § 1292(b) that the district
865 court order "involve[] a controlling question of law as to which
866 there is substantial ground for difference of opinion and that an
867 immediate appeal from the order may materially advance the ultimate
868 termination of the litigation." These differences warrant modest
869 differences in the procedure for seeking permission to appeal from
870 the court of appeals. Appellate Rule 5.1 has been modified to
871 provide the appropriate procedure.

872 Only a modest expansion of the opportunity for permissive
873 interlocutory appeal is intended. Permission to appeal should be
874 granted with great restraint. The Federal Judicial Center study
875 supports the view that many suits with class action allegations
876 present familiar and almost routine issues that are no more worthy
877 of immediate appeal than many other interlocutory rulings. Yet
878 several concerns justify some expansion of present opportunities to
879 appeal. An order denying certification may confront the plaintiff
880 with a situation in which the only sure path to appellate review is
881 by proceeding to final judgment on the merits of an individual
882 claim that, standing alone, is far smaller than the costs of
883 litigation. i Teprti fiat added tht oh hand m ce a
884 deifendant atosettle rathfer than rncur .t.he ... . , c si a885 ......may.. .....way it Erv t o...ht...... ee ~

891 class action and run the risk of potentially ruinous liability.
892 These concerns can be met at low cost by establishing in the court
893 of appeals a discretionary power to grant interlocutory review in
894 cases that show appeal-worthy certification issues.

895 The expansion of appeal opportunities effected by subdivision
896 (f) is indeed modest. court of appeals discretion is as broad as
897 under § 1292(b). Permission to appeal may be granted or denied on
898 the basis of any consideration that the court of appeals findsL 899 persuasive. Permission is most likely to be granted when the
900 certification decision turns on a novel or unsettled question of
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901 law. Such questions are most likely to arise during the early
902 years of experience with new class-action provisions as they may be
903 adopted into Rule 23 or enacted by legislation. Permission almost
904 always will be denied, when the certification decision 'turns on
905V case-specific matters 'of fact and district court discretion.

906 The district court,., having worked through the certification
907 decision,, often will be able to provide cogent, advice on the
908 factors'that bear on the decision whether to permit appeal. This
909 advice can ebe particularly valuable if the certification decision V
910 is tentative. Even as ,to a firm certification decision, a
911 statement of reasons bearing on the probable benefits and costs of,.
912 immediate appeal can helpfocus the court of appeals decilion, andl
913' may persuadethe disappointed party that an attempt to ,appeal would
914 be fruitless. I,

915 The-10-day period for iseeking permission toappeal is designed C
916 to 'reiduce the Sriisk that a'ttlempted appebals will disrupt continuing
917' proceedings. -,It lis expe'cted, that the courts of appeals will act
918 quickly in making the prelimhinary-dietermination whether6to permit
919 appeal,. Permission to aippeal dp,,,des not , st ay trial court
929 proceeingsAbstay ,fshould be sou ht tirt from the trial court.
921 If h trial courtfrefuses a sta y, its action and any explanation
922 of fits views,,should weigh heavily wlith the jcourt ,of appeals.
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Ki Draft Rule Without "Necessary" Element in (b)(3)

This version deletes the new (b)(3) requirement that a court
find that class certification is necessary for the fair and
efficient adjudication of the controversy.

It retains the proposed new "factor (A)." This factor is
L intended to serve much the same function as the requirement that

certification be necessary, without the confusion that the first
drafting has engendered. The purpose is to discourage
certification of classes that include members whose claims would
support meaningful individual litigation. The alternative versions
of the Committee Note suggest that it is easier to explain this
purpose as a "need" factor.
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Rule 23. Class Actions ("Necessary" Deleted)

1

2 (a) Prerequisites. One or more members of a class may sue or be
3 sued as representative parties on behalf of all on±y if - with
4 respect to the claims, defenses, or issues certified for class
5 action treatment-

6 (1) the c±ass is members are so numerous that joinder of all
7 members is impracticable-;

8 (2) there are questions of law or fact common to the class7-

9 (3) thme claimus or def enes of the representative parries- IMle
10 typical of thie claims or defemes the representative
11 parties' positions typify those of the class7 - and

12 (4) the representative parties and their attorneys will fairly
13 and adequately discharge the fiduciary duty to protect
14 the interests of the all persons while members of the
15 class b

16 dut.

17 (b) Class Actions Maintinable When Class Actions May be Certified.
18 An action may be maintained certified as a class action if the
19 prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, and in
20 addition:

21 (1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against
22 individual members of the class would create a risk of

23 (A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect
24 to individual members of the class which that would
25 establish incompatible standards of conduct for the
26 party opposing the class, or

27 (B) adjudications with respect to individual members of
28 the class which that would as a practical matter be
29 dispositive of the interests of the other members



30 not parties to the adjudications or substantially impair or impede

31 their ability to protect their interests; or
L'eI

32 (2) the party ping the %lass lias acted or refused to act:

33 onr grounds gen~erLly app#%esble to the clasm, thereby

34 k g a p te, final injunctive or declarator relief

35 orcrresponding daL-tL retlief may be appropriate S

36 with respect to the class as a whole; or

37 (3) the court finds Xi; that the questions jof law or fact ;
38 common to the certified class memrs of thie Cass

39 predominate over any- 'individual questions affecting onl

40 1individua±l membprs .included in the class action, (ii) 4

41 that a class action is superior to other available

42 methods for the fair and efficient adjudication L)
43 disposition of the controversy, and - if such a finding

44 is requested by a party opposing certification of a class

45 - (iii)- that Ithe class claims, issues, or defenses are

46 not insubstantial on the merits} [alternative:] {the

47 prospect'of success on the imerits of the class claims, L

48 issues, or defenses is sufficient to justify the costs

49 and burdens imposed by certification}. The matters Kn

50 pertinent to the these findings include:

51 (A) the need for class certification to accomplish K

52 effective enforcement of individual claims'

53 (B) the i of -lfelMberLs Uf th- cla±Ssin in idvidu±ally

54 controlling the- prosezuincartdfese f

55 practical ability of individual class members to

56 pursue their claims without class certification and

57 their interests in maintaining or defending

58 separate actions;

59 (C) the extent; and nature, and maturity of any related

60 litigation CriL-i±Iy the itv-Li- =Ld f

61 LcoLLatncerad by or erist involving class members of

2 m

U.



62 the class;

63 (D) the desirability or u±des .raLicity of concentrating
64 the litigation of thi-rlei±s in the particular
65 forum;

66 (E) the likely difficulties likely to be- eircounrd- iin

L 67 tlhe m Qanagement: Uf in managing a class action that
68 will be avoided or significantly reduced if the
69 controversy is adjudicated by other availableL
70 means;

71 (F) the probable success on the merits of the class
72 claims, issues, or defenses:

73 _(G) whether, the public interest in - and the private
74 benefits of - the probable relief to individual
75 class members justify the burdens of the
76 litigation; and

77 (H) the opportunity to settle on a class basis claimsK 78 that could not be litigated on a class basis or
79 could not be litigated by [or against?] a class as
80 comprehensive as the settlement class, or

L 8. (4) the court finds that permissive joinder should be
82 accomplished by allowing putative members to elect to beL 83 included in a class. The matters pertinent to this
84 finding will ordinarily include:

85 (A) the nature of the controversy and the relief sought:

L 86 (B) the extent and nature of the members' injuries or
87 liability;

88 (C) potential conflicts of interest among members;

89 (D) the interest of the party opposing the class in
.90 g securinig a final and consistent resolution of the

r q~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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91 matters in controversy; and

92 {E) the inefficiency or impracticality of separate

93 actions to resolve the controversy; or

94 (5) the court finds that a class certified under subdivision L.r

95 (b) (2) should be joined with claims for individual

96 damages that are certified as a class action under L
97 subdivision (b)(3) or (b)(4).

98 (c) Determination by Order Whether Class Action to Be Maintained

99 Certified; Notice and Membership in Class Judgment; Action.s

100 Cd Partially Cl.. a Ac.tions Multiple Classes and

101 Subclasses.

102 (1) As scas practicable ifterl the of Ertlt o an% act~i

103 brought as a class action, the woarlt shall determine by

104 or del vwhe:ter it is to be SO Itrai~.11 1a.. IL orer undilderL [
105 this subdivisio may be conditiona1l, aind may be Cltered

106 O amLLVenedJ befor e the decision onrj the: mieritcs. When

107 persons sue or-are sued as representatives of a class,

108 the court shall determine by order whether and with

109 respect to what 'claims, defenses, or issues the action

110 should will be certified as a class action.

111 (A) An order certifying a class action must describe the

112 class. When a class is certified under subdivision

113 (b)(3) . the order must state when and how

114 [putative] members (i) may elect to be excluded

115 from the class, and (ii) if the class is certified

116 only for settlement, may elect to be excluded from

117 any settlement approved by the court under L

118 subdivision (e). When a class is certified under

119 subdivision (b) (4), the order must state when, how,.

120 and under what conditions [putative] members may

121 elect to be included in the class; the conditions

122 of inclusion may include a requirement that class

4 F



123 members bear a fair share of litigation expenses
124 incurred by the representative parties.

125 (B) An order under this subdivision may be [is]
126 conditional, and may be altered or amended before
127 the---decisi on the muerits final judgment.

128 (2) (A) When ordering certification of a class action under
129 this ruler the court shall direct that appropriate
130 notice be given to, the class. The notice must
131 concisely and clearly describe the nature of the
132 action, the claims, issues, or defenses with
133 respect t6 which the class has been certified, the

r. 134 right to elect to be excluded from a class
L 135 certified under subdivision (b) (3), the right to

136 elect to be included in a class certified under
137 subdivision (b)(4). and the potential consequences
138 of class membership. [The court may order a
139 defendant to advance p t or all of the expense of

L 140 notifying a plaintiff class if. under subdivision
141 (b) (3) (E) the court finds a strong probability

L. 142 that-the class will win on the merits.]

143 (i) In any class action certified under subdivision
144 (b)(1) or (2) . the court shall direct a means
145 of notice calculated to reach a sufficient

i, 146 number of class members to provide effective
147 opportunity for challenges to the class
148 certification or representation and for
149 supervision of class representatives and class
150 counsel by other class members.

151 (II In any class action m±i.LL Li.Lmd certified under
152 subdivision (b)(3), the court shall direct to
153 the members of the class the best notice
154 practicable under the circumstances, including

5
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155 individual notice to all members who can be

156 identified. through reasonable effort[ but V

157 individual notice may be limited to a sampling

158 of class members if the cost of individual

159 notice Is excessive in relation to the Li

160 generally smal'l value of individual members'

161 claims.] Thenotice shalladvise each member V
162 that (4j tth. will xlldd thve memer

163 LL JIJL thL -la i theLs 77
'li, s I , r ."Mr i' h I ' L Zj

164 , PeiLld,- judg s yAc ement, whether
165 f~ttvNLttWllt Vtin~cled all± members who C

166 J(e) 1 ut ,lxji, a any member

167 who does not, request,,,,,exclusion may, if the

168 member desires, enter ain appearance through

169 counsel.

170 (iii) In any -class action certified under

171 subdivision (b) (4). the court shall direct a

172 means of notice calculated to accomplish the K
173 purposes of certification.

174 (3) Whether or not favorableto the class- ,

175 (A) The judgment in an action rt inint izd certified as a

176 class action under subdivision (b) (1) or -tb-)- (2)7

1 7 7 w het clh i r or nat, favajjQLl= to the ilass, s h a l l

1 78 include and describe those w hom the court finds to L I

179 be members of the class- .-;-

180 (BL The judgment in an action ma i nit ainl d cer tified as a

181 c lass action und er subdivision (b) (3), whethe or f

182 not favorable te class, shall include and L
183 specify or describe those to whom the notice

184 provided in subdivision (c) (2) (A) (ii) was directed, V
185 and who have not requested exclusion, and whom the

186 court finds to be members of the class--; and

6
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187 (C) The judgment in an action certified as a class
188 action under subdivision (b)(4) shall include all
189 those who elected to be included in the class and
190 who were not earlier dismissed from the class.

191 (4) Whe-n appropriate (A) An action may be brought-or
: 192 maintaidned certified as a class action =
L.

193 (A) with respect to particular claims, defenses, or
194 issues; or

195 (B) a class may be divided- into subclass and each
196 subclass trLated ass a v ctand the p of
197 thisL r~lu shall theii be construed and applied
198 accurOdingly by or against multiple classes or
199 subclasses, which need not satisfy the requirement

- 200 of subdivision (a)(1).

201 (d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions. In the conduct of actions
202 to which this rule app±les, the cutlt ittay make appropriarte
203 Ur der S.

204 (1) Before determining whether to certify a class the court
205 may decide a motion made by any party under Rules 12 or
206 56 if the court concludes that decision will promote the
207 fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy and

7 208 will not cause undue delay.

209 (2) As a class action progresses, the court may make orders
FT 210 that:

211 (A) tt±- determineing the course of proceedings or
212 prescribi-±ng measures to prevent undue repetition
213 or complication in the presenting at±on-of evidence
214 or argument;

7 215 In (B)- requirieng, fur they t-tL f-v to protect the
Lo 216 members of the class or otherwise for the fair

7
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217 conduct of the action, that notice be directed to

218 some or all of the members of:

219 (i) refusal to certify a class;

220 (ii) any step in the action-;,,, or of

221 (iii) the proposed extent of the judgment. 7 or of K

222 (iv) the members' opportunity of the tembers to

223 signify whether they consider the

224 representation fair and adequate, to intervene

225 and present claims or defenses, or to 7
226 otherwise come into the action, or to be

227 excluded from or included in the class; 7
228 IC) -(3) imposi+ng conditions on the representative

229 parties, class members, or on intervenors; 7
230 (D) t4t requirging that the pleadings be amended to g

231 eliminate UtL~Lh= LOM allegations aas to about

232 representation of absent persons, and that the

233 action proceed accordingly; 3
234 (E) (5) dealing with similar procedural matters.

235 The Tir Ods An order under subdivision (d)(2) may be

236 combined with an order under Rule 167 and may be altered f
237 or amended as may be desalbte from -time tor time.

238 (e) Dismissal or and Compromise. Li

239 (1) Before a certification determination is made under

240 subdivision (c) (1) in an action in which persons sue [or

241 are sued] as representatives of a class, court approval

242 is required for any dismissal, compromise, or amendment 7
243 to delete class issues.

244 . (2) An class action certified as a class action shall not be 7



245 dismissed or compromised without the approval of the
246 court, and notice of the a proposed dismissal or
247 compromise shall be given to all members of the class in
248 such manner as the court directs.

249 (3) A proposal to dismiss or compromise an action certified as
250 a class action may be referred to a magistrate judge or
251 a person specially appointed for an independent
252 investigation and report to the court on the fairness of
253 the proposed dismissal or compromise. The expenses of
254 the investigation and report and the fees of a person
255 specially appointed shall be paid by the parties as
256 directed by the court.

L 257 ff) Appeals. A court of appeals may in its discretion permit an
258 appeal from an order of a district court granting or denying
259 class action certification under this rule if
260 application is made to it within ten days after entry of the
261 order. An appeal does not stay proceedings in the district

L 262 court unless the district judge or the court of appeals so
263 orders.

9
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Draft Reducing Role of Probable Success

The November draft of (b)(3) included two alternative versions
of a requirement that - if requested by the party opposing the
class - the court make findings as to the probable success on the
merits of the class claims, issues, or defenses. Although this
element was intended to make it more difficult to maintain classLfi actions, it has caused anguish among defendants. A preliminary
inquiry into the merits is feared on several grounds.

i The most easily demonstrated concern is that a preliminary
inquiry into the merits will prolong the class certification
process and add great cost. Certification proponents will make
persuasive demands to be allowed preliminary discovery on the
merits, and these demands will be difficult to resist.

A second concern is that no matter how modest the finding is,
any preliminary reference to the merits will cast a heavy pall on
subsequent proceedings. The pressure to settle, already increased
drastically by certification, will be augmented exponentially.
Consideration of disputed pretrial matters, including not only
summary judgment but the scope and terms of discovery, will be
affected.

A third concern is that any judicial imprimatur on the class
claim will exacerbate the collateral effects of the litigation.
The effects may be as concrete as stock-market values or as
ephemeral as public relations concerns, but they are real and often
vitally important.

These concerns are reflected in this draft in several ways.
The finding on the merits embodied by item (iii) in the November

_ (b)(3) draft is eliminated. Factor (F), referring to probable
success on the merits, is redlined, indicating possible deletion.

If these deletions are made, it remains possible to provide
for some preliminary consideration of the merits in ways designed
to reduce the costs of the consideration. One way would be to
require particularized pleading of all elements of all class
claims, as proposed by Sheila L. Birnbaum. Another would be to
address these issues in the portion of the Note addressed to

L consideration of the balance between the probable individual relief
and the costs and burdens of class litigation.

A revised Note, attached to what now is Factor (G), might read
something like this:

In an appropriate case, assessment of the probable relief to
individual class members can go beyond consideration of the relief
likely to be awarded should the class win a complete victory. The
probability of class success also can be considered if there are
strong reasons to doubt success. It is appropriate to consider the
probability of success only if the appraisal can be made without
extended proceedings and without prejudicing subsequent



LJ

proceedings. This factor should not become the occasion for
extensive discovery that otherwise would not be justified at this
stage of the litigation. Neither should reliance this factor be
expressed in terms that threaten to increase the influence that a
certification decision inevitably has on other pretrial
proceedings, trial, or settlement.

Li
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Rule 23. Class Actions (Probable Success Reduced)-

2.

2 (a) Prerequisites. One or more members of a class may sue or be

3 sued as representative parties on behalf of all onry if- with

4 respect to the claims, defenses, or issues certified for class

5 action treatment -

6 (1) the class is members are so numerous that joinder of all

7 members is impracticable,

8 (2) there are questions of law or fact common to the class7-;

9 (3) the claims or defenses f the Lepr esentcattivte parties are

210 typical of tie claims or defenses the representative

L 2.11 parties' positions typify those of the class7, and

12 (4) the representative parties and their attorneys will fairly

13 and adequately discharge the fiduciary duty to protect

F .14 the interests of- the all persons while members of the

2.5 class uilr.e:l..<ieb-. ved by cou-,frt. ?r/m th iduciaZr

L 16 Ot.

17 (b) Class Actionts Mintainable When Class Actions Nay be Certified.

2.18 An action may be maintlained certified as a class action if the

19 prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, and in

20 addition:

21 (1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against

22 individual members of the class would create a risk of

es 23 (A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect

L 24 to individual members of the class which that would

25 establish incompatible standards of conduct for the

i 26 party opposing the class,-or

27 (B) adjudications with respect to individual members of

28 the class which that would as a practical matter be

29 dispositive of the interests of the other members

L



30 not parties to the adjudications or substantially impair or impede

31 their ability to protect their interests; or

32 (2) the patty upposing the class has acted or refused tou act M

33 on groundres generally applicable t~o the class, thereby

34 mwaking Qtte final injunctive or declaratory relief

35 01 correspandiiIng demlalatory relief may be appropriate V
36 with respect to the class as a whole; or

37 (3) the court finds -(i) that the questions of law or fact L
38 common to the certified class members of t1e ClESS

39 predominate over any- individual questions affect~ig- ni y

40 d imd a at± mes included in the class action, and (ii)

41 that a class action is superior to other available

42 methods ind necessary for the fair and efficient

43 addication disposition of the controversy. The

44 matters pertinent to the these findings include: L

45 (A) the need for class certification to accomplish

46 effective enforcement of individual claims; I.
47 (B) the interest of members of thie cass inl individua±y

48 -vltLvllilt~ ties WLtivl v.L def eIns of

49 practical ability of individual class members to

50 pursue their claims without class certification and L
51 their interests in maintaining or, defending p
52 separate actions; L

53 (C) the extent_ and nature, and maturity of any related f7,
54 litigation 1O l±s thes contlovr lLycaldy

55 OLUMlicnd by or against involving class members of

56 tile c'lass;

57 (D) the desirability or undesirability of concentrating

58 the litigation of the claim in the particular

59 forum;

2



60 (E) the likely difficulties likely to be encantJered i-L

61 tIem RLIiopgmefllt of in managing a class action that

62 will be avoided or significantly reduced if the

63 controversy is adjudicated by other available

64 means;

66

67 (G) whether the public interest in - and the private

68 benefits of - the probable relief to individual

69 class members justify the burdens of class

70 litigation; and

712. (H) the opportunity to settle on a class basis claims

72 that could not be litigated on a class basis or

73 could not be litigated by [or against?] a class as

74 comprehensive as the settlement class; or

75 (4) the court finds that permissive Joinder should be

76 accomplished by allowing putative members to elect to be

77 included in a class. The matters pertinent to this

78 finding will ordinarily include:

79 {A) the nature of the controversy and the relief sought;

80 (B) the extent and nature of the members' injuries or

81 liability;

82 (C) potential conflicts of interest among members;

83 (D) the interest of the party opposing the class in

84 securing a final and consistent resolution of the

85 matters in controversy; and

86 (E) the inefficiency or impracticality of separate

87 actions to resolve the controversy; or

88 (5) the court finds that a class certified under subdivision

3



89 (b)(2) should be joined with claims for individual

90 damages that are certified as a class action under

91 subdivision (b)(3) or (b)(4).

92 (c) Determination by Order Whether Class Action to Be Maintained j

93 Certified; Notice and Membership in Class: Judgment; Actions

94 Conducted Partially as Class Act'i Multiple Classes and

95 Subclasses. L

96 (1) AD svoLu ats Ql..tJA.lele after- Le COhEMMLLLeMerlt :f M I1 a.tciol l

97 brought ats at %,ass exetior,, the Court shnall determine by

98 rler whether it i.s to be soU maintinled. An order under 77

99 thisa~, s'U.LJJ.LvJ..is.Jii mayO. be cJional n wamay be altered ±

100 or amended beLfrLe thie decisio an the merits. When A

101 persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class, 0
102 the court shall determine by order whether and with

103 respect to what claims, defenses, or issues the action

104 shtout±d be certified as a'class action.

7
105 (A) An order certifying a class action must describe the

106 class. When a class is certified under subdivision

107 (b) (3), the order must state when and how

108 [putative] members (i) may elect to :be excluded

109 from the class, and (ii) if the-class is certified K
110 only for settlement, may elect to be excluded from 9

111 any settlement approved by the court under

112 subdivision (e). When a class is certified under

113 subdivision (b) (4), the order must state when, how,

114 and under what conditions [putative] members may

115 elect to be included in the class; the conditions

116 of inclusion may include a requirement that class

117 members bear a fair share of litigation expenses

118 incurred by the representative parties. r
119 -LBI An order under this subdivision may be [is]

120 conditional, and may be altered or amended before

4



121 thW dc n In the merits final judgment.

7,
122 (2) n1 When ordering certification of a class action under

123 this rule, the court shall direct that appropriate
P ,,

124 notice be given to the class. The notice must
L ,,

125 concisely and clearly describe the nature of the

L 126 action, the claims, issues, or defenses with

127 respect to which the class has been certified, the

128 right to elect to be excluded from a class

Lt 129 certified under subdivision (b) (3), the right to

130 elect to be included in a class certified under

131 subdivision (b)(4), and the potential consequences

132 of class membership. [The court may order a

133 defendant to advance ratt ra fthe expense of

134 notifying a plaintiff class if, under subdivision

135 (b) (3) (E) t the court finds a strong probability

L 136 that the class will win on the merits.]

137 (i) In any class action certified under subdivision

138 (b)(1) or (2). the court shall direct a means

P 139 of notice calculated 'to reach a sufficient

140 number of class members to provide effective

141 opportunity for challenges to the class

142 certification or representation and for

143 supervision of class representatives and class

144 counsel by other class members.

145 -LU In any class action maintained certified under

146 subdivision (b)(3), the court shall direct to

147. t~he members of the class the best notice

L 148 practicable under the circumstances, including

149 individual notice to all members who can be

150 identified through reasonable effort[, but

151 individual notice may be limited to a sampling

152 of class members if the cost of individual

153 notice is excessive in relation to the

5



154 generally small value of individual members

155 claims.] The notice shall advise each member

156 that (A) the COUit wll excLlude thlie member

157 firur the .;lass if Ithe mnember so requests: by a

158 sp-ci'd dat.; (B) the judgment, Whether

159 L zvo±a le Out no wil± i~C±Ud e all memLer s Who

160 do tit- equJsts ext' a t o (e) any member
161 who 'does not 'request 'exclusion may, if the

162 member desires ente'r an 'appearance through

163 counsel.,

164 (iii) In any class action. certified under

165 subdivision (b)(4). the court shall direct a

166 means of notice calculated to accomplish the

167 purposes of'certification.

168 (3) Whether or not favorable to the class,.

169 (AI The judgment in an action rain=tained certified as a r
170 class action under subdivision (b) (1) or -(ir) (2)7

171 whether or not favorable to the c s h a l l

17 2 i n c l u d e a n d d e s c ri b e t h o s e w h o m t h e c o u r t f i nd s t o

17 3 be m e m be r s of th e c l a s s-; -:

1 7 4 (B) T h e j u d g m e n t in an a c t i o n mrd t Urerrd c e r t i f i e d a s a

175 c l a s s a c t i o n u nd e r s u b d i v i s i o n (b ) (3), whether or

176 nl.ot feLvo ta t o thw l shall include and

177 specify or describe those to whom the notice

178 provided in subdivision (c) (2) (A) (ii) was directed, V
179 and who have not requested exclusion, and whom the

180 court finds to be members of the class-z- and

181 (C) The judgment in an action certified as a class
182 action under subdivision (b) (4) shall include all

183 those who elected to be included in the class and

184 who were not earlier dismissed from the class. 7

6



185 (4) Wet Lppropriat (A) An action may be brought or

186 iLQ.inta.ine certified as a class action =

187 (A) with respect to particular claims, defenses, or

188 issues; or

189 (B) e. -celatss mLy l be divided into stbclasses ant eacLh

L. 190 sabclassm treated as a class, a n d the provisions ofa

191 this rule shall then be c onstrUed and applied

192 according±y by or against multiple classes or

193 subclasses, which need not satisfy the requirement

194 of subdivision (a) (1).

195 (d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions. In the coanduct f aof tios

196 to which thias ruin aplie, thLe court may marke apporiate

197 orders5.

198 (1) Before determining whether to certify a class the court

199 may decide a motion made by any party under Rules 12 or

200 56 if the court concludes that decision will promote the

201 fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy and

202 will not cause undue delay.

203 (2) As a class action progresses, the court may make orders

204 that:

r> 2205 (A) -(-It determineing the course of proceedings or

ty 206 prescribe~rg measures to prevent undue repetition

207 or complication in the presentingetion-ef evidence

:208 or argument;

( 209 j31 (2) requireing, fur the protect-ion of to protect the
210 members of the class or otherwise for the fair

g 211 conduct of the action, that notice be dreqoted to

212 some or all of the members of:

r- 213 (i} refusal to certify a class;

iq7

r 7



214 1ii) any step in the action,- ,or- of

215 (iii) the proposed extent of the judgment. 7 or of

216 liv3i. the members' opportunity Of thl members to

217 signify whether they consider the

218 representation fair and adequate, to intervene

219 and present claims or defenses, Vr to

220 otherwise come into the action, or to be

221 excluded from or included in the class:;

222 (C) -(-3) impos~ing conditions on the representative

223 parties, class members. or on intervenors;

224 ID) (-) requirieng that the pleadings be amended to

225 eliminate t-i-efro allegations as-- to about

226 representation of absent persons, and that the

227 action proceed accordingly;

228 (E) (5-) dealtng with similar procedural matters.

229 (3) Thle order An order under subdivision (d) (2) may be

230 combined with an order under Rule 167 and may be altered (K
231 or amended as imay b desirblle fLom tJimae tYo timLte.

232 (e) Dismissal or and Compromise.

233 (1) Before a certification determination is made under

234 subdivision (c) (1) in an action in which persons sue [or

235 are sued] as representatives of a class, court approval

236 is required for any dismissal, compromise, or amendment

237 to delete class issues..

238 121 An e±ass action certified as a class action shall not be

239 dismissed or compromised without the approval of the

240 court, and notice of the a proposed dismissal or

241 compromise shall be given to all members of the class in

242 such manner as the court directs.

8Li



243 (3) A proposal to dismiss or compromise an action certified as

244 a class action may be referred to a magistrate judge or

L- 245 a person specially appointed for an independent

246 investigation and report to the court on the fairness of

247 the proposed dismissal or compromise. The expenses of

248 the investigation and report and the fees of a person

249 specially appointed shall be paid by the parties as

250 directed by the court.

251 (f) Appeals. A court of appeals may in its discretion permit an

252 appeal from an order of a district court granting or denying

253 a request for class action certification under this rule if

254 application is made to it within ten days after entry of the

255 order. An appeal does not stay proceedings in the district

L 256 court unless the district judge or the court of appeals so

257 orders.
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Draft Rule Deleting Public Values from (b)(3)

This version deletes consideration of the public interest from
the "just ain't worth it" calculation of subdivision (b)(3) Factor
(G).

The concerns that bear on this question were explored at the
X~. November meeting.

The arguments for considering public interest are
A straightforward. Rule 23(b)(3) has become an important means of

enforcing the policies that underlie much contemporary social
legislation. Public enforcement agencies frequently lack the
resources necessary to achieve desirable levels of enforcement.
Without class actions, wrongdoers can profit from their violations.
Small injuries may be inflicted on thousands or even millions of
people, who individually have no effective means of redress. If a
court is to be authorized to consider the perhaps trivial nature of
the individual recovery that may be effected by a class victory on
the merits, it also must be authorized to consider the public
interests that may require enforcement notwithstanding the lack of
any meaningful private benefit.

The countervailing arguments are equally straightforward. The
first set of arguments, detailed in the draft Committee Note,
emphasizes the view that adversary litigation is a legitimate means
of administering social policy only when justified by explicit

X statute or by the need to redress private injury. We do not
recognize citizen standing to compel lawful behavior by renegade
public officials - indeed, Article III forbids it. We should not
establish a roving Rule 23 commission that authorizes class counsel
to enforce the law against private wrongdoers. The second set of
arguments rests on the difficulty of measuring the relative
importance of the public values enshrined in different laws. On
this view, it is not appropriate for Article III judges to presume
to discriminate among the policies that animate various provisions
of the Constitution, statutes, administrative regulations, and
decisional law. The most that judges should undertake is to
determine whether the costs and burdens of class litigation are
justified by the objective cash value and subjective intrinsic
value of the relief available to actual class members.
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Rule 23.. Class Actions (Draft deleting "public interest")

rA ~~~~~1.

2 (a) Prerequisites. One or more members of a class may sue or be

L 3 sued as representative parties on behalf of all oray if - with

4 respect to the claims, defenses, or issues certified for class

5 action treatment -

1L

6 (1) the c±ass is members are so numerous that joinder of all

.7 members is impracticable,-<

8 (2) there are questions of law or fact common to the class7,.

9 (3) the claim±L Or efenses of the represeitative pasties axe

10 typical of the clai±ms o defenses the representative

11 parties' positions typify those of the classy.7 and

12 (4) the representative parties and their attorneys will fairly

13 and adequately discharge the fiduciary duty to protect

14 the interests of the all persons while members of the

I 15 class tmtlrlveby tecutfcuta tdca.

16 dki.

17 (b) Class Actions Mantainable When Class Actions May be Certified.

18 An action may be maintained certified as a class action if the

19 prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, and in

20 addition:

21 (1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against

C\ 22 individual members of the class would create a risk of

23 (A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect

24 to individual members of the class which that would

25 establish incompatible standards of conduct for the

26 party opposing the class, or

27 (B) adjudications with respect to individual members of

28 the class which that would as a practical matter be

29 dispositive of the interests of the other members



30 not parties to the adjudications or substantially impair or impede

31 their ability to protect their interests; or

32 (2) thr party poigthe= cashas actbed or refused to0 act

33 on grounds grrnercily , Cpp#Aic>Lle to the l-sthel-eby

34 making ap ite final injunctive or declaratory relief

35 VT soL ±d d claLatory rlif may be appropriate

36 with respect to the class as a whole; or

37 (3) the court finds ,i) that the questions, of law or fact ,

38 common to the certified class members of the class

39 predominate over any- individual questions affecting onl

40 iidividual members included in the class action, (ii) Lj
41 that a class action is superior to other available

42 methods for the fair and efficient I
43 adjdiation disposition of the controversy, and - if _

44 such a finding is requested by a party opposing ]
45 certification of a class - (iii) that {the class claims.

46 issues, or defenses are not insubstantial on the merits i

47 [alternative:] {the prospect of success on the merits of a

48 the class claims, issues, or defenses is sufficient to

49 justify the costs and burdens imposed by certification}.

50 The matters'pertinent to the these findings include:

51 (A) the need for class certification to accomplish

52 effective enforcement of individual claims;

53 (B) the nltclcrst O' mILemrs of the class in individually

54 cantrwllin the promsecu.. t io Or defense of

55 practical ability of individual class members to

56 pursue their claims without class certification and

57 their interests in maintaining or defending

58 separate actions;

59 (C) the extent- and nature, and maturity of any related

60 litigation careening. thi controvrersy alreaLdy

61 Ct- lsei by r agac!it involving class members of

2



62 the cas

63 (D) the desirability wudesiality of concentrating

64 the litigation of the claims in the particular

65 forum;

66 (E) the likely difficulties likely t o be encountLered iln

67 thme mnagitemlet Crff in managing a class action that

68 will be avoided or significantly reduced if the

69 controversy is adjudicated by other available

70 means;

71 (F) the probable success on the merits of the class

72 claims, issues, or defenses;

73 (G) whether the probable relief to individual class

74 members justifies the costs and burdens of class

75 litigation; and

76 (H) the opportunity to settle on a class basis claims

77 that could not be litigated on a class basis or

78 could not be litigated by [or against?] a class as

79 comprehensive as the settlement class; or

80 (4) the court finds that permissive joinder should be

81 accomplished by allowing putative members to elect to be

82 included in a class. The matters pertinent to this

83 finding will ordinarily include:

84 (A) the nature of the controversy and the relief sought;

85 (B) the extent and nature of the members' injuries or

86 liability;

87 (C) potential conflicts of interest among members;

88 (DI the interest of the party opposing the class in

89 securing a final and consistent resolution of the

90 matters in controversy; and

3



91 (E) the inefficiency or impracticality of separate

92 actions to resolve the controversy: or

93 (5) the court finds that a class certified under subdivision

94 (b) (2) should be joined with claims for individual

95 damages that are certified as a class action under

96 subdivision (b)"(3) or (b)(4).

97 (c) Determination by Order Whether Class Action to Be Maintbaned

98 Certified; Notice and Membership in Class; Judgment; Actions

99 Conducted Partially am Class Actions Multiple Classes and

100 Subclasses. /

101 (1) As soon as Prcticable aLfter the coirLLeLLcente t Of all ct.ion

102 brought as a lass action--, hthe coalt shalll det~erlfine-- by X

103 order whe thet it is t Io j besomaintained. An older under

104 this suLdivision m a y be conditional and may be aieteed 1
105 Oe amended beforL the decision on thie er±ts. When

106 persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class,

107 the court shall determine by order whether and with

108 respect to what claims, defenses, or issues the action

109 should will be certified as a class action.

110 (A) An order certifying a class action must describe the

111 class. When a class is certified under subdivision

112 (b) (3). the order must state when and how

113 [putative] members (i) may elect to be excluded

114 from the class, and (ii) if the class is certified

115 only for settlement, may elect to be excluded from

116 any settlement approved by the court under

117 subdivision (e). When a class is certified under

118 subdivision (b) (4). the order must state when, how,

119 and under what conditions [putative] members may

120 elect to be included in the class; the conditions

121 of inclusion may include a requirement that class

122 members bear a fair share of litigation expenses

4



123 incurred by the representative parties.

124 (BI An order under this subdivision may be [is]

125 conditional, and may be altered or amended before

126 the decisio on th merits final judgment.

127 (2) 0IX When ordering certification of a class action under

128 this rule, the court shall direct that appropriate

129 notice be given to the class. The notice must

130 concisely and clearly describe the nature of the

131 action, the claims, issues, or defenses with

132 respect to which the class has been certified, the

133 right to elect to be excluded from a class

134 certified under subdivision (b)(3), the right to

135 elect to be included 'in a class certified under

136 subdivision (b)(4). and the potential consequences

137 of class membership. [The court may order a

138 defendant to advance trl the expense of

139 notifying a plaintiff class if. under subdivision

140 (b) (3) (E), the court finds a strong probability

141 that the class will win on the merits.]

142 (i) In any class action certified under subdivision

143 (b)(1) or (2), the court shall direct a means

144 of notice calculated to reach a sufficient

> 145 number of class members to provide effective

146 opportunity for challenges to the class

147 certification or representation and for

148 supervision of class representatives and class

149 counsel by other class members.

150 (iiL In any class action mirantnained certified under

151 subdivision (b)(3), the court shall direct to

152 the members of the class the best notice

153 practicable under the circumstances, including

154 individual notice to all members who can be

5



1

155 identified through reasonable efforts. but

156 individual notice may be limited to a sampling

157 of class members if the cost of individual

158 notice is excessive in relation to the

159 generally small value of individual members'

160 claims.] The notice shall advise each member

161 that (A), the= count will excluder thie, tembeL C

164 fcav ~~~~~ja. cibl~~~~* 'k .. t gil ,±l t d ci 1±c~bd

165 a ±n d~ (C) any Member
166 who hdoes nt request m exclusion may, if the
167 memberidesires, enter ) an appearance through

168 co nrel.,

169 -iii) Inany class Action certif ied under

170 subd ivision' (b) (4).1 the court shall direct a

171 mneans of notice calculated to accomplish the
172 wpurposes of carti Icatiin.

173 (3) Whether or notfavorable ito the class,

174 The judgment in an aaction a iulLJ certified as a
175 class action under subdivision (b) (1) or drbt (2)a

176 mhthea of nt f calcul ted toie caccmlshall

177 include and describe those whom the court finds to

178 be members of the class--j.,

179 XX) The judgment in an action aiiitain zend certified as a
180 class action under subdivision (b)(3), whether a.

181 ,jthCv urablc tu 1:he shall include and

182 specify or describe those to whom the notice

183 provided in subdivision (c) (2) (A) (ii) was directed,
184 and who have not requested exclusion, and whom the
185 court finds to be members of the class--; and

186 (C) The judgment in an action certified as a class

6E



187 action under subdivision (b) (4) shall include all
188 those who elected to be included in the class and

189 who were not earlier dismissed from the class.

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

190 (4) Whes MPPr0PQ iate (A) An action may be brought-or
191 maintained certified as a class action =

192 (A) with respect to particular claims, defenses, or

193 issues; or

L 194 (B) a clatss may be divided into subclasses Ernd etch
at 195 subclass t~reated as Gass, ansd the proiin of

196 this ule shcall then b e constJruted and applied
197 accordingly by or against multiple classes or

198 subclasses, which need not satisfy the requirement

199 of subdivision (a)(1).

200 (d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions. In the conduct of actions

201 to which this. rule applies the coart may make pte

202 orders--

203 (1) Before determining whether to certify a class the court

204 may decide a motion made by any party under Rules 12 or

205 56 if the court concludes that decision will promote the

206 fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy and
207 will not cause undue delay.

208 (2) As a class action progresses., the court may make orders

209 that:

210 (A) -(t) determineing the course of proceedings or

211 prescribieng measures to prevent undue repetition
212 or complication in the presentingt-ton-of evidence
213 or argument;

214 (B-2-)z requiri+ng, for thie protection of to protect the

215 members of the class or otherwise for the fair
t; 216 conduct of the action, thamt notice be directed to

7



217 some or all of- he members of:

218 (i) refusal to certify a class;

219 Lij any step in the action-L--, or-f

220 (iii) the proposed extent of the judgment, 7 or of

221 (iv) the members' opportunity of t:l- melJebejls to F
222 signify whether they consider the

223 representation fair and adequate, to intervene

224 and present claims or defenses, or to

225 otherwise come into the action, or to be

226 excluded from or included in the class;

227 lC) (3) imposging conditions on the representative

228 parties, class members or on intervenors;

229 (D) (4) requirieng that the pleadings be amended to

230 eliminate teefrom allegations as to about

231 representation of absent persons, and that the

232 action proceed accordingly;

233 (JA -(5) dealing with similar procedural matters.

234 AIL The orders An order under subdivision (d) (2) may be

235 combined with an order under Rule 167 and may be altered

236 or amended as ill! be desizable frLIo tJime tou tiL=.

237 (e) Dismissal or and Compromise.

238 (1) Before a certification determination is made under

239 subdivision (c) (1) in an action in which persons sue [or

240 are sued] as representatives of a class, court approval

241 is required for any dismissal, compromise, or amendment

242 to delete class issues.

243 CMj An class action certified as a class action shall not be C

244 dismissed or compromised without the approval of the

8 r
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245 court, and notice of the a proposed dismissal or

246 compromise shall be given to all members of the class in

247 such manner as the court directs.

I 248 (3) A proposal to dismiss or compromise an action certified as

249 a class action may be referred to a magistrate judge or

250 a person specially appointed for an independent

251 investigation and report to the court on the fairness of

252 the proposed dismissal or compromise. The expenses of

to 253 the investigation and report and the fees of a person

254 specially appointed shall be paid by the parties as

255 directed by the court.

256 (f) Appeals. A court of appeals may in its discretion permit an

Lv, 257 appeal from an order of a district court granting or denying

258 a Mutf class action certification under this rule if

259 application is made to it within ten days after entry of the

260 order. An appeal does not stay proceedings in the district

261 court unless the district judge or the court of appeals so

262 orders.

L
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Draft Reducing Notice Complications

This draft makes two changes in the notice provisions of
subdivision (c).

(c)(l)(A) is changed by deleting the draft requirement that
class members be allowed to opt out of any settlement if the class
is certified only for purposes of settlement. This requirement
would have little effect, and could create some mischief, if the
terms of a proposed settlement are known when the class is first

LI certified and notice is given. It would be more important, and
could prove more dangerous to the settlement process, if the terms
of a proposed settlement are first announced after expiration of
the initial opt-out period. Extension of the opportunity to opt

LI out also could aggravate the pressures that surround the
determination whether a settlement class can be certified under
subdivision (b)(1) on a "limited funds" theory. A court might

L still choose to condition approval of settlement on recognition of
a second right to opt out, a matter discussed in one of the
alternative forms of the draft Note on subdivision (e).

(c)(2)(A) is changed by deleting the provision that would
allow the court to order a defendant to advance part or all of the
expense of notifying a plaintiff class if it finds a strong
probability that the class will win on the merits. This deletion
reflects the prospect that the Committee will decide to diminish
the role played by predictions on the merits in deciding on (b)(3)
certification. Even if the stronger form of item (iii) is retained
in (b)(3), however, this expense-of-notice provision may generate
more controversy than it is worth.

L0
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Rule 23. Class Actions (Draft Reducing Notice Needs)

1

2 (a) Prerequisites. One or more members of a class may sue or be
3 sued as representative parties on behalf of all onty if - with
4 respect to the claims, defenses, or issues certified for class
5 action treatment-

6 (1) the c±ass-is members are so numerous that joinder of all

7 members is impracticable,.

rn 8 (2) there are questions of law or fact common to the class7,-

9 (3) thiie aclims or defenses, of the representative parties -ae

10 typical of tie olaim . defenses the representative
11 parties' positions typify those of the class7.d and

12 (4) the representative parties and their attorneys will fairly
13 and adequately discharge the fiduciary duty to protect
14 the interests of the all persons while members of the
15 class tc

16 duty.

17 (b) eiaa A1.ti.ns Maiztainbide When Class Actions May be Certified.

C 18 An action may be _aintained certified as a class action if the
19 prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, and in
20 addition:

21 (1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against
22 individual members of the class would create a risk of

23 (A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect
24 to individual members of the class which that would
25 establish incompatible standards of conduct for the
26 party opposing the class, or

27 (B) adjudications with respect to individual members of
C 28 the class which that would as a practical matter be

29 dispositive of the interests of the other members

=_



30 not parties to the adjudications or substantially impair or impede

31 their ability to protect their interests; or

32 (2) the parrty ooig tile class , has -ace* refused bo act

33 on grounrds generally atpplicable -to the class, thereby

34 miaing app iatewfinal injunctive or declaratory relief

35 o.r corresponding declar trL y.,r lief may be appropriate

36 with respect to the class as a whole; or

37 (3) the court finds tit that the questions of law or fact

38 common to the certified class wexabers of teth -

39 predominate over ani- individual questions affectirig oyno

40 siividna± r emabers included in. the class action, aid

41 that a class action is superior to other available

42 methods and nessary for the fair and efficient

43 djitik ion disposition of the controversy and - i

44 such a finding is requested by a party opposing

45 certification of aC class - (iii) that {the class claims,

46 issues, or defenses are not insubstantial on the merits}

47 [alternative:] {the prospect of success on the merits of

48 the class claims, issues, or defenses is sufficient to

49 Justify the costs and burdens imposed by certification.

50 The matters pertinent to the these findings include:

51 (A) the need for class certification to accomplish

52 effective enforcement of individual claims;

53 (B) the teresb o m o te c-lmss ±± ldividua±lx

54 '-UTtrU±lllIg the prosecuttionl %Jl def ense -of

55 practical ability of individual class members to

56 pursue their claims without class certification and

57 their interests iin maintaining or defending

58 separate actions;

59 (C) the extent, and nature, and maturity of any related

60 litigation ccniing the conbtvo=etr QrESdS

61 oMMenced by Or agatinst involving class members of

2



62 the-class;

63 (D) the desirability, G undesitaLility of concentrating
64 the litigation of the- claims in the particular
65 forum;

66 (E) the likely difficulties likely to be encuntered il.I
67 thie Maentagemaentt of in managing a class action that

68 will be avoided or significantly reduced if the
69 controversy is adjudicated by other available
70 means;

L 71 (F) the probable success on the merits of the class
72 claims. issues, or defenses;

L 73 (G) whether the public interest in - and the private
7- 74 benefits of - the probable relief to individual

75 class members justify the burdens of the
76 litigation; and

- 77 (H) the opportunity to settle on a class basis claims
78 that could not be litigated on a class basis or
79 could not be litigated by [or against?] a class as
80 comprehensive as the settlement class; or

f
81 (4) the court finds that permissive joinder should be
82 accomplished by allowing putative members to elect to be
83 included in a class. The matters pertinent to this
84 finding will ordinarily include:

85 (A) the nature of the controversy and the relief sought;

L 86 (B) the extent and nature of the members' injuries or
87 liability;

in 88 {C) potential conflicts of interest among members;

-al 89 (D) the interest of the party opposing the class in
o90 securing a final and consistent resolution of the

3



91 matters in controversy; and

92 (E) the inefficiency or impracticality of separate

93 actions to resolve the controversy; or

94 (5) the court finds that a class certified under subdivision

95 (b) (2) should be joined with claims for individual

96 damages that are certified as Ha class action under

97 subdivision (b)(3) or (b) (4).

98 (c) Determination by Order Whether Class Action to Be Mainained J

99 Certified; Notice and Membership in Class; Judgment; Actions

100 - Conducted Partially as ela. Acteions Multiple Classes and

101 Subclasses.

102 (1) As soon a practicable a fter t~he colmt uenc aem.tinOf X

103 Lrought as a class action, tle coult shall de1 e rine by C

104 older whether it is to be MD intabied. An order under

105 this subdivision may be conditional, and may be aQlberd

106 O. imended before the decision on the merits. When

107 persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class,

108 the court shall determine by order whether and with 7
109 respect to what claims. defenses, or issues the action

110 shnovud 'be certified as a class action.

111 (A) An order certifying a class action must describe the

112 class. When a class is certified under subdivision

113 (b) (3), the order must state when and how

114 [putative] members may elect to be excluded from

115 the class. When a class is certified under

116 subdivision (b) (4). the order must state when. how.

117 and under what conditions [putative] members may

118 elect to be included in the class; the conditions

119 of inclusion may include a requirement that class

120 members bear a fair share of litigation expenses

121 incurred by the representative parties.

4



122 ID- An order under this subdivision may be ris]
123 conditional, and may be altered or amended before

L- 124 t eis on tree ierits final judgment.

TV 125 (2) AXX When ordering certification of a class action under
126 this rule, the court shall direct that appropriate
127 notice be given to the class. The notice must

-' 128 concisely and clearly describe the nature of the
129 action, the claims, issues, or defenses withL. 130 respect to which the class has been certified, the
131 right to elect to be excluded from a class
132 certified under' subdivision (b)(3), the right to
133 elect to be included in a class certified under

134 subdivision (b)(4), and the potential consequences

135 of class membership.

136 (i) In any class action certified under subdivision
137 (b)(1) or (2), the court shall direct a means
W 138 of notice calculated to -reach a sufficient
139 number of class members to provide effective

140 opportunity for challenges to the class
141 certification or representation and for
142 supervision of class representatives and class

143 counsel by other class members.

r11 144 li-i In any class action maintined certified under
145 subdivision (b)(3), the court shall direct to

146 thre members of the class the best notice

147 practicable under the circumstances, including
148 individual notice to all members who can be

149 identified through reasonable effortl. but

1S0 individual notice may be limited to a sampling
E 151 of class members if the cost of individual

152 notice is excessive in relation to the
an 153 generally small value of individual members'

L 154 claims.] The notice shall advise each member

5



155 that (A ,the COUrt Will exclude the member

156 from the class if th1e, mlemfbeT Z so rquests by-&

157 specified date, (B) the judgment, whether L
158 favorable or not, will include all members who

159 dIJ nt Teqiest exclusion/ and (C) any member

160 who does not request exclusion may, if the

161 me~mber desires, enter an appearance through "
162 couhsel.

163 (iii) In -any class action certified under

164 subdivision (b) (4). the court shall direct a

165 means of notice calculated to accomplish the

166 purposes of certification.

167 (3) Whether or not favorable to the class, .

168 (A) The judgment in an action madiAntined certified as a

169 class action under subdivision (b) (1) or (b)- (2),

170 whether or not favoable t~o the class, shall

171 include and describe those whom the court finds to

172 be members of the classesa

173 IB) The judgment in an action ILMintGined certified as a

174 class action under subdivision (b)(3), whether or

175 no t f avorable to the c shall include and

176 specify or describe those to whom the notice

177 provided in subdivision (c) (2) (A)4(ii) was directed,

178 and who have not requested exclusion, and whom the

179 court finds to be members of the class-._- and D

180 (C) The judgment in an action certified as a class

181 action under subdivision (b)(4) shall include all

182 those who elected to be included in the class and

183 who were not earlier dismissed from the class. 0

184 (4) When appropriate (A) An action may be brought -or

185 maintained certified as a class action -

6



186 IdA with respect to particular claims, defenses, or
187 issues; or

188 (B) a class may be divided inbt subclasses and each
189 subcass treated a ad the Pr
190 this ru~le slhall then be construed aund appivd
191 accordingly by or against multiple classes or
192 subclasses, which need not satisfy the requirement
193 of subdivision (a) (1).

L '_ _ _ __ __'_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _194 (d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions. I tirte .Jndact: o.f a<bio
195 o whhich this rlae applies, thie cOal.t may make apppriate

196 orders-

197 (1) Before determining whether to certify a, class the court

198 may decide a motion made by any party under Rules 12 or
199 56 if the court concludes that decision will promote the
200 fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy and
201 will not cause undue delay.

202 (2) As a class action progresses the court may make orders
0 203 that:

204 mAIj tjt determinirng the course of proceedings or
205 prescrib~e+nq measures to prevent undue repetition
206 or complication in tite presentingation-Orf evidence

C 207 or'argument;

208 (B) (-2) requiring, for the protection Of to protect the
209 members of the class or otherwise for the fair
210 conduct of the action, that notice be directed to

C~ 211 some or all of -he members of:
L

212 Ii) refusal to certify a class;

213 (ii) any step in the action,- , or of

214 1iii the proposed extent of the judgments 7 or of

7
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215 UivI the members' opportunity of -1i mbers to

216 signify whether they consider the

217 representation fair and adequate, to intervene L
218 and present claims or defenses, or to

219 otherwise come into the action, or to be

220 excluded from or included in the class;

221 ICA -t3) impos cng Conditions on the representative

222 partiesclass members, or on intervenors;

223 (D} (4) requir~-erg that the pleadings be amended to

224 eliminate thetrerom allegations as to about

225 representation of absent persons, and that the

226 action proceed accordingly;

227 (E) t5t dealing with similar procedural matters.

228 JAI. The orders An order under subdivision (d) (2) may be

229 combined with an order under Rule-,167 and may be altered

230 or amended as may be desirable froJ time toJ tiM=

231 (e) Dismissal or and Compromise.

232 (1) Before a certification determination is made under

233 subdivision (c) (1) in an action in which persons sue [or

234 are sued] as representatives of a class, court approval

235 is required for any dismissal. compromise, or amendment

236 to delete class issues.

237 121 An class action certified as a class action shall not be

238 dismissed or compromised without the approval of the L
239 court, and notice of the a proposed dismissal or

240 compromise shall be given to all members of the class in

241 such manner as the court, directs.

242 (3) A proposal to dismiss or compromise an action certified as

243 a class action may be referred to a magistrate judge or

244 a person specially appointed for an independent

8



245 investigation and report to the court on the fairness of
LOW 246 the proposed dismissal or compromise. The expenses of
L 247 the investigation and report and the fees of a person

248 specially appointed shall be paid by the parties as
249 directed by the court.

250 (f) Appeals. A court of appeals may in its discretion permit an
L 251 appeal from an order of a district court granting or denying

252 a i class action certification under this rule if
253 application is made to it within ten days after entry of the
254 order. An appeal does not stay proceedings in the district

255 court unless the district judge or the court of appeals so
256 orders.

L.
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Draft Rule Without Settlement Classes

This version deletes the new (b)(3) Factor (H) that obliquely
recognized the legitimacy of settlement classes.

Deletion of the factor need not foreclose any reference to
settlement classes in the Committee Note. The current draft Note
discusses settlement classes at several points. Some portions of
these discussions could be preserved. The simplest form would
state that no attempt is made to regulate settlement class
practice, and perhaps explain that it seems too early to attempt to
capture the lessons of developing practice in explicit rule
provisions.
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L.
Rule 23. Class Actions (Draft without settlement classes)

1

2 (a) Prerequisites. One or more members of a class may sue or be
3 sued as representative parties on behalf of all kniy if - with
4 respect to the claims, defenses, or issues certified for class
5 action treatment -

6 (1) the lasis members are so numerous that joinder of all
L 7 members is impracticable,;
L

L 8 (2) there are questions of law or fact common to the class-,:

9 (3) the ci or defeises of the represenaltive parties--ar

10 typical of thre claims r defenses1 the representative
11 parties' positions typify those of the class 7 - and

12 (4) the representative parties and their attorneys will fairly
13 and adequately discharge the fiduciary duty to protect

L 14 the interests of the all persons while members of the
15 class

16 4l.

17 (b) Clams Act itainable When Class Actions May be Certified.
7r s18 An action may be maintained certified as a class action if the

19 prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, and in
20 addition:

21 (1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against
22 individual members of the class would create a risk of

23 (A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect
24 to individual members of the class which that would
25 establish incompatible standards of conduct for the
26 party opposing the class, or

27 (B) adjudications with respect to individual members of
28 the class which that would as a practical matter be
29 dispositive of the interests of the other members



30 not parties to the adjudications or substantially impair or impede

31 their ability to protect their interests; or K

32 (2) the party apposing the class has acted or- r-ef-sed en ac~t

33 Os grounzds g.tB.lly cappjlicabl to the class, thereby

34 te final injunctive or declaratory relief

35 or corresponding declaratory relief may be appropriate

36 with respect to the class as a whole; or

37 (3) the court finds -(iJ) that the questions of law or fact

38 common to the certified class o of the Class

39 predominate over ani- individual questions affecting only

40 individua±l mkerbers included in the class action, Gi L'
41 that a class action is superior to other available

42 methods : necessary for the fair and efficient

43 ad tio disposition of the controversy, and - if

44 such, a finding is requested by a party opposing

45. certification of a class - (iii) that {the class claims,

46 issues, or defenses are not insubstantial on the merits}

47 ralternative:] ithe prospect of success on the merits of

48 the class claims, issues, or defenses is sufficient to

49 justify the costs and burdens imposed by certification}.

50 The matters pertinent to the these findings include:

51 (A) the need for class certification to accomplish

52 effective enforcement of individual claims;

53 (B) the interest of members of the class in individuayll

54 conlltLll.ing the pkLoscutictl, l VL defcese -. Of

55 practical ability of individual class members to

56 pursue their claims without class certification and

57 their interests in maintaining or defending

58 separate actions; m

59 (C) the extent and nature, and maturity of any related

60 litigation ing t h e COntovr0 i Sy alrealdy

61 * ±ett involving class members -of J

2
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62 the-eskss;

63 (D) the desirability O. unsirabiity of concentrating
64 the litigation of the -C±iLM in the particular
65 forum;

66 (E) the likely difficulties ±ikely tbo- eJlo.uLL tereA il
67 the management of in managing a class action that
68 will be avoided or significantly reduced if the
69 controversy is adjudicated by other available
70 means;

71 (FM the probable success on the merits of the class
72 claims, issues, or defenses;.

73 (G) whether the public interest in - and the private
74 benefits of - the probable relief to individual
75 class members Justify the burdens of the
76 litigation; or

77 (4) the court finds that permissive joinder should be
78 accomplished by allowing putative members to elect to be
79 included in a class. The matters pertinent to this
80 finding will ordinarily include:

81 (A) the nature of the controversy and the relief sought:

82 (B) the extent and nature of the members' injuries or
83 liability;

84 (C) potential conflicts of interest among members;

85 (D) the interest of the party opposing the class in
86 securing a final and consistent resolution of the
87 matters in controversy; and

88 (E) the inefficiency or impracticality of separate
89 actions to resolve the controversy: or

3



90 (5) the court finds that a class certified under subdivision

91 (b) (2) should be joined with claims for individual

92 damages that are certified as a class action under

93 subdivision (b)(3) or (b)(4). C

l
94 (c) Determination by Order Whether Class Action to Be Maintained

95 Certified; Notice and Membership in Class; Judgment; Actbions

96 Conducted Part#ily as Class Actions Multiple Classes and

97 Subclasses. C

98 (1) As soon pr&actiM... lv Ef IM. t±lhe kJ1LImeIe.UT1it of aIn actilo

99 brought as a class act~ion, the ,oult: shall: deltermine by

100 'rder WhrtherL it is to be io xmintained. An older under

101 this subdivIsin L.-_ be conditional, ±and may be altiered

102 O amend-d befol e th dn the merits. When

103 persons sue or are sued as representatives of a class,

104 the court shall determine by order whether and with

105 respect to what claims, defenses, or issues the action

106 shoul2+d wll be certified as a class action.

107 (A) An order certifying a class action must describe the

108 class. When a class is certified under subdivision

109 (b) (3), the, order must state when and how

110 [putative] members (i) may elect to be excluded F
i11 from the class, and (ii) if the class is certified

112 only for settlement, may elect to be excluded from r
113 any settlement approved by the court under

114 subdivision (e). When a class is certified under

115 subdivision (b) (4), the order must state when, how;

116 and under what conditions [putativel members may

117 elect to be included in the class; the conditions

118 of inclusion may include a requirement that class

119 members bear a; fair share of litigation expenses V
120 incurred by the representative parties.

121 jXI An order under this subdivision may be [is] t

4 V



122 conditional, and may be altered or amended before
[7 123 the decision wi th e merits final judgment.
L

124 (2) IA) When ordering certification of a class action under
F 125 this rule, the court shall direct that appropriate

126 notice be given to the class. The notice must
127 concisely and clearly describe the nature of the
128 action, the claims, issues, or defenses with

xE 129 respect to which the class has been certified, the
130 right to elect to be excluded from a class
131 certified under subdivision (b)(3). the ricrht to
132 elect to be included in a class certified under
133 subdivision (b) (4), and the potential consequences
134 of class membership. [The court may order a
135 defendant to advance. the expense of
136 notifying a plaintiff class if, under subdivision

L 137 (b) (3) (E). the court finds a strong probability
138 that the class will win on the merits.]

139 (i) In any class action certified under subdivision
140 (b)(1) or (2), the court shall direct a means

L 141 of notice calculated to reach a sufficient
142 number of class members to provide effective

L 143 opportunity for challenges to the class
144 certification or representation and for
145 supervision of class representatives and class
146 counsel by other class members.

l 147 -ii In any class action maintained certified under
148 subdivision (b)(3), the court shall direct to
149 thme members of the class the best notice
150 practicable under the circumstances, including
151 individual notice to all members who can be
152 identified through reasonable effort[. but
153 individual notice may be limited to a sampling
154 of class members if the cost of individual

5
L.
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155 notice is excessive in relation to the

156 generally small value of individual members'

157 claims.] The notice shall advise each member

158 that (A) the cotl t will exclude tihe membeLm

159 h from tlh; class if thm mLmbLr= o requests by L L

160 sp~cif l cd dat (BDl Ag jU d lnt, whether

161 &±±tll r nt l'''&dd l members, whIo C

162 do not i rt- x nb and (C) any member

163 who does [not request exclusion may, if the C

164 member desires, "enter' an appearance through

165 counsel. '
L

166 (iii) In any class action certified under

167 subdivision (b) (4). the court shall direct a r

168 means of notice calculated to accomplish the

169 purposes of certification. K
170 (3) Whether or not favorable to the class,

171 {A) The judgment in an action maintained certified as a J

172 class action under subdivision (b) (1) or -(b- (2)7

173 Whebtlhl oL not favor Lble to the c shall

174 include and describe those whom the court finds to

175 be members of the class-r.,

176 (B) The judgment in an action mairttained certified as a

177 class action under subdivision (b)(3), whether- LJ(

178 no L.t fa able to the class, shall include and

179 specify or describe those to whom the notice L
180 provided in subdivision (c) (2) (A) (ii) was directed,

181 and who have not requested exclusion, and whom the

182 court finds to be members of the class-.;- and

183 (C) The judgment in an action certified as a class 0

184 action under subdivision (b)(4) shall include all

185 "those who elected to be included in the class and 7
186 who were not earlier dismissed from the class.

6 7



187 (4) Whll approprate (A An action may be brought-or
188 mainti ined certified as a class action =

189 (A) with respect to particular claims, defenses, or
190 issues; or

C 191 (B) a l may be dii-ed into -and each
192 subclass trebted as a . ±ass, thlbe O of

193 thsrule sira±± then be construe* and applied
194 accordingiy by or against multiple classes or
195 subclasses, which need not satisfy the requirement
196 of subdivision (a)(1).

L
197 (d) Orders in Conduct of Class Actions. In the condact of ac.;tLions

1 198 to whichr this rtl±= app±±cs, thme coV.rtlt Mety Make vpl 'lttLe
199 orders-

200 (1) Before determining whether to certify a class the court
201 may decide a motion made by any party under Rules 12 or
202 56 if the court concludes that decision will promote the
203 fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy and
204 will not cause undue delay.

205 (2) As a class action progresses, the court may make orders
L 206 that-

207 JAI t()- determineing the course of proceedings orL 208 prescribg'ng measures to prevent undue repetition
209 or complication in the presentjDJatkinz-oof evidence
210 or argument;

211 (B -(z2-)- requir-en±, for the protection of to protect the
212 members of the class or otherwise for the fair
213 conduct of the action, that notice be directed to
214 some or all of the members of:

215 (i) refusal to certify a class;

7L;



216 (ii) any step'in the action.. --- r-of

217 (iii) the proposed extent of the judgments T or of

218 (iv) the members' opportunity of the members to

219 signify whether they consider the

220 representation fair and adequate, to intervene

221 and, present claims or defenses, or to

222 otherwise come into, the action, or to be

223 excluded from or included in the class; K
224 AIn -i-t imposi1nq conditions on the representative

225 parties, class members, or on intervenors;

226 IDL t4t requireing that the pleadings be amended to

227 eliminate thLerLfrom allegations as to about E2
228 representation of absent persons, and that the

229 action proceed accordingly;

230 (E -5j-dealing with similar procedural matters.

231 , I The rdJers An order under subdivision (d) (2) may be

232 combined with an order under Rule 167 and may be altered

233 or amended as matery be desirable lro time t oime Ica ti.fte .

234 (e) Dismissal or and Compromise.

235 (1) Before a certification determination is made under

236 subdivision (c)(1) in an action in which persons sue [or &
237 are sued] as representatives of a class, court approval

238 is required for any dismissal, compromise, or amendment L
239 to delete class issues.

240 121 AnB c±ass action certified as a class action shall not be

241 dismissed or compromised without the approval of the

242 court, and notice of thte a proposed dismissal or L

243 compromise shall be given to all members of the class in

244 such manner as the court directs.

8 1



245 (3) A proposal to dismiss or compromise an action certified as
246 a class action may be referred to a magistrate judge or
247 a person specially appointed for an independent
248 investigation and report to the court on the fairness of
249 the proposed dismissal or compromise. The expenses of
250 the investigation and report and the fees of a person
251 specially appointed shall be paid by the parties as
252 directed by the court.

253 (f) Appeals. A court of appeals may in its discretion permit an
254 appeal from an order of a district court granting or denying
255 r t class action certification under this rule if
256 application is made to it within ten days after entry of the
257 order. An appeal does not stay proceedings in the district
258 court unless the district judge or the court of appeals so
259 orders.

9
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Rule 23: Minimum Changes Draft

(a) Prerequisites to a Class Action. One or more members of a
class may sue or be sued as representative parties on behalf
of all only if:

(1) the class is so numerous that joinder of all members is
impracticable,

(2) there are questions of law or fact common to the class,

(3) the claims or defenses of the representative parties are
typical of the claims or defenses of the class, and

L (4) the representative parties will fairly and adequately
protect the interests of the class.

(B) Class Actions Maintanable. An action may be maintained as a
class action if the prerequisites of subdivision (a) are
satisfied, and in addition:

(1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against
individual members of the class would create a risk of

(A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respectV to individual members of the class which would
establish incompatible standards of conduct for the
party opposing the class, or

L (B) adjudications with respect to individual members of
the class which would as a practical matter be
dispositive of the interests of the other members
not parties to the adjudications or substantially
impair or impede their ability to protect their
interests; or

(2) the party opposing the class has acted or refused to act
on grounds generally applicable to the class, thereby
making appropriate final injunctive relief orV corresponding declaratory relief with respect to the
class as a whole; or

(3) the court finds that the questions of law or fact common
to the members of the class predominate over any
questions affecting only individual members, and that a
class action is superior to other available methods for
the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy.
The matters pertinent to the findings include:

r (A) the need for class certification to accomplish
effective enforcement of individual claims;

(AR) the t

ef practical ability of individual class members
to pursue their claims without class certification

IF-I and their interests in maintaining or defending



separate actions; K
(BC) the extent- and nature, and maturity of any related

litigation 7 C
eomened-b-orageestinvolving class members of L

the-elfass;

(CD,) the desirability or undesirability of concentrating C

the 'litigation of the 'claims in the particular J
forum;

(BE) the difficulties likely to be encountered in the K
management of a class action; and

(F) whether'the probable relief to individual class r
members justifies the costs and burdens of class
1litigation .,:

(c) Determination by Order Whether Class Action to be Maintained;#
Notice; Judgment; Actions Conducted Partially as Class
Actions.

(1) As soon as practicable after the commencement of an
action brought as a class action, the court shall m

determine by order whether it is to be so maintained. An
order under this subdivision may be conditional, and may
be altered or amended before the decision on the merits.

(2) In any class action maintained under subdivision (b)(3),
the court shall direct to the members of the class the
best notice practicable under the circumstances,
including individual notice to all members who can be
identified through reasonable effort. The notice shall
advise each member that:

(A) the;court will exclude the member from the class if K
the member so requests by a specified date;

(B) the judgment, whether favorable or not, will
include all members who do not request exclusion; L
and

(C) any member who does not request exclusion may, if C

the member desires, enter an appearance through
counsel.

(3) ,The judgment in an actionmaintained as a class action
under subdivision -(b)(1) or-(b)(2), whether or not
favorable to the class, shall include and describe those
whom the court finds to be members of the class. The
judgment in an action maintained 'as a class action under K
subdivision (b)(3), whether or not favorable to the
class, shall ,include and specify or describe those to
whom 4the notice provided in subdivision (c)(2) was I
directed, .and who have not requested exclusion, and whom
the court finds to be members of the class. , C~~~~~~~7



L (4) When appropriate:

(A) an action may be brought or maintained as a class
action with respect to particular issues, or

(B) a class may be divided into subclasses and each
subclass treated as a class, and the provisions of
this rule shall then be construed and applied
accordingly.

(d) Orders in Conduct of Actions. In the conduct of actions to
which this rule applies, the court may make appropriate
orders:

rl (1) determining the course of proceedings or prescribingL measures to prevent undue repetition or complication in
the presentation of evidence or argument;

(2) requiring, for the protection of the members of the class
L or otherwise for the fair conduct of the action, that

notice be given in such manner as the court may direct to
some or all of the members of any step in the action, orL of the proposed extent of the judgment, or of the
opportunity of members to signify whether they consider
the representation fair and adequate, to intervene and
present claims or defenses, or otherwise to come into theL action;

(3) imposing conditions on the representative parties or
intervenors;

(4) requiring that the pleadings be amended to eliminate
therefrom allegations as to representation of absent
persons, and that the matter proceed accordingly;

(5) dealing with similar procedural matters.

The orders may be combined with an order under Rule 16, and
may be altered or amended as may be desirable from time to
time.

(e) Dismissal or Compromise. A class action shall not be dismissed
or compromised without the approval of the court, and notice
of the proposed dismissal or compromise shall be given to all
members of the class in such manner as the court directs.

(f) Appeals. A court of appeals may in its discretion permit an
appeal from an order of a district court granting or denying
class action certification under this rule if application is
made to it within ten days after entry of the order. An
appeal does not stay proceedings in the district court unless
the district judge or the court of appeals so orders.

L
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L
Rule 23(f) - Appellate Rules

For Information

Attached is a copy of a letter to Professor Carol Ann Mooney,
Reporter for the Appellate Rules Advisory Committee, suggesting a
starting point for adoption of an Appellate Rule to complement
proposed Civil Rule 23(f).

Li Although the Appellate Rules Advisory Committee has primary
responsibility for proposing means to implement the proposal for

C interlocutory appeals from certification orders, the Civil Rules
Advisory Committee has devoted much time to this question and has
heard reactions from many sources. It may be useful to consider
these questions and offer improved advice to the Appellate Rules

V Committee.

L
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January 15, 1996

Professor Carol Ann Mooney
University of Notre Dame Law School
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

L Re: Appellate Rules Accommodation of Draft Civil Rule 230

L Dear Carol:

This is my first contribution to the question you raised at the Standing Committee meeting
last week. You are quite right that some provision should be made in the Appellate Rules if the
Civil Rules Advisory Committee comes to recommend publication of the current draft Civil Rule

J 23(f), providing for discretionary review of orders granting or denying class certification. I want
L to be as much help as I can be in explaining the Rule 23(f) proposal to the Appellate Rules

Committee.

L The easy part is the enclosures. I have printed together the present draft Rule 23(f) and
the draft Committee Note, making a more convenient package for your Committee to consider.
[I may advise the Civil Rules Committee to consider deleting "a request for' from draft Rule
23(f), so that it would read "an order * * * granting or denying class action certification under
this rule * * *. That would not affect your work.] I also have printed off the relevant portionF of the draft Civil Rules Commitee minutes for last November. Although the permissive appeal
proposal has been before the Committee for some time - and indeed at least once provoked
discussion in the Standing Committee about the allocation of responsibility between the Civil and
Appellate Rules Committees in this area - the November minutes give a good summary of the
Civil Rules Committee's reasoning.

L The more difficult part is finding whether I have anything useful to say about the best
means of fitting this proposal in with the structure of the Appellate Rules. Although the model

fl is a simplified version of § 1292(b), Appellate Rule 5 is not a good fit because it has so many
1 provisions that relate to features of § 1292(b) that are omitted from proposed Rule 23(f).

Appellate Rule 5.1, relating to permissive appeals following appeal to a district court from a
magistrate judge's judgment, is a better fit. My initial guess is that almost all of subdivisions

L (b), (c), and (d) could be applied to Rule 23(f) appeals; the most likely exception would be the
time for response provided in Rule 5.1(b)(2). The trick is to fit Rule 23(f) into Rule 5.1(a).

L My understanding is that a new first sentence has been created for the restyled Rule
r 5.1(a)(1). Since I do not have it before me, let me offer a first pass at adding Rule 23(f) to Rule

L
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Professor Mooney
January 15, 1996
page two

5.1(a), in the simplest of all possible terms:

(a) Petition for Leave to Appeal. r

(1) A party may seek an appeal under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(f) from
an order granting or denying class action certification. or from a district-
court judgment entered after an appeal [under § 636(c)(4)] *** by filing
a petition for leave to appeal. Such an appeal aap is a -7

matter not of right but of sound judicial discretion. L
(2) The petition must be filed with the circuit clerk. with proof of service on allm

parties to the district-court action. |L
(A) within ten days after entry of the order granting or denying class

action certification. [if appeal is sought under Civil Rule 23(f).] or
(B) within the time provided by Rule 4(a) for filing a notice of appeal. U

if appeal is sought under § 636(c)(4).
witee-s eee t a7ee

(I redlined "to a court of appeals" under subdivision (1) to raise the question whether this phrase 7
is necessary.)

The provisions of subdivision (b)(1) would be written somewhat differently if there were
a stand-alone rule for Rule 23(f) appeals, but I think they provide a suitable generic system that L
covers both Rule 23(f) and judgments-on-review-of-magistrate-judge-judgments.

It may be desirable to shorten the time for response to a class-action certification appeal;
the 7 days provided by Rule 5(b)(2) for § 1292(b) appeals seems appropriate. If that seems
right, it should be easy enough to adapt Rule 5. 1(b)(2).

This letter is designed only to serve as a reminder of the chore. When I can be of more
help, please let me know.

L.,'~~~~
s5 erely,)

EHC/lm ward H. Cooper
encls.
c: Hon. Patrick E. Higginbothamn

.L



Standing Committee Draft Self-Study

As compared to the draft Standing Committee Self-Study that was in the Advisory
Committee materials for the meeting in November, 1995, the attached draft includes several
changes. It is worth reading again.

I
The Standing Committee continues to hope for advice on this draft Self-Study. Several

of the issues that may deserve comment are described in the attached January 23 letter to
Professor Coquillette, the Reporter for the Standing Committee. This statement of issues is
intended to prompt additional inquiry, not to close off discussion.

L The role of the Self-Study remains uncertain. It may be designed to raise issues that will
carry forward in the Standing Committee's deliberations on a sustaining basis. It may be
designed for more immediate "adoption" in some form. The importance of searching evaluation

L and comment now depends on the intended use.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
LAW SCHOOL

HUTCHINS HALL

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48109-1215

January 23, 1996

L Professor Daniel R. Coquillette
Boston College Law School
885 Centre Street

L Newton Centre, Massachusetts 02159

Re: Standing Committee Self-Study

Dear Dan:

This letter is a revised and updated version of my November 27
letter commenting on the draft Self-Study Report-from the Standing
Committee's Subcommittee on Long Range Planning. As you will
recall, I undertook the chore of preparing the November 27 letter

_ after the Civil Rules Advisory Committee was unable to make time at
its November meeting for careful review of -an earlier draft. I
would like to hope that the Civil Rules Committee may be able to
make time to consider the December draft at its April meeting, but
the agenda is if anything more crowded than the November agenda.
So I am once again taking it on myself to provide a set of
reactions. Judge Higginbotham has reviewed both the November 27L letter and this letter, and approves most of my suggestions.
Perhaps there will be enough time on the Civil Rules Committee
agenda in April to test our expectation that most members of the
Committee also would join in these views.

Almost all of my comments will be framed around the specific
numbered recommendations. For the most part I will pass by theL many items that seem right, without burdening you with a chorus of
amens. But I will begin with one item that seems at least right,
and perhaps too restrained.

17 Recommendation 3 is that the chairs of the advisory committees
should serve five-year terms. The period is picked on the
assumption that the chair will be chosen from among experiencedL members of the committee. The chair, however, may not have any
prior experience on the committee. In such circumstances, a six-
year term as chair would be appropriate, perhaps divided into
initial and renewal terms of three years each. Five years is all
too brief, given the pace of the Enabling Act process, and is even
more inadequate with a new chair. By way of illustration, the
Civil Rules Advisory Committee had generated a detailed draft forL revising Civil Rule 23, the class action rule, when I was first
appointed a member of the Committee in October, 1991. If
everything goes as quickly as possibly can be from here on out, a
draft may be ready for publication in September, 1996. In between,
the Committee has lavished great attention on the draft, reaching
out to seek advice from many quarters. Again, if everything should
continue to move as rapidly as possible, it would be September of

L



Professor Daniel R. Coquillette
January 23, 1996
page -2-

1997 before the Judicial Conference could consider a final
recommendation for revision. Judge Sam Pointer was the chair at
the beginning. Judge Patrick Higginbotham now is chair. There
will be other rules that demand as much attention. It is daunting
to contemplate the prospect that some of them will force three
chairs - or perhaps even more - to develop an intimate familiarity
with the committee' s development of the rule, revisions by the
Standing Committee, and above all the wisdom contributed by public
comment.

Evaluative Norms: Discussion pp. 11-12. 13: Beginning at the bottom
of page 11, the study says: "[A] lack of consensus about the wisdom
of problematic proposed rules will normally suffice to block the
adoption of such rules. Consensus should not be too strong a norm,
however, because it favors the status quo." This statement is
troubling. Many rules proposals engender controversy, much of it
arising from differences in experience, perceptions, and values.
Those who seek to advance the Civil Rule 1 purposes of seeking the
just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of litigation may - and
frequently do - disagree vehemently. Such disagreement, arising
from disinterested efforts to improve our system of procedure, is
an important reason for proceeding with caution. But it cannot
stymie needed reforms. Controversy also may arise from narrower
sources, concerned more with specific advantage to one group or
another than with improved procedure. Such disagreement can
provide a strong signal that a proposal is indeed on the right
track. Some help in this direction is found on page 13 in the
discussion of Recommendation 1, where it is recognized that
"[r]ulemaking ought not follow public opinion * * * ." More should
be said, however, to avoid the danger that opponents of change will
seize on overstatements about the need for consensus as a tool to
oppose important reforms.

For different reasons, I also am worried about the passage
from the bottom of page 11 to the top of page 12. The expectation
for consensus, it says, "should render the rulemaking process
sufficiently inert to resist utopian reform by policymakers who are
so detached from the arena of litigation to which the rules are
directed that they are indifferent to the practical impact of the
rule changes upon those most affected by them." My only worry is
that some readers might find in this passage an implication that it
deals with a real danger. I now have enough direct experience with
the Civil Rules Advisory Committee, and more attenuated experience
with the Standing Committee, to know that no implication could be
farther from the reality. The policymakers are deeply embroiled in
the arena of litigation, and are concerned above all else with the
practical effect of the rules. I have seen enough of the work of
the several other advisory committees to be confident that the same
is true of them.

The first full paragraph on page 12 states: "Geographical
uniformity is more important than trans-substantive application of
the federal rules." This statement may be reasonable, but why
borrow trouble by saying it? The examples of departures from



Professor Daniel R. Coquillette
January 23, 1996
page -3-

r trans-substantive application are derivative actions and the
bankruptcy rules; neither example illuminates much of anything.
The next statement is that "geographical disuniformity, even when
expressly permitted by local opt-out provisions inserted into the
national rules, operates insidiously and often covertly to impair
the norms of both efficiency and fairness." This is a remarkable
statement. It stands in sharp contrast to the statement on page 17
that the belief that uniform rules would facilitate a national

L practice "should be investigated rather than treated as a
shibboleth." The picture is further clouded by Recommendation 10,
p. 19, that "[t]here ought to be a strong but rebuttable
presumption against local options in the national rules." The RAND
study of experiencewith Civil Justice Reform Act Expense and Delay
Reduction Plans likely will provide useful insights into theser matters. It seems premature to anticipate the results, or to
decide how conclusive they may be. The concern .that substantial
differences in local practice may encourage forum-shopping, voiced
in the next paragraph, is understandable. There are many factors

L that bear on choice of forum, however, and it seems difficult to
attribute a vital role to the effects of local rules.

Recommendation 1: The recommendation that "i[a ppointments to the
advisory committees should reflect the personal and professional
diversity in the federal bench and bar"' is wise in intent. It also
would be wise to note,,in, one way or another, that these are

I relatively small committes. ijhl(Trhe suggestion Ithat perhaps they
should be smaller seems, qiestionable. Even when all members of the
Civil Rules Advisory Committee are able toattend a meeting, they
have worked very effectively as a group. The need to achieve a

is variety of backgrounds and practice experiences counsels against
size reductions.) The`opportunit es 'for idiversity are necessarily

ell% constrained. More important there is a risk that open pursuit of
diversity may persuade some committdelmiembers that they have been
appointed to "represent'"one poinlt of view or another. This danger
is increa 'the asug o inthe dicussion that the Chief
Justice should co~nsi'de~r s~kn~ ggestion ffrom the American Bar
Association and 'similar, oter o~aiz tIoJ Seeking! advice in
very informal and casual ways is helpfultland{no doubt is done now.
But it will not do to give he i ii let alone halff-a-dozen

L . ~ organizations, the impression t h there isLan organizational seat.
No committee member lshouldhave lithe s ~~~sense~ of obligation
to represent the, positins o t A 2 t M then orgniation.
Independent j3ug'ment, in the li t o ll i oa befdre the
Committee, is essential. This tceihldbdltdfrmhe
discussion.

Recommendation 4: The recommendatilon ', that Advisory Committee
reporters should undertake two new chores may be too ambitious.
Committee members are very busypeople'l their very', busy-ness, and

) the experience derived from it,,,i,s what makes themiso valuable as'
committee members. To ask them.to absorb regular circulations of
law journal articles, social-science publications, and other
pertinent articles, is to ask them to do more than'academics find

L



Professor Daniel R. Coquillette
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feasible. The same is true of "continuing education," "in-house
seminars." It is work enough to address the most prominent
literature that bears on current agenda items. As a recent
example, a thick book of the most prominent articles on lawyer
participation in jury voir dire, was responsible for changing the
views of many Civil Rules Advisory Committee members; the prospect
that they could have spared as much attention to this topic if they
were ,beset with even a narrow selection, of the vast academic
outpourings on all procedure topics is not promising. In the vein
of,, seminars, the Committee has organized panel presentations on
Civil Rule .23, encouraged members of, the bar" to attend and _
participate in Committele meetings, and organized,- ,or joined ini-
a series of symposia for the bench and bar.,',, These efforts, focused
directly on-a specific and very important,',Rule, haveL' been
enormously valuable. IThe value, however, deriyes, from, the specific6
focus,,, on Ia particulart'.prroject,- Thisl recommendation' might be''
imiproved by providing a more specific focus, that ties ventures-into
the ,literature and l~seminars tto ~"sp'pecific committee6wotrk." r i

Recommendation 5: Reliance,,on,elcr],elic technologies sur.ely will
become ever more important in' the work of the several committees.
It would-be helpful ,however, -to` 1,iladdress ,questions of ,access. The
early stages of committede pon'sideration of any topics'are tentative.
Widespread public;laccesstovery preliminary discussion's could
chill, discussion, and' iFt the samertime fiX public reactions that
ared difficult to adjustwhe'n a tentativ"eapproah is 'hanged. I do
not know iwhat the limits should ,e, tgsomel caution should be
noted. hr

Recommen'dation,6: Again, the recommendation itself seems sensible.
Of ,course. Advi~sory Committees, shou ld, 'yon available empirical
data, and should devejop mechani[sms for 1gathering, and evaluating
data. The Civil RulesliICobmmittee lhas regdarly sought help from the L
Federal, Judicial Center, Ind ha;snlerned a great ,deal from the
Center'Ip studies._ Recent examp e include studies, of discovery

rulema] g redl gs flr
plirtia work. Te h a is c plartin celasly when oi coerse timfoe ato

Lce an ca4A~`i t su! hNgever The prvoces

pred lIc the I -is r.r o t crogt th

difit utya moti ny tof d tsils;leldo'ld .u in ti ethe thast iticto

that p~~~~~

maks sens, proesent readply riqenmrgaotfempiril, Llwork~6i ,, h whd to it l 1 art rp t che titnpactof
amcndedc sihes i cones bhik-burner esthe it can omoutLeagentdamay provit aniellartrarvl aluows ai
pvluaitif to amn opan nea atro orebfr

repnsv plaigi evd Innwrct of h rIght, bu
maks snse a~ndeht cagsiih mk pte es ofmte! igt~:

toamendd, ar o irX~t ii b rVbttems miiuempirIca Iwork-11 It 4s" hadt bleeta h mitecano
justify prosiderto~o hi us n u less it can ount a
projectif thatmendasir ncompaantoneas at a ~fect of four sbeorefiv
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variations across significant samples of carefully matched
comparable cases.

Recommendation 7: The Civil Rules Advisory Committee recognizes the
importance of participating in the evaluation of lessons to be

t'. learned from experience under the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990.
Perhaps the first challenge will be see whether there is any
occasion for assisting the Committee on Court Administration andL Case Management as it confronts a schedule that, at least as
matters stand now, requires formulation of a report in an

- impossibly short period of time. However that may be, careful
evaluation of the RAND study cannot be undertaken casually. It may
be that instead of a single "written report generalizing from the
experience withthe 1990 Act," 'a series of reports will prove more
helpful.

Recommendation 8: This recommendation addresses "the effects, of
creating local options in the national rules." The discussion,
however, is narrower, focusing on the local option provisions built
into the 1993 discovery amendments. By far the most controversial
of these provisions is the opt-out provision built into the Rule
26(a) disclosure rules. This provision was adopted with the
expectation that diffeFent districts would do different things, and
that the disclosure procedure could'be improved by studying the
local differences. The recommendation seems to call' also for a

4 related studyof the effects that local differences generate apart
L. from the quality of local procedures. That topic will be more

diffuse, and may be one that should be coordinated with the Local
Rules project. The: discussion states that the study should
investigate, not passively accept, the "belief of the Standing
Committee that uniform rules would facilitate a national practice."
This statement does not blend well with Recommendation 10jv, whilch
states "a strong but rebuttablepresumptionagainst localoptions
in the national rules.," However open the inquiry is to be, it must
be recognized that it will prove difficult,' and that the quite
special context offered by the disclosure rules cannot do duty +as
the sole example that will test the virtues and vices of loc'al
options.

Recommendation 9: The discussion raises the' question whether the
Chairs of the Advisory Committees should be made voting members of
the Standing Committee. My own experience with Standing Committee

t meetings is limited, but it suggests that the Advisory Committee
chairs often have made'valuable contributions to Standing Committee
deliberations on topics advancedby other'committees. 'Recognition
of this role by voting membership would be useful, particularly
since! it can be accomplished without reducing'theinumber of other
members or changing the- present dynamics of deliberation.
Otherwise, the comments on Recommendation 1 carry over ' to
Recommendation 9 as well.

Recommendation 10: In discussing the Evaluative Norms and
Recommendation 8, I suggested that there is an apparent differencer between Recommendations 8 and 10 in addressing the values of local
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options. r
Recommendation 11: The drafting relationships between the Standing
Committee and the several Advisory Committees are so complex that
this briefdiscussion mayinot be sufficient., The suggestion that
"concerns,,, about style, and grammar" should be addressed before the
Standing Committee meets is admirable,, although it should be made
clear that each Advisory Committee chair must remain free to refuse
to "rectify" a draft absent direction f rom the StandingCommittee.,
It does help to recognize that ,the line that separates style and
grammar from,,meaning often is uncertain. More important, care
should be-,takenwith the-suggestionr that proposals ought to ber
returned "to the, Advisory ,,Committee" to consider "substantial
changes for either style or substance,"I as admirable as it seems.,,
There may be occasions when a six-month delay in the process is K
costly. More important, there may be occasions when parallel L
proposals from separate advisory committees reflect careful
considerationh of the a ternatives and inconsistent outcomes.
Little may be `acco' lished by asking each comm ittee to revisit
positions already ]taken with mutual" knowledge tof "thether
committee' s views. The process of hurried accommodation at the
Standing Committee meeting may not always "b'e desirable, but alt _

times the cure must ibe more ~Icareful consideration in the Sta nding
Committee rather th5I'rImand to the separate Ad":or , ComiSttiees.
These problems may' be Aggravated if a, prigid ylei dpefo

6 ~ 11 11 ~ I I I[ I~ 11,. I 11 I ~- teI ,L I .amehdmentS j!,[so that' remand to, an Advisr1om8tee6q1re
le~igthydey in com the Enabiing

1-i ,,As a separate mattrerhoughtmust be givren to the,,process of
adapting Committee Notes to the, tprocess, bf, I evisilon at higher
levels of the, process. Whether the potes arelabeled Ias Advisory
Committee Notes'ltor simply Cdumittee l'INots a mat~ber, of changing
style1 - it h4s ofteinhappened iniLh I pasttqiat a note written f'o L
one, yersion iof rula is fpublished lasl the Honly explanation of a
qulit~e, different Iversion ithat has eged at1later stages of ,iithe
process. ~ 1 i

Recommendation'! 13': The liaison memes from the' Standing CommiLtee
have been valuable participants in the Civil Rules Advisory
Committee process. I .would be hard-put ! toq N-find,,l-any specific
recommendationifor improvement.

Recommendation 14:, Thetfate of the "resteyed" rules is a difficult
tqpicl' wiyi c reah understanding is that global reting of entire
sets of rule-,s to be' suspe n d while t'h freised Appellate Rules
are publish d for co t. cne r tfei7ItW5 sugrstiaons. The

of roule;trutio ta t~ efrtt restyllerirle; Mitfte theAppellae , Rulesoen

I~~~~~~~~
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4- for attention sooner or later. Incorporation of style revisionsL may be better accomplished in this setting. This approach has the
special advantage that it facilitates changes in meaning.
Experience with the styling project so far has revealed many
ambiguities that cannot be cured without choosing a meaning and
thereby, as like as not, changing the meaning. These problems can
be digested on a small scale. Confronting the bench and bar with
the need to comment on a complete set of restyled rules, even over

L a period far longer than the usual six months, is quite a different
matter.

Recommendation 15: I have nothing to contribute on the actual
recommendation to abolish the Subcommittee on Long Range Planning.
But the discussion suggests that "Advisory Committees study
comprehensive packages of procedural reforms proposed by scholars,

L committees, and bar groups." At least for the Civil Rules Advisory
Committee, this seems wishful thinking. Our closest brush with
this prospect came in the first stages of developing an agenda forL the conference last March sponsored by SMU and the Southwestern
Legal Foundation. You will recall that the idea of fomenting a
comprehensive reconsideration of the Civil Rules proved far too
grand to manage. The time may be upon us, to begin to reconsider
the most basic postulates of the adversary system of civil justice.
The Committee cannot become usefully involved until a much better
beginning is provided, and likely cannot become usefully involved
until several much, better beginnings have been provided. The
Committee agenda is quite full as it is. So is the capacity of the
full Enabling Act process. Many rel'atively'minor amendments have

C had to be postponed. Major projects'likewise have been postponed
7 to mention only one, a comprehensive revision of Civil Rule 53 to
address, the common pretrial and post7-3.d'gment use df masters has
been put on hold,'for the indefinite future. There is no need ltoIS wonder whetherI bold attempts to remake' theil system would be
premature, fruitless, or' dangerous;l ,the Committee has not the
resources to undertake the task.

Part D: The Supree Court: Although there is no recommendation, itis observed that consideration of proposed rules by both the
Judicial Confeirence and the Supreme Court "consumes much time for

L little purpose." If the Court must receive recommended rules at -
or close to -'the beg-inningof its Term, I am not sure that much
time is lost in the overall march of, the process. If it is meant
only to suggest'that little is contributed by Judicial Conference
consideration, I am not sure that the suggestion is well-founded.
I have great respect for the process by which advisory committees
generate, and the Standing Committee reviews, proposed rules

Hi amendments. I have had profound doubts about the wisdom of one or
another recent actions of the Judicial Conference in reviewing
specific rule proposals. Nonetheless, were I the Supreme Court, I
would welcome review by an intermediate body that is not directly
caught up in the hurly-burly of the committee process. This
detached inspection may help make the, Court comfortable about its
continuing role. Absent better reason for dissatisfaction, we
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might seek to avoid this implicit suggestion.

Recommendation 16: The question of a biennial cycle has been
considered at intervals. There are substantial-difficulties with
the proposal. A direct difficulty is faced with some frequency: V
rules changes are considered to aid Congress, or to adapt to new K
legislation. ''Postponing such projects can lead to unnecessary
complications, in the relationships between Congress and the
Enabling Act' process, or unnecessary delays in adapting, formal fl
practice to new statutory requirements. A related difficulty is
posed by the suggestion that a single publication cycle be adopted
for all of the rules together - it is difficult enough to engage r
theattention of ithe bar in,,present circumstances,, and theiprocess
depends., heavily, on informed comment from as many ,voices as,,
possible. .Some lawyers, and particularly bar committees - may have'
much to contribute by way ,of comme~nts on idit fferent sets of rules.
Dividing their attention with1,a, single ,massive package onc eeveryp
twoyears could ,,limit, the value pf their comments.,An ,additional
diffi~culty arises from the suggested, schedule described att!page 25§
and-rnote 65^ It ,enisions'a'clustering of Advisory Cgmmittee
meetings in late ,Api, creating' potential,,,staffing problems for,,
the., Rules Committee ,!Support-, Of ice. It also, seems toli entail,
Advisory Committee ,,lumeetings, so'metime between, the endof April and
the end offJulytif the Standing Committeelis 'to meetllagainx iiin the
fall. Suimer is ,a diffi clt time to win full, ,attendahce, o'f'
committeee, members 7.he, alternative,,,,of asingle meetingiinwApril,
with twi ce the agend , is quiteiunattract~lve; evenj o meetings Ila
year are ,bare minlimum,, with time to reflect but, not', too!, Much
delay ,ibetween. Ihe rI al so co'uld be Itsiibstantiallla4 ifficulties
with the cqnjunction n I between'h the' Itw~yacyclef anl remarfds by thLe
Sitandipg lommi ttee - rema n to1 an', Adisoryk$Commii ttleetoninhe eve of
thbe bienni alpublication datet1 could pushtalproposla1 ack ,or a, ful .
tw~o years. Ot er pr ctica idifficulties are rJ ikely to $emerge as
wjell. ]jIf all this jw~rk,,is presented,, in piel~iod~ cllarge bund1les trO
the Judicial Conference, the opport it ,or reflective r
consideration by the Conference will be suhctantilly reduced. The
responsibility -placoed t on~ the repree ti~e'l~S ap, di,~
Committee to assist the Judicial ,Conf ren WIwi, ~ ubstantall1
augmented And if signic.t ty is man e t ,r
a risk that proposalszprepented atL Jill[ bp areeted
with skepticism.' This idea has hoi beer 'aldoped, & ohqu]A not'
be.,I

ABest regards,

EHC/lm Edward H. Cooper

xc: John K.,Rabiej
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A Self-Study of Federal Judicial Rulemaking

A Report from the Subcommittee on Long Range Planning to theLC Committee on Rules of Practice, Procedure and Evidence of the
L ~~~~~~~~~~Judicial Conference of the United States

December I995

Introduction

At the June I993 meeting, the Standing Committee directed the Subcommittee on Long
Range Planning to undertake a thorough study of the federal judicial rulemaking procedures, in-
cluding: (1) a description of existing procedures; (2) a summary of criticisms and concerns; (3) an
assessment of how existing procedures might be improved; and (4) appropriate proposed recom-
mendations.

Li The self-study was deferred in anticipation of the January I994 executive session and related
discussion. At that meeting, the Standing Committee decided to solicit public comments.
Appendix A to this Report contains a summary of the comments received. In addition, the
Subcommittee canvassed the secondary literature. Appendix B to this Report is an annotated
bibliography. An interim report was circulated in anticipation of the June i meeting of the
Standing Committee. The interim report raised several issues for preliminary discussion at that
meeting and solicited further written comments from those in attendance. Drafts were circulated
to the Standing Committee in January and July of i99z. After receiving comments from the
Advisory Committees, the Subcommittee lays before the Standing Committee this final report,
for consideration at the January 1996 meeting.

The following sections organize this Self-Study Report on the federal judicial rulemalcing
procedures: a Histoy ofthe origins of modern rulemng; a description of Current Procedures;
a discussion of Evaluative Norms; the Issues and Recommendations for reforms; and a brief
Conclusion.

,
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U,
Historyl

Modem federal judicial rulemaking dates from i958. A few paragraphs of history inform L
our understanding of current practice.

The Judiciary Act of r789 first authorized federal courts to fashion necessary rules of prac-
tice.2 A lesser known statute enacted a few days later provided that in actions at law the federal
procedure should be the same as in the state courts. 3 This created a system that seems odd to us
today: a distinctly national procedure for equity and admiralty, coupled with a static procedure,
conforming to the procedure in each state as of September i789, for actions at law. Procedure for
actions at law in federal courts was frozen, while state courts altered their procedures. The system
became more odd, or at least more uneven, in i828, when a statute required federal courts in C
subsequently admitted states to conform to i828 state procedures. The same statute provided that
all federal courts were to follow I828 state procedures, with some discretion, in proceedings for
writs of execution and other enforcement procedures. 4 This unsatisfactory system prevented the
federal courts from following state procedural reform such as the New York Code of i848, which L
merged law and equity and simplified pleading.5

The next legislative change came in I872 when Congress required all actions at law to follow
the corresponding state forum's rules and procedures. 6 Under the Conformity Act there were as
many different sets of federal rules and procedures as there were states.7

This Report is not the place to retell the history of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, a
story 'told in large part in terms of dedicated individuals who worked and campaigned to bring
them into existence"s VVhat bears emphasis is that until i938, that is, for the Nation's first i o
years, things were very different from what 'they are today.

Before I938, the federal courts followe state procedur law, state substantive statutes, and
federal substantive common law,even in diversity cases. Of course, the substantive common law
of the forum state was recognized to be cnr g in the famous 1938 Supreme Court diversity

1 This portion of this Report is adapted from Thomas E. Baker, An Introduction to Federal Court Rulemaking
Procedure, 22 Tex. Tech L Rev. 323,324-28 (1991). For a more detailed history, see Stephen B. Burbank The
Rules Enabling Act of 1934, 130 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1015, 1035-95 (1982). See also Peter G. McCabe, Renewal of the
Federal Rulenaking Process, 44 Am., . L. Rev. 1655 (195), which provides a comprehensive statement of current
practices and a summary of their history.E

2 Act of Sept. 24, 1789, ch. 20, §17, 1Stat. 73, 83.
3 Act of Sept. 29, 1789, ch. 21, §2, 1 Stat. 93.
4 Act of May 19, 1828, ch. 68, 4 Stat. 278.
5 Charles E. Clark, The Challenge of a New Federal Judicial Procedure, 20 Cornell L.Q 443, 499-50 (1935).
6 Act ofJune 1, 1872, ch. 255, 17 Stat. 197.
7 'jIMihe procedural law continued to operate in an atmosphere of uncertainty and confusion, aggravated by the
growing tendency of federal courts to develop their own rules of procedure under the licensing words of the 1872
Act that conformity was to be 'as near as may be.' Charles Alan Wright &Arthur R Miller, 4 Federal Practice and
Procedure §1002 at 14 (2d ed. 1987). e
8 Id. §1004 at 21.
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decision of Erie Railroad Co. u. Tompkins,9 overruling Swift v. Tyson, which had stood sincei842.10 And in the same year, after more than two decades of effort, national rules of procedurewere adopted by the Supreme Court, which embraced the work of an ad hoc AdvisoryCommittee it had appointed under the Rules Enabling Act of i934.11 Thus I938 marked an in-version in diversity cases: henceforth there would be federal procedural law and state substantiveP-A law. Those I938 rules-recognizable today despite numerous amendments-established a na-tionally-uniform set of federal procedures, abolished the distinction between law and equity,L created one form of action, provided for liberal joinder of claims and parties, and authorized ex-tensive discovery.

The Supreme Court's ad hoc Advisory Committee comprised distinguished lawyers andlaw professors. While the ad hoc Committee members have been lionized for their accomplish-ment of drafting the rules, their more subtle but equally lasting achievement was to establish thebasic traditions of federal procedural reform.12 Two features of that experience have character-ized federal judicial rulemaking ever since. First, the ad hoc Committee took care to elicit thethinking and the experience of the bench and bar by widely distributing drafts and solicitingcomments, evincing willingness to reconsider and redraft its recommendations. Second, 'thework of the Committee was viewed as intellectual, rather than a mere exercise in countingnoses."13 The ad hoc Committee recommended to the Supreme Court what it considered thebest rules rather than rules that might be supported most widely or might appease special inter-ests. Although the rulemaking process has been revised over the years since, these traditions haveendured.

This positive experience located rulemaking responsibility inside the judicial branch, butthe modem rulemaking process continues to evolve. A year after the new rules went into effect,L the Supreme Court called on the ad hoc Advisory Committee to submit amendments, which theCourt accepted and sent to Congress, and which became effective in i941.14 The next year, theSupreme Court designated the ad hoc Committee as a continuing Advisory Committee, whichthereafter periodically submitted rules amendments through the x4os and early 9g5os.15 Butrumblings of dissatisfaction were heard, attributable in part to a perception that the SupremeCourt merely rubber-stamped the recommendations from the Advisory Committee. Several ofthe Justices agreed with that criticism, dissenting from orders to complain that the proposalswere not actuallyrthe work of the Court.16 Other observers had misgivings about the tenure and

9 304 U.S. 64 (1938).

10 44 U.S. (16 Pet.) 11 (1842).
L. 11 Act ofJune 19, 1934, ch. 651, §§1-2, 48 Stat. 1064; Appointment of Committee to Draft Unified System ofEquity and Law Rules, 295 U.S. 774 (1935).

12 Wright &Miller, supra note 7, §1005.

LI 13 Ibid.

14 Order Requesting Amendments from the Advisory Committee, 308 U.S. 642 (1939).
15 Continuance of Advisory Committee, 314 U.S. 20 (1941); Charles E. Clark, 'Clarifyinge Amendments to theFederal Rules?, 14 Ohio St L. J. 241 (1953).

16 E.g., Order Amending the Rules of Civil Procedure, 329 U.S. 843 (1946) (notingJustice Frankfurter's relianceon the judgment of the Advisory Committee); Order Amending the Rules of Civil Procedure, 308 U.S. 643 (1939)A,(noting Justice Black's disapproval), Order Adopting the Rules of Procedure for the District Courts of the UnitedStates, 302 U.S. 783 (1937) (noting Justice Brandeis' disapproval).

rU
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influence of the members of the Advisory Committee, who served until resignation or death. In
i955 the Advisory Committee submitted an extensive report to the Supreme Court with numer-
ous proposed'amendments. The Court neither acted on the Report nor explained -its inaction.
Instead, the'Justices ordered the Committee 'discharged with thanks' and revoked its authority
as a continuing body.17 a

The resulting void in rulemaking led the American Bar Association, the Judicial
Conference, and other groups to express concer. 18 At the time, there was no small controversy
over whether the Court should designate a new committee and how the members might be se-
lected. A consensus emerged that some ongoing rulemaking process was desirable, but that theprocess had to be rfeformed."The replacement remaking procedures were designed b Chief
Justice Earl Warrenjustice'Tom C. Clark, and ChiefJudgeJohnJ. Parker of the Fourth
Circuit, ding their cruise Sto atnd the 1957 American Bar Association Convention. Justice
Clark recalled ",On our daily wills around the deckof the, Queen Mary, we hrased out theproblem thoroughl , fnly ageeagth
problem orbug yI'I e mfiall ath e fhie e, as the, Chair of the JudicialConference,6 Ishould appint the co ttees which w"oul d give them thie tag of 'Chief Juistice

Committees.' "1 is Quen MIS So mpromise" led to xastautory amendment by which
COngr essasigned thesosb itto u erencefor a sing the SupremeCourtre-
garc he rules-malty, F etoe, bandruptcy, civil and
crimin l-hh or the Court & Mi lsuprn a tso:. t 20 'TheCrulemaking
pr today f w b 1958 d 2 Onl tw o n, in rulemaking since thenare sufficiently noteworthy to dsrebifmnini hshsoy

First, therenwas a showdown over the FderalRules of.Evidence. An Advisory Committee
on ReJulties ontvidenue towaspreatei indiv S. Following staboat rulema procedures, after ex- n j
tensive Study, te Afvistry Comitte p1a a set of proposeni drues in 1972. Those pro- L
posedJuse s we e homascntrover , sea th 5rles der]ing wthe eRudents pf rivileges.
Congress p 8s61o 963 the po rus of gusthcer legislaion. Then Congress msade sub-
stactiao revis'ios , befor 93-59u , of evdec 1 n6 Edar fcey in7.22 The legislative Vveto provisiopn ~att e 4alrlso vdnc a ic endsadd but the applicable statute
still provides that ayriso fth uegoeng vdnaypiilesshall have no force
unless approvedbfnrss63Te0C4f5tceetbihd nAvsr Committee on theL

17 Order Discharging the Advisory Committee, 352 U.S. 803(1956).
18 The Rule-Making Function and the judicial Conference of the United States, 44 A.BA J. 42 (1958) (panel dis-cussion).
19 Tom C. Clark, Foreword to Wright & Miller, supra note 7, at ix.
20 Act ofjuly 11, 1958, Pub. L. No. 93-12, 72 Stat. 356; Panel Discussion, The Rule-Making Function of theL
Judicial Conference of the United States, 44 A.BA.J. 42 (1958).
21 The justices continue to express -their individual concerns about the Supreme Court's appropriate role in judicial7
rulemnaking. Statement ofJustice VWhite, 113 S.Ct. 575 (Apr. 22, 1993); Dissenting Statement ofJustiie Scalia,
joined byJustices Tomnas and Souter, 113 S.Ct. 581 (Apr. 22, 1993); Order Amending the Rules Of Civil
Procedure, 374 U.S. 861 (1963) (opposing statements ofJustices Black and Douglas).
2 2 Act of January 2, 1975, Pub. L. No. 93-595, 88 Stat. 1926; Edward W. Cleary, Preliminary Notes on Reading
the Rules of Evidence, 57 Neb. L. Rev. 908(1978).

23 28 U.S.C. §2074().
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L7 Rules of Evidence in i993, after a 20-year hiatus. This committee has embarked on a compre-
hensive review of the subject, but has decided not to reopen the privileges question.

Second, Congress amended the Rules Enabling Act in i988 to require the rules committees
to hold open meetings, maintain public minutes, and afford wider notice of proposals and longer

C1, periods for public commentary on proposed rules.24 Rulemaking today is more accessible to in-
L terested parties than ever before. It is also slower, and the exchange is not an unmixed blessing.

In the wake of the i988 changes, only Congress can change rules with dispatch. This means that
any group with a perceived pressing need seeks its forum in the legislature rather than the judi-

L ciary, and today Congress regularly demonstrates its interest in federal rules matters by holding
committee hearings and amending the rules themselves.

K Current Procedures 25

Congress has authorized the federal judiciary to prescribe the rules of practice, procedure,
and evidence, subject to an expressly reserved legislative power to reject, modify, or defer any ju-L dicially-made rules. This statutory authorization is found in the Rules Enabling Act.26 Pursuant
to this statutory authorization and responsibility, the judicial branch has developed an elaborate
committee structure with attendant rulemaking procedures. The Proceduresfor the, Conduct ofL Business by the Judicial Conference Committees on Rules of Practice and Procedure describe the current
procedures for judicial rulemaking. 27 These rulemaking procedures were adopted by the Judicial

r Conference of the United States. They govern the operations of the Standing Committee and
the various Advisory Committees in drafting and recommending new rules or amendments to
the present sets of federal rules of practice and procedure.

The Judicial Conference of the United States consists of the ChiefJustice of the United
L States, the chiefjudges of the r3 United States courts of appeals, the ChiefJudge of the Court of

International Trade, and rz district judges chosen for a term of 3 years by the judges of each cir-
i cuit. The Judicial Conference meets twice every year to consider administrative problems and
L policy issues affecting the federal judiciary and to make recommendations to Congress concern-

ing legislation affecting the federal judicial system.28 It also acts through an Executive
Committee on some matters.

By statute, the Judicial Conference is charged with carrying on a "continuous study of the
operation and effect of the general rules of practice and procedure." 29 The Conference is em-

L powered to recommend changes and additions in the federal rules 'from time to time" to the

L
24 Judicial Improvements and Access to Justice Act, Pub. L. No. 100-702, 102 Stat. 4642 (codified at 28 U.S.C.
§2073(c)).

25 This portion of this Report is adapted from Baker, supra note 1, at 328-31, and Administrative Office of the U.S.
Courts, The Federal Rules of Practice and Procedure-A Sumrnmay for Bench and Bar (Oct. 1993) (hereinafter A
Summary for Bench and Bar).

26 28 U.S.C. §§2071-2077.

27 Announcement, 54 Fed. Reg. 13,752 (Apr. 5, 1989) (publishing Procedures adopted by theJudicial Conference
of the United States on Mar. 14, 1989).

28 28 U.S.C. §331.

29 Ibid.
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Supreme Court, in order to 'promote simplicity in procedure, fairness in administration, the just
determination of litigation, and the elimination of unjustifiable expense and delay."30

To perform these responsibilities of study and drafting, the Judicial Conference has created
the Committee on Rules of Practice, Procedure, and Evidence (Standing Committee)3l and
various Advisory Committees (currently one each on Appellate Rules, Bankruptcy Rules, CivilRules, Crirminal Rules and Evidence Rules). All appointments aremade by the ChiefJustice of AL
the United States; for 'a' three-year, once-tenewable term. Members are federal and state judges,
practicing attorneys, and scholas. On recommendation of the Advisory Committee's chair, the K
Chef Justice appoints a reporter, usually from the academy, to serve the committee as an expert
advisor. The reporter coordinates the committee's agenda and drafts the rules amendments and
the explanatory committee notes.

The Standing Committee coordinates the rulemaking responsibilities of the Judicial
Conference. The Standing Committee reviews the recommendations of the various Advisory
Committees and makes recommendations to the Judicial Conference for proposed rules changes
as may be necessary to maintain consistency and otherwise promote the interest of justice."32

The Secretary to the Standing Committee, currently the Assistant Director for Judges Programs
of the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, coordinates the operational aspects of the entire
rulemaking process and maintains the official records of the rules committees. The Rules
Committee Support Office of the Administrative Office provides day-to-day administrative and
legal support fr the Secretary and the various committees.33 The Federal Judicial Center pro-
vides staffassistance, particularlywith respectto research. 34

Rulemaking procedures are elaborate:

The pervasive and substantial impact of the rules on the practice of law in the federal
courts demands exacting and meticulo care in drafting rule changes. The rulemak-
ing process is time-consuming and involves a minimum of seven stages of formal
corrirent and review. From beginning to end, it usually takes two to three years for a'
suggestion to be enacted. 35

By delegation from the Judicial Conference, each Advisory Committee is charged to carry L
out a 'continuous study of the operation and effect of the general rules of practice and procedure"

30 Ibid.

31 28 U.S.C. §2073(b). The convention has been to refer to this Committee as the 'Standing Committee on Rules
of Practice and Procedure' or simply the 'Standing Committee.

32 8 U.S.C. §2073(b). 0
33 'Meetings of the rules committees are open to the public and are widely announced. All records of the commit-
tees, including minutes of committee meetings, suggestions and comments submitted by the public, statements of
witnesses, transcripts of public hearings, and memoranda prepared by the reporters, are public and are maintained by 7
the secretary. Copies of the rules and proposed amendments are available from the Rules Committee Support J
Office.' A Summary for Bench and Bar, supra note 25.

3 4 See 28 U.S.C. §620(b)(1), (4). See also Experimentation in the Law: Report of the FederalJudicial Center
Advisory Committee on Experimentation in the Law (1981).
35 A Summary for Bench and Bar, supra note 25.

L
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in its particular field.36 An Advisory Committee considers suggestions and recommendations re-
ceived from any source, new statutes and judicial decisions affecting the rules, and other relevant
legal commentary. 'Proposed changes in the rules are suggested by judges, clerks of court,
lawyers, professors, government agencies, or other individuals and organizations."3 7 Copies or
summations of all written recommendations and suggestions that are received are first acknowl-
edged in writing and then forwarded to each member. The Advisory Committees meet at the call
of the chair. Each meeting is preceded by notice of the time and place, including publication in
the Federal Register, and meetings are open to the public.38 Upon considering a suggestion for a
rules change, the Advisory Committee has several options, including: (1) accepting the sugges-
tion, either completely or with modifications or limitations; (2) deferring action on the sugges-
tion or seeking additional information regarding its operation and impact; (3) rejecting the sug-
gestion because it does not have merit or would be inconsistent with other rules or a statute; or
(4) rejecting 'the suggestion because, while it may have some merit, it is not really necessary or
sufficiently important to warrant a formal arnendment. 3 9

The Reporter to the Advisory Com mittee, under the direction of the Advisory Committee
or its Chair, prepares the initial drafts 'of rules changes and "Committee Notes" explaining their
purpose or intent. The Advisory CorinIttee then meets to consider and revise these drafts and
submits them, along with an Advisory Committee Report which includes any minority or sepa-
rate views, to the Standing Committee. The reporters of all the Advisory Committees are en-
couraged to work together, with the reporter to the Standing Committee, to promote clarity and
consistency among the various sets of federal rules; the Standing Committee has created a Style
Subcommittee, with its' ovm Consultant, that works with the Advisory Committees to help
achieve clear and consistent drafts of proposed amendments.

Once the Standing Committee approves the drafts for publication, the proposed rules
changes are printed and circulated to the bench and bar, and to the public generally. Every effort
is made to publish the proposed rules widely. More than '1oooo persons and organizations are on
the mailing list, including federal judges and other federal court officials; United States
Attorneys; other federal government agencies and officials; state chiefjustices; state attorneys
general; law schools; bar associations; and interested lawyers, individuals and organizations who
request to be included on the distribution list.40,A notice is published in the FederalReister andthe proposed rules changes also are reproduced with explanatory committee notes and supporting
documents in the West'Publishing Conpany's advance sheets of Supreme Court Rporter, FederalF Reporter, and Federal 3upletnen.4 l Ads a matter of routine, copies are provided to other legal
publishing firms. Anyne who requxelsts acopy of any particular set of proposed changes may ob-
tarn one.

L The comment period runs six months fIr'om the FederalRegister notice date. The Advisory
Committee usually conducts public heanings on proposed rule changes, again preceded by

36 See 28 U.S.C. §2073(b).
37 A Summary for Bench and Bar, supra note 25.
38 Notice of Public Meeting, 59 Fed. Reg. 59,793 (Nov. 18, 1994).

C 39 A Summary for Bench and Bar, supra note 25.
L 40 A Summary for Bench and Bar, supra note 25.

r" 41 E.g., 115 S.Ct. No. 1, at ccvi (Nov. 1, 1994).

L
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widely-published notice. The hearings typically are held in several geographically diverse cities to
allow for regional comment. Transcripts of the hearings are generally available. The six-month
time period may be abbreviated, and the public hearing cut out, only if the Standing Committee
or its Chair determines that the administration of justice requires that the process be expedited.

At the conclusion of the comment period, the reporter prepares a summary of the written 7
comments received and the testimony presented at public hearing for the Advisory, Committee, l
which may Imake additional'changes in the proposed rules. If there are substantial new changes,
there may be an additional period for public notice and comment. The Advisory Committee then
submits the proposed rule changes and Committee Notes to the Standing Comrittee. Each
submission is accompanied by a separate report of the comments received which explains any
changes made subsequent to the original publication. The report also inc]ludes the minoritviews
of Advisory Committee members who chose to have their separate vews recorded. , ,

The Standing Committee coordinates the work of the several Advisory Committees, indi-
vidually and jointly. Although on occasion the Standing Committee, suggests actual proposals to
be studied, its chief function is to review the' proposed iXls canges recommended by the ,
Advisory Committees. Meetings of theSading Comrmiee are open to, ithe public and are pre-
ceded by pulic notice in the Federal Register.4 2 Minutes of all meetings are maintained as public
recordsa maevia1etineetdpre.

The Chair and Reporter of eachiAdvisory Committee ard the meetings of the Standing
Committee to present he proposed,, ,res changes a'd Comitte Notes.,IThe Standing
Committee mayacceptl ec, or moWira prop osdl. If i Staning Comrnmitee modification ef-
fects a substantial change, the propo'al may be returned to tieAdvisory C(omrittee with ap-
propriate instructions, iuding the pssibilitf secod publiction f another prod of
public comnment and p i lc' hearings.The Standing~c Co6mite rnmtsheproposed rule

of any meinf~e s whTo ish 'to re1 c d epiate s tatemnts. ' ,H alon the m r views

the Judiial Cofrjenl~eli in tum, tianlsmits thosrecornmeg~dat~ions, it approves to thee L
Supreme Coro l e 1ittl9 States. Forapyr :e Supreme Co retaIns ie ultimate respon-

Standing Committee are t engines f predural reftor in the federal courts. Under the{
enablitng statoten, 4 5Mn-endments >to ,le ay~e reportae by th e iie ce to the L

[I W 4,~ ~ ~~I

42 Notice of Meeting,55 Fed. Reg. 25,384 (1990).
43 Order Amending the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (Apr. 22, 1993), H.R Do. 103-74, 103d Cong., 1st
Sess., reprinted at 113 S.Ct. 478 (1993).
44 The Supremne Court actually made changes in the original adoption of the cvil and criminal rules. Wright &
Miller, supra note 7, §§2 n.8 & 1004 n.18. Charles E. Clark, The Role of the Supreme Court in Federal
Rulenaking, 46 J. Am. Jud. Soc. 250 (1963). And the Court continues to do so. Order, 129 F.RCD. 559 May 1,
1990); Order ofApril 27, 1995 (not yet reported).

45 28 U.S.C. §§2071-77.
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Congress at or after the beginning of a regular session of Congress but not later than May 1st.
The amendments become effective no earlier than December 1 of the year of transmittal, if
Congress takes no action.46

Since 1958 this rulemaking procedure has been followed regularly.47 Spirited debates have
been generated, from time to time, over particular proposals and sets of amendments. Some of
these controversies have been resolved within the Third Branch. In recent years, these rulemak-
ing procedures have been followed with the result that particular proposals have been rejected at
each level of consideration-at the Advisory Committees, at the Standing Committee, at the
Judicial Conference, and at the Supreme Court-often with attendant public debate and occa-
sionally with high controversy. Debate likewise has attended proposals that have been approved.
For example, the thorough changes to the civil discovery provisions in I993 drew a separate
statement from one member of the Supreme Court and a dissenting statement from three others.

Other controversies have played out in the Congress. For example, the I993 amendments
were the subject of hearings in both the Senate and the House of Representatives. A bill to re-
scind some of the discovery rules changes in that package passed the House but did not reach the
floor of the Senate. Most recently, Congress included three new rules of evidence in the Violent
Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994.48 But over the years judges and the judiciary
regularly have been heard to urge that Congress should feel obliged to exercise greater self-re-
straint in this regard and defer to the Rules Enabling Act process.

Evaluative Norms49

It is worth a few pages to consider rulemaking procedures from a normative vantage, to ask
what are the explicit and implicit norms that overlay the entire enterprise of federal judicial rule-
making, beyond the more familiar first level of abstraction that would consider the policy under-
lying some specific rule change. This vantage includes rulemaking norms as they are currently
understood as well as how they might be "reimagined' If rulemaking procedures are a meta-pro-
cedure, in the sense they are the procedures followed to promulgate new court procedures, then
this segment of this Report, for what it is wor, might be described as a meta-meta-procedure.
To describe it this way is to admit that this part has the smell of the lamp about it.

Inadequacies. Some argue that the existing norms to be found in the federal rules are not
adequate and do not contemplate all that must be taken into account in a meaningfil assessment

46 But see Act of March 30, 1973, Pub. L. 93-12, 87 Stat 9 (providing that the proposed Rules of Evidence should
have no effect until expressly approved by Act of Congress).
47 Order Amending the Rules of Civil Procedure, 480 UIS. 955 (1987); Order Amending the Rules of Civil
Procedure, 471 U.S. 1155 (1985); Order Ameicding the Rules of Civil Procedure, 461 U.S. 1097 (1983).
48 Pub. L No. 103-322, 108 Stat. 1796; H.R Rep. No. 103-711, 103d Cong., 2nd Sess. (1994). On unanimous
recommendation of the Advisory Committee on Evidence and of the Standing Committee, theJudicial Conference
informed Congress that in its view this exercise was imprudent and had produced seriously flawed language. The
Judicial Conference proposed an alternative text more in accord with the norms and drafting style of the other rules.See Report of the Judici4GCnference on thd qion f CharactrEvidence in Cetain SxualMisconduct Cases (Feb.
1995). Congress took no action, and the new rles went into force onJuly 9,1995, as originally enacted.
49 This part of this Report is adapted, with pemission, fiom a letter from Professor Oakley to the Chair ofthe
Subomitee. John B194. OadyA pnLter on Refohrming the Process of Revising the Federal Rules. 55 Mont.
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of rulemaking as a process. Rule l's goal for the federal civil rules is the "just, speedy, and inex-
pensive determination of every action." Although the three specified norms ofjustice, speed, and
economy in civil litigation are rooted in common sense, they beg some of the most important C
questions that face rulemakers.

In a world in which time is money, speed and economy are two sides of the same figurative 7
coin-and the sides are indistinguishable.' Standing alone, they would argue for deciding every
case by the quickest (and therefore cheapest) means possible-such as the flip of a more conven-
tional coin on which the head does not mirror the tail. Of course a "heads or tails' system of re-
solving civildisputes would be intolerable, because it would be unjust. But the norm of justice
lends itself more easily to condemnation of offered measures, rather than to a constructive way to
sort proffered reforms, because it conceals at least two competing conceptions of what justice re-
quires.,

On the one hand, justice has something to do with fairness to individuals. Civil cases ought
to reach the "right" result-the outcome that would follow if every relevant fact were known with
absolute accuracy, if all uncertainty in meaning or application were wrung out of every relevant
proposition of law, and if society itself could by some extraordinary plebiscite resolve whether the
application of the general law to the unique circumstances of a particular case should be tern-
pered by overriding concerns of the situational equity.

On the other hand, justice also has something to do with concerns of equality and aggre- C

gate social efficiency. If we were to allocate all of our resources to attaining the Nth degree of ac- L
curacy and absolute equity in our determinations of legal liability in a particular case, there would
be far less, if any, resources left to adjudicate other deserving cases, let alone to accomplish all of
the other functions government performs besides deciding cvil disputes. Moreover, if equity i
were given a standing veto over pre-existing legal rules as applied to the actual facts of any given
case, we would subvert the system of reliance on protected expectations that permits a society to
function amid a welter of conflicting interests without every such conflict becoming a contested K
dispute brought into court.

The fact that Rule 1 speaks of ajust determination in every case, not only the one before a
judge at any given moment, is more a reminder of the inevitable tension between concerns of
fairness and efficiency thanka criterion fobresolving that tension. It should therefore be no sur-
prise that the history of federal civil procedure under the Federal Rules has featured a continuous
but seldom explicitly elaborated struggle between what might be labeled the 'primacy of fairness"
versus the "primacy of efficiency." The 'prumacy of fairness" argues for subordination of procedu-
ral rules in favor of reaching the merits of the parties' dispute under the substantive law, and con-
ditioning the finality of determination onliberal p rtunities for amendment of pleadings, re- Li
consideration by the trial court, and appellate review. The "primacy of efficiency" argues for rig-
orous enforcement of procedural rules to iarrow the range of the parties' dispute and to epdite
decision, and limiting the 6pporuni fo and scope of, appellate review.,

Alternatives. What alternative r additional norms might be imagined for federal judicial
rulemaking, beyond he n oirs that it be consi-der for the particlar rules and procedures
themselves? Federal nies ofp~ocedurehol ibddbe adopted, consetued, and administered to pro-
mote five related norms: efficincy, fairlness, si$?pliity copsensus, and uniformity .

The application of the norm of efficiency to the rulemaking process requires an assessment I
of how costly it is to initiate consideration of a rule change and for that proposal to proceed to

d^
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implementation by the federal courts. That assessment is itself rather complicated, requiring, forinstance, consideration of the social cost of the rulemaking process in terms of how much more
time the rulemakers would have spent adjudicating cases, representing clients, or teaching stu-dents and conducting research, had they not been involved in the rulemaking process.

The assessment of the efficiency of the rulemaking process is further complicated by beinginteractive with assessment of the efficiency of the actual rules the rulemaking process produces.
A conservative and time-consuming process of rulemaking may be less costly than fast-track
rulemaking that taxes the litigation system with a constant need for retraining and a high rate oferror attributable to unfamiliarity with as-yet unconstrued new rules, unless it can be shown thatthe long-run efficiency gains of new rules are consistently high. The inefficiency of frequently
changing the rules might argue either for keeping the rulemaking process inefficient and thusresistant to proposals for change, or for adopting some form of staging process by which rulechanges are limited, absent exceptional circumstances, to a prescribed schedule of once every somany years. Moreover, since the Judicial Conference does not have monopoly power in rulemak-ing, the relative efficiency of either an inert or a volatile judicial rulemaking process will be de-termined, in part, by the efficiency or inefficiency of the rules likely to be produced by direct
Congressional action, or by Congressional delegation of local rulemaking power to individualdistrict courts, should centralized rulemaking by the Judicial Conference committee structure bedeemed unduly torpid.

As applied to the rulemaking process, the norm of fairness calls not only for receptivity to
proposals for change by those not directly vested with rulemaking power, but also for access tothe process of implementing a proposed rule change by those whose interests are most likely tobe affected by any proposed change. How seriously is public comment encouraged and facili-
tated, and is this a pro forma gesture or is there evidence that adverse public comment makes adifference in the progression of a proposal into a rule change? As applied to the rules that theprocess produces, the norm of fairness requires evaluation of whether changes in the rules pro-mote or retard the likelihood that individual cases will come to the right result, whether by adju-dication or pro tanto by settlement, in relation to the efficiency gains or losses that result fromsuch changes. Is the rulemaking system biased in favor of ratcheting up efficiency at the expenseof fairness, or vice versa?

The norm of simplicity, specified in 28 U.S.C. §331, serves the related interests of bothefficiency and fairness. Unduly complex rules of procedure not only increase the cost of training,L compliance, and enforcement, but also increase the likelihood of mistaken and hence unfair ap-plication. Any rulemaking process that regularly produces unduly complex rules of procedure orunduly complicates existing simple rules threatens the systemic goals of efficiency and fairness.

As applied to the rulemaking process, the norm of consensus overlaps, but does not dupli-cate, the norm of fairness. The norm of consensus demands, first, that the rulemaking process besufficiently open to public input to be fairly representative of, or at least sensitive to, the interestsof those who will be most affected by the rules it produces. But this norm demands more thanmere notice and the opportunity to be heard. There must be some sharing of, or at least con-straint upon, the power to make new rules, so that a lack of consensus about the wisdom ofproblematic proposed rules will normally suffice to block the adoption of such rules. Consensusshould not be too strong a norm, however, because it favors the status quo. At the same time, theexpectation for consensus should render the rulemaking process sufficiently inert to resist utopianreform by policymakers who are so detached from the arena of litigation to which the rules are
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directed that they are indifferent to the practical impact of rule changes upon those most affected
by them.

The norm of uniformity is fundamental to the rulemaking process first set in place by the j
I934 Rules Enabling Act. The Act was intended to promote a system of federal procedure that
was not only trans-substantive but, with minor local variations, uniform in application in all fed-
eral district courts. Geographical uniformity is more important than trans-substantive application
of the federal rules. Deviations from trans-substantive uniformity can, where necessary and ap-
propriate, be expressly specified within the rules. Current examples are the special rules' for class
actions brought derivatively by shareholders, and the entire set of discrete rules of procedure 'for
bankruptcy cases. But geographical disuniformity even when expressly permitted by loIal opt-
out provisionslinsertedinto the national rules, orates' insidiouisly Ad ofen certly to i-pair
the norms of both efficiency and fairness

The norm of uniformity demands that the procedue Bor litigating actions in federal courts
remain essentially similar nationwide. If each district court's rules of civil procedure are allowed
to become sufficiently distinct that venue may affect outcome and that a special aptitude in local
procedure becomes ,iessential to competent representation in tat court, forum-shopping would
be encouraged.'Moreover, lihignts musteithrnrskithe unfitness of inadvertent mistake in V
conforming to localized rules of procedure or incur inefficient costs of insuring 'against the id-
iosyncrasies of local practice by ad hoc procedural research or the prophylactic retention of local
counsel. I ' (

Issues and Recommendations

In this section of this Report, we turn to issues, analyses, and recornmendations.5 0 We
take up issues related to the five entities in rulemakinrg: Advisory Committees; Standing
Committee; Judicial Conference; Supreme Court; and Congress.The report concludes with a
discussion of the time line of rulemaking.

A. Advsory Committees

Memberships: Criticisms have been leveled at the composition of the various rules
committees. First, there have been allegations of an under-representation of the bar, particularly
active practitioners, and of other identifiable interest groups within the bar, such as public
interest lawyers. The often implied but sometimes explicit objection is that the Advisory l
Committees are dominated by federal judges. Second, there have been allegations of a lack of
diversity of members. The argument is that the Advisory Committees ought to mirror the C

diversity of the federal bar, which includes more women and minorities than are currently found L
on the federal bench. 'r

These are considerations for the attention of the appointing authority, the ChiefJustice. In
recent years, the Advisory Committees have been enlarged to include more non-judges. Whether
they (and the Standing Committee) have already become too large for sustained exchanges and
careful discussion is an interesting question; drafting by large committees is rarely successful. We
doubt that they should be larger, perhaps they should be smaller. At all events, the rules commit- L
tees are committees of the Judicial Conference of the United States, the policy-making entity of

50 Professor Carl Tobias assisted in the compilation of issues for consideration in this part of this Report.
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L the Third Branch. They are not "bar" committees. "Representativeness"-seats on the AdvisoryCommittee for major identifiable factions of the bar-is incompatible with the tradition of fed-7 eral rulemaking based on a disinterested expertise, as opposed to interest-group politics.L Rulemaking ought not follow public opinion or the ratio of specialties at the bar.
Federal judges ought to remain a majority of the members of the Advisory Committees.They have the knowledge and time to act in the best interest of the public those courts serve.They are of course lawyers too, with experience on both sides of the bench. The ability to com-pare these two experiences makes judges especially appropriate rulemakers. This is not to say thatthe appointing power ought to be exercised without regard to the concerns we have mentioned.L It is enough to suggest that these considerations be given appropriate attention and that effortsbe made to identify well-qualified candidates with diverse personal and professional experiences.Some recognition may appropriately be given to enduring divisions in the practice of law. Forexample, the Advisory Committee on the Criminal Rules includes a representative of theDepartment of Justice and a Federal Public Defender. Analogously, the Civil Justice Reform Actof i990 required that advisory groups be "balanced and include attorneys and other persons whoare representative of major categories of litigants" in each district.51

To help achieve these goals, the ChiefJustice now solicits advice widely from within theL w federal judiciary and the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts. The ChiefJustice could con-sider seeking suggestions from the American Bar Association and sirnilar other organizations aswell. 52

[1] Recommendation to the ChiefJustice: Appointments to the AdvisoryCommittees should reflect the personal and professional diversity in the federalbench and bar.

Length ofterms: Members' terms on the Advisory Committee should be long enough tor maintain continuity and to allow a member to see a proposal through to adoption, but not solong as to create inflexibility and to render rulemaking an 'insider's game.' The current practiceis to appoint members for an initial three-year term followed by a second three-year term. Onbalance, this seems a reasonable normal term of years for members, but the ChiefJustice shouldL retain his existing discretion to make exceptions when appropriate to help committees followthrough with extended rulemaking projects.

L Members must master a potentially bewildering number of proposals within a complex pro-cess. The Chair, Reporter, and veteran members of the Advisory Committee can be of great as-sistance. The rotation on and off of the Advisory Committee affords new members a break-inL period. This by-product is reason to maintain the staggered terms. Still, more formal assistancemight be appropriate. This might take the form of an orientation meeting scheduled the day be-fore the regular meeting of the Advisory Committee, attended by the new members, the Chair,and the Reporter, and perhaps others. Additionally, the Standing Committee and the AdvisoryL~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

51 28 U.S.C. §478(b).
52 See also Long Range Plan for the Federal Courts (May 1995) Recommendation 30, Implementation Strategy30c: 'In developing rules, the Judicial Conference and the individual courts should seek significant participation bythe interested public and representatives of the bar, including members of the federal and state benches.'
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Committees should continue to invite members whose terms have expired to attend the meeting w,
after their term ends, in order to promote continuity.

[2] Recommendation to the Advisory Committees: Chairs and Reporters ofthe J
Advisory Committees should schedule orientation meetings with new members.

Somewhat different considerations obtain for Chairs. Rulemaking projects take three years 7
from beginning to end. A Chair with a three-year term therefore can see a project through only if
it commnences at the outset of his or her ternure. A leader ought to be granted sonicetime to think C
through proposals, to mak ethem, and ,still'hlae time to see them Trough. Reporters now serve
indefinitely. Making a non-member of the cormittee the only endring voice is 'questionable. A
Chair, too, ought toprovide continuity within the,Advisory Commitee and theiStniding
C~omnmittee.Ift is not uncommonrflo r the Chairs to representjtiejuidicialbran$chbefore the
Congress. The practice ofielevating, anexperincedmenber to the Chair is iaropriate. If ai
Chair is designated the lnd of one threelyeart, a tm of five years as Chair would be ap-
propriate,>increasing total ,service to eight years. This duratin is not out ,ofie in a life time-
tenured institiition. The shorter tlermsof? members preserve spent opportuny for widespread
involvement in rulemaking.

[3] Recommendation to the ChiefJustice: The term for Chairs of the Advisory
Committees should be five years.,,

Resources and support: Members of the Advisory Committees need sufficient resources
and support for their part-time but nonetheless important duties. The permanent staff fom the
Administrative Office provides necessary logistical support for attending meetings and related
duties. The' Reporters' provide important expertise add drafting assistance.'Members exchange 7
information about new developments as a matter of routine. Liaison members of the Standing
Committee also contribute to the smooth operation of the committee system. The paper-flow
through the Advisory C2 ommittees, is substantial. The relevant literature in each of these areas of
the law is growingrapidly.

Because; committee members are part-time rulemakers it might be useful to provide them 7
with some regular nree to the secondar literature, including law journals and social-science
publications that hav some bearing on their responsibilities. The Reporters are the most logical
bibliographers. F

Various Advisory Committees have planned in-house seminars, presentations by panels of
experts in their field, to bring members up-to-date on recent developments. These 'continuing
education" events should be continued.

[41 Recommendation to the Advisory Committees: Each Advisory Committee ought
to consider adding to the Reporter's duties two tasks: first, regulary circulating
lawjournal articles, social-science publications, and other pertinent articles; sec-
ond, arranging and organizing in-house seminars.

Outreach and intake: One frequently heard criticism of federal rulemaking is that it is a -i
dosed process dominated by insiders and elites. The twin complaints are that some worthy pro-
posals go begging for lack of a sponsor and some equally unworthy proposals are pushed through
the process by members with an agenda. In fact, anyone can suggest a rules amendment; the L
Committees' meetings are open to the public, periods for public comment and public hearings

F
hi,
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are routine steps; proposed rules changes are widely published and distributed;53' and the official
records of the various rulemaking entities are public documents. Unless a flood of comments pre-
vents it, the Advisory Committee (through its Secretary) acknowledges correspondence and laterL advises every correspondent of the action'taken on his or her proposal. But even inaccurate per-
ceptions have a way of overtaking reality, and they cannot go unchallenged. The Administrative
Office's brochure entitled The Federal Rulecof Practice and Procedure-A Summaryfor Bench and

,L Bar is a good example of the ongoing effort to correct misconceptions about federal rulemaking.
In August I994 the Chair of the Standing Committee wrote the presidents of all state bar asso-
ciations, requesting them to designate persons to receive drafts and make comments; so far 42 of

L the state bars have done this. Advisory Committees have established some independent points of
contact.

-, To promote both the appearance and reality of openness, greater uses of technology should
be explored. The extensive mailing list or7 requests for comments on proposed rules changes
usually generates only a few dozen responses. Not infrequently, public hearings scheduled forL proposals are canceled for lack of interest.

There are alternate ways to reach interested persons. For example, the public hearing before
the April i994 meeting 'of the Advisory Committee on the Criminal Rules was broadcast on c-
SPAN. Other things might be tried. Public hearings might be conducted relying on dosed-circuit
television. Proposed rules changes, traditionally distributed in print media, can be made available
on the Internet at low cost. Most universities and agencies of the federal government already
have access to the Internet-although most federal judges do not. Law firms are increasingly
likely to be connected to the Internet. The most recent set of proposed amendments published
for comment has been made available via the Administrative Office's home page.54 Persons

L. should be' rmtted to lodge their commpents online for collection anditransmittal to the
Advisory (~rittee. he Advisory Cornmittees and the Standing Committee could communi-
cate by e-mail and other electronic -means. Distribution of documents by fax can be discontinued

L and replaced by istibution of attachments to e-mail messages.

[5] Recommendation to the Administrative Office Electronic technologies should
be used to promote rapid dissemination of proposals, receipt of comments, and
the work of the rules committees.

The need for research: It is frequently asserted, most often by academic critics,55 that fed-
eral rulemaking today is too dependent on anecdotal information rather than empirical research.
Rules changes more often -than' not depend on the legal research of the Reporters combined withL the informed judgment of the members of the rules committees. To make this argument is not

53 The fillU mailing list contains more than 10,000 names. Most addressees receive them ex officio, but there is also a
L revoling list that eventually will number 2,500 scholars and members of the bar. Any recipient on the revolving list

who does not respond over the course of three years will be replaced with a new name.

I 5 At hatp:/www.uscourts.gov. The Federal Judlicial Center also has a home page, at http/hwww.fcgov, with itsKz own publications and links to other legal sites on the Internet The Cornell Legal Information Institute has made
the rules themselves, and many other legal texts, available at http-//wwwlaw.corneLedu. Other sites are blooming.
For example, Villanova maintains what it calls Mhe Home Page for the Federal Courts on the Internet' at
http:/Aww/aw.vilLedu/Fed-Ct/fedcourt.htrnL

55 Baker, supra note 1, at 334-35. See particularly Stephen B. Burbank, Ignorance and Procedural Law Reform: A
Call for a Moratorium, 59 Brooklyn L. Rev. 841 (1993).

L.
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necessarily to find fault with the model of disinterested experts as rulemakers. Nor does the ar- L
gument deny the not-infrequent, well-documented instances when rulemakers have relied on
empirical research.56 Yet not enough has been done to incorporate empirical research into rule-
making on a regular basis. The major difficulties: research is expensive, it takes a long time, and
the results are of doubtful utility when they come from survey research or from demonstration
projects. Controlled experiments tare rare indeed, and sophisticated econometric analysis'of varia-
tion (the subject of the next section) is difficult to conduct.

We cannot expect members of the rules committees to be experts in empirical research
techniquesi although a few have been. We can expect the Reporters to be well-'versed in th6elit-
erature related to their expertise, incduding interdisciplinary writings and studies in other disci-
plines that have some bearing. Indeed, this ought to be a criterion for appointment of Reporters.
It might also bet prudent for the Reporters to recruit colleagues in other disciplines hose exper-
tise comnplements thir owi, as a kind ofinformal group of advisors.'Additionally,ithe '
Administrative Office and the Fderalju'dicial Center' may be called on t gather, digest~, and
synthesize empirical work of other institutions. The Advisob Comittees should anoi these
institutions about what data oughtto be collected. the Federal Judicial Center, in particular,
should engag'Ie ini`origina rilesrlt4 dmir' researcit"Q 1et~er~mine hW~ pr'ced~ures are
worcing' Like'wise", Jthe Center~is'ade9 it fidsu'dies ai d piot p1togra -althouh, a~s we have

obev'ed adta fro suc roe.s sp natiz,6 ofnly, l~as fslcineffect inltigation.
(Litiganits setltle hnrhare n,~rils fltg1e cases, 4ie~ may re-

fl \~~

flect thoeldegreo netit "leh~rte tc~4 1 ~rt~o h tm~oevr the
anmbnts~~ia insettl~iisehlh Ibe'~t idicatb Lrs o nicia te perfxance, are Li
rareIy 1 lble li rserchers.) rA a.n ea !iata

h'2 1 knigt |bA 2to } o1

t6] Recommendation to allthe Advisory onittees: Each Advisory Committeej1
should grouhd its proposals onaviililable data adl evelop mechanisms forl L
gathering and evaluating data t~hate are not otherise avaablle' and shiould use
these data to decide whether d+angsi esgmsslodbep p

An~~~~~~, emirca 1, ,,,,rcproject oftlj e ,tlj'in exist'ing rue shoul be, prpoed ,FT'1 rl
An mpiitai~rseach rojct if nantionl sc'op is taking place under the auspices of the

Civil Jutice Reform A'ct 'of 199 i.o5 7 Inde sidme 'havesuggesed tat the proga ofdistrict-by-
district plans for cael managemfent['hs 411iely crate a econd track of federal''rulemaking g
that threatens te policy goal of nainal unfrmity; and pohitic neutrality behind the Rules t

EnbigAct process. lThe pilot progras and ~llistiict plas present an unparalleledl opportunity

for emprcl rleserc ~a int th ;ef tiveis o tom , vihh disrict an oprn itit

relyto icthe Th Jaxia~

ovuther under tl ae Ac it~o' 1 Xth 9~mile 1CoSivt temr1tnand fo oversght and L
But, as re omfers the Standing, c : Each Atdvisorngy Comunitteeh establshed

shoul gtihd its p1j ropo 1 ih i'1 inav'afla jI' dt I 'V A '1 1K 4 F 'e ha F [J

An ~ ~ ~ ~ S ,lllcIe~ac p!jc of p~, ace 'ude the¢ auoe of the,

56 Baker, supra note 1, at 335. . .e. ulmain

57 Pub. L. No. 101-650, 104 Stat. 5089(1990).i ,, h' 1,

that threatens the p LolicI ~~~~~~~~~~~~ neutrali" ~~~~~ behind the Rules~~~~~~
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a liaison with that Committee. Congress has extended the deadline for reporting to December 3A,i996.58

7 The Advisory Committee on the Civil Rules has the most direct interest in the evaluationof the delay and cost reduction plans. That Advisory Committee will be obliged to conduct itsown assessment of the final report to Congress with the expectation that some local innovationsin practice and procedure will deserve to be incorporated into the Federal Rules of CivilProcedure-and that less successful innovations will be abandoned, if necessary by being forbid-den in the national rules. (We return below to the subject of uniformity.) The final report of theRAND study will provide the Advisory Committee with data for assessing future proposals forrules changes. In the long run, the Advisory Committees and the Standing Committee ought tobe expected to learn to better utilize empirical research during the evaluation and reporting cycle.To this end, the Standing Committee should request that the Advisory Committee on CivilL Rules provide a written report generalizing from the experience with the i9go Act.
[7] Recommendation to the Advisory Committee on the Civil Rules: The AdvisoryCommittee should report on and make suggestions about how data gatheredfrom the experience under the CivilJustice Reform Act of z990 might effectivelybe used in rulemaking.

Finally, the Standing Committee ought to go about gathering information about the expe-riences with the phenomenon of local options in the national rules. As part of the 1993 amend-ments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, districts were afforded the discretion to opt-in oropt-out of various discovery rules changes. The resulting patchwork provides the equivalent offield experiments in the effectiveness of the optioned rules changes. The Federal Judicial Centerhas begun to collect data on the experience with opting in and out. The Standing ComnmitteeL should recommend that the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules, in conjunction with the FederalJudicial Center and scholars, seek to evaluate and compare the experiences between districts thatopted-in and those that opted-out. This study ought to assess the particular measures involvedand offer guidance to the Standing Committee on the future appropriateness of writing local op-tions into the national rles. There should be no bias in' this inquiry although it has long been abelief of the Standing Committee that uniform rules would facilitate a national practice, this be-L lief should be investigated rather than treated as a shibboleth.

[8] Recommendailom to the Advisory Commitee o
Committee shol d assess the effects of reating local options in the national rules.

B. StandingComimittee

Membership: The discussion about the composition of membership on the AdvisoryCommittees will not be rehearsed here. Much of it applies to the Standing Committee.

It has been suggested that the Standing Committee should be reconstituted to consist onlyof an independent chair plus the chairs of the various Advisory Comrmittees-or perhaps to haveoverlapping membership with the Advisory Committees, comprising the Chair plus one or twomembers of each Advisory Committee. Such a change would reduce the effectiveness of theStanding Committee as an independent voice (and a check), but it would increase continuity and

L51
58 Pub. L. No. 103-420, 103rd Cong., 2nd Sess. (Oct.25, 1994).

L
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ensure that each member is more thoroughly versed in the subject. The ChiefJustice should -
consider each side of this balance in selecting the composition of the Standing Committee. One
middle position between constituting the Standing Committee wholly from members of the
Advisory.Committees would be to make the Chairs fill members of the Standing Committee, L
giving them dejure the roles that many have assumed defacto in recent years. We make no con-
crete suggestion here but again comrmyend this possibility to the consideration of the Chief
Justice,.,

The criticism that, the committees do not "represent" the bar resonates more for the
Advisory Committees, which have principal drafting responsibility, than for the Standing U
Comnmittee. Therefore, we do not suggest enlarging the membership of the Standing Committee
to indude more attorneys. Nevertheless, it is proper to takeinto account goals of diversity in
membership.' 1, 7 ,

[9] Recommendtion to the Chief Justice: Appointments to the Standing
Cornmittees shouldreflect the personal and professional diversity in the federaI
bench~ and ba~r.,' Li ',X

Assuring uniformity. The Rules Enabling Act process is supposed to achieve and maintain -
a uniform national system of federal practice and procedure. National uniformity has been un-
dermined by three factors. First, the ADRInovement has created a menu of "nouveaux proce-
dures"59 , that present choices of rdiffent resolution procedures for different kinds of disputes.
Second, the Civil Justice Reiform Act of i9g0 balkanized rulemaking authority. Third, the
Standing Committee has followed something of a reverse King James Version of rulemaking that I
"taketh away and then "giveth": the Standing Committee's Local Rules Project has harmonized
local rules with the national rules, but inrecent ries amendments, e.g., Fed. R Civ. P. 26(a), the
Standing Committee has authorized istrict courts to ste off on their own paths, even to reject
the niation41 rule. iut the new Fed. R. sCiv. L;.8s efe+tie on Decemt er I, 1995, insists that local
'rules be consistent with, and not duplicate, natipnal nilest'Toi promote uniformity in other areas,
the Standing Commiiteehas circulated to adict cots a,, report of the Local Rules Project -J
on criminal rules' Xnd the Reported A, preparda carefu study that Will serve as the basis of
iriitiatiyes looking toward moreuformrlesofF tic. , '

To identifbr these three developments is not to pass judgment on them, although the worry
often heard is that the federal courts are reverting to the pre-i938 era of local procedure. It would
not be appropriate for our Subc omnittee to recoinmehd a once-and-for-all solution-though we
have alreadyisuggested taking algood hard loo akt the consequences. The Judicial Conference's
own Long Range Planning Committee yraws unble to suggest a concrete solution.60 Our exercise
in taling the long-range view would not be complee Aiwe did not at least draw attention to a
worry expressed by manypon the benh d, ine bar. Te worry is that the national rules and
rulemaking arewell on ther way to h'ming m~reye lounge act andnot the main room at-
traction in federal practice and procedure.

59 Baker, supra no&t 1, at 334.

60 Proposed Long Rang'ePlan for the Federal Courts (Mar. 1995) Recommendation 30, Implementation Strategy
30b: "Me national rules should strive for greater uniformity of practice and procedure, but individual courts should L
be permitted limited flexibility to account for differing local circumstances and to expeiment with innovative proce-
duress
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[10] Recommendation to the Standing Committee: The Standing Committee ought
to keep the goal of national uniformity prominent in its expectations and deci-
sionmaking. The Local Rules Project initiatives should be understood as a part ofthe continuing duty of the Standing Conmnittee. There ought to be a strong butL rebuttable presumption against local options in the national rules.

Redrafting proposals. The main task of drafting proposed rules belongs to the AdvisoryL Committees. The Advisory Committees possess the requisite expertise and serve as the focalpoint for suggestions and public commentary on the present and proposed rules. Rulemakingprocedures and tradition, however, recognize that the Standing Committee may revise drafts ofL. proposed rules submitted by the Advisory Committees, before or after the public comment pe-riod. Those procedures and traditions likewise anticipate that the Standing Committee will ex-ercise self-restraint. Members of the Standing Committee should communicate concerns aboutLo style and grammar to the Chairs and Reporters of the Advisory Committees before the meetingof the Standing Committee begins, to permit these matters to be rectified off the floor (it is eas-ier to draft in small, peaceful groups) and presented to the Standing Committee in writing toL. facilitate careful reflection. Meetings of the Standing Committee then can focus on substance.We recognize, of course, that style and substance may be inseparable. If in the judgment of theStanding Committee a proposal requires substantial changes for either style or substance, theL draft ought to be returned to the Advisory Committee. This division of the rulemaking laborobliges the Standing Committee to be aware of its function and respectfiul of the role of thego Advisory Committees.

[11] Recommendation to the Standing Committee: The Standing Committee and
its members must be mindful that the primary responsibility for drafting ruleschanges is assigned to the Advisory Committees. Members ofthe StandingCommittee should facilitate careful changes in language. If in thejudgment of
the Standing Committee a proposal requires substantial changes, the StandingCommittee should return the measure to the Advisory Committee for firther
consideration.

Reporter. The Reporter to the Standing Committee has duties different from the those ofthe Reporters to the Advisory Committees. The former serves as a drafter, but the limited draft-ing function of the Standing Committee likewise limits this responsibility of its Reporter. TheReporter facilitates communication between the Advisory Committees and the StandingL Committee, especially between regular meetings of the Standing Committee, by attending themeetings of the Advisory Committees and by communicating with their Reporters. TheReporter advises the Chair, assists the Administrative Office rules committee staff, and cooper-ates with the Federal Judicial Center. The Reporter monitors Congressional activities that arerelated to rulemaking and rules proposals. The Reporter keeps the Standing Committee abreastof commentary and literature related to the rules and rulemaking. The Reporter performs out-reach efforts such as appearing before bar groups to familiarize the profession and the public withthe rulemaking process and particular proposals. The Reporter serves as a director for special
projects, such as the Local Rules Project. The Reporter serves as an advisor to the StandingCommittee, as for example with the pending challenge to the Ninth Circuit Rules jointly filed byL several states' attorneys general. The Reporter, as the "scholar-in-residence" of the StandingCommittee, pursues long range proposals for rulemaking.

If these duties continue to increase and become more time-consuming, the StandingCommittee may eventually decide to appoint an Associate Reporter to assist the Reporter. The
Lo
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sense of the Subcommittee is that things have not yet reached that point. If the Standing
Committee accepts the recommendation below to allow the Subcommittee on Long Range
Planning to lapse as well as other recommendations made here that would add to the duties of
the Reporter, then an Associate Reporter might be needed sooner rather than later. Therefore,
our recommendation is open-ended.

[12] Recommendation to the Standing Committee: The Standing Committee
should take cognizance of the growing demands being placed on its Reporter and
eventually should consider whether to appoint an Associate Reporter.

Liaison members. Liaison members from the Standing Committee attend and have the
privilege of the floor at meetings of the Advisory Committees. This innovation ought to be con-
tinued with some attention to developing a more definite role for the liaison members.

[13] Recommendation to the Chain The practice of appointing liaison members
from the Standing Committee to the various Advisory Committees should be
continued.

Subcommittee on Style. Judge Robert E. Keeton, the immediate past Chair of the
Standing Committee, established a Subcommittee on Style and charged it with undertaking a
restyling of the various sets of federal rules. That Subcommittee appointed a Consultant who has
written a manual on rules drafting. The Subcommittee regularly has contributed to the efforts of
the Advisory Committees and the Standing Committee to achieve greater consistency and clarity
in the language of the federal rules.

The objective of this effort-uniform, readable, rules consistent with modem legal usage-
is important not only to users of the rules but also to drafters, for clarity promotes understanding.
The work of the Subcommittee, and particularly the Consultant's drafting manual, will be advan-
tageous to the Standing Committee (and other legal drafters) in the years to come. But it re-
mains an open question whether the plan to rewrite the body of existing rules will succeed. The
principal question is whether it is possible to revise the rules without too many accidental change
in meaning. A stated goal of preserving meaning invites readers to use the old rules to interpret
the new ones, which may complicate interpretation for some time. (This has occurred with the
i948 amendments to Title 28 of the United States Code.) Discovery of ambiguities also leads to
discovery of unwelcome substance; yet definitions of "unwelcome" differ, and the ensuing debate
about substance may frustrate agreement on style changes.

The Supreme Court also has shown some unease with this process, which until the
completion of the project produces differences in style across rules; the "restyled' rules use
terminology in a different way from the older rules. When sending a package to Congress on
April 27, i995, the Supreme Court changed "must" to "shall" to preserve consistent usage. The
Court may prefer an all-at-once project, of the kind now under way, but thoroughgoing restyling
will be a long time coming for several sets of rules. The Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules
has completed its initial review of a complete rewrite; the other advisory committees are mid-way
in the process or have not yet begun it.

The Long Range Planning Subcommittee believes that the objects of the project are desir-
able, and that it should be continued. Better drafting for rules newly proposed, or revised for
other reasons, should be pursued assiduously. Costs and benefits of revising whole sets of rules at
once are more closely balanced: the gains are greater, but so too the costs. Experience with the
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LS Appellate Rules will permit the Standing Committee to decide how to proceed with the othersets of rules.

L [14] Recommendation to the Standing Committee: The Standing Committee
should continue to improve the style of new and amended rules, and should useits experience to decide whether to revise each set of federal rules fully.

L Subcommittee on'Long Range Planning. The immediate past Chair ofthe Standing
Committee established a Subcommitt ee for Long, Range Planning. Since then, the
Subcommittee has planned to find a role, without substantial long range success. The rulemakingprocess is a form of long-range planning, which suggests that there is no need for a separatelong-range planning organ. The Subcommittee has filed reports with the Standing Committee
about long range proposals already in the rulemaking pipeline and recommended the introduc-tion of other such proposals. It has recommended that Advisory Committees study comprehen-
sive packages of procedural reforms proposed by scholars, committees, and bar groups. (In thethree years since the Standing Committee adopted this recommendation, no AdvisoryL. Committee has reported back to the Standing Committee on any of these proposals.) TheSubcommittee has attempted to monitor the work of the Judicial Conference's Committee onLong Range Planning. It performed 'this self-study of rulemaking procedures.

The term of one member of the Subcommittee as a member of the Standing Committee
expired before the preparation of this Report, his vacancy on the Subcommittee has not beenfilled. The term of Professor Baker, the original chair of the Subsommittee, expired at the end ofSeptember i995. He too has not been replaced, but he has continued to participate in thepreparation of this final version of the Report. The Subcommittee enthusiastically recommendsthat with the completion of this Report the Standing Committee disband the Subcommittee onLong Range Planning. (Similarly, in June Iggg the ChiefJustice discharged the Judicial
Conference's own Committee on Long Range Planning.) Another option is to assign long range

_ planning in rulemaking to the reportorial function, perhaps on the occasion of creating the
position of Associate Reporter, as is anticipated in a previous recommendation.

[15] Recommendation to the Chair of the Standing Committee: The Subcommittee
on Long Range Planning should be abolished. Issues regarding long range plan-
ning in the rules process should be reassigned to the Reporter.

K; C.Judicial Conference

The Judicial Conference performs a function somewhere between the Standing
Committee's and the Supreme Court's. For the most part, theJudicial Conference evaluates pro-posals on the basis of the paper record compiled by the Advisory Committees and the Standing
Committee, and it gives thumbs up or thumbs down (the latter rarely) without making changes.We do not make any recommendations concerning the way the Judicial Conference deals withproposals from the Standing Committee-except for the obvious implication that a change inthe role of the Supreme Court (discussed below) would alter the role of the Judicial Conference,and vice versa. The Judicial Conference is the largest body that participates in the process andL. hence is the least suited to technical drafting. It also has the least time for rulemaking; its agendasare crowded with other subjects, and rules are discussed briefly when they are discussed at alLThis increases the chance of misunderstanding, which leads to error. As we mention below,therefore, if the Supreme Court retains its current role, it may be appropriate to remove theJudicial Conference as a separate step in the process.

3,
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D. Supreme Court

The main issue regarding the Supreme Court's participation in judicial rulemaking is
whether the High Court should continue its role in the statutory scheme. Congress has desig- L
nated the Supreme Court as the entity with power to promulgate rules for the federal courts,
subject to the possibility of legislation during the seven months between proposal and effective C

date.

Historically, the Court's role has been justified on two levels. FMst, the Supreme Court, as m
the highest federal court, exercises supervisory powers over the lower federal courts. Second, the
prestige of the Court lends authority to the rules.

Commentators and individual Justices have questioned these justifications and argued that
the Court's role is, in the pejorative, to serve as a "rubber staip." Others on and off the Court
have answered that the historic rationales still apply. They diaw attention to the occasions when
the Supreme Court has disapproved ,or~altered ,draft'rues and to the dissenting statements from
some of theJustices regarding particular rules. There is the further, but inevitable, complication
that the Supreme Court frequently is called orfl to interpret the rules and to decide whether they
are valid under the Rules Enabling Act and the Constitution.

Justice White's statement regarding the I993 package of amendments summed up his 3I

years of experience Kin judicial rulemaking. 61 He concluded that the Supreme Court's,
'promulgation" of rules functionally amounts to a certification to the Congress that the Rules VT
Enabling Act procedures are operating properly and that the particular proposals before the
Court are the productsof a caref remaking process. The transmittal letters from the Chief
Justice since then have made the same point.

Given the considerations on both sides, we! leave to the Justices themselves the question
whether there sho be any change in their role-and, correspondingy, whether, if it is best to
maintain the Cous current role, it would be appropriate to reduce the role of the Judicial
Conference. Having both of these bodies pass on rulesi that have already been fully ventilated con-
surnes much timeafor little purpose. i

There is one other possible change wo mentioning. A few years ago, the British
Embassy sent a diplomatic note to the Court concerning the implications of a proposal for ser- -

vice in foreign countries . The measure waslre tond the Judicial Conference for fiuther con- l
sideration. After the concerns of the foreign governments were addressed, the proposal went
forward. In the aftermath of that round of rumaking& -itheJustices informed the Standing
Committee that they wantedto bp alerted to any controversy orobjections to particular propos- L
als, as part of the wren recordl f;rwarded with the rules packages. The Supreme Court may
appropriately conclude that ret of rules pck e ther tan the revision of the proposals m
and promulgation ofles that the Aiso Committes and StandingCommittee have not
reviewed-is the bet appracals it receive seem.1problematic to the Justices.

61 Statement ofJustice White, 113 S.Ct. at 575 (Apr. 22, 1993).

lC* < l a } I N I F ~Lr
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E. Congress

The separation of powers that is part of the structure of the Constitution is not designedL for efficiency. By creating federal courts and defining their jurisdiction, Congress keeps thepromise of the Preamble to 'establish justice." Rulemaking is a power that is legislative in natureto the extent that rules affect the interests of litigants and regulate the conduct of officers of theThird Branch (including attorneys), but is nevertheless delegated partly to the Third Branch.The line drawn in the statutory authorization allows rules dealing with 'practice and procedure"but prohibits rules that 'abridge, enlarge or modify any substantive rights."62 On the judicialside, this distinction requires careful discernment.

Congress has the power to adopt rules and procedures for the federal courts.63 "May" doesnot imply 'should." The wisdom behind the Rules Enabling Act procedures is deep. The ThirdBranch has the expertise to write rules of practice and procedure. Respect for the independenceof the coordinate judicial branch, and the overarching values that independence protects, alsocounsels moderation in legislative promulgation or amendment of rules. Similarly with respect tolegislation regulating the rulemaking process. In his year-end report for i994, the ChiefJusticewrote- "I believe that this [Rules Enabling Act] system has worked well, and that Congressshould not seek to regulate the composition of the Rules Committees any more than it alreadyhas." The Judicial Conference has reached the same conclusion. See also Recommendation 1above. And the Judicial Conference's Committee on Long Range Planning shares this under-standing. See PHc'posed Long Range Planfor the Federal Courts (Mar. i995) Recommendation 3o,Implementation Strategy 3oa ("Rules should be developed exclusively in accordance with the
time-tested and orderly process, es'tablished by the Rules Enabling Act.").

The Judiial donterence has the rpibility to represent before Congress the interests ofthe federal courts and the citizens they serve. THe Standing ,fCommittee, has the responsibility toaid the Judlcial Conference in performng this role. Te Standing Committee should continue toL E monitor legislative activity and serve as a resource to the Judicial Conference to remind Congress
of the values behind the Rules Enabling Act. Existing links between the Advisory Committees(and the AO) and Members of Congress, and committee staffs should be maintained and, if pos-r sible, reinforced. It ma y be necessry mto rermind Congress, too, that the 19 88 legislation increasingthe time needed to, anend a rule affects the relaticdn between leslative and judicial branches in
the way we discussed above.-', S

F. The Rulemaking Calendar

The rulemaing ycle: Thke changes in the rulemaking environment have occurred atroughly the same time. ,(1) The period between initial proposal and ultimate rule was extended in1988 by increased opportunities for comment and an increased length of report-and-wait periods,so that it is now difficult to see' aproposal through in fewer than three years. (2) The nationalrulemaking process had become more frenetic, with multiple packages pending simultaneously.Instead of five or more years between amendment cycles (the old 7norm), it is now common to seemultiple amendments to the same rule in different phases: one pending before Congress, anotherpending before the Judicial Conference, a third, out for public comment, and a fourth under con-

L 62 28 U.S.C. §2072 (a) & (b).
63 U.S. Const. art. m, §1.

L
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sideration by an Advisory Committee. (3) Meanwhile local rulemaking has burgeoned, in part,
but only in part, at the instance of Congress (the Civil Justice Reform Act of 199o).

On one thing most people agree: all of these developments are unfortunate. It takes too
long to, amend atrule or create a new one, and delay not only perpetuates whatever problem occa-
sioned the call for amendment but also invites Congress and local courts to step in. The former 7
undermines theRules Enabling Act process (and discards the benefits of expertise); the latter
undermines national uniformity.' If the Supreme Courtf cannot respond quicky to a problem,
legislation or local rules must be the answer. That amendments to the Rules Enabling Act are r
themselves responsible for the extended rulemaking cycle- -so that Congress is the source of the s

delay it bemoans-offers no succor to those who seek swift changes. At the same time, few peo-
ple can be found to support the existence of multiple anges to the same rule l Professor Wright, -

an observer and long-time particpaiit " 1 the rlaki ng p s, has condemnied the process of L
overlappingrainendnients'inino uncertain terms.t IHisci i de coeur is one among may strong and
firndanmentallyQOrret indicotmentst, also illustates thl` intradable na of t problem-for itp
is preciselythe change in the length of the d athas made o ap invtle!

Wh,.'oen, les could be aendeddlaftea year oir ~si~oifefort, aand whenhe Chairs of then
Advisor~y Committees andli$ hanigC mitn e nihd dinietrms, it wa ~ o~have discrete7
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commttes srveshoer en~s, o tat~iesh~,lod res s~ggetio~ eeiyyear and the
Chairs, to ~hayei,.4 ~n~fetbfr xi4ms atwdKi~atch." No won- -Li
der weIsee a drawn-ot i
weeS, [And it is iA c-

What is 66p rin dnie pac5 ~kges--;say, a-maximum,
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64 Charles Alan Wright, Foreword: The Malaise of Federal Rulemaking, 14 Rev. Litigation 1'(1994).
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L have ruminated about the possibility of abbreviating the rulemaking process by skipping one oranother of the participants (either the Judicial Conference or the Supreme Court). What we nowF take up is the possibility of setting norms for our own work-norms rather than rules, for thereasons we have explained, but norms that if implemented will relieve some points of stress.
Let us establish biennial cycles as the norm. Rules would be issued for comment every otheryear-not every year, or every six months, as is possible now. Advisory Committees could be en-couraged to make recommendations to the Standing Committee every year (to ease the problemof congestion for both the Advisory Committees and the Standing Committee), but proposalswould be consolidated for biennial publication. All Advisory Committees could be on the sameschedule, so unless some emergency intervened the bar could anticipate that, say, proposalswould be sent out for public comment only in even-numbered years. Chairs with longer tenurecould plan for these cycles, and it would be easier for late-occurring ideas to 'catch up' withoutthe need for separate publication.

A change in the publication cycle could be accompanied, to advantage, by a change in theStanding Committee's schedule. The summer meeting of the Standing Committee has been setby working backward from the May 1 deadline for promulgating rules and transmitting them -toCongress (with a December 1 effective date). The Supreme Court can promulgate the rules byMay 1 only if it receives a recommendation of the Judicial Conference the preceding fall (a rec-ommendation at the Conference's spring meeting would leave the Court too little time). TheConference can make the necessary recommendation only if the Standing Committee acts byJuly, which leaves time to write and circulate the final recommendations. The summer meeting istherefore an enduring feature of the rulemaking landscape, so long as the Judicial Conferenceand the Court play their current roles and the statutory schedule is unchanged.
Not so the winter meeting-and not so the content of meetings. If all recommendations tothe Judicial Conference are consolidated for action at the summer meeting, the second meetingof the year can be reserved for the discussion of drafts the Advisory Committees want to publishfor comment. A meetingAof the Standing Committee in the fall, rather than the winter, wouldcreate sufficient time to have a ful comment period, a meeting of the Advisory Committee thenext spring, and consideration of the final proposals at the ensuing summer meeting of theStanding Committee. This change could shave six months to a year off the rulemaking schedule,making a biennial cycle more attractive. 65

L As we have stressed, it will be essential to allow exceptions for true exigencies, as well as foroff-year republication of proposals that deserve further comment. These should be few, however,as a longer cycle will permit more concentrated thought.

65 The following schedule would work In spring or summer of Year One, the Advisory Committee makes a rec-ommendation for publication. The Standing Committee would consider the recommendation at a meeting between7 September 15 and 30. Publication at the beginning of November (giving the AO a month for preparation) wouldproduce a comment period dosing at the end of April in Year Two. Advisory Committees would meet toward theend of April, in conjunction with any oral hearings, to consider comments and make recommendations for a meetingp of the Standing Committee to be held at the end ofJune of beginning of'July. The Standing Committee wouldtransmit any approved drafts to the Judicial Conference for consideration in the fail of Year Two. If the Conferenceand Supreme Court approved, the rule would take effect on December 1 of Year Three, a total time of approxi-mately 2½ years from initial proposal to effectiveness.
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[16] Recommendation to the Standing Committee: The Standing Committee L
should establish a biennial cycle as the norm in rulemaking, should limit its sum-
mer meeting to the consideration of proposals to theJudicial Conference, and
should hold a fall meeting for the consideration of recommendations that drafts
by sent out for public comment.

Conclusion

The Subcommittee believes that the current, rulemaking process is fundamentally sound,
but improvement is both possible and desirable. Practices and procedures of the federal courts are
admired and emulatedby the state courtsystems andby the court systems of other countries.
The procedure that has evolved for maintainingthat systempf -rules deserves substantial credit
for this. Nevertheless, we offer these constructive crticisms, andrecornendations. ,

Our hope for this Self-Study Report is that it will assist the Standing Committee to con-
sider and then recommend adjustments in the federal judicial rulemakidn mechanism.

Respectfully submitted,

" ~~~~~Tho~mas E. Baker,,
,,, Alvn !R Allison IProfessor

Texas Tech Universety School of Law.

Frank.H. Easterbrook
PCircuitJudge
Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit
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Admiralty Rules B, C, E

The attached materials embody proposed amendments to Admiralty
Rules B, C, and E. For the most part, the changes are technical.
The project began with the unexplained failure in 1991 to adopt
amendments to Rule B to parallel the 1991 changes in Rule C. It
moved on to consider the failure to amend Rule B(2) to conform to
the 1993 changes in the service-of-process provisions in Civil Rule
4. Other topics have been added, most notably a Department of
Justice proposal to add a new Rule C(6)(a) to deal with statutory
forfeiture proceedings.

The technical nature of the amendments is a source of both
reassurance and uncertainty. The proposals have been prepared by
expert admiralty practitioners, who surely are skilled in the
technical aspects of admiralty practice. Their expert knowledge
makes it tempting to rely on their judgment. The temptation must
be resisted. Careful study must be devoted to these proposals,
even if the result is to adopt them wholesale. The drafting too
must be studied, knowing that style improvements should be made but
wary of the risk that style improvements may inadvertently change
meaning.

Rule C(6)(b) affords a simple illustration of the kinds of
questions that must be asked. The present rule begins by
addressing "the claimant of property." The proposed rule addresses
"any person who asserts a right of possession or an equity
ownership interest in property," who shall file "an appearance and
statement identifying their [sic] interest * * *."1 The draft seems
to assume that the only persons who could have been claimants were
those who asserted "a right of possession or equity ownership
interest." The admiralty concepts indeed may embrace all possible
claims within the notions of "right of possession" or "equity

L ownership," but the Committee must know the meaning of these terms
in appraising the proposal. And of course "their" should be "the."
The same phrases appear in new Rule C(6)(a), which addresses an
action in rem to enforce a forfeiture for violation of a federal
statute. If there is a special admiralty meaning for "equity
ownership," there is no apparent reason for using the same term in
dealing with statutory forfeiture proceedings. Is a materialman' s
lien, for example, either a right of possession or an "equity"
ownership?

These materials have arrived on the eve of assembling the
April agenda. The April agenda is crowded as it stands. Before
beginning the task of redrafting, it is important that the
Committee give preliminary consideration to these materials to
provide a collective sense of the issues that must be addressed.

The materials are set out, with interspersed copies of some of
the relevant correspondence, in this order: (1) the proposed full
text of the amended portions of Rules B, C, and E; (2) a February
6 letter from Mark Kasanin to the Reporter, conveying the January
31 letter from Robert Zapf to Mark Kasanin, and an October 3 letter
of the Reporter to Mark Kasanin; (3) an overstrike-and-redline
version that shows some, but not all, of the proposed changes; and
(4) proposed Committee Notes.
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L BURLINGHAM UNDERWOOD LLP

MICHAEL MARKS COHEN ONE BATTERY PARK PLAZA
WADE S. HOOKER, JRROERT B POHL
TERRY L. STOLTZ NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10004-1484 OF COUNSEL
ROBERT J. ZAPF-
GEOFFREY J. GINOS
LIZABETH L. BURRELL

TELEPHONE 212-422-7S85
JOSEPH C.ELEPTHHFAX: 2124S-4Z075 ¢BURLINGHAM UNDERWOOD
JOSEPH C. SMITH FAX: 222-425-4207 TWO GATEWAY CENTER

SP6CIAL H.OUNSGELDORN TELEX: 221213 TTC UR 12TH FLOOR
NEWARK, N.J. 07102-5003

'ALSO AOMITTED ANO RESPONSIBLE 201-242-331
FOR PRACTICE IN NEW JERSEY

March 5, 1996

Federal Rules Advisory Committee
Amendments to Rules B, C and E

Our File: 00029

nrm
Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq.
McCutchen, Doyle, Brown & Enersen
Three Embarcadero Center, Floor 25
San Francisco, California 94111

Dear Mark:

U The enclosed versions of portions of Rules B, C and E
were prepared after consultation with and on the advice of members
of the Practice and Procedure Committee of the United States
Maritime Law Association and representatives of the Department of
Justice. They are hereby recommended by the MLA for adoption by
the Federal Rules Advisory Committee.

By copy of this letter to Philip A. Berns, Esq., we are
forwarding these versions to him with the request that he obtainF final DOJ approval and communicate same to the Committee.

I wish to thank all of the Committee members and
especially Phil Berns and Professor Sharpe for their guidance and

C participation in this effort.

RECEIVED
MDB&E

00029XAL.WP5 MM 1 1 1996

Ansd...



Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq. - 2 - March 5, 1996

With best regards, L

Very truly yours,

Robert J. Z f
Chair
Practice and Procedure Committee K

RJZ:amc F
Enclosures

cc: Chester D. Hooper, Esq.
President, U.S. MLA
Haight, Gardner, Poor & Havens
195 Broadway '
New York, New York 10007-3189

Edward V. Cattell, Jr., Esq.
Clark, Ladner, Fortenbaugh & Young
Woodland Falls Corporate Park
200 Lake Dr E, Ste 300
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002-1178

James W. Bartlett, III, Esq.
Wilson, Elser, Moskowitz, Edelman

& Dicker
250 W Pratt St., Fl 22-
Baltimore, Maryland 21201-2447

Andrew J. Goldstein, Esq.
Goldstein, Till & Lite
744 Broad St., Ste 800
Newark, NJ 07102-3808

Campbell E. Wallace, Esq. r
165 E. Oakridge Pk. .
Metairie, LA 70005.

Jeffrey S. Moller, Esq. K
Clark, Ladner, Fortenbaugh & Young
One Commerce Sq.
2005 Market St., Fl 22
Philadelphia, PA 19103

00029XAL .WP5



L Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq. - 3 - March 5, 1996

L James B. Kemp, Jr., Esq.
Phelps Dunbar
Texaco Ctr Fl 30
400 Poydras St.
New Orleans, LA 70130-3245

John A. Edginton, Esq.
Dezurick, Edginton & Harrington
6400 Hollis St. Ste 9
Emeryville, CA 94608-1052

Professor David J. Sharpe
The George Washington University
2000 H Street, N.W., Room B436
Washington, DC 20052-0001

Philip A. Berns, Esq.
U.S. Department of Justice

r 450 Golden Gate
P.O. Box 36028
San Francisco, California 94102

L

L

L
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L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1 RULE B. Attachment and Garnishment: Special Provisions

2 (1) When Available; Complaint, Affidavit, Judicial

L 3 Authorization, and Process. With respect to any admiralty or

4 maritime claim in personam a verified complaint may contain a

L 5 prayer for process to attach the defendant's goods and chattels,

I 6 or credits and effects in the hands of garnishees to be named in

7 the process to the amount sued for, if the defendant shall not be

8 found within the district. Such a complaint shall be accompanied

9 by an affidavit signed by the plaintiff or the plaintiff's attorney

Lv 10 that, to the affiant's knowledge, or to the best of the affiant's

11 information and belief, the defendant cannot be found within the

LI 12 district. The verified complaint and affidavit shall be reviewed

L 13 by the court and, if the conditions set forth in this rule appear

14 to exist, an order so stating and authorizing process of attachment

15 and garnishment shall issue. If the plaintiff or the plaintiff's

16 attorney certifies that exigent circumstances make review by the

17 court impracticable, the clerk shall issue process of attachment

18 and garnishment and the plaintiff shall have the burden at a post-

19 attachment hearing under Rule E(4)(f) to show that exigent

20 circumstances existed. If the property is a vessel or tangible

21 property on board a vessel, the process or any supplemental process

L 22 shall be delivered to the marshal for service. If the property is

23 other tangible or intangible property, the process shall be

24 delivered by the clerk to a person or organization authorized to

L 25 serve it who may be a marshal, a person or organization contracted

C: \WP50OX*\PP.4CPMRUUMFIIN.JA
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2 L
26 with by the United States, a person specially. appointed by the F
27 court for the that purpose, or if the action is brought by the

28 United States, any officer or employee of the United States.

29 Supplemental process enforcing the court's order may be issued by

30 the clerk upon application without further order of the court. In L
31 addition, or in the alternative, the plaintiff may, pursuant to

32 Rule 4 (n), invoke the remedies provided by state law for attachment

33 and garnishment or similar seizure of the defendant's property. V
34 Except for Rule E(8) these Supplemental Rules do not apply to state

35 remedies so invoked.

36 (2) Notice to Defendant. No judgment by default shall be

37 entered except upon proof, which may be by affidavit, * * * (b)

38 that the complaint, summons, and process of attachment or

39 garnishment have been served on the defendant in a manner

40 authorized by Rule 4 (c), (e), (f), (g), or (h), ... r
41

J

'/
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RULE C

(2) Complaint. In actions in rem the complaint shall be verified

on oath or solemn affirmation. It shall describe with reasonable

L particularity the property that is the subject of the action and

in admiralty and maritime proceedings, it shall state that the

property is within the district or will be during the pendency of

the action. In forfeiture proceedings, if the property is located

Cod outside of the district, the complaint shall state the statutory

basis for the court's exercise of jurisdiction over the property.

In actions for the enforcement of forfeitures for violation of any

statute of the United States the complaint shall state the place

of seizure and whether it was on land or on navigable waters, and

shall contain such allegations as may be required by the statute

pursuant to which the action is brought.

(3) Judicial Authorization and Process.

* * *

If the property is a vessel or tangible property on board a

vessel, the warrant or any supplemental process shall be delivered

C to the marshal for service.

L~~~~~~~~~~~ ***

If the plaintiff or the plaintiff's attorney certifies that exigent

circumstances make review by the court impracticable, the clerk

shall issue a warrant for the arrest and the plaintiff shall have

LL the burden on a post-arrest hearing under Rule E(4) (f) to show that

C D:\.. PRACPROC&E-M .DW
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exigent circumstances existed. . *

(4) Notice. No notice other than the execution of the process is

required when the property that is the subject of the action has K
been released in accordance with Rule E(5). If the property is not

released within 10 days after the execution of process, the L

plaintiff shall promptly or within such time as may be allowed by

the court cause public notice of the action and arrest'to be given L

in a newspaper of general circulation in the district, designated C

by order of the court. Such notice shall specify the time within

which any claim against the property seized, appearance, or answer

is required to be filed as provided by subdivision (6)(a) or (b)

of this rule. This rule does not affect the requirements of notice

in actions to foreclose a preferred ship mortgage pursuant to the

Act of June 5, 1920, ch.250, § 30, as amended.

2

(6) Responsive Pleading; Interrogatories. EJ
(a) Civil Forfeitures. In any action in rem to enforce

a forfeiture for violation of a Federal statute, any person who

asserts a right of possession or an equity ownership interest in L
the property or a claim against the property that is the subject

of the action must file an appearance and statement identifying

their interest or a claim against the property within 20 days after

the receipt of actual notice of the execution of the process or the

final publication of such notice as provided in subsection (4), V

D:\.. .PRACPRO\C&E-MLA&.DOJ



whichever is earlier, orwithin such additional time as may be

L allowed by the court, and shall serve an answer within 20 days

after the filing of the appearance and statement of interest or

claim against the property. Any such appearance and statement of

interest or claim against the property shall be verified on oath

or solemn affirmation. If the appearance and statement of interest

or claim against the property is made on behalf of an agent,

bailee, or attorney for the appearing party or claimant, it shall

L state that the agent, bailee, or attorney is duly authorized to

file the appearance and statement of interest or claim against the

L property. At the time of answering the appearing party or claimant

U must also serve answers to any interrogatories served with the

complaint. In actions in rem interrogatories may be so served

1 without leave of court.

(b) Maritime Arrests and Other Proceedings. Any person who

L asserts a right of possession or an equity ownership interest in

property that is the subject of an action in rem shall file an

appearance and statement identifing their interest within 10 days

after process has been executed or within 10 days after the last

date of publication as provided by subdivision (4) of this rule,

whichever is earlier, or within such additional time as may be

allowed by the court, and shall serve an answer within 20 days

after the filing of the appearance and statement of interest . The

V appearance and statement of interest shall be verified on oath or

solemn affirmation, and shall state the interest in the property

by virtue of which said party demands its restitution or the

D:\ ... PRACPRO\C&E-MLA&.DGJ



right to defend the action. If the appearance and statement of

interest is made on behalf of the appearing party by an agent,

bailee, or attorney for the appearing party, it shall state that

the agent, bailee, or attorney is duly authorized to file the

appearance and statement of interest. At the time of answering

the appearing party shall also serve answers to any V
interrogatories served with the complaint. In actions in rem

interrogatories may be so served without leave of court.

* * *

I7L
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L RULE E

(3) Process

(a) Territorial Limits of Effective Service. In admiralty

r and maritime proceedings, process in rem, or of maritime

attachment and garnishment shall be served only within the

district. This provision shall not apply in forfeiture cases

governed by 28 U.S.C. § 1355 or any other statute providing for

service of process outside of the district.

* * *

(7) Security on Counterclaim. Whenever there is asserted a

counterclaim arising out of the same transaction or occurrence with

respect to which the action was originally filed, and the

defendant, claimant, or any person making an appearance pursuant

LI? to Rule C(6)(a) or (b) in the original action has given security

rIJI, to respond in damages, any plaintiff for whose benefit such

security has been given shall give security in the usual amount and

form to respond in damages to the claims set forth in such

counterclaim, unless the court, for cause show, shall otherwise

EF direct; and proceedings on the original claim shall be stayed until

such security is given, unless the court otherwise directs. When

the United States or a corporate instrumentality thereof as

defendant is relieved by law of the requirement of giving security

to respond in damages it shall nevertheless be treated for the

L purposes of this subdivision E(7) as if it had given such security

:\ .... PRACPRO\C&E-MLA&.DOJ



if a private person so situated would have been required to give

it. U
* * *

(9) * * *

(b) Interlocutory Sales. If property that has been attached

or arrested is perishable, or liable to deterioration, decay, or

injury by being detained in custody pending the action, or if the

expense of keeping the property is excessive or disproportionate,

or if there is unreasonable delay in securing the release of

property, the court, on application of any party or of the marshal,

or other person or organization having the warrant, may order the

property or any portion thereof to be sold; and the proceeds, or

so much-thereof as shall be adequate to satisfy any judgment, may

be ordered brought into court to abide the event of the action; or

the court may, upon motion of the defendant, claimant or any

person making an appearance pursuant to Rule C(6)(a) or (b), order

delivery of the-property to such moving party, upon the giving of

security in accordance with these rules.

(10) Preservation of Property. Whenever property is attached or U
arrested pursuant to the provisions of Rule E(4) (b) that permit 7:

Li
the marshal or other person having the warrant to execute the

process without taking actual possession of the property, and the X

owner or occupant of the property is thereby permitted to remain

in possession, the court, on the motion of any party or on its own

D:\. PRACPRO\C&E-MLA&.OOJ L



motion, shall enter any order necessary to preserve the value of

the property, its contents, and any income derived therefrom, and

to prevent the destruction, removal or diminution in value of such

property, contents and income.

D: \.. .PRACPRO\C&E-MLA&.DOJ
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L MCCUTCHEN. DOYLE. BROWN & ENERSEN. LLP

February 6, 1996

Edward H. Cooper, Esq.
Associate Dean
The University of Michigan Law School
Hutchins Hall
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

Federal Rules Advisory Committee
Possible Amendments to Rules B, C and E

Dear Ed:

As requested by my letter of November 14, 1995 to Bob Zapf, Chairman of the
MLA Committee on Practice and Procedure, I have now received a response dated January 31,
1996 (copy enclosed).

As you will see, this includes "red-lined" versions of Rule B(1) and B(2),
Rule C(3), C(4) and C(6) and Rule E(7) and E(9). (The "red-lined" versions are actually "grey-
lined".) These versions are recommended by the MLA for changes to Rules B, C and E.

There is also a detailed response from Bob to your letter of October 3, 1995 to me.

You will note the footnote on page 2, to the effect that the MLA does not take any
formal position with respect to the proposed wording of a new Rule C(6)(a), submitted by theL Justice Department in connection with civil forfeitures (this proposed C(6)(a) was not included).
I have contacted Frank Hunger's office to ask if the lawyer involved with the proposed forfeiture

flags, provision would contact Bob Zapf directly to see if anything can be worked out on the DOJ-
proposed Rule C(6)(a) to avoid confusion concerning the varying use of the words "claim" and
"claimant.' As you will see. the MLA has gotten rid of the "claim" language and has substituted

C "appearance" therefor in Rule C(6)(b) for maritime arrests for one asserting a possessory interest.
On the maritime side, this leaves the word "claim" only for one filing under Rule F in a
limitation of liability proceeding as a claim on the fund.

L I am hopeful that something will be worked out between the MLA and DOJ with
respect to this Rule C(6)(a) which we can forward to you so that all of these proposals can be on
our April agenda. It has been decided by the Department of Justice that Phil Berns, who is with

1 T 1 1 ( R N E ' s Z I . Three Embarcadero Center San Francisco Palo Alto
San Francisco, California 94111-4066 Los A, . '.'Washington, D.C.
Tel. (4151 393-2000 Fax (415) 393-2286 San Jose TaipeiC http://www.mccutchen.com Walnut Creek



Edward H. Cooper, Esq.
February 6, 1996
Page 2 L

F

DOJ in San Francisco, and who is very familiar with all of this will be the DOJ lawyer to try to
work this out with Bob Zapf.

With best regards.

Very truly yours,

Mark 0. Kasanin b

Direct: (415) 393-2144
mkasaningmdbe.com K

cc: John K. Rabiej, Esq. (w/enclosure)
Philip A. Bems, Esq. (w/o enclosure)
Hon. Patrick E. Higginbotham (w/enclosure)
Robert J. Zapf, Esq. (w/o enclosure)

LR,
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BURLINGHAM UNDERWOOD LLP

MICHAEL MARKS COHEN ONE BATTERY PARK PLAZA EUGENE UNOERWOOD

TERRY L. STOLTZ NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10004-1484 ROBERT CO. ONL
ROBERT J. ZAPF'

GEOFFREY J. GINOS

LCZABETH L. BURRELL TELEPHONE 212-422-7585

JOSEPH C. SMITH FAX: 212-425-4107 TWO GATEWAY CENTER

WILLIAM H. HAGENDORN TELEX: 221213 TTC UR TOAT FLOOR
SPECIAL COUNSEL NEWARK. N.J. 07102- 5003

201- 242 -3131'ALSO ADMITTED AND RESPONSIBLE 201-242-333
FOR PRACTICE IN NEW JERSEY FAX: 20i242-4333

January 31, 1996

Federal Rules Advisory Committee
U Possible Amendments to Rules B, C and E

Our File: 00029

Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq.
McCutchen, Doyle, Brown & Enersen
Three Embarcadero Center, Floor 25
San Francisco, California 94111

Dear Mark:

At the 1995 Fall Meeting of the Maritime Law Association

(the "MLA"I) the following resolution was adopted:

The Association hereby authorizes the Chair of
the Practice and Procedure Committee, in
consultation with and on the advice of members
of that committee, to confer with
representatives of the Department of Justice
and the Advisory Committee to the Judicial
Conference, and to adopt as a recommendation
of the Maritime Law Association of the United
States such non-substantive, technical
amendments to the wording of Rules B, C and E
as necessary to ensure conformity among ther admiralty rules and the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure consistent with changes previously
authorized by the Association.

As the Chair of the Practice and Procedure Committee, I

have consulted with and received the advice of members of the

RECEIVED
M DB&E0002 9 NX: .O &

FEB - 5 iS36
Ansd. - -



Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq. - 2 - January 31, 1996

Committee, and enclose herewith redlined versions of Rule B(1) and

B(2); Rule C(3), C(4) and C(6) and Rule E(7) and E(9). These

versions are hereby recommended by the MLA for changes to Rules B,

C and E.

You have referred us to the letter dated October 3, 1995

from Professor Edward H. Cooper of the University of Michigan Law

School and his proposed changes to Rule B. The MLA has the

following views and recommendations concerning Professor Cooper's

proposals:

1. We do not agree with Professor Cooper's proposal to

add the words "summons and" in line 14 of his draft Rule B. Under

existing practice, the court does not authorize issuance of the

summons, but only issuance of the process of attachment and

garnishment. There is no need to have the court approve issuance

of the summons, which is addressed to the defendant in personam,

It should be noted that the MLA does not take any formal
position with respect to the proposed wording of a new Rule C
(6)(a) submitted by the U.S. Department of Justice in connection
with civil forfeitures. The MLA previously recommended changes to
Rules B, C and E in an attempt to eliminate confusion concerning
the varying use of the words "claim" and "claimant" in the
Admiralty Rules to refer to those persons who affirmatively assert
a right of recovery against a vessel or other property, and also
to refer to a party who asserts a property interest in the vessel
or property seized and the right to defend claims against the
vessel or property. The proposed wording for Rule C (6) (a) put
forth by the Department of Justice continues to use the words
"claim" and "claimant".

00029WXF -2



Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq. - 3 - January 31, 1996

while there is a need for the court to authorize issuance of the

process of maritime attachment and garnishment, which is addressed

to a non-party garnishee. The clerk, as a matter of course, issues

the summons. Hence, in the MLA recommended draft of Rule B, that

wording is deleted. The same phrase is also deleted from the MLA

recommended wording for Rule C(3).

2. We agree with the change in line 34 of Professor

Cooper's draft Rule B, correcting the reference to Rule 4(e). The

new reference is to Rule 4(n).

3. We agree with Professor Cooper that the Marshal

should serve process of attachment and Garnishment if the property

to be seized is a vessel or tangible property on board a vessel.

We also believe that the Marshal should serve supplemental process

addressed to a vessel or tangible property on board a vessel.

Accordingly, while we accept Professor Cooper's shift of the

supplemental process provision from lines 15 - 17, to lines 31 -

33 of his draft, we have amended the text of his line 24 by

inserting after the word "process" the words "or any supplemental

process". Also, the text of line 23 of his draft has been

corrected by adding the word "a" between "is" and "vessel".

These changes have been carried out in the enclosed MLA

recommended wording for Rule B(1).

00029WXF - 3-



Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq. - 4 - January 31, 1996 L

F
4. We do not agree with all of Professor Cooper's

proposed amendments to Rule B(2). Rule B(2) deals with default

situations in the context of a case where process of maritime

attachmen: and garnishment has been issued. We do not agree that L

there should be any reference in Rule B(2) to a waiver of service

in auasi in rem jurisdiction cases. New Rule 4(b) pertains to a

defendant's waiver of service after he has been notified of the

suit and a copy of the Summons and Complaint delivered to him.

Clearly, this would not be the situation in Rule B attachment

cases, where the attachment can be avoided by the appointment of X

an agent for service of process in the jurisdiction. As

attachments are not only for the purposes of obtaining jurisdiction

but also for obtaining security, it is inconceivable that a

plaintiff would seek a defendant's waiver of service of process

under new Rule 4(b) before seeking a maritime attachment. Thus,

we have deleted the words "or that service has been waived under

Rule 4(b)" appearing in lines 42 and 43 of Professor Cooper's

draft.

We agree with Professor Cooper that the current reference L
to old Rule 4(d) should be to new Rule 4(e), and we agree with the F
inclusion in Professor Cooper's draft of a reference to new Rule L

4(e). We also agree with the inclusion in Professor Cooper's draft

of references to new Rule 4(f), (g) and (h).

O029WXF 4
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Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq. - 5 - January 31, 1996

We do not agree that the amended Rule B should contain

a reference to new Rule 4(i), (j), or (k). The first two of these

provisions deal with service on the United States or upon foreign,

state, or local governments. Although existing Rule B refers to

old Rule (4d) which, in turn, did refer to methods of service upon

the United States and upon states, there are sovereign immunity

obstacles to service off process of maritime attachment and

garnishment on property of the United States or of a state. The

issue is more complicated with respect to foreign states, which

contractually 'may have waived sovereign immunity. The Foreign

Sovereign Immunities Act., 28 U.S.C. §§ 1602, et seq. deals with

this issue. Because there is no reference to foreign states in the

existing Rule B, we do not believe there should be a reference to

foreign states under the proposed amended Rule B. Similarly,

because there is no reference to the territorial limits of

effective service in the existing Rule B, we do not include a

reference to such limits in the proposed amended Rule B, and hence

the reference to new Rule 4(k) is deleted. Such a reference could

cause confusion concerning the effectiveness of process of maritime

attachment and garnishment, which can only reach property within

the district. The reference to new Rule 4(k) may cause confusion

as it refers to service outside the judicial district.

00029i4XF



Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq. - 6 - January 31, 1996 2

The enclosed redlined version of Rule B takes into

account these suggested changes. 2
We also enclose a redlined version of Rules C and E,

showing the changes recommended by the MLA. As noted in the

footnote above, the MLA does not have any comments on proposed 7

Department of Justice Rule C(6)(a). L
If you have any questions concerning the above or the

enclosed drafts, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert J. pf
Chair Practice and Procedure

Committee
U.S. Maritime Law Association

RJZ:amc

Enclosure

cc: Chester D. Hooper, Esq.
President, U.S. MLA
Haight, Gardner, Poor & Havens
195 Broadway
New York, NY 10007-3189

Edward V. Cattell, Jr., Esq. C
Clark, Ladner, Fortenbaugh & Young
Woodland Falls Corporate Park
200 Lake Dr E, Ste 300
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002-1178

00029WXF



Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq. - 7 - January 31, 1996

James W. Bartlett, III, Esq.
Wilson, Elser, Moskowitz, Edelman

& Dicker
250 W Pratt St., Fl 22
Baltimore, MD 21201-2447

Andrew J. Goldstein, Esq.
Goldstein, Till & Lite
744 Broad St., Ste 800
Newark, NJ 07102-3808

Campbell E. Wallace, Esq.
165 E. Oakridge Pk.
Metairie, LA 70005

Jeffrey S. Moller, Esq.
Clark, Ladner, Fortenbaugh & Young
One Commerce Sq.
2005 Market St., Fl 22
Philadelphia, PA 19103

James B. Kemp, Jr., Esq.
Phelps Dunbar
Texaco Ctr Fl 30
400 Poydras St.
New Orleans, LA 70130-3245

kJohn A. Edginton, Esq.
Dezurick, Edginton & Harrington
6400 Hollis St. Ste 9
Emeryville, CA 94608-1052

(with enclosures)
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LI 1 Rule B. Attachment and Garnishment: Special Provisions

2 (1) When Available; Complaint, Affidavit, Judicial
3 Authorization, and Process. With respect to any admiralty or
4 maritime claim in personam a verified complaint may contain a
5 prayer for process to attach the defendant' s goods and chattels, or
6 credits and effects in the hands of garnishees to be named in the
7 process to the amount sued for, if the defendant shall not be found
8 within the district. Such a complaint shall be accompanied by an

L 9 affidavit signed by the plaintiff or the plaintiff's attorney that,
10 to the affiant's knowledge, or to the best of the affiant' s

L 11 information and belief, the defendant cannot be found within the
12 district. The verified complaint and affidavit shall be reviewed
13 by the court and, if the conditions set forth in this rule appear

L 14 to exist, an order so stating and authorizing summons and process
15 of attachment and garnishment shall issue. Suppaemeita1-reeess
16 emfe re 4:m- -thNe--eettrt'Ls- -mm -]De --issit-- b- -t~tL- e-l-erk- -tlp
17 p If the plaintiff
s18 or the plaintiff's attorney certifies that exigent circumstances

19 make review by the court impracticable, the clerk shall issue a
20 summons and process of attachment and garnishment and the plaintiffL 21 shall have the burden at a post-attachment hearing under Rule
22 E(4) (f) to show that exigent circumstances existed. If the property

LI 23 is vessel or a-vessel-&nd tangible property on board a vessel, the
24 process shall be delivered to the marshal for service. If the
25 propertv is other tangible or intangible property. the process
26 shall be delivered by the clerk to a person or organization
27 authorized to serve it who may be a marshal, a person or
28 organization contracted with by the United States, a person

Do 29 speciallv appointed by the court for that purpose. or, if the
6_1 30 action is brought by the United States. any officer or employee of
17 31 the United States. Supplemental process enforcing the court's order
L 32 may be issued by the clerk upon application without further order

33 of the court. In addition, or in the alternative, the plaintiff
34 may, pursuant to Rule 4(en), invoke the remedies provided by state
35 law for attachment and garnishment or similar seizure of the

L

L.



36 defendant' s property. Except for Rule E(8) these Supplemental

37 Rules do not apply to state remedies so invoked. C

38 (2) Notice to Defendant. No judgment by default shall be

39 entered except upon proof, which may be by affidavit, * * * (b)

40 that the complaint, summons, and process of attachment or

41 garnishment have been-' served on the defendant in a manner

42 authorized by Rule 4 (de).(f); (g). (h) or (i). 'fji. or (k) or

43 that service has been waived under Rule 4(d), or *

44 Committee Note

45 Supplemental Rule B(1) is amended in two ways. Sl

46 The service provisions of Supplemental Rule C(3) are expressly 7
47 incorporated, providing alternatives to service by a marshal if the J

48 property to be seized is not a vessel or tangible property on board

49 a vessel. The reference to former Rule 4(e) is changed to Rule

50 4(n) to reflect the restructuring of Rule 4' in 1993.

51 Rule B(2) is amended to reflect the 1993 amendments of Rule 4.

Lr
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L

HI Admiralty Fule B

L Admiralty Rule C, governing in rem actions, was amended in
1991 to reduce the need to rely on a marshal to effect service.
Under subdivision (3), a marshal is required to serve a warrant of

L arrest only if the property to be seized is "a vessel or a vessel
and tangible property on board the vessel." Rule B, governing
attachment in support of an in personam action, was not expressly
amended. The working assumption of the admiralty bar is that a
marshal continues to be required under Rule B in circumstances that
would not require a marshal under Rule C. It has been proposed
that this portion of Rule B should be amended to conform with Rule
C.

It was decided at the April, 1995 meeting that a proposal to
revise Rule B should be considered at the November meeting. A
tentative draft is attached.

The other attachments reflect something of the mysteries that
underlie the process that led to the 1991 amendments. It seems
safe to conclude that there w as no special reason for
distinguishing Rule B from Rule C. Indeed, there is a plausible
argument that the Committee thought that it had brought the two
rules into alignment by a rather circuitous route through Rule E.
Even if that is so, it affords no reason to reject an amendment
that clearly accomplishes the same result.

This draft also reflects the well-taken suggestion that RuleL B should reflect the renumbering of Civil Rule 4 subdivisions. The
1993 Rule 4 amendments are sufficiently complex to make this taskr, a bit difficult.

The choices made in preparing this draft are reflected in the
October 3 letter to Mark Kasanin. If he has an opportunity to
suggest improvements in advance of the November meeting, they will

L be circulated separately.

L
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1 l RULE B. Attachment and Garnishment: Special Provisions

L~ 2 (1) When Available; Complaint, Affidavit, Judicial

3 Authorization, and Process. With respect to any admiralty or

4 maritime claim in personam a verified complaint may contain a

L 5 prayer for process to attach the defendant's goods and chattels,

6 or credits and effects in the hands of garnishees to be named in

Li 7 the process to the amount sued for, if the defendant shall not be

L 8 found within the district. Such a complaint shall be accompanied

9 by an affidavit signed by the plaintiff or the plaintiff's attorney

10 that, to the affiant's knowledge, or to the best of the affiant's

11 information and belief, the defendant cannot be found within the

Et 12 district. The verified complaint and affidavit shall be reviewed

13 by the court and, if the conditions set forth in this rule appear

L 14 to exist, an order so stating and authorizing process of attachment

F 15 and garnishment shall issue. Lupplomontal preoe e oeforcing the

16 eetrt's oeier may be issued by the olirk upon application without

17 further order of the court. If the plaintiff or the plaintiff's

18 attorney certifies that exigent circumstances make review by the

19 court impracticable, the clerk shall issue a summons and process

20 of attachment and garnishment and the plaintiff shall have the

21 burden at a post-attachment hearing under Rule E(4) (f) to show that

L 22 exigent circumstances existed. Agog

23 -261;aQteyo aiaee2 theipiessor

LI 24 supplemental pro a b i d te

r 25 Iff the ... e.. 5tt.,'
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2 6 proc¢essf shall ]be d.elivered ytecek&o~ .persoet o= or~aiain

27 e3aut:hcori ....... zed. to.': serve. it. .;ho tnay Hi~tac, _~ Xa ' ...

28 ogSaizati9mr ated ih.,. .t ,a r Speson

29 spPca lC app nte by t . .o.. ... t..........h D.............

30 acto is 'biougt by' the i t f

31 t States. tple proO i. S

32 order mIy be i

33 order of6 the ourt;, In addition, or in the alternative, the 0

34 plaintiff may, pursuant to Rule 4 (en), invoke the remedies provided

35 by state law for attachment and garnishment or similar seizure of F
36 the defendant's property. Except for Rule E(8) these Supplemental

37 Rules do not apply to state remedies so invoked.

38 (2) Notice to Defendant. No judgment by default shall be r
39 entered except upon proof, which may be by affidavit, * * * (b)

40 that the complaint, summons, and process of attachment or

41 garnishment have been served on the defendant in a manner

42 authorized by Rule 4 (de)l (f), (g4 or -(4i) or (c) ....

43 F7

EJ
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% 1 l- Amended Proposal

2 RULE C

3 (3) Judicial Authorization and Process.

4 * i* *

L 5 If the property is a vessel or a veosel and tangible property on

r 6 board he a vessel, the warrant -ai""' ''ci-si shall

7 be delivered to the marshal forlservice.

L 8 * * *

9 If the plaintiff or the plaintiff's attorney certifies that exigent

10 circumstances make review by the court impracticable, the clerk

11 shall issue a sunmens afnd warrant for the arrest and the plaintiff

12 shall have the burden on a post-arrest hearing under Rule E(4)(f)

rt 13 to show that exigent circumstances existed.

14

15 (4) Notice. No notice other than the execution of the process is

16 requr-e-d when the property that is the subject of the action has

17 been released in accordance with Rule E(5). If the property is not

18 released within 10 days- after the execution of process, the

19 plaintiff shall promptly or with such time as may be allowed by the

20 court cause public notice of the action and arrest to be given in

21 a newspaper of general circulation in the district, designated by

22 order of the court. Such notice shall specify the time within which

23 any ciaimt-%a.peaxance,-xap a the ai wer is required to be filed as

24 provided by subdivision (6) (a, or:>b} of this rule. This rule does

25 not affect the requirements of notice in actions to foreclose a

D: \WP50\MLA\PRACPRO\RULEC&E .MLA
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26 preferred ship mortgage pursuant to the Act of June 5, 1920,

27 ch.250, § 30, as amended.

28 ,

29 (6) camffi and ABnswezr Raponsi Pieading; Interrogatories

31 (b) ha Arres a

32 assez-ts a rig ht -Ppaaof-:' o.sno an e i o n s as V'

33 property Thc eiiafmane e pf-perty that is the subject of an action

34 in rem shall file ae ain ....app.earanc.e andstate'et- i..en.ifing

35 their int.erest within 10 days after process has been executed LrJ

36 withn ..da test.fiti. s

-S. Uthis e 'whichev r *A pi or within such

38 additional time as may be allowed by the court, and shall serve an

39 answer within 20 days after the filing of the appearance laei-m.

40 The appearance ean shall be verified on oath or solemn V

41 affirmation, and shall state the interest in the property by virtue F

42 of which th ela:imant said party demands its restitution at4 AX the

43 right to defend the action. If the afpe~ rae e !em is' made on' 7
L

44 behalf of the persen entitied tc pessecsain .

45 an agent, bailee, or attorney gorgt4ie eangj:gty, it shall

46 state that the agent, bailee, or attorney is duly authorized to

47 make the ca appe arane. At the time of answering the elaimant e

48 apPpeari-ng party shall also serve answers to any interrogatories
E

49 served with the complaint. In actions in rem interrogatories may

50 be so served without leave of court.

D: \WP5O\MLA\PRACPRO\RULEC&E.MLA



L 52 RUIE E

53 (7) Security on Counterclaim. Whenever there is asserted a

54 counterclaim arising out of the same transaction or occurrence with

L s respect to which the actionA.was originally filed, and the

56 defendant, z- claimant. or aiy peka

57 t.o Rule.C(}'(a or ab) in the original action has given security

58 to respond in damages, any piaintiff for whose benefit such

59 security has been given shall give security in the usual amount and

60 form to respond in damages to the claims set forth in such

61 counterclaim, unless the court, for cause show, shall otherwise

62 direct; and proceedings on the original claim shall be stayed until

L 63 such security is given, unless the court otherwise directs. When

64 the United States or a corporate instrumentality thereof as

65 defendant is relieved by law of the requirement of giving security

66 to respond in damages it shall nevertheless be treated for the

67 purposes of this subdivision E(7) as if it had given such security

68 if a private person so situated would have been required to give

69 it.

70

71 (9) * *

72 (b) Interlocutory Sales. If property that has been attached

73 or arrested is perishable, or liable to deterioration, decay, or

74 injury by being 'aained in cust dy pending the action, or if the

75 expense of keeping the property is excessive or disproportionate,

P5\MLA\ PRACPRO\ RULEC&E .MLA



2 EJ
76 or if there is unreasonable delay in securing the release of E

77 property, the court, on application of any party or of the marshal,

78 or other person or organization having the warrant, may order the V
79 property or any portion thereof to be sold; and the proceeds, or

80 so much thereof as shall be adequate to satisfy any judgment, may

81 be ordered brought into court to abide the event of the action; or

82 the court may, upon motion of the defendanti, e- claimant or

83 personmakingan.appearance pursua t a , order F
84 delivery of the property to the dzoefdent or e laimant A

85 party, upon the giving of security in accordance with these rules. K
86

7r

J
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L
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prouosed Com.s-ittee Notes

.Rule A

Admiralty Rule C. govering jU an actions, was amended in

1991 to reduce the need to rely on a marshal to effect service.

Tnder subdivision (3), a mTarsbalis required to serve a warrant

of arrest only if the property to be seized lis 4a vessel or a

vessel and tangible property on board the vessel." 'Rule B,

governing attachment in support of an l.a personam action, was not

correspondingly amended. This portion of Rule B has been amended

to conform to the analogous provision of Rule C.

Rule B has also been amendei to reflect the renumbering of

Civil Rule 4 subdivisions accompl Lished in the 1993 amendments to

the Civil Rules of Procedure.
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Rlea C(2) and 3(3] 
V

Historically, courts had j; rem jurisdiction only over

property located wibrdin the judicial district. Since 1.986,

however, congress, in forfeiture and criminal matters, has

enacted a number of jurisdictional and venue statutes permitting

the courts to exercise authority over property located in other

districts under ceztain circumitBtlces. I 28 U.S.C. 5 1355(b)

(authorizing forfeiture over property in other districts where

act giving rise to the forfeiture occurred in, district where the 7
court is located); 18 US.C. S 981(h) (creating expanded venue

and jurisdiction over property located elsewhere that is related i

to a criminal prosecution pending in the district); 28 U.S.C. S

1355(d) (authorizing nationwide service of process in forfeiture l

cases). 7

Many other statutes and rules, however, still contain

language reflecting the old "within-the-district" requirements.

These technical amendments bring those provisions up to date in

accordance with the new venue and jurisdictional statutes.

Indeed, several courts have already held that nationwide service.

of process provisions in forfeiture proceedings necessarily

override Rule 3(3) (a). gig Ire v- p-1 I. Reaji

t, 731 P. Supp. 1348, 1352 (S.D. Ill. 1990); UfitI

ates oV. Premise Known aa Lots &O .51, 681 P. Supp. 309, 313

(E.D.N.C. 1988). The amendment is therefore intended merely

1 'P...
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to remove any ambiguity resulting from CongressIs previous

omission in conforming Rlule E and the other amended provisions to

L § 1355(d) as they apply to forfeiture cases. The rule i-n

admiralty cases remains the same.

L

v Iule (3 )

K A technical amendment is suggested to this rule to clarify

that the marshal is to be used to serve process involving a

vessel or tangible property aboard a vessel, whether that process

is the initial process or supplemental process. In addition, the

rule is amended to clarify that a summons may be issued whether

or not exigent circumstances exist.
L.

E ~~~RUle-C!(41S

Rule C(4) has been amended to require that publication

notice specify the time within which a claim, appearance or

answer must be filed in forfeiture or maritime arrest or

attachment matters. The previous Rule C (4) required publication

notice only of the time for filing an answer, but not of the

shorter time for filing a claim, As both a claim and an answer

were required by Rule C(6), it is believed desirable to provide

notice of the time within which a claim, appearance or answer be

filed. see United states v. Ss8.;570 in U.s. _.curency, 950 F-2d

1108, 1l14 (5th Cir. 2992); Unitad Stats V. various Parcels of

L Ral Produetx, 650 F. Supp. 62, 64 n. 2 (N.D. Ind. 1986) .

2

L
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r

Rule C.(6) has been amended to separate the provisions

relating to forfeiture and maritime arrests. This Admiralty Rule

will apply in civii forfeiture cases and maritime arrest matters

notwithstanding the provisions in the 1993 Amendments to Rule 4.1

of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

Rule C(6) has also been amended to provide that the time

period within which a claim, appearance or answer must be filed L

will not begin to run until notice of the execution of process

has been given. The previous Rule C(6W' required filing within

teon days of service of the warrant on the seized property, an,

event of which the person asserting a right to possession or an

equity interest in the property may not have been aware. under

the revised rule, the period for filing the pleading will not

commence until either receipt of actual notice of the proceedings F

or the last date of publication, which ever first occurs. .e

e tatv. .57 in U.S. CUZrncy, 950 F.2d. 1108, .114

(5th Cir. 1992); Un States v. Various Parcels of Real

Perrt , 650 F. Supp. 62, 64 a. 2 (N.D. Ind. 1986).

Rule C(6) (a) expands the time limit for filing a claim in a.

forfeiture proceeding. it provides for the starting of the time

period for filing a claim in forfeiture matters from the date of

the receipt of actual notice of the arrest, or the last date of

3]
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publication of the arrest pursuant to Rule C(4), whichever is

earlier, and to extend the time from 10 days to 20 days.

Rule C(6) (b) also clarifies and emphasizes that only a

person asserting a right to possession or an equity ownership

interest in the res shall file an appearance and answer. As with

the original rule, a person claiming a security interests e.g.., a

mortgagee, or other maritime lien claimant, imust still intervene

separately pursuant to the provisions of Rule 24 of the Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure or pursuant to Local Admiralty Rules.

Additionally, this amendment does not limit or change the right

to file a restricted appearance under Supplemental Rule E(8),

that admiralty right being' preserved.

K9 (3) -

This rule has been modified to clarify that in maritime

cases, n In or attachment process may only be served within the

district.

Rulea r(7) and-1(9):

Rules 1 (7) and E(9) are amended to conform to the change to

Rule C(6).

4
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L.

R.ule E(4) (b) of the Supplemental Rules for Certain Admiralty

and Maritime Claims governs the service of warrants in Xz} rem

matters, attachment matters, and in most civil forfeiture cases.

The Rule provides that certain tangible property, including real

property, may be arrested or attached without taking physical

possessionn of the property and displacing the owners oxr

occupants. Commonly in such cases, the marshal] or other person K
executing the warrant posts the warrant in a conspicuous place

and leaves a copy of the forfeiture complaint with the person in

possession or his agent. In forfeiture cases the Government may

also file a _te n on to apprise all interested persons of the

pendency of the forfeiture action. See United State vr. Jave

flanigm- good eal ProgertV, 114 S. Ct. 492 (3.993); Ignited StateA

V. T.1_7 R *, 970 F. 2d 984 (lat Cir. 1992') . 7

Particularly in forfeiture matters this procedure is

preferable in many cases to the actual physical possession of the

property because it permits the owners or occupants of the 7

property to remain in possession of the property during the

pendency of the forfeiture action. Arresting or attaching K
parties are sometimes reluctant to 

follow this procedure,

however, because of legitimate concerns about the destruction or K
removal of the property or its contents by the persons in

possession. The amendment is intended to address these concerns K
and thereby to encourage the use of the 

least intrusive means of

arresting or attaching property by explicitly 
authorizing and E

Ks
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directing the courts to issue any order necessary to prevent such

diminutionl in the value of the property, including the value of

the contents of the premises and any income, such as rents,

generated by the property.

L
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Summary of Testimony

Public Hearings: Civil Rules 9(h), 26(c), 47(a), 48

December 15, 1995, Oakland, California

January 26, 1996, Atlanta, Georgia

February 9, 1996, New Orleans, Louisiana

NOTE

These summaries seek to capture the flavor and central
points of the testimony of each witness. Of necessity,
many details are abbreviated or omitted. As to any one
witness, the summary is in some ways unsatisfactory.
Across the range of the three hearings, however, the main
themes of the oral testimony should be captured here.



Rule 9(h)

George J. Koelzer. Esa. December 15: Tr at 107: "Proposed Rule 9(h)
* * * is one I suppose everybody endorses."

1



Rule 26(a)

Kevin J. Dunne. Esq.. December 15: Tr. pp. 5 to 17: Supports the
amendments. Experience is defending products cases, including many
pharmaceutical cases. There are three alternatives: private
agreements governing discovery; stipulated protective orders; and
the "maximum pain" approach of disputing every dispute. Ordinarily
plaintiffs attorneys agree to stipulated orders because that is the
best means of representing their clients. Stipulated orders save
time and expense for all parties, and may save vast expense in
complex cases. Public safety seldom is threatened - most product
cases are filed after public disclosure of the risk. Most often,
courts enter the orders in grubber stamp" fashion, but some change
is possible. The proposed language leaves the court free to reject
the stipulation. There is little press interest in most cases: "I
represented defendants in DES, Dalkon Shield, Breast Implant. I
have negotiated stipulated protective orders for 27 years. Not
once has the press ever tried to get any of those documents."

Peter Hinton. Esq.. December 15: Tr. 29 to 49: Although plaintiff
attorneys often stipulate to protective orders, they do not do it
"gladly" as Mr. Dunne suggests. The proposed changes are desirable
because there may be an increased concern for public safety. Of
course as plaintiff in a sexual harassment suit, I would gladly
stipulate to an order that protected her privacy.

Frank C. Jones. Esq.. January 26: Tr 22 to 31: for Product
Liability Advisory Council. The provision for stipulated orders is
good. I had a case with some 5,000,000 pages of discovery
documents. Under a stipulated protective order, discovery went
well; there was no need to burden the court with repeated disputes.
If anything, lawyers overproduce under these orders. Once a
challenge is made, the burden of showing good cause for protection
remains on the party resisting discovery. The consideration of
reliance when modification or dissolution is sought is proper. The
alternative is always having to burden the court with requests for
protection.

Dierdre M. Shelton. Esq.. January 26: Tr 31 to 36: "The style
changes are excellent. It makes the Rule much easier to read."
The stipulation provision does not change anything. The court can
still reject the stipulation, and insist on showing good cause; it
is difficult to understand how some comments have failed to
understand this point. In practice, if the parties are agreed on
a protective order, the judge really does not have the information
required to draft an order. And when the parties are unable to
agree, judges "hate it. And we don't get good rulings because they
don't want to deal with it."

Cornish F. Hitchcock. Esq.. January 26: Tr 36 to 74: Asks that the
proposal be discarded. If it is retained, the references to
stipulations and reliance should be stricken; at the end, he
concludes that simply removing these items would not require a new
round of public comment. He has often represented journalists,

2



scholars, researchers, and other third parties challenging
protective orders. The case law now generally allows third-party
applications for relief from protective orders. The key point is
that "good cause" can mean different things at different points in
the progress of an action. During the initial discovery stages, it
can be good cause for a protective order that the order facilitates
discovery; if the parties are happy to exchange information under
a protective order, there is no case or controversy in front of the
judge and no. basis for denying good cause. There is no need for a
hearing at that stage. Protective orders can be justified "on the
grounds that it is temporary, that it is pretrial, because once you
get to trial, that's when all the information comes out. * * * Now,
the problem in 90 percent of all civil cases is you never get to
trial." "We recognzie stipulations still exist and think that the
practice could continue." But there is no need for explicit
recognition of this practice in the rule. The problem arises later
in the litigation when a third party comes in to challenge the
order. At that point it should be clear that the party seeking
continue protection has the burden of demonstrating good cause for
protecting the specific information sought. At that point - and it
may be after settlement - "efficient case management may not be
good cause any more." The reliance factor should not have any
independent force; what counts is good cause for protection at the
time access is demanded. The stipulation provision "would change
the presumption of openness." Reliance "is a very subjective
standard. It's not one that's really amenable to proof one way or
the other." What counts is showing a specific justification for
continued protection; a show-cause order and response, with the
burden on the party seeking protection, is an effective procedure
at that point. The reliance argume nt "will inevitly be made. *
* * It cannot be used as a touchstone in and of itself unless it is
grounded in a claim of objective harm because ther illI be a harm
following disclosure of a sort that courts don't like to happen."

Michael A. Pope. Esa.. January 26: Tr 74 to 80: President, Lawyers
for Civil Justice. "The rule has worked fairly effectively up to
now, but I certainly see the changes as a proper clarification * *
*." "A stipulation provision is a very clear one, and one that
certainly is the practice around the country * * *." Privacy is
one of the central concerns. Under agreed orders, the parties
avoid the costs of fighting discovery, and may produce material
that "may not have had to be produced, but it is done by
agreement." "Where there is a question, we go ahead and do it
because we're relying on the fact that it' s only for the purpose of
this litigation and will be returned to us at the end." And if the
system becomes less predictable - if reliance is not protected -
clients will not be as cooperative about producing information. we
lawyers "don't control everything." It would be a great disservice
to delete reliance from the published proposal; courts would be
left puzzling just what is meant.

Kenneth Sherk, Esq.. January 26: Tr 80 to 86: The Federal Rules of

3



Civil Procedure Committee of the American College of Trial Lawyers
supports the proposal, and earlier wrote at length on the "reasons
why stipulated protective orders ought very definitely to be in the
rule."

J. Richard Caldwell. Jr.. Esq.: January 26: If the stipulation
language were deleted now, lawyers would surely argue that the
Committee intended to reject stipulated orders. Of course the
argument could be met, but it is better to retain the provision.
Stipulations work; in my practice, they outnumber contested orders
ten to one. Reliance must be protected. One illustration
suffices. In litigation involving Widget Model A-5, there may be
a demand for production of design drawings, test results, and the
like for models A-1 through A-4, and models A-6 through A-20. My
client says they all are so different that these materials are not
relevant. But it is less costly simply to produce the materials if
we can stipulate to a protective order "with some fair degree of
confidence that all of this other material and these other widgets
are not going to be admissible in any event." If we had resisted
discovery, probably we would not have had to produce the material
at all. "That's legitimate reliance." And reliance may be the
only argument available to defeat modification when someone else
comes in and demands access. It would be better not to allow
consideration of public injury on a motion to modify or dissolve,
but as a package the (c)(3) factors are "very admirable."

John A. Chandler. Esa.. January 26: Tr 93 to 100: Strongly favors
stipulated protective orders. Accounting firms commonly have
client papers, that were given to the firms with an expectation of
confidentiality. "Stipulated protective orders in a system such as
that (in which there is no federal accountant-client privilege]
makes it easier for a protective order I think is essential."

James Gilbert. Esq.. February 9: Tr 15 to 25: For Association of
Trial Lawyers of America. The proposal "will give an unfair
litigation advantage to a broad category of defendants" -
"hundreds, if not thousands, of product manufacturers." Consumers
come to product litigation with a need for critical information
about design, development, testing, marketing, and the rest, all of
it in the possession of the defendant. The defendant hopes to
maintain its informational advantage, and seizes on the first
legitimate discovery request as the occasion to force agreement to
a protective order. The plaintiff is forced to acquiesce; his
concern is getting a wheelchair, 24-hour care, or whatever, not
advancing fair and efficient litigation by others. "The sole
objective of the industry is not to keep this away from their
competitors, but to isolate the plaintiff." The issue is about
litigation advantage, not privacy; manufacturers have asserted
confidentiality as to such public documents as federal safety
standards, excerpts from the Federal Register, complaints in public
files, filings with the National Safety Administration, and
technical papers obtainable in any engineering library in the
country. Stipulations should be approved by the court only if an
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attorney certifies that the information has been reviewed and is
indeed private; severe sanctions should be imposed for
certification of nonconfidential material. It would be better to
delete the reference to stipulations, retaining the good cause
requirement of the present rules. As to reliance, it should not be
made an explicit rule factor with respect to modification or
dissolution, although there may be circumstances in which a court
can properly consider reliance, particularly if the court
considered all the appropriate factors and entered an adjudicated
protective order at the beginning. The easier it is to win a
protective order by stipulation, the easier it should be to win
modification or dissolution.

Leslie A. Brueckner. Esq.. February 9: Tr 25 to 43: On behalf of
Trial Lawyers for Public Justice. The stipulation language should
be deleted. This goes beyond existing practice - although many
judges enter stipulated order, many judges do not. Some hold that
the court is required to make an independent good cause
determination even though the parties have agreed. These courts
also emphasize the special danger presented by stipulated orders
"because none of the parties is advocating for openness in that
situation." These orders, moreover, commonly provide for automatic
sealing of any discovery materials filed with the court; the court
should be required to make an independent determination that the
more stringent standards for sealing court records have been met,
at least with respect to materials filed in support of a motion.
It is enough that the court find that there is good cause for
secrecy with respect to categories of information; it is not
required that every piece of information be publicly revealed so
that the court can determine whether it should not have had to be
revealed, nor that the court must examine every document in
chambers. As Mr. Gilbert testified earlier today, "what is
necessary is that the aprty seeking secrecy affirmatively aver to
the court and is subject to the requirement in the order that
anything designated confidential is truly within one of the
categories that is considered appropriately secret under Rule
26(c) ." The First Amendment, indeed, stands in the way of
eliminating the good cause requirement by stipulation; Seattle
Times finds the First Amendment is satisfied by protective orders
entered for good cause. And "reliance" ought not be a factor on
motions to dissolve or modify. The question is whether information
continues to deserve secrecy; reliance is not in and of itself
reason to maintain secrecy. "[KNo party could reasonably rely on
a stipulated protective order," but as drafted the rule seems to
protect reliance even on stipulated orders. That goes beyond
existing law. It will create a trap, and make it very difficult to
unseal protective orders.

Hon. Viraina M. Morgan. February 9: Tr 43 to 49: President, Federal
Magistrate Judges Association. The proposal addresses well "the
issues of privacy, of moving the litigation foward, of protecting
the interests of all the parties." Stipulated orders are
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appropriate. Commonly the identify categories of documents, and
designate those that will be only for the attorney, those that can
be shared with the client or house counsel, those that can be
shared with experts, and so on. Most of the cases are not product
cases. They frequently involve civil rights, or patent or
copyright litigation. Reliance is the purpose of entering the
order. At times lawyers resist the protective order because they
want to share the fruits of discovery with another lawyer who has
a different client but a similar claim. That should be addressed
up front, recognizing that the purpose of litigation commonly is to
provide redress to the plaintiff. It is not a Freedom of
Information Act.

Linda C. Lightfoot. Editor. The Advocate. February 9: Tr 80 to 88:
Appears for the American Society of Newspaper Editors. The good
cause standard should not be diluted by permitting stipulated
protective orders. Indeed, the good cause standard should be
strengthened, creating "a presumption of openness to be overcome
only by a showing of specific serious and substantial interest that
clearly outweighs the public interest in disclosure." Civil
litigation often is the business of the public, not the parties and
attornies alone. Stipulated orders guarantee secrecy "in the very
cases that arouns the most public curiosity and are the most latent
with public interest implications." In the Baton Rouge area there
are chemical spills and accidental emissions that are of interest
to the public; a lawyer owes primary allegiance to the client, and
it is the role of the news media and other public interest groups
to serve the broader public interest. Secrecy orders impose a form
of prior restraint on parties who may want to share information
with the public. Even if confidentiality orders facilitate
settlement, the interest in achieving settlement should not
outweigh the public interest.

Victoria Bassetti. Esq.. February 9: Tr 88 to 98: A member of the
Senate Judiciary Committee staff, speaking for Senator Kohl. The
Judiciary Committee has held hearings on bills designed to protect
the public health and safety against protective orders, and has
deferred action to allow action by the Judicial Conference. "(W]e
are saddened to learn that rather than actually confronting the
problems that the Judiciary Committee had identified the Conference
seems to be backing away from and holding back the requirements of
Rule 26(c)." The factors for modification or dissolution, apart
from a quibble about reliance, are a step in the right direction;
they could easily be incorporated into the initial effort to enter
a protective order. The express provision for stipulated orders is
a step backward, even though a judge can demand a showing of good
cause for a stipulated order under present practice and under the
proposed rule. Notwithstanding a proposed stipulation, "the judge
is capable of, say, looking at the facts of the case and exercising
his or her own independent judgment * * *. The stipulation
provision will encourage parties to rely on stipulations. It need
not be more difficult to get relief from an order entered after a
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finding of good cause than from a stipulated order - in either
case, an intervenor must show new considerations to justify relief.
The requirement of good cause - and, we would add, a requirement
that the judge find that there are no public health or safety
interests affected by the order - can be met without holding a
hearing, and without requiring the judge to sort through all of the
documents covered by the order. The type of case can provide much
guidance. "I find it doubtful that in the course of a civil rights
litigation the judge or any of the parties are going to stumble
across a smoking bun that indicates the Ford Pinto case." In a
product liability case, on the other hand, inquiry should be made
whether there is good cause to justify closing off access to
information that involves the public health or safety. "[O)ne
protective order entered in one case can implicate thousands of
liveds and thousands of people's health and safety." The inquiry
might "cost very little." The judge can ask the parties to
indicate which protected documents are simply proprietary sales
economic information. It is proper to rely on the parties. "You
have to be able to rely on the parties' to stipulate and sfit
through documents. To rely upon them a little bit more doesnbt
strike me as that big a burden," particularly since they will be
subject to contempt sanctions if they make misrepresentations about
public health and safety implications.

Al Cortese. Esqc.. February 9: Tr 98 to 109: For the National
Chamber Litigation Center. "'If there's any reason for promulgating
this rule, I think basically it is to put an end to the nonissue of
court secrecy." The proposal merely codifies existing practice; if
there is to be any change in the proposal, it should be to make it
even more clear that it simply confirms present practice. There is
no common-law or constitutional right of access to discovery
materials. To the contrary, "the real constitutional protections
are to protect the information that is required to be disclosed in
litigation." The property right in information that must be
disclosed only because someone has brought a lawsuit cannot be
extinguished; a presumption of access "would be unconstitutional
because of the right of due process." The stipulation language
does not eliminate the good cause requirement. Stipulations enable
discovery to go forward, allowing the parties to sort through
millions of pages of documents that in large part are totally
irrelevant, without the need in advance of discovery to review all
the material, created a confidentiality log, and dispute
everything. Under a stipulated protective order, the parties can
limit any disputes to specific items. The specific provisions for
modification protect any asserted public interest. Reliance is a
necessary factor on a petition to modify. It is not possible to
say in the abstract whether it would be desirable to take a
different approach that simultaneously narrowed the overall scope
of discovery and made it more difficult to secure protective
orders, but it is clear that no matter what the scope of discovery,
protective orders still will be necessary.
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Rule 47(a)

W. Reece Bader. Esq., December 15: Tr, 17 to 30: A former member of
Civil Rules Advisory Committee and Standing Committee. A similar
Rule 47 amendment was proposed in 1984. We were too concerned with
lawyer conduct and Rule 68 then; I should have pushed for the
amendment then. I support it now. Where active lawyer voir dire
is regularly utilized, in general lawyers have not sought to use it
to ingratiate themselves or indoctrinate jurors. The trial bar is
responsible. Judges can control efforts to misuse the process, and
the proposed rule ensures that power. A lawyer knows the case
better than the judge, and can spend more time thinking about voir
dire questions appropriate to the case. It is important to have as
much information as possible to support peremptory and for-cause
challenges. I have been involved in only one Batson-type
situation; the opportunity to ask questions myself would have been
valuable. The adversary process can work to negate attempts to
gain advantage. The amount of time spent on voir dire need not
unnecessarily delay the process; much can be done in a relatively
short time. It is proper to require that some types of questions
be directed to the panel as a whole. If a questionnaire has been
used, voir dire questions can be narrowed accordingly, Having the
judge pose questions requested by counsel does not work as well; in
30% to 40% of my cases this has an adverse impact. It may be urged
that the right to participate is particularly important in capital
cases, but that simply reflects the fact that participation makes
the process work better. The same values are gained in other
cases.

Peter Hinton. Esq.. December 15: Tr 29 to 49: I have tried more
than 150 jury cases to verdict. In every case I wanted a role in
voir dire. Judges cannot put jurors in the same place as counsel
can. Judges are more intimidating, and jurors are not as inclined
to give honest answers to an authority figure. Sue Jones did a
doctoral dissertation that demonstrates this difference. Lawyers
- at least good lawyers - no longer "try to do the kind of mind-
bending snow job that was de rigueur 30 years ago." Instead they
ask open-ended questions "and try to do the most difficult thing an
attorney has ever tried to do, which is listen to the answer."
They are interested in orderly and effective voir dire. Courts can
control any effort at abuse; California, after great study, has
reconfirmed the practice of lawyer voir dire, and state judges
exercise effective control. Code of Civil Procedure § 222.5
defines improper questions as those that attempt to precondition or
indoctrinate the jury, or that ask jurors about the applicable law.
One sanction judges use is to require a lawyer who has gone too far
submit all questions in writing to the court before asking them of
the jury. Lawyers, moreover, do not really "select" a jury; they
can only "deselect" the most obviously biased members of the panel.
The need for deselection is increased by the increasingly firm
views many people hold on subjects involved in litigation, views
that may be entrenched by public debate that has been called jury
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tampering on a national scale. Arbitrary time limits cannot be
defined, and California practice forbids them; the time required
need not be great, and whatever is required is worth it.
Questionnaires are encouraged, and reduce the time needed for voir
dire. They also encourage honest answers to questions that might
be embarrassing, particularly if assurance is given that follow-up
questions will not be dealt with in front of the group.

Hon. Michael R. Hogan: December 15: Tr 49 to 63: Every judge in D.
Ore. allows some attorney voir dire. My own practice is to receive
proposed questions a week before trial, sort through them, meet
again before trial, and then begin the voir dire. Then I ask the
lawyers for follow-up questions and ask them. Then I invite the
lawyers to ask questions themselves; usually they are satisfied and
do not follow up. This works well. "If I do a good job, then I
don't really have to exercise any controls." I encounter few
efforts to take advantage of the process. When an effort is made,
it can be controlled. But to make it a right is to invite
appellate review, and appellate judges removed from the scene of
trial may impose untoward restrictions. Attorneys want to seat
favorable juries, not impartial juries.

Dr. Judy Rothschild: December 15: Tr 63 to 87: Dr. Rothschild is a
research sociologist with the National Jury Project West, and also
works as a trial consultant. She is a visiting scholar at the
University of California, Berkeley, in the Institute of the Study
of Social Change, where she is studying jury decisionmaking in
complex cases. Lawyer participation in voir dire is important.
(1) Jurors are terribly intimidated by the courtroom. They bring
many television-derived misconceptions to their task. (2) Social
science research shows that people seek to protray themselves in
socially desirable ways, and are quite sensitive to verbal and
nonverbal clues indicating the desired "correct" answer to
questions. A wide range of factors affect the candor of answers to
questions. (3) One important factor is the fundamental difference
of status between judge and juror, a difference enhanced by the
symbols and practice of the courtroom. A screening process goes on
in responding to judge-put questions. When a judge asks whether
panel members can be fair, "it' s pretty clear that therre's one
right answer to that question. * * * It' s far easier * * * for that
question to be answered more honestly and candidly and comfortably
when the question is not propounded from an authority figure
sitting up high." Attorneys are literally on the same level in the
courtoom, and this encourages candor.The judges who are good at
voir dire are those who aware of the obstacles they face because of
their status. (4) The need to speak publicly also exacerbates the
problem. "People tend to avoid embarrassing themselves, and one
way to do that is by providing minimal responses." "People's
responses tend in the direction of conformity. One doesn't want to
seek out attention" in the trial setting. Questionnaires have real
advantages, including privacy, in eliciting information. (5)
Jurors do come to the courtroom with real biases and disagreements
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with the law. In criminal cases, for examples, many jurors believe
that a person brought to trial is probably guilty, that defendants
should be required to prove their innocence, and that defendants
should be required to testify. (6) Global questioning of a panel
is less effective because "people have a reluctance to raise their
hands. * * * [I~t's easier to avoid answering a question. The best
voir dire is that in which jurors do most of the talking. (7) Some
lawyers are not good at voir dire, even hate it.

James Farragher Campbell. Esq.. Dec. 15: Tr 88 to 97: Appeared on
behalf of the National Association for Defense Lawyers, California
Attorneys for Criminal Justice, and the Executive Committee of the
Litigation Section of the [California] State Bar. Testified only
as to Criminal Rule 24. Attorney voir dire is important to
discover bias and prejudice in prospective jurors, and has become
more important because of limits on stereotyped use of peremptory
challenges. It need not pit lawyers against judges, nor result in
attorneys taking over the courtroom. The power of control built
into the proposed rule is adequate. The vision of silver-tongued
orators using voir dire to try the case is out-of-date. Lawyers
now are interested in using voir dire to search out bias.
Reasonable time limits can be set, although it is not possible to
adopt a single period of time that is appropriate for all cases.
Judges should be reassured on these points by the experience of the
many judges who now permit attorney participation. Yes, to Judge
Wilson: attorney voir dire works in practice, and the time has come
to stop worrying whether it will work in theory. The opportunity
to participate is important to give the appearance of fairness as
well as the reality.

Georcie J. Koelzer. Esq.. December 15: Tr 98 to 113: Was asked to
testify by the ABA Litigation Section. Supports attorney voir
dire. In more than 30 years of trial experience has tried jury
cases in many state and federal courts, working with all the
different modes of voir dire. Over that time, judges have taken
over more of the voir dire - perhaps in part because the general
level of trial bar skills has declined. But judge-conducted voir
dier "is not acceptable in the adversary system." Judges are
interested in ferreting out matters that would support for-cause
challenges, but not matters that will inform peremptory challenges.
Peremptory challenges are "inherent" in the Seventh Amendment right
to jury trial. Batson has made the selection process more
complicated. There is no realistic recourse in appellate review;
the prospect of reversal for inadequate voir dire inquiry is too
remote to be of real value. And any competent federal judge will
deal quickly and effectively with any abuse by counsel. There have
been problems with inadequate judge-conducted voir dire in personal
experience, commonly involving refusal to ask suggested questions,
and usually involving "a younger, less experienced judge without a
lot of courtroom experience."

Robert Aitken. Esq.. December 15: Tr 113 to 125: Lawyer voir dire
facilitates selection of a fair and unbiased jury, and increases
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lawyer comfort with the jury. It does not work as well to have an
intermediary - the judge - ask the questions. Any competent judge
can control any prospect of lawyer abuse. There are some questions
that counsel would prefer to have addressed by the court - for
example in a case against a mental hospital, whether any
prospective juror had had mental problems. General preliminary
questions also are appropriate for court inquiry.

Christine Sherry. Esg.. December 15: Tr. 125 to 133: Was asked to
testify by the chair-elect of the ABA Litigation Section. Has
begun inquiries among lawyers in N.D.Cal. about varying practices
and experiences. This testimony is preliminary. Lawyers who have
been able to conduct their own voir dire have found it very
helpful. Preliminary questionnaires encourage people to provide
information that might not come out on oral examination, and can be
followed up to great effect. A number of lawyers have reported
that 20 to 25 minutes of follow-up questioning can produce great
benefits.

Robert B. Pringle. Esq.. December 15: Tr. 133 to 142: Current
chair, Intellectual Property Litigation Committee, ABA Litigation
Section: Experience with voir dire is mostly with extensive lawyer
participation in California state courts and limited participation
in N.D.Cal. Lawyers do it better. I know more about the evidence
and witnesses. My clients generally are able to afford extensive
jury studies, and in some cases I have done several mock juries
before trial. I and my adversaries have studied prospective jury
behavior, deliberations and reactions to the evidence. We come to
court equipped to assess jury bias. To deny the opportunity for
thorough voir dire is to cut of f the most effective means of
inquiry. Lawyer abuse need not be feared; a competent judge will
control voir dire.

Elia Weinbach. Esa.. December 15: Tr 142 to 151: The amendment is
desirable. I have had experience where "the judge's handling of
the voir dire was ineffective and where we had problem juries
simply because the judge was more interested in proceeding
expeditiously * * *." "Most federal judges with whom I've dealt in
the voir dire process really go through the process solely for the
purpose of getting through the process * * *." It should be
recognized that so many people avoid jury service that juries are
not representative, and will not be - professionals, small business
people, and the like do not serve. This makes it more important to
preserve peremptory challenges.

Louise A. La Mothe. Esq.. December 15: Tr 153 to 168: California
state judges allow attorney participation. C.D.Cal. judges
generally do not, and their "questions have a tendency to be
perfunctory and pretty superficial. * ** [T]he judge does not have
the same interest in getting out the information as the lawyers do.
And I think that the judge obviously is looking for the most
obvious types of bias, but frankly it doesn't always come out." A
number of judges, as a matter of speed, want to impanel the first



six in the box. Lawyers can do it better because they know the
case better. "Not every client can afford extensive jury research";
it can cost fifteen to twenty-five thousand dollars, or more,
including trials to mock juries. Abuse by lawyers does occur, and
judges may prefer to do voir dire themselves because it is easier
than controlling the lawyers. But it is better for the judge to
ride herd on the lawyers than to cut them off. They can and do
control lawyers in California state courts.

Professor Charles Weisselberq. December 15: Tr 168 to 185: Attorney
voir dire is essential to support challenges for cause and to
enable use of peremptory challenges not based on group stereotypes.
Denial of participation is not suited to the Batson era -
challenges based on individual characteristics require knowing more
about jurors than is revealed by judge-conducted voir dire. My
experience in C.D.Cal. is like that of Ms. La Mothe: voir dire is
"fairly routinized." Judges tend to ask close-ended questions. No
juror is going to respond to a question: "You can be fair, can't
you"? Nor to questions asking them to raise their hands if they
would have trouble following instructions, or would not afford a
presumption of innocence. In two cases I was allowed about 15
minutes for voir dire, and discovered that it was possible to learn
a lot in 15 minutes - even though the regular local practice meant
that I had not had much experience with direct voir dire. The goal
will be to select jurors who need further questions, not detailed
inquiry of all. I have not had the experience, asked about by
Judge Dowd, that civil plaintiffs and criminal defendants seek to
"dumb down" juries. As a federal public defender I had the benefit
of selecting juries with the aid of a full-time psychologist on our
staff; we lawyers learned to be more sophisticated with her help.
Judges will set limits, and as they become known there will be
fewer attempts to argue the case on voir dire. These efforts may
spur additional appeals in the beginning, but these problems should
disappear as practice becomes firmly established.

Hon. Duross Fitzpatrick. January 26: Tr. 3 to 15, 21 to 22: Having
practiced in Georgia state courts, took lawyer voir dire to the
federal bench. Lawyers file their written questions before voir
dire, and serve each other. Usually there are no objections; if
there are objections, they can be ironed out in a few minutes.
Reasonable follow-up questions are allowed. Voir dire never lasts
longer than about an hour. If a lawyer comes in from out of town
and engages in grueling voir dire, the local lawyer may well
announce that there are no questions, the jury will do the right
thing, "and it almost always works." Lawyers learn not to wear out
a jury with foolish questions. Perhaps peremptory challenges will
be abolished one dya, "but as long as we have them, I think lawyers
ought to have an opportunity to ask the questions." We have a 3-
or 4-page questionnaire that is used in every case, civil and
criminal. Lawyers love it. We are revising it now to eliminate
questions that are "kind of silly," such as what magazines jurors
read, and questions that are unnecessary invasions of privacy. We
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treat the answers as confidential, and require lawyers to certify
that they will destroy the questionnaires.

John T. Marshall. Esq.. January 26: Tr. 15 to 21: In N.D.Ga.,
questions are outlined in the pretrial order and the judge asks
them. Lawyers are permitted follow-up. I would prefer, as the
lawyer, to go first. Juror answers to the judge are wooden,
tainted by the formality with which the first question is put. It
is better for a lawyer to open a conversation "because most jurors
are very, very intimidated by the judge." Georgia state courts let
lawyers do the voir dire. There attempts to abuse the system. One
abuse is an attempt to ask jurors to prejudge the case; judges
promptly prevent that. Totally irrelevant or impermissible
questions also are stopped short. Voir dire is not extended to the
two- or three-day ordeal that people fear. Jury questionnaires are
very helpful. They get away from perfunctory questions. And they
make it possible to avoid "the land mine," the question and answer
that taint the entire panel. They also allow a juror to say things
about the difficulty of jury service that may not be said in voir
dire.

Frank C. Jones. Esq.. January 26: Tr 22 to 31: for Product
Liability Advisory Council. "I have never seen a serious problem
with lawyer-conducted voir dire where the judge is clearly in
control of the courtroom." And I have had very few experiences in
which the judge did fail to control. There is a need for lawyer
participation to establish a dialogue, to find out whether jurors
are proper for the case. And as peremptory challenges are
increasingly limited, it becomes more important to enable
intelligent challenges for cause.

Michael A. Pope. Esq.. January 26: Tr 76 to 80:"There are some
judges who don't have that much experience at trying cases and,
therefore, they don't do that good a job at voir dire, it's as
simple as that. * * * [T]o open up the door and allow the process
where the lawyers can actually talk to the jurors is really
important * * *

Kenneth Sherk. Esq.. January 26: Tr 80 to 86: The Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure Committee of the American College of Trial Lawyers
(a Committee of some 230 members) is unanimously in favor of the
proposal. It is more limited and restricted than the Committee
would prefer. Long experience with lawyer voir dire has not shown
any problem of abuse in Arizona state courts. With Batson and
related restrictions on the use of peremptory cahllenges, lawyer
participation is all the more important. The Advisory Committee
Note sets out the reasons for the amendment. Lawyers and judges
cooperate in every phase of the case, and there is no reason why
cooperation cannot extend into the voir dire process with the
lawyer being allowed to ask some questions. The many judges who
now do a good job on voir dire will find that lawyers' supplemental
questions will not be extensive at all.

J. Richard Caldwell. Jr.. Esq.. January 26: Tr 86 to 93: The
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proposal is good. Questionnaires "can be extremely useful in many,
many ways. Either avoiding the dynamite question, saving time."
As compared to the judge, the lawyer can initiate a conversation.
And, standing close to the prospective jurors, can detect little
quivers or hesitations that suggest the need for follow-up
questions. The amendment makes it clear that this is limited voir
dire, and that the court remains in control.

John A. Chandler. Esq.. January 26: Tr 93 to 100: Georgia statutes
give lawyers a broad voir dire right. Most federal courts in
Georgia permit follow-up questions by lawyers. We have a lot of
experience. It seems to work well, to be very helpful. The lawyer
gets a better feeling for the jury by asking questions and
listening to the answers. Their better understanding of the jury
may lead to more mid-trial settlements. Some judges ask questions
well; some do not. Judges are concerned to keep the case moving.
Lawyers pace the questions better; they wait for the answers, and
listen to the answers.

Stephen M. Dorvee. Esq.. January 26: Tr 100 to 105: Judge-conducted
voir dire "is somewhat inadequate." The judge does not know the
case as well as trial counsel. The problem of overreaching counsel
is not significant. "As long as a judge can control his courtroom,
then he can control voir dire." In the working of the adversarial
process, each side usually strikes the jurors the other side most
wants and the result is a fair, balanced jury. It is not so
important that the lawyer be the one to initiate the conversation
as that there be a conversation. A lawyer needs to evaluate the
juror's reaction to the lawyer - at the most direct level, to learn
whether the juror can understand the lawyer. There may not be much
time, but even 15 minutes of examination is enough to get a feel
for the jury.

Hon. Hayden W. Head. February 9: Tr 3 to 15: The judges of S.D.
Tex. are unanimously opposed to proposed Rule 47(a). A poll of the
94 judges in the 5th circuit District Judges Association garnered
73 responses; 63 oppose the proposal, and 10 support it. It is the
judge's responsibility to select an impartial jury, and the
adequacy of voir dire is not easily reviewed on appeal. An
attorney seeks a partial jury, not an impartial jury. There are no
more than a few, if any, district judges who fail to do adequate
voir dire examinastions; the cure is in part appellate review, as
a recent Fifth Circuit decision shows, and in part education
through judge workshops. No matter what discretionary authority
seems to be written into the proposal, "the whole ability to
control changes. * * * [W]hat will develop is a practice of the
most generous or tentative district judge, as affirmed by the most
generous panel in the United States." The idea that the adversary
system will balance out, with each side preventing the other side
from winning a favorable jury, does not work out. Some lawyers are
better at jury selection than others. It takes the balance of a
judge "to control the flow of the jury selection."
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Hon. Virginia M. Morgan. February 9: Tr 43 to 49: President,
Federal Magistrate Judges Association. Joins the opposition to
attorney voir dire. There are special problems with pro se
litigants, both in prisoner cases, employment cases, and others.
Is the judge to help the pro se litigant, departing from a position
of neutrality? Appoint counsel from the pro bono panel? What
should be done in districts that handle pro se prisoner cases with
video-conferencing? Will there be new issues for appeal?

Robert Glass. Esq.! February 9: Tr 49 to 56: for the National
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers. Spoke only to Criminal
Rule 24. "With a little training [of lawyers], the attorney-
conducted voir dire is enormously productive. It airs views."
"[MHost judges are afraid of the lawyer-conducted voir dire because
it can get out of hand. Well, that's true, but the judges, under
the amended rule, would have the power to control the lawyers." An
obnoxious lawyer is shut down in the same way as an obnoxious
lawyer is shut down on cross-examination. A brief period of time
can be set; there is no reason to let it get out of control.
Involving attorneys as a matter of right "will force judges to
rethink and to be reeducated on how to do it. It is easy once you
learn. It doesn't take much time to learn." In criminal cases
there is no significant problem with pro se defendants; perhaps
there should be a special rule in civil cases, but that is not the
subject of this testimony.

Hon. John F. Keenan. February 9: Tr 56 to 64: For all the judges,
S.D.N.Y. The judgest of S.D.N.Y. include many who practiced in New
York state courts, and some who were judges there. Their
experience with attorney participation in voir dire is extensive.
We unanimously oppose the proposed amendment. "The state
experience has not been a pleasant one, nor has it been a
successful one." The time it takes to select a jury is mind-
boggling. "New York City does not have a particularly collegial
bar." Requiring lawyer participation would reduce judge control,
and do so at the beginning of trial, setting the tone and mood for
the whole trial. The attempt to authorize reasonable limits will
open a new array of satellite litigation, and spawn a new
publication market for voir dire manuals. Appellate courts would
set the limits of discretion. The knowledge lawyers have of their
cases can be utlized through questions they suggest to the judge.

Hon. John M. Roper. February 9: Tr 64 to 80: Appearing for the
Economy Subcommittee, Budget Committee, Judicial Conference. All
testimony is directed toward budget implications, not policy.
Estimates of the cost of lawyer voir dire are based on estimates of
the increased time needed to sit a jury. If indeed judges find it
difficult to control the time spent by lawyers, costs will increase
more than otherwise. To be sure, time can be saved by jury
questionnaires - my own experience has been favorable - but it is
difficult to know how much time. Nor do we know how much time must
be devoted to voir dire by pro se litigants. The costs will
escalate still further if this is coupled with 12-person juries.
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of course these estimates to not account for the time that may be
saved when, for example, improved voir dire excludes a juror who
would have forced a mistrial later. And, more important, the cost
estimates that have been made so far are based on fully distributed
costs, not the relevant measure of marginal costs incurred by
adding lawyer voir dire. There are likely to be additional costs
as well, arising form the need to train panel attorneys and federal
defenders. Lawyers also will need to be compensated for the time
spent to prepare for voir dire - at least in criminal cases, that
can be a direct expense. Our main request is that there be more
careful study of costs before embarking on a procedure that may
have a significant impact on already-strained judicial budgets.

Al Cortese. Esq.. February 9: Tr 98 to 109: The National Chamber
Litigation Center supports the proposal.
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Rule 48

Peter Hinton. Esq.. December 15: Tr. 29 to 49: The 12-person jury
proposal "is an analytically motivated trip to injustice" unless it
is coupled with provision for a nonunanimous verdict. Any increase
in the risk of hung juries tips the playing field in favor of
corporate defendants, because individual plaintiffs cannot afford
retrials. Attorney voir dire will help offset this risk, but not
enough. And by increasing the number of jurors, "you have
significantly increased the potential for an aberrant jury." "If
you had a nine-person majority and adequate peremptories, I would
be all for this."

Hon. Michael R. Hoaan. December 15: Tr 49 to 63: 6-person juries
work. It is increasingly difficult to get citizens to serve as
jurors. Many courtrooms are built with 7- or 8-person jury boxes,
including our magistrate judge courtrooms. Although with trials by
consent before magistrate judges 6-person juries could be made part
of the consent process, this might reduce our ability to rely on
magistrate judge trials - and we have relied on magistrate judges
extensively and successfully.

Dr. Judy Rothschild. December 15: Tr 63 to 87: (Dr. Rothschild's
background is described with her Rule 47(a) comments.) There are
stray marks favorable to 12-person juries, but most of the
testimony focuses on the suggestion that if jury size is increased,
the number of peremptory challenges should be increased
accordingly.

George J. Koelzer. Esq.. December 15: Tr 98 to 113: Has never had
an experience, going well back into the days when 12-person juries
were used in civil cases as well as criminal, in which the
inability to agree on a verdict could be ascribed to the size of
the jury. Law and centuries of experience show that a jury of 12
works quite well. It brings more experience and common sense to
the task, and is more representative.

Robert Aitken. Esa.. December 15: Tr 113 to 125: The shrinkage of
the jury is obvious. The number 12 was settled long ago, and
worked for centuries. If we can shrink to 6, why not 1?

Robert B. Prinale. Esq.. December 15: Tr 133 to 142: Has practiced
both on the defense side and - increasingly, particularly in
intellectual property cases - on the plaintiff side. Began with
the view that a large jury favors the defense, but now prefers it
for all sides. A larger jury gives a fair cross-section of the
community. It helps in technical cases to have an engineer or two
on the panel; there is a risk they will dominate a 6-person jury,
but less concern with a jury of 12. I do believe that juries are
capable of assessing technical issues, indeed at least as capable
as judges. They bring common sense, whatever the level of formal
education. There is no need to add alternates.

Elia Weinbach. Esq. December 15: Tr 142 to 151: There is a risk
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the 12-person juries will result in more hung juries; the federal
judges who have made this observation to me were, to be sure,
appointed after 1978 (so have no experience with 12-person civil
juries).

Louise A. La Mothe. Esa.. December 15: Tr 153 to 168: While I was
a member of the California State Judicial Council we had a study
done by the National Center for State courts on moving from 12- to
8-person juries. The initial results caused the Council to lose
any interest in the change. 12-person juries are more
representative, a matter of great importance in our increasingly
diverse society. And the influence of any single juror is reduced.
The perception of fairness is enhanced.

Professor Charles Weisselberci. December 15: Tr 168 to 185: The
return to 12-person juries is good. But it would be better to
provide for alternates, to increase the prospect that there will be
12 jurors left to deliberate at the end of a long and complex
trial. A fair trial is more important than the disappointment of
alternates who are excused without deliberating at the end of
trial.

Hon. Duross Fitzpatrick. January 26: Tr 3 to 15: Always uses 12-
person juries. They give a good cross-section. The parties accept
the results better than might be with smaller juries. I regularly
chat with the jurors after the verdict. They understand the
instructions. Judge Arnold has made irrefutable points in favor of
12-person juries. Majority verdicts are not a good idea; "a hung
jury is not always a bad idea." Fallout from the O.J. case has put
people in a panic about jury trial; "I don't think we need to be
changing the jury system because of one case that' s tried in
California."

John T. Marshall. Esq.. January 26: Tr 15 to 21: Lawyers select a
jury much differently when it is six, because of concern that a
single juror can dominate in a way that is not likely with a jury
of 12. I have had two experiences with both sides agreed that a 6-
person jury came out opposite from whast we expected.

Frank C. Jones, Esq.. January 26: Tr. 22 to 31: There is a very
different dynamic with 12-person juries. One or two strong persons
can influence the outcome with 6-person juries, but this is much
more difficult with 12. And a 12-person jury is more likely to be
truly representative of the community.

Michael A. Pope. Esq.. January 26: Tr. 74 to 80: In Illinois we
have always had 12-person juries. "There is something about it
that seems to work. * * * And it does seem to bring out the best in
people * * *. And hung juries "are extremely rare."

Kenneth Sherk. Esa.. January 26: Tr 80 to 86: Chair, Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure Committee, American College of Trial Lawyers.
We endorse the 12-person jury "if for no other reason than for the
representativeness factor, just get a better cross-section."
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J. Richard Caldwell. Jr.. Esq.. January 26: Favors the proposal.
Magistrate judges try civil cases in M.D.Fla. They can use an
empty courtroom with a 12-member jury box, or add a few chairs to
their own courtroom. "They work perfectly well with a twelve-
member jury."

John A. Chandler. Esq.. January 26: Tr 93 to 100: The rationale in
the Advisory Committee Note supports the proposal, "to provide more
diversity and to avoid the odd verdict. * * * You get more aberrant
decisions with six-person juries * * *. I think predictability
helps lawyers and helps clients assess cases." There are anecdotes
suggesting that plaintiffs' lawyers tend to choose the 6-person
jury state court in Fulton county, rather than the 12-person jury
superior court, because "they believe that they are more likely to
get a result that's outside of the box with a six-person jury."

Stephen M. Dorvee. Esq.. January 26: Tr 100 to 105: A 12-person
jury does bring a wide diversity of viewpoints. But it also "sees
everything, hears everything, despite what some of my brethren
thinks, understands everything. I'm not sure that's the case
with a six-person jury. * * * You want a greater collective
memory." They have a much more thorough view of the case.

Hon. Hayden W. Head. February 9: All but 2 of the judges of S.D.
Tex. oppose the return to 12-person juries. Their views are
largely based on cost, and the belief that they have seen adequate
and fair verdicts returned by smaller juries. A poll of the 5th
Circuit District Judges Association got 73 responses from 94
members. 63 oppose the proposal, while 10 support it. Again, the
feeling is that the proposal increases costs without real benefit.

Hon. Virginia M. Morcan. February 9: Tr 43 to 49. President,
Federal Magistrate Judges Association. There are concerns about
costs.

Hon. John F. Keenan. February 9: Tr 56 to 64: For all the judges,
S.D.N.Y. "There is no data or reliable information to support the
concept that 12-member juries achieve better results than 6, 8 or
10-person juries." We use 8-member juries; to do that, we have a
venire panel of 22. If we go to 12-member juries, the panel must
increase to 33 to offset increased losses. "This would increase
our annual expenses for jurors by 50 percent on the civil side, an
expenditures which we view as totally unnecessary." In New York we
have great diversity, and our jury panels reflect that diversity
now. The value of jurors as emissaries for the judicial system is
well severed by smaller juries.

Hon. John M. Roper. February 9: Tr. 64 to 80: Appearing for the
Economy Subcommittee, Budget Committee of the Judicial Conference.
This testimony is directed only to cost implications, not to the
wisdom of the proposal as a matter of procedure. (The chair of the
Budget Committee has vigorously supported a return to 12-person
juries as a matter of policy.) The cost of returning to 12-person
juries could go as high as $12,000,000. The more jurors you
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select, the greater the pool, the greater the number of challenges
for cause, the greater the number of people who simply do not show
up, the greater the need to send marshals out to round up people,
and so on. There are also courtroom costs, both with respect to
retrofitting existing magistrate judge courtrooms with larger jury
boxes and with respect to new court construction plans that
contemplated shared use of courtrooms in ways that permit
construction of some courtrooms for smaller juries, and others for
12-person juries. Although parties can be told that they can have
a magistrate-judge trial only if they consent to a smaller jury,
this may reduce the frequency of consents to magistrate-judge
trials. Some defense firms believe there is a greater prospect of
a hung jury with 12, and are willing to pay for it, whether or not
the perception is accurate.

Al Cortese. Esa., February 9: Tr 98 to 109: The National Chamber
Litigation Center supports the proposal.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE
FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE*

Rule 23: Class Actions

(a) Prerequisites to a Class Action. One or more members of a class may sue or be sued as

representative parties on behalf of all only if.

(1) the class is so numerous that joinder of all members is impracticable,

(2) there are questions of law or fact common to the class,

(3) the claims or defenses of the representative parties are typical of the claims or defenses

of the class, and

(4) the representative parties will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class.

(b) Class Actions Maintainable. An action may be maintained as a class action if the prerequisites

of subdivision (a) are satisfied, and in addition:

(1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against individual members of the class would

create a risk of

(A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect to individual members of the

class which would establish incompatible standards of conduct for the party

opposing the class, or

(B) adjudications with respect to individual members of the class which would as

a practical matter be dispositive of the interests of the other members not

New matter is underlined; matter to be omitted is lined
through.
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parties to the adjudications or substantially impair or impede their ability to

protect their interests; or

(2) the party opposing the class has acted or refused to act on grounds generally applicable

to the class, thereby making appropriate final injunctive relief or corresponding

declaratory relief with respect to the class as a whole; or

(3) the court finds that the questions of law or fact common to the members of the class

predominate over any questions affecting only individual members, and that a class

action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of

the controversy. The matters pertinent to the findings include:

(A) the practical ability of individual class members to pursue their claims

without class certification:

(*I) the interest of members of the class in individually controllinrg the

prosecution or defense of class members' interests in maintaining or

defending separate actions;

(BC) the extent. aid nature, and maturity of any related litigation coneeming the

controversy already eofcmeced by or against involving class members of1the

(eQ) the desirability or undesirability of concentrating the litigation of the claims

in the particular forum;

(DiE) the difficulties likely to be encountered in the management of a class actions

and
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(F) whether the probable relief to individual class members justifies the costs and

burdens of class litigation: or

4) the parties to a settlement request certification under subdivision (b)(3) for purposes

of the settlement, even though the requirements of subdivision (b)(3) might not be

met for purposes of trial.

(c) Determination by Order Whether Class Action to be Maintained; Notice; Judgment; Actions

Conducted Partially as Class Actions.

(1) When Asoon as practicable after the commencement of an action brought as a class

action, the court shall determine by order whether it is to be so maintained. An order

under this subdivision may be conditional, and may be altered or amended before the

decision on the merits.

(2) In any class action maintained under subdivision (b)(3), the court shall direct to the

members of the class the best notice practicable under the circumstances, including

individual notice to all members who can be identified through reasonable effort.

The notice shall advise each member that:

(A) the court will exclude the member from the class if the member so requests

by a specified date;

(B) the judgment, whether favorable or not, will include all members who do not

request exclusion; and

(C) any member who does not request exclusion may, if the member desires,

enter an appearance through counsel.

(3) The judgment in an action maintained as a class action under subdivision (b)(l) or
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(b)(2), whether or not favorable to the class, shall include and describe those whom

the court finds to be members of the class. The judgment in an action maintained as

a class action under subdivision (b)(3), whether or not favorable to the class, shall

include and specify or describe those to whom the notice provided in subdivision

(c)(2) was directed, and who have not requested exclusion, and whom the court finds

to be members of the class.

(4) When appropriate:

(A) an action may be brought or maintained as a class action with respect to

particular issues, or

(B) a class may be divided into subclasses and each subclass treated as a class, and

the provisions of this rule shall then be construed and applied accordingly.

(d) Orders in Conduct of Actions. In the conduct of actions to which this rule applies, the court

may make appropriate orders:

(1) determining the course of proceedings or prescribing measures to prevent undue

repetition or complication in the presentation of evidence or argument;

(2) requiring, for the protection of the members of the class or otherwise for the fair conduct

of the action, that notice be given in such manner as the court may direct to some or

all of the members of any step in the action, or of the proposed extent of the

judgment, or of the opportunity of members to signify whether they consider the

representation fair and adequate, to intervene and present claims or defenses, or

otherwise to come into the action;

(3) imposing conditions on the representative parties or intervenors;
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(4) requiring that the pleadings be amended to eliminate therefrom allegations as to

representation of absent persons, and that the matter proceed accordingly;

(5) dealing with similar procedural matters.

The orders may be combined with an order under Rule 16, and may be altered or amended

as may be desirable from time to time.

(e) Dismissal or Compromise. A class action shall not be dismissed or compromised without

hearing and the approval of the court, after notice of the proposed dismissal or compromise

has been given to all members of the class in such manner as the court directs.

(f) Appeals. A court of appeals may in its discretion permit an appeal from an order of a district

court granting or denying class action certification under this rule if application is made to

it within ten days after entry of the order. An appeal does not stay proceedings in the district

court unless the district judge or the court of appeals so orders.
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(4) the parties to a settlement request certification under subdivision (b)(3)

for purposes of the settlement, even though the requirements of

subdivision'(b)(3) might not be met for purposes of trial



(2) the party opposing the class has acted or refused to act on
grounds generally applicable to the class, thereby making
appropriate final injunctive relief or corresponding
declaratory relief with respect to the class as a whole; or

(3) the court finds that the questions of law or fact common to
the members of the class predominate over any questions
affecting only individual members, and that a class action is
superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient
adjudication of the controversy; provided, however, that if
certification is requested by the parties to a proposed
settlement for settlement purposes only, the settlement may
be considered in making these findings of predominance
and superiority. The matters pertinent to the findings
include:

(A) the practical ability of individual class members to
pursue their claims without class certification;

(*B)class members' interests in maintaining or defending
separate actions;

(BH) the extent. -and nature, and maturity of any related
litigation coneeniing the iontroversy already
commenced by or against involving class members df

the elass;

(ep.)the desirability or undesirability of concentrating the
litigation of the claims in the particular forum;

(DiE) the difficulties likely to be encountered in the
management of a class action;and

(F) whether the probable relief to individual class members
justifies the costs and burdens of class litigation.



(G) if certification is requested by the parties to a proposed
settlement for settlement purposes only, the settlement may be
considered in making these findings of predominance and
superiority.
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Introduction and Methods

This report summarizes work underway at the Federal Judicial Center
concerning protective orders, confidential settlement agreements, and other
sealed court records. The general purpose of our work is to provide the
information necessary to evaluate the efficacy of Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(c) and to
address the potential need for additional provisions in the rules relating to
sealed court records and sealed settlement agreements.

This report focuses on the use of protective orders in three federal district
courts. Our research approach entailed identifying cases that involved
protective order activity in the three courts and then transcribing information
from the docket sheets and case files of a sample of those cases.

Civil cases filed in 1990-1992 in the District of Columbia and those filed in
1991-92 in the Eastern District of Michigan and the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania were included in the study. We identified cases involving
protective order activity by electronically searching the computerized
databases of civil case dockets for event and relief codes associated with this
type of activity. We then obtained more detailed information about a random
sample of cases that involved protective order activity from each district by
recording information from docket sheets and case files.1

In this report, we present information about the following issues:

* the incidence of protective order activity;

* the extent to which protective order activity is initiated by stipulated
agreement versus motion;

* the extent to which motions for protective orders are contested;

* the extent to which motions for protective orders are granted;

* the stated objectives of protective orders;

1 For the District of Columbia, we searched the electronic database during the fall of 1993 and
collected the information from the docket sheets and case files during the spring and summer of
1994. In the Eastern District of Pennsylvania and the Eastern District of Michigan, we searched
the electronic databases during the summer of 1994 and collected the information from the
docket sheets and case files during that summer and fall.



* the types of cases in which protective orders are granted, including the
nature of suit and the types of parties involved;

* the types of cases in which access to discovered material is restricted;

* the frequency with which protective orders are modified or dissolved;
and

* the disposition of cases in which protective orders are granted.
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Findings

The remainder of this report sets forth our findings. Each general finding
is numbered and set forth in bold, followed by a fuller explanation and/or
data tables.

1. In the Eastern District of Michigan and the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania, protective order activity occurred in approximately 5% of civil
-cases filed in 1991 and 1992. In the District of Columbia, the incidence of
protective order activity was higher; it occurred in approximately 10.0,% 9.8%,
and 8.1% of the civil cases filed in 1990, 1991, and 1992, respectively.

Table 1 shows for each district the number of civil cases filed during the
time period studied and the number of those cases in which protective order
activity had occurred at the time we electronically searched the dockets.
Because some of the cases filed during the study period were still pending at
the time of our electronic search, the percentages shown in the third row
likely underestimate the actual amount of protective order activity that will
ultimately occur and should be interpreted as lower bounds. Table 2 on the
next page shows the number of cases in each district that we examined in
more detail, and the number Hf motions, stipulated agreements, and "sua
sponte" protective orders occurring in those cases. By "sua sponte," we mean
that the protective order was entered by a judge in the absence of a docketed
motion or stipulated agreement. Most of the cases (between 69% and 74%
across districts) involved only one motion for protective order, one stipulated
agreement, or one "sua sponte" order, although some cases involved up to.
ten separate motions, agreements, or "sua sponte" orders.

Unless otherwise noted, the remainder of the findings that we present in
this report are based on the cases that were examined in more detail.

Table 1
Comparison of Total Caseload with Protective Order Activity

District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

1990 1991 1992 1991 1992 1991 1992

Number of civil filings 3026 2958 2761 6317 6752 8317 8048

Number of cases involving
protective order activity as 304 289 225 297 340 442 382
of the time we examined
the dockets

Percentage of cases
reflecting protective order
activity as of the time we 10.0% 9.8% 8.1% 4.7% 5.0% 5.3% 4.7%
examined the dockets
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Table 2
Description of Samples Examined in More Detail

District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

Number of cases examined in 204 195 202
more detail

Number of motions, stipulated
agreements, "sua sponte" 317 293 317
orders in those cases

Note: By "sua sponte,. we mean that the protective order was entered by a judge in the absence of a docketed
motion or stipulated agreement.

2. Protective order activity was most commonly initiated by motion rather
than by stipulated agreement. About half of the motions were opposed. In
two districts, hearings were held on few of the motions; in the third district,
hearings were held on over half of the motions, often in conjunction with
hearings on other motions in the cases.

As shown in Table 3, most of the protective order activity in each district
began with a motion by the plaintiff, defendant, another party, or non-party,
although a significant amount of activity began with a stipulated agreement
between opposing parties. Responses in opposition to about half of the
motions were filed (see Table 4). About half of these responses were met with
a reply in the District of Columbia and fewer than half of these responses
were met with a reply in the other two districts, as shown in Table 5.

In the District of Columbia and the Eastern District of Pennsylvania,
hearings wefre 6held on few of the motions. In the Eastern District of Michigan,
however,:hearings were held on over half of the motions (see Table 6). These
hearings were often combined with hearings on other motions in the cases.

Table 3
Origin of Protective Order Activity

District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

Motion by plaintiff 55 17% 63 22% 57 18%
Motion by defendant 184 58% 122 42% 153 48%
Motionbyotherpartyornon-party 12 4% 13 4% 25 8%
Stipulated agreement between opposing 53 17% 77 26% 77 24%

parties
Judge's orderin the absence ofadocketed 13 4% 18 6% 5 2%

motion or stipulated agreement

TOTAL NUMBER OF SEPARATE
PROTECTIVE ORDER ACTIVITIES 317 293 317
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Table 4
Number of Motions to Which a Response was Filed

District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

No response filed 78 31% 84 42% 111 47%
Response in opposition filed 143 57% 91 46% 107 46%
Responseinconcurrencefiled 4 2% 1 <1% 3 1%
Responseseekinganamendmentto themotion 1 <1% 0 0% 0 0%
Responsefiled,butunknownifinoppositionor 24 10% 21 11% 10 4%
concurrence
Unable to ascertain whether a response was 1 <1% 1 <1% 4 2%

filed

TOTAL NUMBER OF MOTIONS FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER 251 198 235

Table 5
Number of Responses to which a Reply was Filed

District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

No reply filed 92 53% 81 72% 100 83%
Reply filed 74 43% 30 27% 20 17%
Unable to ascertain whether a reply was

filed 6 3% 2 2% 0 0%

TOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONSES 172 113 120

Table 6
Number of Motions for which a Hearing was Held

District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

Hearing held 27 11% 117 59% 5 2%
No hearing held 216 86% 76 38% 224 95%
Unable to determine if ahearing held 8 3% 5 3% 6 3%

TOTAL NUMBER OF MOTIONS FOR
PROTECTIVE ORDER 251 198 235
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3. Approximately 40% of the motions for a protective order were granted
either in whole or in part (see Table 7). Only two stipulated agreements were
rejected by the court on the record.

Table 7
Disposition of motions for protective orders

District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

1. Motion granted inwhole 77 32% 53 27% 54 23%
2. Motiongrantedinpart 24 10% 25 13% 29 12%
3. Motion denied (includes some motions 69 29% 58 30% 105 45%

denied as moot)
4. Motion not ruled on although case closed 70 29% 27 14% 40 17%

(i.e., motion is moot)
5. Motion withdrawn 2 1% 32 16% 6 3%
6. Motion pending 5 3 1
7. Unknown 4 0 0

NUMBER OF MOTIONS THAT WERE
RESOLVED (categories 1, 2,3, and 4 above) 240 195 234

Note: Catego 3: Motion Denied includes some motions that were denied as moot. We estimate that the reason
for between 2 and 35% of the denials was mootness. The percentages were calculated excluding the
categories (6) motion pending and (7) unknown. One stipulated agreement in the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania and one stipulated agreement in the District of Columbia were rejected by the court; this is not
reflected in the above figes.

Only two stipulated agreements for a protective order were rejected by the
court on the record (one in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania and one in
the District of Columbia). One explanation for the infrequency of this event is
that parties discuss with the court whether a protective order is warranted
and what provisions should be included before a formal agreement is
presented, thus drastically reducing the number that are rejected. The
alternate explanation is, of course, that judges are reluctant to reject an
agreement between opposing parties, except in rare circumstances.
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4. 166, 173, and 164 protective orders were entered in 127,140, and 131 cases in
the District of Columbia, the Eastern District of Michigan, and the Eastern
District of Pennsylvania, respectively. Of the protective orders that were
entered, between 45% and 61% were initiated by motion and between 31%
and 46% were initiated by stipulated agreement between the parties (see Table
8). The objectives of these orders are summarized in Tables 9 and 10, and
discussed below.

Table 8
Protective Orders Entered

District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

Initiated by motion 101 61% 78 45% 83 51%
Initiated by agreement of parties 52 31% 77 45% 76 46%
Initiated sua sponte by court order 13 8% 18 10% 5 3%

TOTAL NUMBER OF PROTECTIVE ORDERS
ENTERED 166 173 164

Note: By "sua sponte", we mean the protective order was entered by a judge in the absence of a docketed
motion or stipulated agreement.

Table 9 on the next page summarizes the objectives of these orders. The
percentages in the tables are of the total number of protective orders. Because
the objective of some orders was multi-faceted, the numbers within columns
do not sum to the number of orders entered nor do the percentages sum to
100. Table 10 shows the nature of suit of the cases in which such a restriction
was imposed.

Seventy-six, 89, and 82 orders in 62, 81, and 75 cases in the District of
Columbia, the Eastern District of Michigan, and the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania, respectively, restricted a party from disclosing materials to
others. Many of the orders originated with a stipulated agreement (63% in the
District of Columbia, 74% in the Eastern District of Michigan, and 88% in the
Eastern District of Pennsylvania).

Almost all of the orders applied the restriction to anyone outside the
litigation; many also set forth an inclusive list of those people who were
allowed access. Many of the orders restricting access to discovered material set
forth a set of procedures for handling confidential information. A typical
order would describe the general type of material to held confidential (e.g.,
"party-designated confidential", medical records, trade secrets, business
records, financial information, personnel or payroll records, depending on
the type of case); describe how a party designates material as confidential and
how that designation can be challenged; identify who is (is not) to have access
to confidential information; allow documents marked as confidential to be
filed under seal; and require the return or destruction of discovered materials.

7



Table 9
Objective of protective orders

District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

.Thatdiscoverynotbehad 19 12% 17 11% 19 13%

That discovery be had only by a method of discovery
other than that selected by the party seeking ° °% 1 1% 4 3%
discovery

That certain matters not be inquired into or that 9 6% 12 8% 11 7%
scope of discovery be limited to certain matters

Restrict party from disclosing materials to others 76 48% 89 59% 82 55%

Require return or destruction of discovered 56 36% 61 41% 47 32%
materials

Staydiscoverypending,forexample, rulingon 43 27% 26 17% 14 9%
dispositive motion or until other party complies °
with discovery request

Limit numberof interrogatories 0 0% 1 1% 2 1%

Limit number or length of deposition 0 0 % 2 1% 2 1%

Designate time and place of discovery 6 4% 1 1% 14 9%

Other provision 7 4% 7 5% 13 9%

Objective of Order Unknown 9 23 16

TOTAL NUMBER OF PROTECTIVE ORDERS 166 173 164

Note: Percentages were calculated using the number of protective orders for which the objective

was known (District of Columbia: 157; Eastern District of Michigan: 150, and Eastern District of

Pennsylvania: 148.)



Table 10
Nature of Suit for Cases in Which a Protective Order Restricting Access to Discovery Materials
was Entered

NATURE OF SUIT District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

Contract -11 17.7% 22 27.2% 18 24%

Insurance (110) 0 0% 3 3.7% 5 6.7%
Miller Act (130) 0 0% 0 0% 1 1.3%
Negotiable Instrument (140) 0 0% 1 1.2% 0 0%
Other Contract (190) 11 17.7% 17 21.0% 12 16.0%
Product Liability (195) 0 0% 1 1.2% 0 0%

Real Property 1 1.6% 0 0%% 0 0%

Rent, Lease and Ejectment (230) 1 1.6% 0 0%% 0 0%

Personal Injury 7 11.3% 6 7.4% 6 8.0%

Airplane Personal Injury (310) 0 0% 1 1.2% 0 0%
Personal Injury: Assault, Libel and Slander (320) 1 1.6% 0 0% 0 0%
Personal Injury: FELA (330) 1 1.6% 0 0% 0 0%
Personal Injury: Marine Personal Injury (340) 0 0% 0 0% 1 1.3%
Personal Injury: Motor Vehicle (350) 1 1.6% 0 0% 0 0%
Personal Injury: Other Personal Injury (360) 2 3.2% 0 0% 1 1.3%
Personal Injury: Medical Malpractice (362) 2 3.2% 0 0% 0 0%
Personal Injury: Personal Injury Product Liability (365) 0 0% 5 6.2% 4 5.3%

Personal Property 0 0% 4 4.9% 5 6.7%

Personal Property Damage: Other Fraud (370) 0 0% 4 4.9% 3 4.0%
Personal Property Damage: Other Personal Property

Damage (380) 0 0 % 0 0 % 2 2.7%

-Civil Rights 22 35.5% 21 25.9% 19 25.3%

Other (440) 0 0% 11 13.6% 3 4.0%
Employment (442) 21 33.9% 10 12.3% 16 21.3%
Accommodations (443) 1 1.6% 0 0% 0 0%

Prisoner Petitions (550) 1 1.6% 0 0% 0 0%

Labor 3 4.8% 8 9.9% 5 6.6%

Fair Labor Standards Act (710) 1 1.6% 1 1.2% 1 1.3%
Other Labor Litigation (790) 0 0% 2 2.5% 1 1.3%
ERISA (791) 2 3.2% 5 6.2% 3 4.0%

Property Rights 6 9.7% 13 16.0% 9 12%

Copyright (820) 2 3.2% 3 3.7% 2 2.7%
Patent (830) 2 3.2% 4 4.9% 5 6.7%
Trademark (840) 2 3.2% 6 7.4% 2 2.7%

Other Statutes 11 17.7% 7 8.6% 13 17.3%

Antitrust (410) 3 4.8% 2 2.5% 2 2.7%
Withdrawal (423) 0 0% 1 1.2% 1 1.3%
Banks and Banking (430) 1 1.6% 0 0% 2 2.7%
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (470) 1 1.6% 0 0% 0 0%
Securities, Commodities, and Exchange (850) 0 0% 2 2.5% 7 9.3%
Other Statutory Actions (890) 4 6.5% 2 2.5% 1 1.3%
Freedom of Information Act (895) 2 3.2% 0 0 % -0 0 %

TOTAL 62 81 75



5. Across the three districts, few protective orders had been modified or
dissolved at the time the case files were examined.

It was not uncommon for protective orders, particularly those restricting
access to discovery materials, to contain a provision indicating that the order
could be dissolved by agreement of the parties or by the court. These orders,
however, typically did not elaborate on the specific factors the court would
consider in modifying or dissolving the order.

As shown in Tables 11 and 12, few protective orders had been modified or
dissolved at the time the case files were examined. Following the tables, we
describe the ways in which the orders were modified or dissolved.

Table 11
Modification of Protective Orders by the Court or by Agreement of the Parties

District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

Number of protective orders modified by 2 6 3
the court

Number of protective orders modified by 4 0 3
agreement between the parties

Number of protective orders the court 1 1 0
affirmatively refused to modify

Number of protective orders for which a
motion to reconsider the protective order 1 2 0
was pending

Table 12
Dissolution of Protective Orders by the Court or by Agreement of the Parties

District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

Number of protective orders dissolved by the 2 0 4
court

Number of protective orders dissolved by 0 0 1
agreement between the parties

Number of protective orders the court 0 2 0
affirmatively refused to dissolve

Number of protective orders for which a
motion to reconsider the protective order 1 2 0
was pending

Protective orders modified by the court

A confidentiality order was modified to add: "Nothing in this order shall
prevent disclosure of confidential materials under Commission Rule 4.11(b),
16 C.F.R. Section 4.11(b), in response to a request from a Congressional
committee or subcommittee."

A confidentiality order was modified to bind an intervenor to its terms.

A deadline for taking a telephone deposition was extended - the original date-
was specified in a protective order.
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A protective order limiting the scope of discovery was modified --
information previously protected from discovery during a deposition is
discoverable, as long as discovering party keeps the information confidential
and does not disclose it to any other parties.

A confidentiality order was amended to include performers and groups,
whose merchandising rights plaintiff had recently acquired, in the scope of
persons who should not have access to confidential information.

An order prohibiting the asking of certain questions during a deposition was
modified in undetermined way.

A confidentiality order was expanded to cover other documents.

A confidentiality order was modified to allow plaintiffs counsel access to
limited documents pertaining to jurisdiction.

A confidentiality order was modified to permit defendant to use non-
privileged discovery matters in another pending case to which it is a party,
provided the defendant abides by the original confidentiality agreement.

A sealed complaint was partially unsealed to facilitate discussion between the
plaintiff and defendant.

After in camera review of certain documents, the court modified
(strengthened) a protective order to require the plaintiff to keep the
documents confidential and to return them to the defendant after trial.

Protective orders modified by agreement of the parties

Parties agreed that to the extent the provisions of two confidentiality orders
contradicted a third, they were vacated. The third order was sealed.

A confidentiality order was modified twice to change the list of persons
having access to confidential material.

A confidentiality order was modified to clarify that parties have access to
discovered materials.

A confidentiality order was modified to clarify how counsel should designate
documents/depositions confidential and challenge the confidential
designation, and who may view/use confidential information.

An order restricting access to discovered materials was extended for a period
of two years after entry of a stipulation of dismissal with prejudice.



A confidentiality order initially proposed by the plaintiff was vacated and a
confidentiality order stipulated to by the parties was entered in its place.

Protective orders the court affirmatively declined to modify

A motion by an intervening plaintiff to modify a confidentiality order was
denied.

A motion to modify a protective order staying discovery was denied.

Protective orders vacated by the court

Court vacated a temporary protective order that barred a deposition and
denied the original motion as moot.

Court vacated an order staying discovery pending resolution of defendant's
motion to dismiss.

Court ordered that all sealed documents in the case be unsealed immediately
(three orders in one case, one order in a second case).

Protective orders dissolved by agreement of the parties

Documents sealed under the stipulated protective order are to be unsealed.

Protective orders the court affirmatively declined to vacate

Court declined to vacate an order staying discovery. (two orders in two cases)
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7. In the District of Columbia and the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, the
nature of suit for 85% and 81%, respectively, of the cases involving protective
order activity fell into the nature of suit categories (1) contract, (2) personal
injury, (3) civil rights, and (4) other statutes. The cases in which a protective
order was actually entered also were concentrated in these four categories. In
the Eastern District of Michigan, the nature of suit for 40% of the cases
involving protective order activity fell into the nature of suit categories (1)
contract and (2) civil rights; from 9% to 12% of the cases fell into each of the
following other nature of suit categories: (1) personal injury, (2) prisoner
petitions, (3) labor, (4) property rights, and (5) other statutes. The cases in
which a protective order was actually entered were distributed across nature
of suit categories in a similar fashion.

Table 13 shows the nature of suit for the cases involving any protective
order activity. Table 14 presents the same information for cases in which a
protective order was entered. More detailed tables are attached as Appendices
A and B.

Table 13
Nature of Suit for Cases Involving Protective Order Activity

NATURE OF SUIT District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

Contract 33 16% 38 19% 54 27%

Real Property 1 <1% 2 1% 4 2%

Personal Injury 35 17% 22 11% 38 19%

Personal Property 3 1% 5 3% 11 5%

Civil Rights 48 24% 40 21% 39 19%

Prisoner Petitions 9 4% 24 12% 2 1 %

Forfeiture and Penalty 1 <1% 2 1% 2 1%

Labor 8 4% 18 9% 9 4%

Property Rights 8 4% 20 10% 11 5%

Other Statutes 58 28% 24 12% 32 16%

TOTAL NUMBER OF CASES INVOLVING 204 195 202
PROTECTIVE ORDER ACTIVITY
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Table 14
Nature of Suit for Cases in which a Protective Order was Entered

NATURE OF SUIT District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

Contract 19 15% 28 20% 29 22%

Real Property 1 1% 1 1 % 3 2%

Personal Injury 20 16% 15 11% 25 19%

Personal Property 2 2% 5 4% 7 5%

Civil Rights 35 28% 32 23% 28 21%

Prisoner Petitions 4 3% 16 11% 1 1%

Forfeiture and Penalty 0 0% 1 1% 1 1%

Labor 4 3% 12 9% 6 5%

Property Rights 7 6% 18 13% 11 8%

Other Statutes 34 27% 12 9% 20 15%

TOTAL NUMBER OF CASES IN WHICH A 127 140 131
PROTECTIVE ORDER WAS ENTERED

8. In the District of Columbia and the Eastern District of Michigan, protective
order activity occurred and protective orders were entered most frequently in
cases in which the plaintiff was an individual and the defendant was either a
business or governmental entity or in which both the plaintiff and defendant
were businesses. In the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, protective order
activity occurred and protective orders were entered most frequently in cases
involving an individual or business as the plaintiff and a business as the
defendant.

Tables 15 A-C shows the types of parties in the cases involving protective
order activity. All percentages in the tables are of the total number of cases in
the given district involving protective order activity. Table 16 A-C presents
the same information for cases in which a protective order was entered. All
percentages in the tables are of the total number of cases in the given district
in which a protective order was entered.
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Table 15
Types of Parties in Cases Involving Protective Order Activity

A. District of Columbia

DEFENDANT

Individual Government Business Private Other
Organization

Individual 18 9% 59 29% 48 24% 7 3% 0 0% 132 65%

PLAINTIFF Government 0 0% 3 1% 5 2% 0 0% 0 0% 8 4%

Business 5 2% 17 8% 30 15% 1 <1% 0 0% 53 26%

Private 1 <1% 9 4% 1 <1% 0 0% 0 0% 11 5%
Organization

24 12% 88 43% 84 41% 8 4% 0 0% 204

B. Eastern District of Michigan

DEFENDANT

Individual Government Business Private Other
Organization

Individual 10 5% 57 29% 63 32% 2 1% 0 0% 132 68%

PLAINTIFF Government 1 <1% 1 <1% 2 1% 1 <1% 2 1% 7 4%

Business 2 1 % 2 1% 46 24% 0 0% 0 0% 50 26%

Private 0 0% 1 <1% 4 2% 1 <1% 0 0% 6 3%
Organization

13 7% 61 31% 115 59% 4 2% 2 1% 195

C. Eastern District of Pennsylvania

DEFENDANT

Individual Government Business Private Other
Organization

Individual 15 7% 18 9% 84 42% 6 3% 0 0% 123 61%

PLAINTIFF Government 0 0% 1 <1% 8 4% 0 0% 2 1% 11 5%

Business 19 9% 1 <1% 47 23% 0 0% 0 0% 67 33%

Private 0 0% 0 0% 1 <1% 0 0% 0 0% 1 <1%
Organization

34 17% 20 10% 140 69% 6 3% 2 1% 202
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Table 16
Types of Parties in Cases in which a Protective Order was Entered

A. District of Columbia

DEFENDANT

Individual Government Business Private Other
Organization

Individual 10 8% 40 32% 32 25% 3 2% 0 0% 85 67%

PLAINTIFF Government 0 0% 2 2% 2 2% 0 0% 0 0% 4 3%

Business 4 3% 9 7% 21 17% 0 0% 0 0% 34 27%

Private 0 0% 4 3% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 4 3%
Organization

14 11% 55 43% 55 43% 3 2% 0 0% 127

B. Eastern District of Michigan

DEFENDANT

Individual Government Business Private Other
Organization

Individual 6 4% 42 30% 44 31% 0 0% 0 0% 92 66%

PLAINTIFF Government 1 1% 1 1% 2 1% 0 0% 1 1% 5 4%

Business 0 0% 1 1% 38 27% 0 0% 0 0% 39 28%

Private 0 0 % 0 0% 3 2 % 1 1 % 0 0 % 4 3%
Organization

7 5% 44 31% 87 62% 1 1% 1 1% 140

C. Eastern District of Pennsylvania

DEFENDANT

Individual Government Business Private Other
Organization

Individual 9 7% 10 8% 59 45% 5 4% 0 0% 83 63%

PLAINTIFF Government 0 0% 0 0% 6 5% 0 0% 1 1% 7 5%

Business 12 9% 1 1% 27 21% 0 0% 0 0% 40 31%

Private 0 0% 0 0% 1 1% 0 0% 0 0% 1 1%
Organization

21 16% 11 8% 93 71% 5 4% 1 1% 131
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9. In the District of Columbia and the Eastern District of Michigan, cases in
which protective activity occurred were most frequently resolved by a
dismissal under Fed. R. Civ. P. 41(a)(1)(ii), with no explicit mention of
settlement. In both districts, a substantial number of the cases were resolved
by summary judgment or dispositive motion and in the District of Columbia,
a substantial number were resolved by dismissal pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P.
41(b). In the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, cases with protective order
activity were most frequently reported as settled, although a substantial
number were resolved by jury decision or by dismissal pursuant to Fed. R.
Civ. P. 41(a)(1)(ii). A similar pattern of results was found for cases in which a
protective order had been entered.

Table 17 shows the disposition of the cases involving protective order
activity. Table 18 presents the same information for cases in which a
protective order was entered.

Table 17
Disposition of Cases Involving Protective Order Activity

District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

SummaiyJudgment 33 16% 41 21% 11 6%

Otherdispositivemotion 27 13% 18 9% 8 4%

Judicial decision after trial 12 6 % 5 3 % 13 7%

Jury decision 8 4% 8 4% 24 12%

Dismissal under Rule 41(a)(1)(i) 3 2% 0 0% 0 0%

Dismissal under Rule 41(a)(1)(ii) (with no explicit 69 34% 62 32% 20 10%

mention of settlement)

Dismissal under Rule 41(a)(2) 5 3% 4 2% 4 2%

Dismissal under Rule 41(b) 5 3% 3 2% 3 2%

Settled/Consent Judgment 14 7% 32 16% 92 46%

Arbitration/Mediation 1 <1% 4 2 % 5 2 %

Transferred 9 4 % 3 2 % 4 2 %

Remanded 3 1% 5 3 % 3 1 %

Other 2 1% 0 0 % 7 3 %

Case pending 12 6 % 9 5 % 7 4 %

Disposition unknown 1 <1% 1 <1% 1 <1%

204 195 202
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Table 18
Disposition of Cases in which a Protective Order was Entered

District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

SunmatyJudgment 19 15% 31 22% 5 4%

Otherdispositivemotion 13 10% 13 9% 4 3%

Judicial decision after trial 10 8% 4 3% 9 7%

Jury decision 6 5% 6 4% 1 9 15%

Dismissal under Rule 41(a)(1)(i) 1 1% 0 0% 0 0%

Dismissal under Rule 41(a)(1)(ii) (with no explicit 46 36% 46 33% 15 12%

mention of settlement)

Dismissal under Rule 41(a)(2) 2 2 % 3 2 % 3 2 %

DismissalunderRule41(b) 2 2% 2 1% 2 2%

Settled 9 7% 23 16% 61 37%

Arbitration/Mediation 1 1 % 3 2 % 0 0 %

Transferred 6 5 % 1 1% 2 2 %

Remanded 1 1% 1 1% 2 2 %

Other 1 1% 0 0 % 3 2%

Case pending 9 7% 6 4% 5 4%

Disposition unknown 1 1% 1 1% 1 <1%

127 140 131
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Appendix A

Nature of Suit for Cases Involving Protective Order Activity

Table B
Nature of Suit for Cases Involving Protective Order Activity

NATURE OF SUIT District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

Contract
Insurance (110) 2 7 16
Marine (120) 0 0 1
Miller Act (130) 0 0 1
Negotiable Instrument (140) 1 1 1
Other Contract (190) 29 29 33
Product Liability (195) 0 1 2
Recovery of overpayment of Medicare (151) 1 0 0

33 16% 38 19% 54 27%

Real Property
Rent, Lease and Ejectment (230) 1 0 0
Torts to Land (240) 0 0 3
All Other Real Property (290) 0 2 1

1 <1% 2 1% 4 2%

Personal Injury
Airplane Personal Injury (310) 0 1 0
Personal Injury: Assault, Libel and Slander (320) 5 0 1
Personal Injury: FELA (330) 1 1 4
Personal Injury: Marine Personal Injury (340) 0 1 2
Personal Injury: Motor Vehicle (350) 7 4 9
Personal Injury: Other Personal Injury (360) 12 6 6
Personal Injury: Medical Malpractice (362) 4 0 2
Personal Injury: Personal Injury Product Liability (365) 5 9 14
Asbestos personal injury - product liability (368) 1 0 0

35 17% 22 11% 38 19%

Personal Property
Personal Property Damage: Other Fraud (370) 2 5 6
Personal Property Damage: Other Personal Property 1 0 3

Damage (380)
Personal Property Damage: Property Damage- 0 0 2

Product Liability (385
3 1% 5 3% 11 5%

Civil Rights
Other (440) 15 27 16
Jobs (442) 32 13 23
Accommodations (443) 1 0 0

48 24% 40 21% 39 19%

Prisoner Petitions (550) 9 4% 24 12% 2 1%



NATURE OF SUIT District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

Forfeiture and Penalty
Food and Drug (620) 0 0 1
Drug Forfeiture (625) 0 1 0
Miscellaneous Forfeiture and Penalty (690) 1 1 1

1 <1% 2 1% 2 1%

Labor
Fair Labor Standards Act (710) 1 1 1
Labor Management Relations (720) 0 1 0
Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure (730) 0 1 0
Railway Labor Act (740) 1 0 0
Other Labor Litigation (790) 2 3 1
ERISA (791) 4 12 7

8 4% 18 9% 9 4%

Property Rights
Copyright (820) 2 5 3
Patent (830) 2 8 6
Trademark (840) 4 7 2

8 4% 20 10% 11 5%

Other Statutes
Antitrust (410) 5 4 4
Withdrawal (423) 0 1 2
Banks and Banking (430) 1 0 2
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (470) 2 2 3
Securities, Commodities, and Exchange (850) 3 7 12
Social Security: SSID (864) 0 0 1
Taxes (870) 0 1 0
Other Statutory Actions (890) 26 9 8
Environmental Matters (893) 4 0 0
Freedom of Information Act (895) 17 0 0

58 28% 24 12% 32 16%

TOTAL 204 195 202



Appendix B

Nature of Suit for Cases in which a Protective Order Was Entered

Table B-14
Nature of Suit for Cases in which a Protective Order was Entered

NATURE OF SUIT District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsylvania

Contract
Insurance (110) 0 6 8
Marine (120) 0 0 0
Miller Act (130) 0 0 1
Negotiable Instrument (140) 0 1 1
Other Contract (190) 19 20 18
Product Liability (195) 0 1 1
Recovery of overpayment of Medicare (151) 0 0 0

19 15% 28 20% 29 22%

Real Property
Rent, Lease and Ejectment (230) 1 0 0
Torts to Land (240) 0 0 3
All Other Real Property (290) 0 1 0

1 1% 1 1% 3 2%

Personal Injury
Airplane Personal Injury (310) 0 1 0
Personal Injury: Assault, Libel and Slander (320) 1 0 1
Personal Injury: FELA (330) 1 1 0
Personal Injury: Marine Personal Injury (340) 0 0 2
Personal Injury: Motor Vehicle (350) 4 1 6
Personal Injury: Other Personal Injury (360) 9 5 4
Personal Injury: Medical Malpractice (362) 2 0 2
Personal Injury: Personal Injury Product Liability (365) 2 7 10
Asbestos personal injury - product liability (368) 1 0 0

20 16% 15 11% 25 19%

Personal Property
Personal Property Damage: Other Fraud (370) 1 5 4
Personal Property Damage: Other Personal Property 1 0 2

Damage (380)
Personal Property Damage: Property Damage- 0 0 1

Product Liability (385)
2 2% 5 4% 7 5%

Civil Rights
Other (440) 6 19 8
Jobs (442) 28 13 20
Accommodations (443) 1 0 0

35 28% 32 23% 28 21%

Prisoner Petitions (550) 4 3% 16 11% 1 1%

/
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NATURE OF SUIT District of Eastern Eastern
Columbia Michigan Pennsy

hvania

Forfeiture and Penalty
Food and Drug (620) 0 0 1
Drug Forfeiture (625) 0 0 0
Miscellaneous Forfeiture and Penalty (690) 0 1 0

0 0% 1 1% 1 1%

Labor
Fair Labor Standards Act (710) 1 1 1
Labor Management Relations (720) 0 0 0
Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure (730) 0 0 0
Railway Labor Act (740) 0 0 0
Other Labor Litigation (790) 1 3 1
ERISA (791) 2 8 4

4 3% 12 9% 6 5%

Property Rights
copyright (820) 2 4 .3
Patent (830) 2 7 6
Trademark (840) 3 7 2

7 6% 18 13% 11 8%

Other Statutes
Antitrust (410) 3 4 2
Withdrawal (423) 0 1 1
Banks and Banking (430) 1 0 2
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (470) 1 0 2
Securities, Commodities, and Exchange (850) 2 3 9
Social Security: SSID (864) 0 0 1
Taxes. (870) 0 0 0
Other Statutory Actions (890) 13 4 4
Environmental Matters (893) 2 0 0
Freedom of Information Act (895) 12 0 0

34 27% 12 9% 20 15%

TOTAL 127 140 131
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